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At an Amazing Price
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Includes

Amazing Value
20 Memories CTCSS
350mW Output

Wideband Receive
AM Airband

C

Alphanumeric Memories
CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone

Ni-cads & Charger

AR -146 2M 50W Mobile

co

0

Complete with Microphone
and mobile mount

O
O
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ICOM

IC -706

1.8
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146MHz
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M4 VOX Call AGC

Includes DSP & CTCSS
Yes, it's your final chance to purchase this great
transceiver. Uttering 100 Watts on all bands
from 1.8MHz to 54MHz plus 20 Watts on
144MHz.

Weather
Stati

m Handheld

* Radio Controlled
Clock
* Date, Day Month

nea 'Pettede

Cable Free
Remote Sensor

20 Memories
5 Watts (13.8V)
Digital Display
Keypad Entry
1750Hz Tone
130 - 174MHz Rx
AA Cell Operation
Programmable Features

* Inside / Outside
Temperature
* Air Pressure
* Weather Forecast

EXCLUSIVE 10 DAY APPROVAL - On All Mail Order Sales

YAESU Special

4TYAESU j-1 _J

FT -41R 70cms Handheld

1.8MHz

to 432MHz

Includes
FREE Hod Charger

El 19.95

A ivip....F)

430 - 450MHz
12.5 & 25kHz Steps
3.5 Watts (12V)
151 Memories
1750Hz Tone
Keypad Entry
Ni-cad Pack & Charger
BNC Antenna
Yaesu 2 Year Warranty

Worth
includes 7QMNz Transcelve
100W I 8 - 50MHz 50W 2m70cm" SSB - CW - FM - AM ' CTCSS Alphanumeric 0 1Hz steps Packet
ready 1200 & 9600 DSP filtering Dual display squelch ' IF shift ' Notch filter ' Power control ' Tx monitor
Electronic keyer ' 12.5 / 25kHz switched FM filtering Switchabte pre -amp Size 260 x 86 x 270mm weight 7kg

`'" YAESU

YAESU

£1299

FT -920 1.8 -54MHz

£1899

FT-1000MPDC (AC £2199)

A chance to make a
huge saving - but

hurry as we have
purchased the toll

KENWOOD
1 8 54MN2 100W ' DSP tatter MOSFET PA ' infernal ATU
Auto notch Twin VFOs Auto glow Gist/ay Snuffle log
voice memory Electronic keyer RS -232C converter ' Ouick
memory bank # lots mere n one
e -mad for colour Yeaf?et

'

i

1 a 30Mhz 1106 ' ssa cw FM AM' RI) 1000-iz 3ONIHz

Message memory ' Dual inipand rx ' EDSP fader' FW processor' RF New THDlE
preiarnp ' Electronic keyer ' IF shift width'

tillers omprehenSNO menu system ' RS -232 interface arid more - send for detais
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Free PSU
Free Base Mic

ICOM

IC -706 MkIIG

Dual bander
VHF / UHF

Built-in TNC
Data Display
Now enjoy the benefit of
a built-in TNC and APRS
(Automatic GPS Packet
Reporting System). The
handheld that takes you
into the Year 20001

Phone for Package Deal
1.8 - 440MHz
100 Watts on HF
50 Watts on VHF
20 Watts on UHF
DSP, CW & SSB Filters

YAESU

Features. ' 144:430MHz Wide . Narrow Deviation '
1200'9600bps TNC DX Cluster Monitor ' Dual Rx
DataVoice on VHF ' 12 digit 3 -line display plus scroll
function 200 Memories CTCSS plus 1 750Hz tone '
AIP (VHF) ' APRS Built-in 13.8V DC charger 6W on
13.8V DC ' AC charger 8 Ni-cad pack

YAESU ;2,?

Buy From The Company you can Trust

FT8100 Dual Bander Mobile

O

FT50R hams Handy
' Wdetand Ax IAMAirbardi

ICOM

' FM Broadcast receive
CTCSS & 1750Hz
112 Alphanumeric Memories
'Dual Watch Military rater/
' SW from 12v OC input
Mcads and AC Charger

IC -207H 2m170cm Mobile

£339
2m

70cm

SOW 30W
.letachable nead

Rechargeable
Alkaline
Cells
..
i-ot Stat ter Kit

Yaesu .s top selling dual band mobile transceiver very
thing you could wish for including wideband receiver

0
com New IC21002m Mobile £26
y,I nth Swat r had 12.31041111 25104

I .1

Rechargeable Alkaline
1.5V cells
' No memory effects
' Charge mid cycle is OK
5 year charge shell tile
1 i
' 3 x capacity of n' -cads
-Very low cost
In stock now' ' fiat, you must use the special charger
supplied with Starter Kit

Starter Kit:
TheIC2160 Mobile transceiver from ICOM features switched filtering. 55 Watts with 113 memories. And all this at a very competi
tine price In stock NOW

email:

salesa,wsplc.demon.co.uk

£319

Comprise 4 x AA cells and dedicated AC
wall charger
£13.99 + ri p&p

4 x AA cells (ready charged'
8 x AA cells (ready charged
4 x AAA cells iuses standard charger

£5 99 iti 00 post)
£1099 !El 50 post
E6.25 (Et 00 posh

ThiS es a very sold rig that's proot
tse ^tost ocoular dual oast sanctirelc

ICOM

IC-T8E Dual Band hand

6m
2m

70cms

All in one
small package.
SW 0444 (13V;
' 25 12.5kHz ready
' Wideband Ax
' Nickel Hydride Dan
' Wide FM broadcast

AM for &band
' Rapid scanning
Alphanumeric

UK's largest Catalogue £3.95 inc. post
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25 Amp Power Supply

W-25AM
MFJ-969uK

SAM "TO

5^.1

The most reed power suppry

Maw o rY
tvIFJ
ct
Oi re

MOM

kit HF 103* danscavers Rated at
30 Amps peak tt coasts arorv)

With 2 Year Warranty
The only guarantee that is
supported by MFJ

MFJ-969 covers a/ bends horn
54AtHe am very accurate PEP
meter Rated 300 Wads Mar

IVY

MFJ-986uK

w»"-inr.

IF.S9a1 is the ideal ATV kr use wen latex

awaits. Coming t 8 301110 C is rated
311if and In
a raw roister cad

Other Models:
W -3A
W-501

WIGAN
W-1GSM
W-30AM

of handhelds

The HF operator rall ammo.* the convenience

'74c L; t-ccct.:cic 7Var:city

of hands -free opera ion vats this high qualtty

' Oilers you a fri 74 months peace of
d meld Guarantees Me Wrest stod
(nor are version prey imports') 'Assures yew purchase a brand new mot
tekubrshed secondhand lents4 Provides 10.1 USA bet* -up to send
back to Nis factory acme

Has CE cedelciesort feitecti se can advertise as

headset and boom Inc Requires
apprconate plugs and we can also supph
optional PTT if require/ - °diastase use foot
switch. MOX button on ng or VOX

£22.95

we bald Oa catallcam, Has die backing den ISO 9002 company
which awn tee two bean yelled by cuticle rupectors - HUFF SAID')

Cushcraft - The Full Range

MFJ-259uK

Antenna Analyser

Work cheerort

Covering 1 8We 170MHz
era am. INN AAMILMil
aaaa 1.4.20

you can quickly Osne Or

fauPfind your system

Ties very camped antenna Norm
Cushaalt sad get you lots of DX
Fes eknost any garttans and

Phone for

very VII megau yet can halide

UK's Best Price!

up to 7k W Boom 7 44m trained
/dement 5 5m

8.7000
R6000

10m - 150in *wets!

15-4CD

1-eterne.nr 15m nap

tom 20m vetted'

4-efernent ltIm Yap

D-3
20-3CD
20.4CD

CAA, or*

10.ICD
Da
D.3W
X?
X.9

7 -element Inbandier

404CD
15-3CD

Coax Connector Set

Turns hours Into minutes
and ideas tri10 antennas

10

£139

3 -element treander
3 -element 20m Yap
4 -element 20rn Yap
2 -dements on 4Orn
3 -element 15m Vary

£22.95

W-184 HF Headset & Boom Mic

We stock every single MFJ model'

Great yaks

Supply
Widely Used Power

Single earpiece van adjustable boom nec the PTT
can be lcdted rito position PTT box has Cap
Ice attaching to dadern Versions for ail makes

MFJ-16010uK

Watts

UK's Most

LX -8 Hands -Free Microphone

cabin balanced feeder and long rare

301int andaitad0300

E29 95

(59 95
10 Amp suet mode
30 Amp variable (11995

plus PEP wed meet and an bench, can

Long eareATLICOvileing 1.13

(2295

3 Amp Fixed
5 Amp Fixed
10 Amp Venable

A connector set that offers 2 each
of tvee re difterent connectors
each of shorn may be coupled

3-elenent Inband ?MHz

to another Covers UHF N. BNC
SMA (An. UHF TNC both plugs

leremert* WRC bands

aria sato ets Amazing 'value

9 -dement Inbarklei

£49.95

Looking fora Compact Loop?
Ore ve got some

RADIO WORKS of USA

very compact prices!

Give us
a call

alb

tea Venni Ratessr

£89.95

Frectuencres from MHz to 3014Hz and a Manor,

sae ohust .3d inches t* wonted Africa from Avila

Radio works have pioneered the modern Windom antenna
and produced this latest model that offers compete HF
coverage to the small garden It offers low angle radiabon
horn itst short vertical element. and at the sane tune fives
sane high angle for local contacts Most users agree it
is way ahead of the GSRV, parbculaiy on the higher band*
Includes special matching unit and RF Ine isolator

RM-913 Radio Controlled Clock

our workshop,

Garmin GPS-3

Offers you 8 -Bands
in just 66ft of garden space!

Celt" VVIldcin 8° SPecied

£1 9.95

£299.95

Ideal fa the desk too

Navejate your car around Europe us.ng hie
Nohty accurate GPS system and the amen
map Woes on ter car deShboard he ertemai

4 locks onto
UST Rugby and
prandes Ihe most
accurate erne

antenna a nom* mowed AJSo owes
speed and allude pan mute end nip nforrnatron
Receives 6 a AA cotes w external 13 8V from
%Mona DC lead

W-MM2 Multimode Modem

SP -2000 Sun Visor Speaker
OptoCom VHF it UHF Receiver

'

The redly neat way to mount your mobile
seedier Just cap onto the sun nsa and

Counter
unter Frequency
Free When you menuon
Great Offer

ssry Fax. RTTY
NAVTE X. SYNOP
PC Software included
Connect between Transceiver

and PC and feed wart t2V DC
Inc kides receiver audro Nrenno
and tuning mdrcator

Prachcar Wireless

Carriage

t OMHz 361-ir
Packet. AMTOR. CW

lumber, Require,
4 A AAA cells Mot
included

run IN cat.e &xk to the ng Inoudes t 19.g5
sforie antic

The new OptoCom receiver offers true PC control
plus a host of addmonai features that sets d apart
from other similar models. Covering 25-250MHz.
760.823MHz. 8451MHz - 1369MHz and 894MHz 13100MHz n otters AM. NFM and WFM reception
The dg feature a its Motorola and LTR Trunk
tracking and a supplied with TrakkStar software
The C1-5 PC 'menace allows auto tuning using
the Scout or Super Searcher counters There s
also CI bolt -in speaker and poeei is trona t2V DC

avariable Also oilers
date and alann

Readout
BNC Whip

£59.95

Otter ends 211th Feb ?P99

Ni-cads s charge,

Freephone Orders

0500 73 73 88
For Order information see previous pages

MARCH 1999 CONTENT
MARCH 1999
(ON SALE FEBRUARY 11)
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NEXT ISSUE (APRIL 1999)
ON SALE MARCH 11
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18 ROB & HIS ROBERTS - AN
INSEPARABLE PAIR!

Rob Manion G3013 reviews
the Roberts KC 828 multi -band radio cassette
receiver and suggests it would be ideal for
any radio enthusiast.

56 BROADEN YOUR AMATEUR HORIZONS!

EDITORIAL OFFICES
Practical Wireless
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach
Broadstone, Dorset BH1/111PW

tr (01202) 659910

Editor

Rob Marimon GIXTD
Technical Projects Sub -Editor

Nc, (-Tex") Swann 6111X

33

Jo Williams

ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT
ADVERT SALES & PRODUCTION

no intentions of raking a break thernsel% es least not from Artilaleur Radio! Tony (,411 ll

describes how they had to rwenorne a ti
antenna problems.

IT'S A CLASSIC ... THE KW 201 RECEIVER

Ben Nock G48X0 looks at
another 'classic ' item of
Amateur Radio equipment,
This time it's a receiver whir h
deserves to be better known
the KW Electronics KW 201
double conversion receiver.

FAX: 101202) 659950

News & Production Editor

Tony Fishpool G4WIF and his friend. Graham
G3MFJ took their fatuities on holiday to the
Ntortolk Hroads.11owever, they had absolutely

22 THE TEN-TEC TRANSCEIVER REVIEW
Colin Redwood G6MXL took on
the challenge of building a kit
which produced a very
professional looking transceiver
and something he's proud of!

29

.t Mr -or -hours senate In answering machine)

59

Chris Steadman MI3IM (Sales)

36

Steve Hunt [Art Director)

.1t

,...

VALVE & VINTAGE
Phil Cadman G4JCP has some interestim;

infomiation on valve markings and ads', ,
on signal strength meters to offer his

t___/115
EININEMP
IP

'customers'

63

NEW SERIES! LOOKING AT ...
Gordon King G4VFV, the internationally
known tee him al journalea famous for his
books on television. radio and audio
technology and engineering, begins his new
regular series 'Looking At ...' by taking .1 close

ANTENNAS -IN -ACTION
Tex G1TEX disc usses some books
tor your library., an antenna for you

to build for the 410MHz band, a
dual -hand Yaiti antenna and one answer

to a plea for help in a previous Pei -A.

66

view of that all important clement of any
receiver ... the radio frequency amplifier.

'General Enquiries to liroacIstorie Oftic:e.)

RADIO BASICS
In this month's column Rob G3XFD explains

how you can modify the I.5Mli7 t (inverter to
7MHt using the 'Tinny Dipper'

THE PANTHER

Don't miss the first part of the Practical
Wirek15 'Panther' transceiver project.

John Kitching (Art Editor,

Peter Eldrett 'Typesetting/Production)
'

SIGNAL SEARCHING
Tex G1TEX takes lime 0111 hi rev,.
the Watson Super SearcherIRI
finclem hand-held digital frequent
counter.

40 CARRYING ON THE PRACTICAL WAY
Rev. George Dobbs G3RIV describes a
'universal variable t rystal oscillator' project
suitable for a range of bands immediately
following the usual appropriate quotation of
course!

101202) 659920
(9.30ant - 5.30pm)
FAX: 1111202) 659950

44

ADVERTISING MANAGER

Roger Hall G4TNT
1k) lient '148, London SW6 21)5

Ir 0171-731 6222

7 KEYLINES
8 LETTERS

11

49 THE ALINCO DI -GS HAND-HELD "A 'TRUE' DUAL -BAND RADIO"!

FAX:0171-384 1031

ARichard Newton GOSRN lakes his turn at
the reviewer 'srlesk this time around and
reveals his thoughts and feelings tor the Alinco

Mobile: (0585) 851 385

ni-CS hand-held tronsc 61..1.9'.

BOOKS & SUBSCRIPTIONS
Mit hael Hurst

G3RJV Carrying on the Practical Way.- Page 40
-Pemors-

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

NEWS

16 RADIO DIARY
68 BOOK PROFILES
72 BARGAIN BASEMENT
75 RADIO SCENE
84 SUBS
88 BOOK STORE
91 COMING NEXT MONTH

LONDON SHOW SPECIAL
Don't miss our essential guide to the Tenth
London Show at Picketts Lock which takes
place in March this year. Find out some of
what you can expect to see there this year.

GAST aid 631101 lhaaden *dr hodoins... Page 56

is (01202) 659930
( int...chows venni e bv anwvering machine',

FAX: (012021659950

E-MAIL
l'tVs Internet address is:

001-41011

pwpublishing.hd.uk
You can send mail to anyone al PW, just

insert their name at the beginning of the

Nine pages of band
reports from all your
favourite authors.

address,

e.g. robO:pvepublishingild.uk
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Aerial
Antics
massive reductions
Come and choose an aerial from our fantastic range at below normal retail prices
HF ANTENNAS

ANTENNAS VHF/UHF FIXED

CREATIVE DESIGN HF ANTENNAS
CD218
3 Ele Yagi 10-15M 1.5kW PEP 21.3'LE 13.1'B
4 Ele Yagi 10-15-20M 2kW PEP 28.0'LE 16.5'B
CD318
CD31813
5 Ele Yagi 10-15-20M 2kW PEP 28.0'LE 20.8.B
CD318C
6 Ele Yagi 10-15-20M 2kW PEP 20.0'LE 29 9'B
CL10
5 Ele Yagi 10M 2kW PEP 18.2'LE 23.7'B
5 Ele Yagi 15M 3kW PEP 24.3'LE 31.6'B
CL15
CV730V-1 V -Dipole for 10-15-20-40M 1kW PEP 19.0' ele
CY103
3 Ele 10M 2kW PEP 18.5'LE 13.013
CY104
4 Ele 10M 2kW PEP 18.5'LE 13.1'B
CV48
40M Vertical 2kW PEP 40.3'ELE
AD385
40/80 Switch Box for Use with CV48
CUSHCRAFT HF ANTENNAS
154CD
4 element 15m beam
204CD
4 element 20m beam
A103
10MHz extention kit for A3WS
A3S
14-21-28MHz 3 ele yagi 8dbd
A3WS
18-24MHz 3 ele yagi 8dbd
A4S
14-21-28MHz 4 ele yagi 3 per band
AP8A
3.5-28MHz 8 band vertical
APR18A
Radial kit for AP8A. AV3. AV5
04
7114/21/28MHz rotary dipole
D40

03W
R7000
R80

40 Metre rotary dipole
24/18/10MHz rotary dipole
10,12.15.17,20. 30&40M Halfwave Vertical
80m add on kit for R7000

TELEX HYGAIN HF ANTENNA
DX88
10-80m vertical
10-40m vertical
DX77
SMC WIRE ANTENNAS
Trapped Dipole 80/40/20/15110mtrs
OSTBT
7mHz potted traps

TD -HP

U)

ma

a
ma;

-..

0

COLT
£38

X5ON

£231

CREATIVE DESIGN
CLP5130-1
Log periodic. 50-1300MHz, 25 element, LE 3.0m B 2.0m£2391
CLP5130-3
Log periodic, 90-220MHz. 12 element. LE1.6m B1.7m £135

£367
£68
£311

£239
£375
£183
E43

£207
£183
£159
£311

£159

£252
£295

OSG5RVF Wire full size G5RV 80/40/20/15/10mtrs

£45
£20
£29

HOKUSHIN HF ANTENNA
HF3VNB
Vertical 12-17.30M 1000W PEP 16.0'H
28HS-2HB Horizontal 10M 2 Ele HB9CV 6dBi

£47
£52

ANTENNAS VHF/UHF MOBILE

X200N
V2000

£12
£14
£23

TAIWAN SERENE MOBILE
TSM1005
144 7/8 wave 5.2dB 200W 1 89m
TSM1309
144/430 3.0/5.5dB 120W 0.93m
TSM1312
144/430 3.015.5dB 50W 0.89m
TSM1314
144/430 3.8/6.2dB 150W lm
TSM1316
144/430 2.15dB113.8dB 100W 0.44m
TSM1339
1441430 3.0/5.5dB black 50W 0.89m
TSM1403
144/430 4.5/7.2dB 200W 1 45m

£24
£20
£18
£28
£14
£18
£25

DIAWA MOBILE
DAX1000
144/430 2.1515.5dB 0.95m
DAX1500
144/430 3.0/5.8dB 1.07m
DAX3000
144/430 3.5/6.0dB 1.06m

£22
£24
£27

£32
£33
£46
£13
£30
£26
£28

£15
£14
£15

£61

£52

JB ANTENNAS 2 METRE
UGP/2M
Ground plane folded radiator.
OdBd
8XY/2M
10XY/2M
PMH2/C

£22

PMH2/2M

Harness 2 -way 144MHz
Harness 4 -way 144MHz

PMH412M

Yagi 8 ele crossed, length 2.8m 9.5dBd
Yagi 10 ele crossed, length 3.6m 10.8dBd
2 -way phasing harness for circular polarisation

£591
£79
£5
£51

"I
1

CUSHCRAFT VHF ANTENNA
1362
2m, 13 ele boomer. 15 8dbd
1782
2m. 17 ele boomer, 18dbd
2m/70cm dualband vertical. 1.13m long
AR270
2m/70cm dualband vertical. 2.3m long
AR270B
AR2
2m vertical, 1.2m long
AR6
6m vertical, 3.1m long
A14410SN
2m, 10 ele Ultramatch with N connector
A144-201
2m, 10 ele crossed yagi. 12.2dbd
2m, 10 ele crossed yagi
A148 -20T
6m. 3 ele yagi, 8dbd
A50 -3S
A50 -5S
6m. 5 ele yagi, 10.5dbd
6m. 6 ele yagi, 11.6dbd
A50 -6S
22XB
2m Oscar 22 ele c/w polarisation switch
7196
70cm Yagi, 19 ele N connector
738X6
70cm Oscar 38 ele c/w polarisation switch
SMC VHF ANTENNA
HB9CV 6M 2 element (both driven) antenna
2HB6
HS-GP62
6m 2 -step colinear, 6dbi, 6.57m
CA350DB
6m/10m dualband colinear 2.1516.5dB 6.9m
Colinear 2M 3 x wave, 7.8dB1/4 14.6'
GP23
SQ144
2M Swiss Quad (vertical polarised standard)
Colinear 70crn 14 step coaxial, 10dBi 11.8'
GP714
WX11N
WX2JN

COLT MOBILE
SG7000
144/430Mhz 2.15dBi/3.8d6 100W
SG7200
144/430MHZ 3.2dB/5.7dB 150W
SG7900
1441430Mhz 5.0dB/7.6dB 150W

SMC HOKUSHIN and COMET
HR50
50MHz 1/2 wave centre loaded 2.15dB 2.13m
SB-7
144/430 Mobile 4.5/7.5dB 1.4m
CX-702
50/144/430 Tribander 2.1516.0/8.4dB 2.1m
88F
144MHz 8/8 wave 5.2dB1/4 6.5'
OW150/450 144/432 On glass mobile antenna
HS-727VMS 144/432 + 2 x shortened mobile antenna
Z740
144/432 2.15/5.2dB with locking collar
CHL21J
2m/70cm OdB/2.15dB
HS-727SS
2m/70cm Odb/2.8db
EX104B
2m/70cm W1/2 wave black

144/430Mhz 4.5/7.2dB 1.7m long N connector
144/430Mhz 6/8dB 2.5m long N connector
50/144/430Mhz 2.15/6.2.8.4db 200w 2.5m long

£231
£431
£471
E719
E239
£360
£183
£143
£191
£220
£55

WX4/N
WX6S
GP9N
GP95

£80
£159
£49
£59
£31

£47
£69
£84
£84
£71
E119

£200
£183
E88

£167

£33
£55
£119
£31

£36
£52

£71
144/432 glfibre 4.5dB 2m. 7.2dB 70cm 'N' socket 5.8'
£92
1441432 glfibre 6.0dB 2m. 8.0dB 70cm 'N' socket 9'
144/432 g/fibre 7.8dB 2m, 10.8dB 70cm 'N' socket 14' £119
£151
144/432 G1Fibre 9.2dB 2M, 13dB 70cm S0239 23.4'
144/432 g/fibre 8.5dB 2m, 11.9dB 70cm 'N' socket 17.5 £108
£95
2m/70cm/23cm colinear 6.5/9/9dB 200W 10.1'

TAIWAN SERENE BASE STATION
TSB3301
144/430 G/Fibre 6.5/9.0dB 200W 3.18m
144/430 G/Fibre 3.0/6.0dB 120W 1.15m
TSB3303
144/430 G/Fibre 6.0/8.4dB 120W 2.43m
TSB3304
TSB3305
144/430 G/Fibre 8.5/12.0dB 120W 5.4m
TSB3603
144/430/1296 G/Fibre 6.5/9.0/9.0dB 3.07m
Carriage extra
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Mobile Mounts

Duplexers
Rotators

Masts

Towers
Hardware

Coax Cable
Antenna Wire

Good Technical Advice

£54
£34
E42

£67
£68

SMC welcome
Mr.6M Geoff Brown lir
Yes ifs true! Mr 6 Metres Geoff Brown
(GJ4ICD) has joined us to run the retail
division at SMC's HQ in Southampton.
Geoff used to run the SMC Jersey branch in the early
80's when Amateur Radio was at it's peak. so for us it
is an old long friendship renewed.

Just a £10 deposit will secure
an early delivery
The New IC706Mk11G

Whilst running SMC Jersey he designed. built and
tested many high power linear amplifiers for all bands
from DC to light, this helped Geoff become one of the
most successful VHF/UHF Amateurs in the Country.
His current radio CV includes 166 Countries worked on
50MHz which is currently the highest score in the
World, however, Geoff caught the bug of Amateur
Radio over 40 years ago and has been sharing his
knowledge with many other fellow Amateurs ever since
including teaching and developing new ideas. he also
has a vast technical knowledge of electronics as an
engineer and also on today's current band conditions
and propagation both on HF and VHF.
SMC Ltd are proud to have Geoff as part of their new
professional team so that sound. clear. technical
advice can be passed on to you the purchaser. no
other dealer can offer such expertise in the fields of
Geoff's proven experience, and that's why SMC have
introduced a new range of power amplifiers for both HF
and VHF, come along and talk to him for professional
advice on this new range of products.
We are also pleased to welcome Derek Hitchins. who is
working alongside Geoff, and has been one of SMC's
longest standing customers. Derek has held his
amateur licence for 18 years and has a wealth of
technical knowledge.

The New FT100

Innovations from Kenwood
Call Geoff for the Special Package Price
for both items

The New
Dual Band
Handheld
with a built in
TNC

The New
Handheld
Visual
Communicator

S.M.House

School Close
Chandlers Ford Ind Est
Hants S053 4BY

Tel: 01703 246222

Open 9am - 5pm Monday to Friday and Saturday 9am -1pm

Reg Ward & Co
1 Westminster House
West Street
Axminster EX13 5NX

Te

01297 34918

.

Open 9am - 5pm Tuesday to Saturday

visit our website http://www.smc-comms.com/amateur

NO DEPOSIT FINANCE
Nothing to pay until JULY
a

nd to
O pa
Il:

ST

on our 6 months DIBL
E-mail: amateur@smc-comms.com

from the Professionals

Come and meet Geoff Brown GJ4ICD
and the rest of the amateur radio team at the

London
AMATEUR RA010 &
COMPUTER SHOW

EX DEMO
:275

FT -2200
FT -290R2
FT -5100
FT -5200
FT -690R2
FT -840
FT -900
FT -8100

NEW LOW PRICE

STAND U
BLUE HALL

£299
£299
£349
£299
£599
£699
£349
£799

IC-706MK11

Several HENRY
Amplifiers NEW from

IC -821H

Call Rodney at Axminster
Just a couple left

£750
<b_L.

7

We are now the official agents for Linear Amp UK
SERIOUS POWER FOR SERIOUS RADIO AMATEURS

jk

ciA1/4

v-4.
-.0

The NEW CHALLENGER2 with a pair of
Svetlana 4CX800 valves and an internal fan.
This serious piece of kit delivers 1500W.
See the Hunter. Explorer. Discovery and
Challenger NOW IN STOCK

°V

417A

-I.N.

tift

%o

Call Geoff for more information
rMV

EX SERVICE BARGAINS
CALLERS ONLY

clays y?3.

Cutting the Cost

FT767 HF -2m one only L'100
FT757GX one only
FTONE several
FT102 several
FT901 DE one only
TS850S one only

£95

£150 £175
£150 £200

..

t.

£75
£395

111110

.,.....koli
...

..

Jr

C9'

Sony PRO -80

Scanner NEW £75
only 2 left

Watchout for the NEW
PMR446 European SRBR
available next month for
UNDER £100

diNV
6,k1;

Used bargains?
ask for the list

loOr
#%1

ok**"
AERIALS
R7000 7 band vertical HF
A3S Triband 3 ele HF beam
DX88 7 band vertical HF
TSB3301 144/432 vertical
TSE13303 144/432 vertical

1362 144 13 ele Boomer Yagi

Various
Handhelds not
working - from
£5

£311
£31 1

NO DEPOSIT
FINANCE AVAILABLE

£252
£54
£34
£80

on most items
6months buy now pay later

See the lull list in our other advert pages

SOUTHAMPTON
Tel: 01703 246222

AXMINSTER
Tel: 01297 34918

HQ. S.M.House School Close Chandlers Ford Ind Est Hampshire. S053 4BY
Reg Ward & Co. 1 Westminster House West Street Axminster Devon. EX13 5NX
.

.

.

.

.

South Midlands Communications Ltd SMC
.
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someone so well known as

Gordon King G4VFV.
Gordon's books on radio, TV,
audio technology and other
technical subjects are known the

ollowing my 'Editor's
Comment' at the end of
a reader's letter in the
January issue of PW ...
I've received some very
interesting feed -back.
The letter in question.
on page 13 under the heading
'Illegal Operation On 28111Hz'.

was written by Don Kirby
GWOPLP.
In his letter Don drew
attention to the amount of non Amateur Radio activity on the

back-up of the Baldock

Monitoring station, will do their
best help and we must remember
that many Radio Amateurs still

work within the RA. The limit
must come - in my opinion when 'real money' has to be
spent because we really 'don't
pay our way. If we were to pay
'commercial rates' I wonder how
much that would mean and how
much the interference would be
reduced at the same time!

28MHz band particularly from
CB radio operators who have
moved up from the 27MHz
allocations, etc. My reply drew
much attention and although
most of the readers who reacted
to the reply also supported my
obvious general concerns, only
one of the half dozen letters. E mails and comments within
QSOs, actually agreed with me
that we cannot rely on help from
the Radiocommunications
Agency.

One writer, Peter Pitt
G3ICH (Peter and I only live
about two kilometres away from
each other!) took me to task and
firmly stated that 1 had
'virtually given the all clear" to
the illegal operators on 28MHz.
Peter and I then chatted about
the letter, his reply and any
future action in PW and he
agreed I could quote from his
letter to me.
Peter went on to state that
If the Radiocommunications
Agency don't take action in the
circumstances ... as they have
before ... surely we as licence fee
payers can consider them as

taking the money under false
pretences"? He went on to say
that he thought I was being
'Apathetic in his opinion.
Well, in answer to Peter and
the other letter writers I have to
deny any apathy whatsoever.
Apathetic I'm not - realistic I
am! And at this point I have to
remind everyone that the
Amateur Radio Service is

'unprotected'. In other words.
for the most part if we suffer

from interference from non
Amateur Radio sources
officialdom cannot do much to
help us generally speaking.
Of course. in reality the RA.
often with the help of the Radio
Investigation Service and the

Answer In Our Hands
I really do think that the answer
to the 'illegal users' on the
Amateur Radio bands does lie in
our hands. I say this because although they will obviously be
respected - it's just as likely that
British 'official' sources may
well not get the same cooperation from a foreign country
than would a discussion
between two like-minded people
(Radio Amateurs) perhaps both
separated by continents and the
Equator!
The foreign Radio Amateur
could then direct pressure to

world over and I'm delighted to
say that his new PW column
'Looking At....' is bound to be
just as interesting as all his
other work.
Gordon's first article
'Looking At The RF Amplifier'
starts his tour of the receiver,
beginning at the 'front end' and
ending up no doubt in the power
supply - with everything else

London Show Picketts Lock)
Saturday/Sunday 13/14th
March, South Normanton

convey the knowledge, and to

'Derbyshire ).March 29th,

instil a zest and thirst to know
more in readers. I speak from
experience because I first got
interested in his many articles
published throughout the 1950s
in Practical Merano,: (now
Television magazine). Many
specialist - although very
informative - wnters are 'flat' in
their style approach and the
reader is often left wondering
when the author last handled a
soldering iron. Not so Gordon.
he's a keen and very active radio
enthusiast and I hope you enjoy

Dublin QRP Rally I Easter
time, dates to he confirmed!
and Colchester Radio

Letter Competition

their country deemed to be an
offender) or get their
Government Departments to act

our 'Morse -No -Morse' letter
writing competition please do

International Amateur Radio
Union where our approaches
would be seen as being from
friends acting on behalf of our
hobby rather than what could be
seen as an extension of a
nation's 'own interests' and
'foreign officialdom'.

Am I right or just indulging
in pious hopes? What do you

think? Please write into our
'Letters Page'. or if you want it
to be purely private between you
and I - to me directly. I'll honour
your privacy and perhaps we'll

so! Your letter (letters only no E-mail please), typed or
carefully hand-written and fully
addressed should be clearly

marked 'Morse Letter
Competition'. he no more
than 200 words long and the
contents should clearly argue
for or against the use of Morse
in the Amateur Radio hobby or
as a continued qualification for
h.f. operations.
The Editorial team will look
for reasoned argument and
innovative and original ideas
when reading the letters. The

closing date will be June 1st

also get some reaction from
someone in the
Radiocommunications Agency

and the winners will be
announced in the next available
issue of PW. Winner of the 'For
Morse' category will receive a
Watson gold-plated hand 'Pump'
Morse key (kindly donated by
Jeff Stanton GO3XYU of

too?

Waters & Stanton) and

New Series

the winner of the 'Against
Morse' category will win
E50 worth of PW

It's always a great pleasure to
announce a new series in PW especially if it's to be from

Practical Wireless, March 1999

first half of the year is as
follows: Chester Club,
February 23rd, Aberystwyth
March 4. Silverthorne Club
i East London i March 12th,

If you're interested in entering

seem to come from a nearby
country. All this could be done
effectively through the

If you'd like to meet up with me
this year for a chat, my 'club
visit' and show schedule for the

An enthusiastic writer, QRP
c.w. operator and radio
enthusiast, Gordon is able to

his series as much as I expect
you to!

C-1-3

at -J
1-1-1

Club Visits

between!

their own administration (if it's

on their behalflthat's the truly
difficult hit if the problems

presented to the winners or
their representatives at the
Leicester Show in September ).
My decision on the winners will
be final and no correspondence
will be entered into.

Amateurs, 15th April.
I'm due at the South

Birmingham Club on 5th May
and the Yeovil Club on the
27th of May. It's off to Wales I
am Bach ... to the Highfields
Club in Cardiff on June 3rd,
followed by the East Kent Club
on June 21. So. if you can make
it to any of the venues
mentioned I'd like to meet you!
(More details of my other
planned visits in a later issue).

Grand -Dad 'Stripe'
I'm delighted to say I earned
another 'Stripe' as a
Grandfather on January 17th
when my first. Grandson ...

Frederick Alexander
Robinson was born. Obviously
my wife Carol and our younger
daughter Alexandra were also
delighted.
However. Charlotte i his
mum) and Alex Dad) will have
their hands full as baby
Frederick weighed in at just
over 4kg(91bs). Older sister
Georgia (two and a half)
already wants to know when
she can take him for walks and
I've already thought about
buying his first train set as he's
too young to use a soldering iron
just yet!
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Rob G3XFD

vouchers. So. get

writing and good
luck! ( Prizes to be
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BBC Engineering
History 1922-1972
Dear Sir
I managed to obtain your
recommended

BBC Engineering

such kind service. I will, of course,
use this company for any future
requirements.

A F Foxall
Denbighshire

History 1922-1973, I am not

COMPILED BY ROB MANNION

The Ster Latter

will receive
voucher worth
10 to spend
on Items from
our Book or
other eerviose
offered by
Practice/
Wirsioss- All

other letters
will receive

disappointed. There is so much
nostalgia in the first two chapters it
makes you want to read them
again.
I can remember as an eight
year old. listening late at night to
the BBC and Continental
transmitters on my crystal set
using SC Brown headphones. There
are certainly a lot of listeners still
out there and that includes many
who hold amateur licences. Thanks.

Geoff Drewe G4CAO

Surrey
Editor's comment: It's a good
read isn't it Geoff? Any other
reader interested in reading
this out -of -print hook is invited
to write to me as I may be able
to help.

Mystery Receiver
Dear Sir
A few months ago. I found a

receiver which I'm still trying to
find out how it works! It's got small
valves. I have included two photos
with this letter to give you some
idea of how it looks. Can you or
your readers help?
It had no power supply - it must
have had its power supply outside.
apart from the radio - it had no
speaker either. I would appreciate it
very much if you could tell me
anything about this receiver.

Charles Fenech
Malta

t15 voucher.

Beacon Project Article
Dear Sir
Full marks to Martin Harrison G3USF for his
lucid and absorbing feature in your January issue
concerning the International Beacon Project. He
opens up a fascinating new aspect to our hobby, the
logging of IBP beacons on 14. 18, 21.24 and 28MHz,
now that h.f. conditions are on the up and up.
The chart which Martin gives can provide hours
of interest in the listening mode alone. As a retired
ship's Radio Officer, to log the beacons in sequence
takes me back to sea when I used to enjoy taking
Direction Finding bearings in co-operation with the
bridge. It gave me a great kick out to reduce the
'cocked hat' of triangulation to its smallest possible
size. To copy beacons on a global scale provides even

greater satisfaction.
Yes, we are indebted to these founder operators
of IBP for their dedication and expertise in providing
us with such an excellent service
I would recommend all DX buffs to cut out Fig. 2
of the feature and paste it prominently close to their
rigs.
Reg Prosser G4BUS

Bedfordshire
Editor's comment: It was a truly fascinating
article wasn't it Reg? It was published as soon
as possible to the November issue of PR' which
carried the `Lo -Bands Data Card which also
contains full information on the h.f. beacons.
Incidentally, I'd like to take this opportunity to
ask readers to follow Martin G3USFs request
that we (politely) ask anyone occupying the
beacon frequencies to move off the frequency.
It can be quite a problem on 18.110MHz but
most stations - realising their error - will move
if asked. The QRM on 14.100MHz, caused by

Packet radio is another matter though. Any
suggestions, readers, as to how this problem
can be overcome?
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HaRP Plays The Game
Dear Sir
In November 1998. 1 was at the
North Wales Radio & Electronics

Show in Llandudno working (for
want of a better word!) on the Bring
& Buy stall. On the Sunday
afternoon, I 'skived' °frond
purchased a couple of computer
diskettes to add to the two I
purchased on the Saturday and
with which my ancient Amstrad
PPC would be happy.

When we were packing up. the
two disks had vanished. probably
falling off the shelf into a box of
rubbish. I dashed back upstairs to
try and replace them, only to find
that the vendor concerned had
packed everything and was ready
to leave. When I explained what
had happened. Keith Roden of

HaRP Shareware, from
Stourbridge in the West Midlands.
asked me for my name and address
and said that he would post me the
two replacement disks on the
following Tuesday after the show.
When I produced my wallet I was
told "no charge". The two
replacement disks arrived by First.
class delivery on the Wednesday
morning.
The disks which I purchased on
the Saturday ran without any
problems, but the other two beat
me (I am not much good with
computers, apart from switching
them on and off!). A letter to Keith
at HaRP Shareware produced a
reply by return post offering
instructions and advice, with the
result that it is now 'all systems go'!
I hope that you will give HaRP
Shareware the publicity due after

Editor: I think (from the
photographs) that your receiver
is probably a 'home brewed'
effort Charles. However,
somewhere out there I've no
doubt a PW reader will be able

to identify it for you!

Slow Scan Television?
Dear Sir
I am very puzzled about the
seeming total misuse of the term
Slow Scan Television (SSTV). It
seems that. at least within my area
of operations on air. SSTV has come
to mean the transmission of a
previously prepared still picture.
That is not SSTV but should he
more correctly defined as Facsimile
FAX ) transmissonireception.
Slow scan TV is just as the term
implies, a changing scene of the

Practical Wireless, March 1999
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Picketts Lock - Can You Help?
Dear Sir
Could you please help? I attended the Picketts Lock Radio Rally in November and must complement the
promoters on the organisation of every facet of the event, it really was an excellent show.

On the Bring & Buy stand. I noticed an unusual h.f. transceiver and meant to enquire further about it
but got side tracked with other matters and never got round to contacting the seller and it has been
irritating me ever since!
The rig in question was all black with a very distinctive, round S -meter, frequency entry was by the
integral keypad and the rig overall was approximately the same size as a Kenwood TS -120. I did not make a
note of the brand name, but it was not one of the proprietary Japanese makes.
I would dearly like to contact the vendor, if the radio is still available, so we could perhaps 'haggle' a
little! I would be very indebted if you could mention this in the letters column.
Thankyou for a great magazine, I eagerly look forward to each and every issue. May I take this
opportunity to wish everyone at PW a very happy and prosperous New Year!

The early amateur SSTV
signals used a system similar to the
Baird Televisor but displayed on a
very long persistence display
cathode ray tube 'CRT). But that
has developed and changed through
time to horizontal scanning with
greater numbers of lines and now
as with most of the data modes,
displayed on a computer monitor
screen.

The misuse of the term SSTV
probably developed through
attempts to gain higher resolution
and colour, but now the single scan
takes so long it is totally
impractical to consider it a moving
image anymore, However, the
development has strayed so far
away from the original intent so
that it is actually a FAX transfer
and thus should be correctly
identified as such. After all, it's
doing the same operation as you
would expect from a FAX machine
anyway. Developments are all very
well and good, but when they have
strayed so far away from the
original intent as to become a
completely different being, it's
logical that it should be identified.
Now. is there anyone left who is
still operating Slow Scan TV as it
should be, the transmission of a
slowly changing and updated
image?

David Th.rtle

Erith
Practical Wireless. March 1999
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Editor's comment: Thank you Mike! The 'Bring & Buys' always fascinate me (perhaps you read
my article 'Bring & Buy' published on page 49 of the March 1998 issue?). Anyone who could help
Mike is asked to ring him directly on 0191-389 2822.

thereabouts ).
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Mike F. Swift G4MJA
Co. Durham

moment or from video recording
where the complete scan of each
frame of the picture is undertaken
in several seconds as against fast
scan which is instantaneous to the
eye (25 frames a second or

cr-rn
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Covert Fiddles
Dear Sir
was a touch amused to read the

communication from R McGregor
IPWJanuary 1999), regarding the
covert 'fiddles' of obtaining an
Amateur Radio Licence. I say
amused, because I was always led

to believe that this surreptitious
method of getting an amateur
licence - be it 'N or '13', was

unfortunately prevalent long before
the welcome imposition of the 'Two
Passport Photo Rule'.
I should say, though, that
having come face-to-face with one
or two of these persons who, for one
reason or another, appear to find
some sort of perverse credibility by
indulging in moral criminality. I
can happily report that those
persons I met are no longer active
Radio Amateurs! I suppose the
moral of this sad tale is that those
who try to gain by stealth and by
cheating will, in the end, be forever
denied the ultimate prize - knowing
you did it all by yourself? Perhaps
now R McGregor will sleep easier in
his bed at night?
On a different subject. I agree

O
m

which is constantly force-fed down
the throats of both old and young
alike by a compliant media, even
more so. If people are really
interested in Amateur Radio, they
will win through - Morse test
included. Amateur Radio without a
Morse test is like a cowboy without
a gun! Although I agree that
spending £1000 on a "black -box" is
daft, as 9HIAQ suggests, using the
same sum as a deposit on a car is
absolutely crazy!

Ray J Howes
Weymouth
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with Carmel Fenech 9HIAQ )her
letter in the same issue Yes, it is
"sheer nonsense" to suppose that
"young people" are kept out of our
hobby because of a simply learnt
thing called Morse code and I can't
imagine why or how this
apparently conditioned response is
still perpetuated. It beggars belief'
As Carmel points out, the
modern day obsession with all
things computerised is at the root
cause of the problem and the
eternal spectre of the Internet

A great deal of correspondence intended

for 'letters' now arrives via the 'Internet. And although
there's no problem in general with E -Mail, many correspondents are

forgetting to provide their postal address. I have to remind readers that
although we will not publish a full postal address lunless we are asked to
do so), we require it tithe letter is to be considered. So, please don't
forget to include your full postal address and callsign along with your E
Mail hieroglyphics! All letters intended for publication on this page must
be clearly marked "For Publication'. Editor
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The Great Morse Debate

will fulfil the requirements to gain an Amateur

spell:11 Pros t omptaition: Because of the
continued (and sometimes controversial
interest being shown in the MorseNi
Morse debate within the PR' letters pages,

Licence and be proud to do so. Of course. we

we will I* running a competition for the
hest letter supporting the use of Morse
within the Amateur Radio Service. The
winners will receive a gold-plated Morse
key (kindly donated by Waters & Stanton
PLC) and prize vouchers. Full details and
conditions can be found on the 'Keylines
editorial page. t ;owl luck with your letters
and so, its time to get on with the
delude

would welcome an increase in the number of
licensed Amateurs. hut perhaps an increased
effort in making the Hobby more interesting to
people and not changing the toalposts' as a copout would be a more suitable approach.
Finally, an interesting answer received from
an 015 Station that was responding to this
question was "if they decide to chop the Morse
code then perhaps English should he included". I

think that puts a new slant on the debate!
Tony IF5VIRY/G:IT7.HI & Ann

HVBIG(1STH ) Dolby
Tarn -et -Garonne, FRANCE

At the present time. Class 'B' amateurs can
use ('lass 'A' amateur's equipment on the h.f.

O

bands under his supervision. Would this not he a
good way to determine whether a Class 'B'

r -T-1

operator or a newcomer is suitable for the full
licence? No doubt local clubs and many
individual amateurs would he willing to provide.
let us say, ten hours of supervised and certified
operation as a service to the hobby, after which
the aspiring Class 'A could be allowed restricted
access to the h.f. bands for perhaps six months.
before being granted full ('lass 'A' recognition.
It will he a relief when this matter is finally
settled. one way or another.

And More!

Dear Sir

Dear Sir

And Even More!

We have read a oh interest. ,seer numerous

That everlasting and controversial topic. the
Morse requirement, has been raised once again

Dear Sir

issues, the continuing debate on whether Morse

Code should remain part of the Radio Amateur
Examination, whether the speed should be
dropped. whether it will attract more people into
the hobby, etc. However, we feel that in the main,
reasons and arguments being given are akin to
trying to find a disease for the cure!
Firstly, let's consider what quality of Radio
Amateur are we looking for? Do we want it that
simple that it deteriorates to the level of
operating we hear on the CB hands and may we
include. some Repeaters? Alternatively, a person
that has had to make an effort to gain the facility
is more likely to take a pride in the way they use
it and less likely to abuse the privilege, whereas
with a readily available 'A' licence these
shortcomings would be broadcast world-wide!
Already the gradual simplification of
obtaining a Licence seems to have produced
enough bad operating on the bands. Many
Stations identify incorrectly with G9XYZ Over,
over and NUM Returning. Also expressions
such as Over, Over or Over at Out and
occasionally Stan Ding by and other Aussie
sounding punctuations! It is also common place
for Stations to tune up equipment on frequencies

without first checking and asking if they are
occupied and even calling CQ. We neither argue
for or against keeping Morse code, but certainly
against reduced content of the Examination.
Perhaps a practical examination on Good
Operating Techniques would be a suitable
subject to use as a replacement if it is inevitable

in recent months on your 'Letters' page.
It has not, at any time. been suggested that
the use of Morse should be prohibited. merely

that it should no longer be the qualification for
hi. operation. The test is required under an
international agreement although the actual test
speed is left to the discretion of individual
administrations. The RSGB has suggested
5w.am. as an interim measure pending full
consideration at a future International
Conference.

The main reasons for retaining the Morse
test are said to he as follows:

It prevents overcrowding on the bands;

Learning Morse proves commitment to the
hobby;

Simple and inexpensive equipment can be used;

It facilitates communication with people in other
countries;

O

freedom of choice to others as they allow
you . in the mode and radio frequency that they
wish to use.
The new Radio Amateur intake had heen
falling before the Internet became popular, the
fact that Morse code proficiency was, and is,
mandatory for the h.f bands did not prevent this
decline, so something new has to be tried. Time
does move on and when people don't change with
the times then both they and their hobby will go

the way of the Blacksmith or, before them, the
Bow and Arrow maker.

O
C-J

two?

before you others were saying don't allow change

It is possible for someone with no radio
background to pass the RAE and the Morse test

and before them others still. Let history be that
history. Let Amateur Radio move on and stay
interesting.
Incidentally: some of the experts who have
passed the Morse test are behaving as what they

and become active on the bands within twelve

months. On the other hand, there are amateurs
with 30, or more. years in the hobby who
obtained Class 'B' licences in the 1960s have
they shown legs commitment than the

RSGB would like to attract many more entrants
to the hobby, with the possibility that a good
proportion would later take up science based
careers to the benefit of the country as ii whole_
These newcomers plus many Class 'B' operators
could eventually progress to Class '/V status and
become operational. This would seem to stand
the overcrowding argument on its head, as it is
hardly possible to claim that the bands are now
at full capacity whilst at the same time
encouraging a lot more people to join in.
In the RAE Manual. page 91. the RSGB
admits that "... the major portion of amateur
traffic is now carried out using telephony". What.
then, is the point of compelling people to learn
Morse if they are not required to use it as the
principal method of communication?

10
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The current Radio Amateur Examination
and Morse test is not difficult let's be honest(

Without wishing to become too contentious.
we don't think any amateur worth his sort wants
to make it easier for those who just want to
extend the range of CB to the full Amateur Radio
Frequency spectrum. It always has and I feel
always will be. a hobby for those with a genuine
interest and not something to boost the head
count and subsequently the figures presented to
the Directors of some Organisations.
If people do have a real interest then they

In her letter: "Morse and a Maltese Opinion"
(January 19991 Carmel Fenech 9H 1 AQ wriai
a heartfelt letter in support of Morse codeic.w.
and, for myself, in part I agree Moraeic.w, is an
art, is very good in poor conditions and can be
sent and received with simple equipment.
However. "Miisir to the ear"? One persons'
music is sheer bedlam to another. A plea to
Carmel and others of the same ilk: Allow the

O
O

O

('p to the present day. I have been unable to
trace the references but both the RA and the

ninths!

1-1-1

Let's bring back the good old days? What?

knowledge of Digital Techniques, hut surely not
further simplificati(m?

1$

cJ

Blow your own glass envelopes for tubes, draw

Nly hack Yard I syndrome is another guise.

the Morse code goes, plus of course a sound

letter's co-author, having started with knowledge
of
Level Physics only and had her 'A licence in

-1=1

Clearly, the last three reasons have nothing
to do with regulation, so what about the other

"I did, therefore you must"- the NLMBY (Not In

newcomer? I rather think not, so that leaves
overcrowding.

and with a modicum of common sense and basic
knowledge can he achieved as was proven by this

O
O
1

W. Parkin GSPBE
Cheshire

An Ex-Patriate Point Of View

==)

your own wire from lumps of copper. Remember,

-1=7

rt-1
1=1

O

are, hooligans. '11-y to hear the beacons at time -

try to hear a clean SSTV signal or a rare DX

-1=P

Station. There ARE a lot of decent people out

there. on h.f.. or the real high frequency
many of whom do not have Morse proficierk:.

c_rD
r-T-1

do have a high dem* of skill and technical

Bob Johnstone. Inverness-shire
Editor's comment: The Morse debates
brings us an ever expanding post-bagt

Incidentally, the final letter this month
from Bob in Inverness-shire mentions the
Blacksmith and Bow and arrow makers. It's
important to remember that both crafts are
still very much with us but they quietly
and professionally operate very specialised
(particularly the general Blacksmith and
the Farrier a blacksmith specialising in
equine footwear( services. I think there is
perhaps some parallel with their
specialisations and those which appear in
own activities.
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regular
.-n
about two new appointments
which they have made to their
marketing and sales division.

Ian Lockyer has been
appointed as Marketing
Assistant and Wendy Dagnall

COMPILED BY JO WILI IA MS
announced that
they have been awarded

Headline News
111111 ONI fiti?: 1;1 ;\1
teem (UK) Ltd have informed
the Practical Wireless News desk
about their brand new PC -based

radio scanner the IC-PCR100.
According to Icom. this new

11001 IP?

alongside other applications.
According to Icom, further
screens allow you to create and
edit an

with an interest in

modes.

The ICPCRI00, according to
Icon,. allows you to scan and
listen to broadcast stations or
Amateur Radio bands,
emergency services, airband -

including air traffic control and
marine band. You can even listen

to terrestrial TV stations!
The scanner comes in a
"compact, black plastic case.

which is smaller than many PC
modems" and has two user interface screens. Icom states.

Icom go on to say that the multifunction panel gives control of all
the functions whilst the toolbar
style 'simple panel' is
straightforward enough for
beginners to run

Societe Generale de
Surveillance I SGS). This

rn
c.rD
rn

means, Icom tell MY. that they
are one of the few radio
manufacturers around the world
to carry this certification which
offers a high level of quality
assurance and they will now
certification of products
when the appropriate
legislation has been
adopted within Europe,
therefore improving the
'time to market' for many
products.

Not only that, but
Icom have also told us

unlimited
number of memory channels.
view adjacent frequency activity,
control the scan functions and
select the receiver settings. Other
functions include tone -squelch for
use with C'TCSS, a built-in r.f.
attenuator to reduce
interference, six different scans
and a tuneable band-pass filter.
The ICPCR100 comes
complete with floppy disks.
power supply, antenna and
connection lead. Installation,
from say, is simple through the
use of plug -n -play technology. At

just £199.99 including VAT,
Dale Blackman - Marketing
Manager for Icom WI(' Ltd . gays
that the 1C-PCR100 "... offers
exceptional value for money and
is a great choice for the entrylevel listener".
Some other news from Icon
now, they have

Tit 1511 Visits Dorset
Peter Kirby GOTWW, General
Secretary of the Radio Society of

Great Britain iRSGBI will be
visiting Dorset in order to talk
to all Radio Amateurs about the
proposed plans for the future
and to answer questions.

The Bournemouth Radio
Society has been in contact
with PW to tell us that they
have booked the large hall at

=I
r1-1

as 'Ham' Sales Assistant. Dale
Blackman, Marketing Manager
for Icom, says: "Ian and Wendy's
appointments reflect the rate at
which loom is expanding. They
will be a vital part of our
marketing and sales team and
we expect to see great things
from them in the future"
land all

be able to carry out self -

radio scanner is
mainly targeted at
the PC enthusiast
radio and is the baby
brother of the ICPCR1000. They tell us
that this wide band
receiver, which covers
0.010-1300MHz, is able
to give your computer
access to radio and covers
a.m.. fm., wide band
fm.ow.b.f.m.' and fm. stereo

accreditation to IS09001 ra
universally recognised standard'
by the Swiss certification body,

O

here at PW
would like to wish them both the
best in their new appointments'.
For further information on
any of Iconis products. you can
reach them at Tel: (01227)

rn
CJ D
CJ
rn

-c

741741. Sea Street, Herne
Bay, Kent CT8 8LD.
Kinson Community Centre,
Pelhams Park. Millhams Road,
Kinson, Boumemouth BHIO
71,H at 7:30pm on Friday 5
March 1999. Peter Kirby's talk
will begin at 8pm. They tell us
that there will be free tea, coffee
and refreshments - a bar will
also be open after the talk.
You can contact Mike

C.r3

4-D
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Stevens G3CPN Chairman of
the Bournemouth ARS' on
1012021 872692 for more
details.

=I

kits From hop
Dick Pascoe GOBPS of Kanga Products has told PW all about his
new catalogue which has few changes to it. Dick tells us that they now
display their prices in both UK pounds and Euros in order to help their
European customers.

Also. Dick tells us that there are two new a.t.u. kits available from
Kanga Products. The 'Classic ATU'It29.95 plus £2 P&P where the
components are supplied for the builder to select anyone of the three
match or the -Pi
most famous circuits for an a.t.u.: the 1" match; the
match and the builder can select the one most suitable for his system.

Inn

The American 'Super T' a.t.u.i£24.95 plus £2 P&P) is the other
new kit available - full instructions are given. You could also get your
hands on Rev. George Dobbs G3RJV's famous 'Six -Pack' I £30 plus
£2 P&P) of kits which includes a simple receiver. a transmitter and
test equipment units.
For more information, or a copy of the catalogue, you can contact
Dick at Kanga Products on Tel: 101303/ 891106. FAX: (0870) 0588808.
You can E-mail him: sales4kanga.demon.co.uk or alternatively you

can visit his Web site: http:Pwww.kanga.demon.co.uk
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produced

in Spain
for Waters
& Stanton,
the press
release

mentions. It
has a dual

digital

CONIP1LED BY JO 1111.1.1AN1S

"What's New At WAS"?
Waters & Stanton PLC
W&Siof Essex have been in
contact to tell Prat -heal
Wireless about some of their
new products: the Opto Corn
wide -band. PC controlled,
communications receiver and
data decoder from
Optoelectronics and the

Watson FC-38A 36A
portable ps.u.

First up. the Opto Com. This
PC controlled receiver and data
decoder. according to W&S, now
comes complete with software.
With a frequency range of 25-250.
760-823, 849-869, and 8941300MHz, this receiver covers the
a.min.f.mJw.f.m. bands. There's a
whip antenna included with the
package. W&S state and it comes
complete with Motorola and LTR
Trunk Tracking, built-in speaker.
power supply and C1-5
PC interfaceiScout
and Super Searcher.
W&S say that all
this costs only

readout.
keypad control,
warning set of
I.e.d.s, front
connections, rear

terminals, short circuit
protection and much, much more,
W&S tell PW. With an output
voltage of 9-15V d.c. and a current
output of 36A. the FC-36A also has
an internal 811 speaker. The price of

the FC-36A is T169.95 including
VAT.
For more information on these,
or any other W&S products. you
can contact them on Tel: 101702)
206835. FAX:101702) '205843. Spa

House. 22 Main Road. Hockley.
Essex SS5 4QS.

month
by the YEDA Trust and
they say that they have received
financial backing from Combined

Precision Components plc
(CPC), the Department of Trude
and Industry (DTI). Engineering
and Marine Training Authority
(EMTA1. Institution of Electrical
Engineers 11EE).
The YEDA has been staged
annually since 1985 with the
enthusiastic support of HRH The
1)ukc of York patron since 19941.
They state that: 'VEDA challenges
young people !between the ages of

£499 including

12 and 25! at schools and

VAT
Their new

universities, to design and build an
electronic or communication device,
or piece of software that answers an
everyday need, which they have
identified'.
Regional judging takes place in

Watson micro controlled p.s.u.

- the FC-36A is being

A NEW 1TEAM' FOR NEVADA!
Mike Devereux of Nevada has been in touch with PW to tell us about
three new products which they are promoting at the moment: their new 8(1
channel CB base station the Team Euro 8000: a 136kHz radio called

'The First" and the Scanmaster HF-2 Coaxial Masthead Switch.
According to Nevada. the Team Euro 8000 is the UK's first 80 channel
base station and is packed with extra facilities including a scan facility
which allows fast scan of El' or UK channels, a dual watch allowing you to
monitor activity on a second channel, last channel recall, a noise blanker
and there is also a provision on the back for the connection of a large
external S -meter.

Nevada also state that the radio has
a particularly sensitive
receiver for long distance contacts and a variable r.f. gain to optimise

RDA Gets New Support
The 1999 Young Electronic
Designer Awards (YEDA)
programme was announced this

power output of 30
130W switchable.
Nevada say. It
operates in Class D
and has built-in
current protection
for the antenna
circuit, the power
requirements are
13.5V @ 13.5k

"The First" will
cost £179.

The Scanmaster HF2 Coaxial
Masthead Switch appernetly uses a 10A low hiss relay.
fibreglass PCB and Teflon low loss S0239 sockets or 'N' type sockets.
depending on the version and is suitable for a wide variety of
uses at h.f and v.h.f. frequencies up to 440MHz
including Amateur Radio, CB radio.
scanners,
corn mercial,
professional us,

etc. It requires

reception of both distant and local stations". Nevada tell us that the Euro
8000 will cost £169 and will be available from CB dealers throughout the
UK or direct from them.
Nevada also tell us that they have been appointed UK distributor for
Roper of Holland and 'The First". a 136kHz transmitter, will be available
from the end of January 1999. It is a crystal controlled transmitter with a

12

12V d.c. and th,
d.c. input has
been fully
decoupled.
according to
Nevada, to ensure
that no r.f. pickup on the d.c.
cable when used with a
transceiver.
For more information on these,
or any other, Nevada products, you can Tel: (01705) 662145. 189 London

Road, North End. Portsmouth P02 9AE.
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the UK from 17-28 May and the
finals will be held at the Science
Museum in London from the 29
June. YEDA say that they aim to
promote 'knowledge of business',
by asking the questions which
industry ask before taking on any
product: "Is there a market
need?': "Can it be made at the

right pricer. etc.
The prizes for winning?
YEDA tell us that there is a prize
fund totalling over £10 000. as
well as trophies, certificates and
other awards. Schools should
have received forms about this
competition at the beginning of
January, if you have children
around this age, why not
encourage them to ask about the
YEDA competition at school it
could he good experience for
them.

NIL Announces

RAE To Change

For Better Or Worse?

Every coons, Proctica/ Wirdess receives in
its post bag, the GB2RS News
Broadcast which is prepared by the
RSGB and intended for all Radio Amateurs
and short-wave listeners. The week beginning
the 17 January 1999 carried the news that:
"Following representations by the RSGB,
City and Guilds look set to agree to three
major changes concerning the Radio
Amateurs Examination 'RAE,". The item
went on to say that from September 1999. they
will release past RAE papers for the first
time. provided the bank of questions is
sufficiently expanded.
There was also a mention that. the
examination body will be making it
"easier and less costly" for Amateur Radio

making the
RAE available on
demand. A new RAE

paper could be available
every month. instead of the
current two examination
dates!
Keep your eyes trained on the
PW News pages for more updates on this.

from 1 January 1999 but groups
occupying NIL sites will see an
increase eflective from I April

The press release we
received from the RSGB
Repeater Management

1999.

The multinational company, Nil
swell known for transmitting ITV
and other servicesl have
announced that it has agreed to

increases a serious problem,
there are some advantages with

acquire Eastern Group
Telecoms tEGT) from Eastern
Group plc. for i'91 million. NTL

the situation. Firstly, neither

say that EGT comprises of a
telecoms division which utilises
1800km SDH fibre -optic network
across the south-east and east of
England and the radio sites
division with 121 radio masts
across East Anglia which serves
the UK's major mobile phone
network operators. NTL go on to
say that EGT will operate as a
wholly owned subsidiary of NTL.
More news of NTL in that

payment of appropriate site fees
will give amateurs equal status
to the professionals regarding
protection of apertures. ground
space and minimal service

they and CTI fthe private
company which transmits BBC
pi ',grammes, informed the
RSGB Repeater

considering

why Amateur Radio should
receive favourable terms for site
sharing.

Committee regarding this matter
goes on to comment that "Whilst
there is no doubt that most
groups will find the cost

Acquisition

Clubs and Societies to become test centres
themselves and, due to the concerns of
the RSGB about the falling
numbers of schools and
colleges running the RAE.
they are looking to
encourage a network of
Amateur Radio Clubs to
run courses. Also. City
and Guilds are

company have given notice to

quit for any installation. The

interruption".
The RSGB Repeater
Management Committee state
that both NTL and CTI have
shown further understanding by
not increasing charges straight
away. This will enable groups to
plan their finances accordingly.
For groups occupying CTl sites
the increase became effective

Management
Committee. at the
end of 1998. that they
will be increasing site
fees for repeater and
beacon stations in a
"... phased program to
reflect true
commercial costs".
They both state that
due to increasing
demand for space on
their masts and
towers from other
users, it is becoming
increasingly difficult

Yann Draper's DM.100
Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
have announced the introduciton
of their new high specification
bench digital multi -meter. The

DM -I00 microprocessor
controlled multi -meter's main
functions include a menu system
which allows the measurement

interface enables the instrument
to be controlled individually from
a personal computer or with the
optional software and controller
can be used in combination with
other instruments to provide a
fully automatic test system'. The
DM -100 costs £349. For further
information on this or other
Vann Draper products. you can
contact them on Tel: 0116-277
1400. FAX: 0116-277 394,5. Unit

5, Premier Works. Canal
Street, South Wigaton,
Leicester LEIS 2PL.
Alternatively. you can E-mail:

speed to be selected i fast or slow

sales@vanndraper.co.uk or

plus selection of relative and
mathematical modes including
decibel readout, Vann Draper
states in the press release.
They also say that the design
of the DM -100 allows the
instrument to be set or operated

visit their Web site:

with minimal adjustment - with
only four controls on the front
panel and a group of I.e.d.s which
indicate control selection.
Finally, Vann Draper state
that 'An RS -232C standard

memmomimmow
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*Four Days In May"!

c-D

Rev. George Dobbs G3RJV.
our regular tarrying On The
Practical Way' author. has asked
PW if we would inform our
readers about the QRP

Amateur Radio Club
International (QRP
"Four Days In May" QRP
Conference which will be
commencing from Thursday
13 May 1999. PW readers
are invited to register early
for this "not -to -be -missed"
QRP event of 1999!
George gave PW some
idea of what can be
expected at the 'Four Days
In May' QRP Conference:
Amateur Radio QRP
presentations, workshops

and demonstrations will be
the focus of Thursday's QM'
Symposium to be held at
QRP ARCI headquarters -

to justify to their
commercial customers

O
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regular
requires an SAE by May 1 1999

to Scott Rosenfeld NF3I, QRP
ARC! Banquet Tickets, 2250
Paterson St 50, Eugene, OR

a44,01i 14410%

13

"the Days Inn Dayton South".
There will also be the annual
Friday night QRP ARCI Award
Banquet honouring QRP
dignitaries for their service to the
Amateur Radio community,
George goes on to say. Saturday
will be an evening social for
QRPers to meet the many

regional North American and
International QRP club members
and the evening will culminate
with a building contest! You're
invited to bring your latest kit.
home-brew project. antennas whatever.
To find out more about
Thursday's activities, you can

contact Philip Specht, 925
Saddle Ridge, Roswell, GA
30076 USA or E-mail:
k4pqc@bellsouth.net for more
information (send an SAE).
Registration for that day costs
$10 by May 13 1999, $12
thereafter,) payable to QRP
ARCI J.

The Awards Banquet costs
$25 ( payable to QRP ARCI) and

97405.2988 USA.
For registration information
about Saturday's Social evening,

please contact Jim Stafford
W4QO. QRP Vendor Evening
Chairperson. 11395 West
Road, Roswell, GA 30075 or via

E-mail: w4quilamsat.org
Finally, the Days Inn Dayton
South DIDSJ will be the 1999
FDIM QRP headquarters. Hank
Kohl K8DD has arranged a
special block of reduced -rate
rooms to be held at the hotel for

FDIM attendees wishing to stay
there. Rooms are $72/night (plus
taxi with as many occupants as
desired. Hank can he reached at:
QRP-ARCI Rooms, 1640

AN APOLOGY
The Yeovil Amateur Radio

Sherborne, Dorset from (1900

Club have been in touch
with Practical Wireless to tell
us that we made a mistake in
our 'Radio Diary' pages
concerning the date of their

to 1700. It will be taking

15th QRP Convention
which will be taking place at
Digby Hall. Hound Street,

remember - any mention on these
pages is FREE so you can't
afford to miss out! Free publicity
for your business, club or club
event is extremely hard to come

14

opportunity with both hands.

Items which come with photographs and other illustrations
are especially welcome.

The Blackwood & District ARS
has been in touch to tell us about

k8dclalcontesting.com

their anniversary plans for their
rally in October this year.
The Blackwood Radio,

be celebrating its 25th
Anniversary this year and to
mark the occasion, they're having
a complete change of venue. The
venue for this year's event will be

Computer & Electronics Rally.

the Newport Centre with 1300

formerly the Welsh Amateur
Convention, will

square metres of floor space and

A Plea From

Practical Wireless
Please, please, please continue to
keep PR' up-to-date with any

news that you think may be of
interest to our readers. All news
items are considered and

which. they state, can be placed on a concrete pad

maintenance problems".
What the photograph doesn't
show, is the interior which
Accomodex says is lined with a
faced laminate in a choice of colours.
Thermal insulation between wall
and ceiling claddings and a

by these days so grab the

2523 USA. or via E-mail:

wrote to tell us about their "Affordable
Accommodation For 'Hams'".
The company tells us that they have introduced
an"... attractive, fully insulated new garden
building. designed especially as practical and
affordable accommodation for radio 'Hams"'. They
say that the structure is built onto a strong - height
and level adjustable galvanised steel floor frame

timber "... but without the

you can contact Mike
G78DD on 101963) 250594.
Practical Wireless apologise
for any inconvenience caused.

Henry, Port Huron, MI 48060-

The Practical Wireless News desk received a press
release from Aecomodex Ltd of Coventry. They

exterior grade composite board
which Accomodex say is the same
material used in American house building and, apparently, comes
with a 20 year guarantee. This
board is then embossed with a
'grain' pattern which, Accomodex
claims, gives the effect of real

the 18th April

1999. If you would like to
know more about the event.

New Venue For Blackwood Rally

Accomodex's Attractive Accomodation

or paving slabs without
foundations.
The walls are made up of

place on

moisture barrier is also incorporated.
Accomodex states that the cabin is eight feet
wide and can be any height from eight feet
upwards (in increments of two feet). Delivered in
flatpack form, Accomodex say that self -assembly
is easy and that planning permission is not

the rally will take place on the 17
October 1999
Well known for its many
celebrated speakers Noy
England WOORE, Space

Shuttle Astronaut being one of
the past speakers - it soon
became an annual event in
the RSGB President's diary,
The Newport Centre is
located in the centre of Newport.
Gwent and it has an adjoining
free open air car park f Sundays
and is fairly close to the bus and
train stations. It is one mile from
junctions 25A, 26

normally required, but you should check with
your local authority anyway. Prices start from
£2295 plus VAT.
For more information, you can telephone
Accomodex on lbl: 1012031 301301.
and 28 of
the M4 and only 15
minutes from the Second Severn
Crossing so there's easy access

from the motorways.
The Blackwood & District
ARS say that the centre has a
swimming pool, bar and catering
facilities and an adjoining
shopping centre so there's
enough for the whole family. So,
why not join them this year and
become a part of the fun. Further
information can be obtained from
Mr S Instone GWONPL, Tel:
(01495) 243824 or (079701
777756 or you can E-mail:

FIREHAM rAOL,COM
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

The RD500 - the new kind of
radio receiver.
Now it .s possible to ha., a receiver which
not only holds your own station selections
in memory, but has a complete knowledge
of its spectrum. 54,700 station records can
be stored and retrieved from the receiver
itself, just type in a description, city, or the
type of station you are looking for and the

n
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receiver finds the stations of interest to
you.
The RD500 is a scanner an HF receiver,

a versatile database system and a digital

sound recordereditor.

The RD500'i

e

HF/VHF/UHF video :iDf:_:':ilf.lff//iffj
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software on CD.
Ines said: 'Powerful, carefully arrange to be easy to use...How can
listen to CW again without stereo?..Hot
little receiver...I enjoyed it immensely" JW

Mel

tees.
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Available direct or from major dealers. 2
year Guarantee.
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HB9CV 2 E ement
Beam 3.5 dbd

All come complete with Felt or

70ans [Boom 121

.£15"

2 metre [Boom 201

.C17'3

4 mete [Seem 23'1

127"

6 Mk* (Boom 33'1
£.34"
10 metre 'Boom 52'1 ... EKE'

Halo Loops
2 metre (,.m 12' approid £12"
4 mete hair 20' cieerciA)E18"
6 mein Iva, 30' opprox) £24"

Rubber lose please specify
3/8 Mog Mount 3 5' £7"
50239 Mog Mount 3.5 £9"

£9"
3/8 Mag Mount 5'..
S0239 Mog Mount 5" £11"
3/8 Mag Mount 7'.. £12"
50239 Ma; Mount 7' £14"
E39"
3/8 TrFMog 3x5'

Mounting Brackets,
Poles, U Bolts and

1/2 Wave Vertical

Clam s etc.

Fibre Gloss (GRP)
Base Antenna

6' Skied Off Bracket

/no/tow ground prams)

(complete weh

70 tins ;iongth 267
5:
2 meta

Arnett* Kano* 92.
6 metre (Length 126

26-

Ica/Nerve with U (loIrs/

12. T & K Bracket

£15"
£20"
£34"
£44"

G5RV Wire Antenna
(10-20/80 metre)

£10-

18'I&K Brake.
I comp lee wat, U BA/

£12"

24' T 8 K Bracket
compiese with 080115)

£14"

Swagged Poles (set of 4)

Economy Full [Length 1021 £16°

Economy HO (length 521 £14"
Standard NI (Length 1021 £18"
Standard Ha (Length 52') £16°

£19"

per order.
HB 9CV

SPECIAL

HALO
Pt`

12 mts 3413d)

[Boom

70cms O&M) (Length39'(
SM200 Duallander.
£29"

2 metre 12 Element
[Boom 186') [Gain 13dBd1 £65"
4 metre 3 Element
(Boom 45') (Gain 8dBd)
£34"
4 metre 5 Element
(Boom 128') (Gain 10dBd) ESA"
6 metre 3 Element
(Boom 72') (Goan 75dBd) £49"
6 metre S Element
(Boom 142') (Gam 9 5dBd) £69"
70 ems 13 Element
(Boom 76") (Gain 12 5dBd). Oa"

En"

Crossed Yogi Beams

(Length 7 opprox/

mts 3 5dEo) (70cms 6 2dBi(

{Length 62')
BM200 DvalBander.
£39"
(2 mts 4 5dBd) (70cms 75d8d(
(Length 62')

SQ8M200* Dualaander. E49"
(2 mts 4.5dBd) (70cms 75dBdl
(length 62')
BM500 Dual - Bander
Super Gainer
£49"
(2 mts 6 BdIld)
(70cms 9.2dBd) (length1001
Super Gainer
£59"
12 rigs 6.8d8d1170cins 9 2dBd(

SM1000 Tri-Bander
£49"
12 mn 5.2d8,1 [6 mh 2.6dBi)
170cms 7dBi( (length 741
BM1000 Triaander
£59"
12 mts 6 2dBd116 nits 3.0dBd)
170cms 8 4dBd( (Length 10011

SQBM1000' hi8andsr..F.69
:2 mts 6 2dBd) (6 inn 3 OdBd)
:70crns 8 4dBd( (Length 100')
y soAqu Ste
re:Arika-rtr

Gni Pc,, Coaled
z" mese

k11'

UNIT 1Z, CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS, CRANFIELD ROAD. WOBURN SANDS. BUCKS
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Mobile HF
Whips

ILength39')
SGIBM 100' Dvol-Bander ... £39"

.£29"

*SCAM1000/200/100/500
MOONRAKER (UK) LTD

Yogi Beams

2 metre 4 Element
(Boom 48') (Gain 7dBd)
2 metre 5 Element
(Beam 63') (Gain 10dBc(1.,..E31"
2 metre 8 Element

BM100 Dual -Bander
(2 mts 3dBd1170cms 6dBd(

All Prices
Itength1001
Plus £6.00 P&P.

A

.C3

Vertical Fibre Glass
(GRP) Base Antennas

SQBM500 Dual Bander

l"'x 5' Heavy Duly Ali

in

FM/Video/TV sound/Sync-AM/CW, and
comes complete with Windows database
editor and frequency list word processor

BO re..

COIMIS 0.
PlJef

can tune

AM,FM/USIVLSB/WBFM/STEREO

en.

Ci

It

smooth 5Hz steps for any step size), and
has 99 scan bands, 3 scan modes, auto
memory write, 99 skip frequencies, auto tuning -AFC. variable notch and peak filter,
60 level S -meter, I.F. noise blanker, cassette control, AVC, selectable AGC. pass
band tuning, high selectivity, and sensitivity, world time clock:timer, tuning meter,
stereo variable bandwidth CW. Also
includes 45 key alphanumeric remote, 12V
PSU Hamcom interface, and supports p.c.
keyboards,. Collins filters available.
Modes:

125') [Gain 12dBd) U1"

(with 3/8 base
fitting)
AMPRO 160 !mitre
(Length 7' opprox)
AMPRO 80 metre

(Length 7 opprox)

£18"
AMPRO 40 metre
(Length 7' opprox)

£15"
AMPRO 30 metre
(Length

opproxl

£15"
AMPRO 20 metre

£15"

2 metre 5 Element
(Boom 64') (Gain 75dBd(
£64"
2 metre 8 Element
(Boom 126') (Got., 11 5dBd1..E79"
70 cms 13 Element
(Boom 831 [Gain 1 5dBell £49"

AMPRO 17 metre
(Length 7 approki

IL Special Yogi Beams

AMPRO 12 metre
(Length 7. approx)

2 metre 5 Element
(Boom 54'1 (Gain 9 5d1k1). .£31"
2 metre 7 Element
Boom 60') (Gain 12d8d) E39"
2 metre 12 Element
(Boom 1261 [Gain 11dBdi £65"
70 cms 7 Element
(Boom 281 (Gain 11 5dBc1)

£24"

£15"
AMPRO 15 moue
(Length 7

opprati

£15"

£15"
AMPRO 10 metre
(Length 7' approx.)

E15"
AMPRO 6 metre
(Length 4 o' approxj

£15"

41*

70 ans 12 Element
All Prices Plus C6.00
(Boom 481 IGoin 14dIkit £39"
PAP. per order.visA
MK17 MLR TEL (01908) 281705 FM (01908) 281706
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February 14: The 1-iitt Northern ('rieo,
Rally is to be held at Thorne. Park
Athletics Stadium, Wakefteld. There is
one large hall, just out of town on the
Harbor). Road Easy access fnern MI
pacts 39 & 411- well signpisted and with
a talk -in on 2m 114-4MHz ) and 70cm
1430MHz o Doors open 1100' 1030 for
disabled visitors and Bring dr Buy) Roy

March 13: The Oth West Wales Amateur
Radio & Computer Rally will he held at
Prnparcau School. Aberystwth. Doors
open 1030 till 1(300 i with disabled access
from 1000). Admission is f.1 per person.
There are good parking facilities, with
easy access for disabled and trader to
all stalls. There will tw n demonstration
area and catering facilities. Feature!'
also include Amateur Radio, Itnng &
Buy, computers i software and
hardware,, electronics, hf. and vh.f. on
the air. and much more. Katy GWOSFO
on 1015451580675.

March 20 The Logan Valley Amateur
Radio Society 'Northern Ireland, will
hold its annual rally at the Logan Valley
Hospital conference centre Doors open
1200. Further details from Reid
MIOBOT on 101232) 258403, E-mail:

GOTBY on 1019241 P413321 or Packet

giigtydcial.net or check out the Web

GOTRIVG67WRG. E.na it
rallyitwavegalemon.co.uk or visit the

site at www.qsl.netigitgly

Well page at

March 21: The Tiverton South West
Amateur Radio Club will be sponsoring
and running their rally in the Tiverton
Panner Market_ Doors open at 1000.
There will be a wide selection of traders.
catering for all aspects of the hobby.
There will be' the usual excellent food
and catering facilities around and in the
Panner Market More information front
Alan Sedgbeer GOMAS on (018841

httpl.www.uaveg.demon.co.ultirallyi
February 21: The Barn Amateur Radio
Society Radio & Computer Fair has
changed its venue. The new and
improved venue is the Holm% ire
Leisure ('entre. Skomer Road. Barry.
Facilities include lounge bar, catenng
and parking. Admission is £1.50 and
doors open at PM fur disabled visitors
and 1030 for general public. Brian
GWOPUP nn 101222) 832253 combined
telephone and FAX number

March 5: The Bournemouth ARS have
arranged far Peter Kirby GOTWW.
I ;mem! Secretary of the KSGB, to come
and give a talk an 'The RSGB - Today &
Tomorrow'. The event will take place
from 7:30pm at the Kinson Community
Centre. Pelhams Park. Millhams Road,
Kinson. Bournemouth B1110 71.11. Free
tea, coffee and refreshments will he

available after the talk and there will
also he a bar open rifler the talk. Contact
Mike Stevens G3CPN 1012021 872682.

March 7: The Wythall Radio ('lob are
holding their 14th Annual Radio &
Computer Rally at Wythall Park. Silver
Street. Wvthall. near Birmingham on
the A435. just two miles from Junction 3
of the M42 Doors open from 1000 to
1600 and admission is £1.50. There will
he the usual traders in three halls and a
large marquee, Bring & Buy, bar and
refreshment facilities are also on site.
Talk -in on S22. There will also be a
Unique park and ride for easy and
comfortable parking. Contact Chris
GOEYO on 0121.246 7287 evenings and
weekends for more details. FAX on 0121.
246 7268 or E-mail

gtheyoecompuserve.com

252259.

March 21: The Bournemouth Radio
Society are holding their 12th Annual
Sale at Kinson Community Centre,
Pelhams Park. %Mains Road, Kinson.
Bournemouth. Doers open at 11)30 and
close at 1630. Talk -in from C MRS on
2m 11.14MHzc S22. There will be
Amateur Radio arid Computer Tniders.
clubs and specialised groups, excellent
refreshments and a Bring & Buy,

Admission is just El Mere details front

Olive or Frank Goodger, 66 Selkirk
Close. Merley. Wimborne. Dorset
81121 I W or telephone on t01202i
887721.

'March 21: The Norbreck Amateur
Radio. Computing & Electronics
Exhibition is being held in the Norbreck
Castle Hotel, Queens Pmmedade,
Blackpool, Lancashire Daum open 1100
with disabled access at 10451. There
will be over 100 trade stands. club

stands, Bring & Buy stand, RSCI1 stand
rind hock stall. amateur computer
stands. construction competition. free
car parking at hotel, a bus from an extra
car park and wheelchair alTeSS ti all the
exhibitors. Admission is E2. OAPs El
and under I
go free. Peter Denton
G6CGF on 0151.630 5790.

Access is via Al4 and A1303. There is a
large hall with it car hoot sale, Bring &
Buy and the Group's renowned auction
of radio and electronic equipment. Doors
open 10:10 and admission is just El.
Refreshments will be available. Talk -in
on S22 Paul Dyke GOLUC on 1014621
683574.

March 28: The 10th Magnum Radio &
Computer Rally will he held at the
Magnum Leisure Centre. Harhourside.
Irvine, Scotland. Doors open 1100 This
rally is organised by the Cunninghame
& DAR('. More information from
Gebbie on 1015601 321009

April 18: The Yeovil Amateur Radio
Club are holding their 15th QRP
Convention at Melo. Hall. Hound Street.
Sherburne, Dorset from 0900 to 1700.
There will he interesting lectures. trade
stands, a Bring & Buy and
refreslinienLs. Talk -in will be un 522.
Entrance fee is £2. Further details from
Mike G7SDD on 101963/250594

May 23: Three Counties Radio &
Computer Rally will take place at
Perdiswell la-isure ('enter, Bilfurd Road.
Worcester. There will be trade stands.
radio and mmputer dealers. parts and
accessones. Firing & Buy, RSCH
Information Stand and book stall,
refreshments. licensed bar and fret, car
parking Disirs open 10:30am end close
5pm. Admission £1.50 Trade Stands
available. Eddie Cotton on (0190.51
773181

April 11: The Lough Erne Amateur
Radio Club will be holding their 18th
rally at Killyhevlin Hotel. Enniskillen
'Northern Ireland' at 12 noon
Attractions include the usual ink -misting
variety of tniders and the no charge
Bring & Buy Kieran G17NET on
1013651 348063 day or 1013651 327133
evenings

April 18: The lath Rainham Radio
Rally has moved to a new date, hut still
at the same venue, which is The
Rainham School for Girls. Derwent Way.
Ramham, Kent ME8 OBX_ Doors open
1000 i0930 for disabled visitors and
Bring & Buy P. Admission is £2 , under
14s go frees. There will be all the regular
traders, plus a few new ones. Many
special interest getups will also be
represented. Plenty of off road parking
and hot and cold snacks will also, be
available. Martin on (01634r 365980
any reasonable time.

April l& The Camhndgeshire Repeater
Group are holding their annual rally at
Bottisham Village College. RI atisham,
which is six miles east of Cambridge.

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be worth 'phoning the
contact number to check all is well, before setting off.
The Editorial Staff of PW cannot be held responsible for information on
Rallies, as this is supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith as s
service to readers. If you have any queries about a particular event, please

contact the organisers direct

TROUBLE
FINDING PW EACH MONTH?
We need to know if any of you are having problems obtaining Practical
Wireless. If you can't find a regular outlet, then let us know. Please contact
Distribution Complaints by telephone (01202) 659910,
FAX: (01202) 659950. E mail dist-comp@pwpublishing.ltd.tik or by letter to'
Distribution Complaints, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court
Station Approach, Broadsteee, Dorset BH18 8PW

-

Editor

April 24: A Marconi Birthday
Exhibition will he held at the National
Wireless Museum, on the Isle of Wight.
Open from 1100 until 1700 with free
entry and perking. Mon) details from
Douglas G3KPO on 1019831 567665.

May 9: The Drayton Manor Radio &
Computer Rally is to Ix- held at Drayton
Manor Park, Fazeley, Tamworth. Staffs
on the A4991 The main traders will be
in four marquees with a large outside
traders flea market. There will also be a
Bring & Buy stall. local clubs and special
interest stands Open from 1000
onwards Trader reformat ein from
Norman on 0121422 9787. other
information from Peter G6DRN on
0121.443 1189 evenings please.
May 16: The Ripon & DARS are pleased
tri announce that the Northern Mobile
Rally will take place at the Great
Yerkshire Showground. There will be all
the usual stalls, talk -in, Bring & Buy.
free car park, disabled access, etc.

Details on 101765) &torn ar E-mail

geraldabronco.co.uk
May 30: The Plymouth Amateur Radio
Society are holding their rally at the
usual venue, which is at the Plymouth
College of Further Education. Kings
Road, Devonpurt. Plymouth. Doom open
1030 till 1430 and admission is Just El.
There will be the usual traders, plus
Morse testing on demand. The venue is
large and spacious with ample free car
parking. The display halls have plenty of
morn fur visitors to mingle and browse.
There is also a large canteen serving
freshly cooked light meals and snacks at
reasonable prices. Plymouth City Centre.
the Hoe and many major attractions are
close by for the family. Signpseting will
be from the Manadon Junction on the
A.3.8 Devon Expressway and there will
also be a talk -in on S2'2. More
information on 1017521 662051 during
office hours.
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ROBERTS
PLL multi -band digital preset stereo world radio
cassette recorder

5 tuning methods: direct frequency keying, auto scan, manual scan, memory recall and rotary

TIME RECORDING START
45 preset stations
Dual time clock/alarm
Receive single side -band and CW transmissions

Continuous AM coverage 1 50kHz

RC828

-

29.999MHz

£220.00
RDS

Multi -band
digital preset stereo

PLL multiband
digital pre-set world

world radio PLL

radio

digital tuner with

APS (Automatic

FM/MW/LW/SW wave
band coverage 307

pre-set system) on

MW and FM -

memories - (261 on

automatically selects
and stores stations
in pre-set memories

SW, 18 MW, 18 FM,
9 on LW plus priority

station) RDS (Radio Data System) station name SSB

Direct frequency

(USB/L5B) 40Hz/step fine tuning AM RF gain control Five
tuning methods - direct frequency tuning, auto scan, manual

tuning, memory recall, rotary tuning ATS (Auto Tuning
System) - auto scan and pre-set stations in signal strength priority

(FM/MW/LW) Continuous AM coverage 153kHz -

29 999MHz

£200.00
LCD display for all

tuning via key pad

Auto scan tuning
Memory scan tuning
Direct access to your favourite SW band
Stereo FM via earphones (included)
Dual time clock/alarm with 12 or 24 hour display
Radio/buzzer alarm

£80.00

important functions

ATS (Automatic Tuning
System) scans the waveband

in use and puts the strongest
signals into memory

PLL multi -band digital

automatically (not on SW)

preset stereo world radio

5 tuning methods and 54

5 tuning methods and 54

preset stations

preset stations

Dual time clock/alarm with

Dual time display
Clock/alarm
Complete with soft carrying

precise setting

Stereo FM via earphones (included)
Countdown timer, stand-by function and adjustable sleep timer
Key lock to stop accidental use
Complete with auto dual voltage AC adaptor, portable short
wave aerial, stereo earphones and soft carrying pouch

pouch

R809

Continuous AM coverage
1 50kHz - 29 999MHz

£100.00

E130.00
Contact Roberts Radio Ltd. for further details or local stockists
Tel: 01709 571722 Fax: 01709 571255
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Rob Fr His Roberts - An Inseparable P

IL 1s1()(7,t17.7rrilt'
Rob Mannion
G3XFD reviews

the Roberts RC
828 multi -band

radio cassette
receiver, and

ends up
suggesting it
would be ideal

for any radio
enthusiast let
alone someone

just starting off
in the hobby !

Jo Williams, the PW
'Medium Size' (her
description!) News &
Production Editor
operating the Roberts RC
828 outdoors. The
carrying handle recesses
into the top of the
receiver.

was fortunate enough to get my
Roberts RC 828 in November. which
coincided with a period when I was
unwell' so I was able to use it to
great advantage immediately! And
even after several months of
continuous use the fascination
provided by this remarkably versatile
portable receiver has not worn off.
What I would have given to own one of
these sets when I was starting off in the radio
hobby when I was at school! (My first 'proper'
set was an old 81155 set courtesy of a surplus
shop). However. as you'll find out in this
review, the RC 828 in my opinion is able to
provide a great deal for a wide cross section of
owners including G3XFD himself.
So, let's get on with it and take a look at the fascinating
'package' offered by the Roberts RC 828. It's certainly got
a lot to offer the radio listener and even the transmitting
Radio Amateur too!

All Band Receiver
The Roberts Radio RC 828 is promoted as a 'Professional
Digital All Band World Receiver' - without mentioning (on
the front coverof the manual) the fact it also offers a
cassette recorder facility too! And although it may not
actually come up to what I understand to be 'professional'
standards in the full sense of the word - my RC 828 has

proved itself to be a truly excellent receiver, so much so
it's 're -vitalised' my short wave listening and has provided a
great deal of general broadcast listening pleasure.
Providing continuous coverage from 150kHz to
29.999MHz and also covering Band II from 87.5 to
108MHz, the receiver is based on a double conversion
superhet, using a 55.845MHz first i.f. and a 450kHz
second if. The receiver is single conversion only on Band II
v.h.f. Em. coverage incorporating a 10.7MHz if.
Fully synthesised, the receiver provides a large and
truly excellent liquid crystal (I.c.d.) tuning display which

indicates either 1kHz tuning steps the minimum tuning
rate) or the standardised European channel spacing on
long and medium waves. 'flitting, carried out by the rotary
tuning knob is at a minimum 50kHz on Band II.
When the front panel UpfDown buttons
are used the frequency changes are in
Increments of 100kHz (Band 11 v.h.f.), 9kHz
(long wave I, 9(European) or 10kHz 1North
American channels) and 5kHz on short wave. The
,
same tuning rates are available with the rotary,
tuning control steps when Fast tuning is selected.
With the Slow tuning selected, the tuning step rate
is as follows: 50kHz per step on Band II v.h.f. Em. The
rate per step is 1kHz on long, medium and short waves.
The large I.c.d. panel provides three basic display
colours on a standard light grey I.c.d.
background. On the left hand side of the

display the dual time clock numerals are

of the w2dth (11 the
displayed and below, taking up
bottom of the I.c.d. is the combined bar graph S -meter and
power supply status/Battery state indicator. A pale orange
square on the top right provides the surrounding
background for memory indicators.
Also provided on the RC 828 is a full stereo cassette
player/recorder. Although not specifically mentioned in the
manual. this provides stereo record (direct from Band II
v.h.f. f.m. multiplex transmissions) with play -back via

headphones.

When stereo headphones are plugged in, the appropriate
I.c.d. annunciator automatically indicates 'stereo'. There's
also a FM Stereo/FM Mono control provided so that the
operator can disable 'stereo' where reception cannot provide
a good 'clean' decoded multiplex stereo signal with a 'hiss
free' background.
The fitted audio cassette recorder is fully automatic in
record mode and can be set from the receiver's clock to turn
on automatically, although switching off time cannot be
controlled ( It's decided on by the length of the tape itself).
The audio quality on record and play back is very good
indeed and the 'auto stop' mechanism which also operates
on fast forward and rewind - is exceptionally quick and
efficient.
Provided with an external 'plug in' type of mains adapter
the RC 828 is also powered by internal batteries.

The radio comes complete with a well written and
produced very useful guide to short wave radio listening,
together with an Operalor'R Manual which does not seem to
be anywhere as good as the receiver itself. Having said that -

it does do the job while at the same time rather 'hiding the
light under the bushel' when it comes to describing the RC
828 and its many features.

With Us in Mind
Special facilities - with us 'the specialised radio enthusiasts)
in mind, features provided on the RC 828 include a beat
frequency oscillator I BFO) more about that later) - and an

AM Narrow/AM Wide control. Additionally (wonder of
wonders!) this receiver also comes with a traditional fully
adjustable - RF Gain control rather than the all -too common switched attenuator which most manufacturers
seem to go for nowadays. (Even my beloved little Alinco DX -
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70 transceiver does not have an adjustable r.1 gain
control!).
There's also the previously mentioned variable speed
tuning control, and here, it must be realised that the RC

828 does not offer the apparently continuous
synthesiser tuning provided by the majority of
receivers/transceivers on the market. Instead, the receiver
'steps' in a minimum of )kHz steps using the rotary shaft
encoder (tuning control I on the right hand side of the
receiver.

Also provided are 54 memory presets, along with a
scanning function. This is backed up with a 'direct entry
keypad function and rapid UpDown controls.

Using The Receiver
I quickly found that using the Roberts Radio RC 828 is a
sheer joy and simplicity itself. Despite having a relatively
small loudspeaker system the audio quality is truly
excellent for a relatively small 'portable' radio.
There are two speaker apertures behind the front grill
but other than the fact that the maximum audio output is
quoted at 800mW at 10% Total Harmonic Distortion
ITHD), the manual says nothing about how the 25mm and
the much larger 75mm diameter speakers produce such a
pleasing audio. In fact it's so pleasing I often have the '828
on because it's often more convenient to control than my
main 'hi -fi' units in my lounge!
On Band II v.h.f. f.m. the receiver is excellent indeed.
It's both sensitive and selective - bearing in mind it is a
single conversion receiver on this band. Audio quality - as
I've said - is excellent
Illustrating the well laid out
and distant
main controls. The main
transmitters on the
rotary tuning control is at
band are often easy to
the top right, with tuning
receive, despite strong
rate selector (and 'lock')
local adjacent channel
below. The extremely
transmitters. because of
useful and effective RF
the set's good selectivity.
Gain control is set in the
The enormous (it really

centre of the group of three
(bottom) right. (see text).

does seem large
indoors!) 1.2m long

extendable antenna
also enabled the set to
out perform my other
portable Band II
receivers.

On long and
medium wave I found
the RC 828's selectivity
and sensitivity to be
very good indeed. One
challenge I find difficult
for most receivers is
providing a usable
signal from the BBC
World Service 648kHz
transmissions from the
East coast (aimed away
from the UK towards
Europe) and most
evenings the receiver
does well, despite
strong adjacent channel interference so I can enjoy the
BBC World Service on that frequency.

The Short Wave Bands
On the short wave hands I really started to re -live my days
from over 40 years ago when I 'borrowed' my late father's
rather ornate 'art deco' style Telefunken set when he went
out on Sunday afternoons visiting friends. That was when
I could run my fingers over the piano keys. rotate the
tuning controls and listen to the world from his armchair.
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Well, with the Roberts I did just the same.
but from the comfort of my own arm chair, my
office or even just prior to getting of to sleep.
Such are the advantages of a truly portable
communications receiver!
Very quickly indeed I found myself setting
favourite frequencies into the memory. The
first was 5.960MHz for Radio Canada
International and I now always enjoy half an
hour or so of the Canadian 'domestic'
programmes transmitted via the short wave
service. using only the extendable antenna. It
makes interesting listening and as it coincides
with the Canadian (Atlantic side) early
evenings there's often a UK story involved in
the Kt news and from what I've heard I get
the distinct impression they think we're quite
zany over here!
Selectivity, tuning and sensitivity are
excellent for broadcast use and I've found that I can listen to
short wave transmissions for many hours. Being battery
powered you can even use the set in relatively noisy areas to
listen to the lower (75 and 90m1frequency broadcast bands
with good prospects of trouble free reception.
Altogether I can honestly say that the 828 helped me
'open my ears' again and rediscover the h.f, broadcast bands.
Since I bought the receiver it's not a question of having a
quick listen before bed - instead I now often have the
receiver on when I'm relaxing downstairs and I want a
change from 'domestic service radio and TV.

O
O
O
O

C-rD

cfC-rD

OO
C-1-3
OO
c_r)

The Roberts RC
828 is a true

'portable' and the
large tuning
display works
well even in
bright daylight
conditions.

The Amateur Bands
To he fair, at first I thought perhaps it was asking far too
much for a (although high quality) non -specialised general
coverage broadcaststyle receiver
to cope with conditions on the
crowded Amateur Radio
Manufacturer's Specifications
frequencies. However, the RC
Receiver type
Double conversion super
828 quickly proved me wrong
heterodyne
1150e5z to 29.999MHtl
and showed itself to he far better
(Single conversion
than I could imagine.
Band II v h t. Cm. comagel
intermediate
frequencies,
On the 3.6MHz band I found
long, medium and
it was relatively easy to listen
short wave
55.845MHz 1st, 4501Ht 2nd
410.7MH2 i.I. on Band II v.h I.)
into both single sideband ls.s.b.)
Frequency range:
1504iHz to 29 999MHz
transmissions and c.w. (Morsel
tcontrnuous coveragel
87
7 to 108MHz
using the BFO. This is where I
had expected the 1kHz
Short wave broadcast
bends
synthesiser 'steps' to become a
(Pushbutton selected) 120 metres 2 3 - 2.495Mhtt
problem. Not a bit of it though!
90 metres 3.2 to 3.4MHz
75 metres 3.9 to 4MHz
Instead, with the BFO
60 metres 4.750 to 5.6MHz
switched in, when adjusting it I
49 metres 5.9 to 6.2MHt
41 metres 7.1 to 7 35MHz
found it worked in the style of a
31 matters 9.4 to 9 99MHt
'clarifier' or as most of us would
25 metres 11 6 to 12 1MHz
21 metres 1157 to 13 87MHz
refer to it nowadays - receiver
19 metres 15 1 to 15.8MHz
incremental tuning (RITi. So,
16 metres 17.48 to 17 911iihtz
either side of the 1kHz step I
13 metres 21 45 to 21.75MHz
11 melees 75 6 to 26.1MHz
found it was always possible to
resolve the Amateur Radio c.w.
Antennas
Long and medium wave territe rod
and lower or upper sidehand
Short waves
extendable (telescopic,
transmissions.
rod approx.
1.2m long
Operating on an external
via socket 93 5mm [ark plug)
External wire
(wirer antenna the receiver
Audio
proves to be a good performer
Audio output
Nominal 800mW at 10% THD
and it takes a lot of signal to
iinto external speakers)
Cassette recorder
a c (r.1.1 bias, magnetic erase
overload the receiver. Having the
Frequency response
125Ht to 8kliz
RF Gain control is a great asset.
Power Sources
and the receiver can cope well up
Sue 'D* cells
four (main power)
on 14MHz s.s.b. with the famous
three (clock and back-upt.
Site 'AN cells
Mains adapter
isuppliedl 6V d.c. output
'splattery' transmissions often
(negative to centre)
heard from southern Europe!
Dimensions & Weight
I made a point of trying the
Measurements

Continued on page 35...

Weight

296 x 192 x 68 mm (length.
height snd death)
2kg (without batteries)
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RADIOWORLP
(WEST MIDLANDS)

37 COPPICE LANE
CHESLYN HAY, WALSALL
WEST MIDLANDS WS6 7HA

TEL SALES& SERVICE: 01922 414796
FAX: 01922 417829
MOBILE TEL: 0850 099244

WE ARE 5 MINS AWAY FROM J11 M6

Main dealers for Alinco, !corn, Yaesu & Kenwood
TELEPHONE

SALES ON:

01

Manufacturers warranty on all new equipment
0
YAE SU
KENWOOD
AL/NCO
ICOM
liERE!!

00°4

FT -920

TS -870

IC -706G

HF & 6m built-in tuner
with FM & FREE AM/FM

Still the only true DSP
radio with TX,EQ N/R.

HF 6m, 2m, 70cm

Filter, £1295

£1099

922

£1699

DR -M06
6M MOBILE 20W

FT-1000MP AC
IC -746

41

DX -70TH
HF +6M £658

HF, 6m, 2m 100W, 100W,

Dual Receiver. Digital
100W Com2petition radio.

100W with tuner built in.

£1395

47
96

Computer driven

Ask for Dave

receiver.

,150

TS-570DG
Dedicated HF mobile base DSP with built-in

tuner. £899
DR -140

FT-VK 1R
TH-G 71 E

VHF/UHF
Handle.

J.

Full 5 Watts
power. Wide
band receive.

Micro small.
1,1

£199

DR -430

(G1LBE)

IC-T8E
Triple bander. 5W
output.
Military spec.

WEB SITE

httpilfreespece virgin net/radio world
E-mail

£299

radio varldevirgin net

E

£220

£239

PCR 1000

Open 7 days per
week till 9.00pm

£215

FT -847
The new mobile base. DSP HF 2m70cm 50MHz.

4,5

C:3

£220

TM -G707

The new mobile package
with features: High

DJ -G5

visability display, 5 -in -1

2M;70CM handle

programme memory,
memory name function,
multiscan facility & built-

£237

in CTCSS. £299
FT -100

IC-T22E

HF 6m/2m/70cm extra
small mobile.

2m handie 5W.

Information to follow.

£185

EC=

PRICE MATCH
Up to 5% extra discount may be available on
selected items.

There is NO CHARGE for
using credit cards

SPECIAL OFFER'S (Brand new items)

WANTED
USED
EQUIPMENT
PX WELCOME
BEST PRICES

PAID!
20

Yaesu FT5OR RRP £279
Yaesu FT840 RRP £749
Yaesu FT900 RRP £895

Icom

RWP £229
RWP £599
RWP £699
IC -2710H Icom's best d/bander RRP £595 RWP £395

20 - 25 Amp PSU with carrying handle, Twin meter's, Cig
Jack, Variable volts
£87.95
30 - 35 Amp as above
£99.95

We also
stock all
makes of
antennas:Cushcraft,
Diamond, Sirio,
Watson,
Pro -Am,
etc.
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37 COPPICE LANE
CHESLYN HAY, WALSALL

RADIRO
SEZACE

WEST MIDLANDS WS6 7HA
TEL SALES &SERVICE 01922 414796

STA

WE ARE 5 MINS AWAY FROM p 1 M6

Due to our success, we have now opened a Service Department to give
our customers excellent after -sales service.
si All types of repairs
undertaken and carried
out by experienced staff

tiAlignment and calibration
using 'state -of -the -are
equipment

/ Modifications undertaken

Original manufacturers
spares fitted

%/All repairs guaranteeed

if We aim to turn around
repairs within 7 working
days at very competitive
rates

USED EQUIPMENT PRICE LIST
MAKE

MODEL

ALINCO
AOR
COMMTEL
CUSHCRAFT
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM

DJ G5
7030 General Coverage Remote
SCANNER BASE 900 MHZ
10 CD 3 ELEMENT 10M
C 706 Mkt
C735 General Coverage
C R7000 25 2000MHz
C W32E Dual Band Handie
C 820 Base Dual Band
C 505 Multi 6m

COM
COM
COM
COM
COM

C-746 2 MONTHS OLD
C -275E 25W MULTI/MODE

PRICE
£200.00
£500.00
£100.00
£75.00
£599.00
£425.00
£600.00
£130.00
£675.00
£350.00
£1,200.00
£550.00

C -275H 100W MULTI/MODE 2M.£675.00
C-781 TOP HF
C -970H P/S WIDE RECEIVE
900MHZ
SP -20

£1,995.00
£1,495.00
£80.00

IC -761 GENERAL COVERAGE HF...£750.00
IC706 MK 11
£650.00
IC -575A 50MHZ BASE
£575.00
IC -271E MULTI -MODE 2M BASE £395.00
KANTRONICS KPC-3 TNC
£100.00
KENWOOD
DRU3 Voice Sender
£80.00
KENWOOD
R5000 Receiver
£500.00
KENWOOD
TS 570D DSP General Coverage £750.00
KENWOOD
TS 711E 2m Multi Base..
£425.00
KENWOOD
TS 60S Multi 6m Mobile
£595.00
KENWOOD
TS 570DSP (New)
£800.00
TS 430S FM
KENWOOD
£350.00
KENWOOD
TS 670 7-21-28-50MHz Base
£425.00
KENWOOD
AT 250 Auto ATU
£195.00
KENWOOD
TR 9130 2m Multi
£275.00
KENWOOD
TS -950 SDX FULLY LOADED
£2,100.00
KENWOOD
TS -570D
£695.00
TS 930 SAT BOXED
KENWOOD
£575.00
KENWOOD
TM 241E 2M FM 50W
£175.00
KENWOOD
TS -140S 0 30 RX TX
£400.00
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KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
MIRAGE
TOKYO
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU

AT 230 ATU
MC 90 DSP MIC
SP 930 SPEAKER
TH-78E DUAL BANDER
MC 60A DESK MIC
TM -451E 70CM MOBILE

TS 440 SAT "MINT"

TH G71 LATEST DUAL BAND
HANDIE
£200.00
TH-47E 70CM HANDIE 5W
£140.00
TS 870S
£1,395.00
1016 160W 2 METER AMP
£150.00
SAGRA 600 750WATT 2M AMP £575.00
FT 8500 Dual Band
£325.00
FT 890 HF Gen "as new"
£600.00
FT 890AT HF Gen
£650.00
FT 840

FT 290R 2m Multi Mode
FT 290R 2m Multi Mode
FT 1000 MP AC LATE SERIAL
No. 8F DISPLAY

YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU

£130.00
£100.00
£50.00
£195.00
£70.00
£195.00
£595.00

£500.00
£195.00
£225.00

£1,695.00

FT -767 HF GEN COV + 2M 6M ....£750.00
FT 101ZD MARK 111
£295.00
FT 8100 DISPLAY
£295.00
FT -920

FT -10 2M HANDLE
FT 11 2M HANDIE
FT 757GX11

FT -920 FM "98"
FT 900 AT "NEW"
FT 900
"NEW"
FT -736R 2/70/6

FT 8000 DUAL BANDER
FT 8100 DUAL BANDER
G800 SDX ROTATOR NEW
AT 757 AUTO ATU
FT 736R 2/70/6/1.2GHL

£975.00
£125.00
£140.00
£450.00
£1,099.00
£799.00
£699.00
£950.00
£250.00
£295.00
£350.00
£150.00
£1,099.00

Nome -built, but professional -looking
f))

Keen u.h.f.

operator and

constructor
Colin Redwood

66MKl tried his
hand building an

interesting
50MHz kit from
the famous TenTec stables in
the USR and

ended up with a
uerg

professional
looking

transceiuer. And

like any 'parent'
he's uery proud

of the end

result!

frii) 1,14gIt
f there's a single

trend in Amateur
Radio over the last 30
or so years, it's
probably the

reduction in the
amount of home -built
equipment being used on
the air. Even finding a
design for a home-brew
transceiver for any of the
v.h.f. hands is getting quite
hard. When was the last
time you saw a 6m
transceiver design
published? Anyone wanting to build certainly has a
limited choice.
The feature -rich 1260 50MHz f.m. transceiver kit from
Ten-lk has virtually all the facilities, including memories.
CTCSS and a digital frequency display, that could be
expected from one of the main Japanese black box
manufacturers, with looks to go with it. It certainly should
help revitalise home construction and may also encourage
a bit more activity on 50MHz f.m.

Impression Of Quality
The kit gave an impression of quality from the moment I
started to unpack it. The well -packed box had numerous
plastic bags containing components - the quality, screen printed, through -hole -plated, double -sided printed circuit
board ip.c.b.) and hits of hardware, etc., were all bubble
wrapped to provide additional protection during transit.
As often happens with other kits, it was nice not to
have to spend time searching through component
catalogues and junk boxes trying to source those evermore -elusive components - everything was there.
Also included was a metal case, with front and rear
panels, all painted, punched and nicely labelled. Only basic
assembly is required to produce a very nicely finished
transceiver that most amateurs would be proud to own.
The finished transceiver is similar in size to a small
modern mobile Amateur Radio transceiver or CB radio set.
Even with everything rye already mentioned ... I really
wasn't expecting to find a microphone included, with a nice
curly lead and plug already installed, together with a
loudspeaker and d.c. supply lead.
A 9V PP3 type battery is used for the memory bock -up.
which !sensibly) is NOT included in the kit, so that a fresh
battery can be installed by the builder. So the Ten-Tec gets
off to a flying start for completeness.

Manual & Instructions
The manual generally gives clear instructions for
identifying the components. It even describes the colour
code on each of the resistors and moulded inductors as
they are encountered and how each of the capacitors is
marked.
I found it very helpful to go through the disc capacitors
and inductors and separate them into small bags for each
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value. Whilst it took a few minutes to do this, I found it
saved hours of searching later on. However, with many of
the resistors on bandoleer strips, I decided not to do the
same with them.
There were a few cases where identification was difficult.
The MC7805CT15V regulator) referred to in the manual,
was actually marked LM 3401 - 5 QYL807 and some of the
diodes supplied were not clearly marked. In a few other
cases I could only identify certain components by counting
them, a process of elimination, or by the fact that they were
the only ones that fitted the board at the correct place.

The Circuit
Referring to the combined construction and operating
manual supplied with the kit. I read about the main
elements of the circuit. A pre-programmed PIC
(Programmable Integrated Circuit) processor controls all the
frequency settings, offsets, memories and the display board.
It's the only electrical component that is unique to Ten-Trc.
The current version of the dual conversion superhet
receiver uses a BF988 dual -gate metal oxide field effect
transistor i m.o.s.f.e.t.) in the front end, with a 10.7MHz first
i.f. The second i.f. is at 455kHz and uses a MC337IP f.m.
receiver i.c.
The audio amplifier is a TDA1013B. On transmit, the
modulation is applied to a voltage controlled oscillator iv.c.o.)
and amplified through several stages, with a 2SC1971 power
transistor as the output device.

A Good Candidate?
The manual states that if you've never built an electronics
kit before, then you are a good candidate for successful
construction of this transceiver, before going on to suggest
that good soldering skills are a pre -requisite.
However, I would suggest that a lot of time and patience
are also required. With over 300 separate components and
over 900 soldered connections to make, this is not a kit that
can be built in one evening. I found that breaking the work
up into many short sessions worked well for me.
Realistically. I don't feel that this is a kit for the complete
beginner. It's probably best suited to someone who has built,
say, o number of fairly basic h.f. or vh.f. printed circuit
board projects in the past and wants to move on to
something more complex. Having said that, the instructions
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review
are sufficiently detailed and 1 don't think the ability to
follow a circuit diagram is really needed.

Lighting & Techniques
Good lighting and soldering techniques are certainly called
for although the tools required are very basic. These
include a soldering iron and solder, wire strippers and
cutters being the main requirements.
I found that my normal Antex 25W soldering iron with
a small bit was capable of producing neat soldered joints
on the board. A screwdriver with six-inch long 3/16 inch
wide blade is essential when screwing the display board to
the front panel.
However, I wish that
had included a suitable
non-metallic trim -tool, as I cut down several from my
extensive collection trying to get one to fit'
The only other thing I found useful was a small ruler,
This was used to measure the lengths of connecting wires.

Test Equipment
The main items of test equipment required include a
means of measuring a frequency around 4MHz, and a
multimeter (preferably analogueicapable of measuring d.c.
voltages from 1 to 12V and currents up to about 2A.
A 50MHz signal, such as another 50MHz transmitter
or a local repeater is needed to set up the receiver, A power
meter capable of measuring the output power of the ThnTec is also useful, but not essential.

Follow The Instructions!
I was able to follow the instructions quite well, ticking the
boxes provided as I installed each component. This made
returning to the kit the following evening quite easy.
The main manual supplied for review was for 'Release
A' of the boards, whilst a supplement deals with the
changes as they affect 'Release B' of the boards as supplied
for review and a correction sheet addresses mistakes in
these. (Release B boards provide additional features such
as memory scanning and I'd suggest annotating the main
manual, to save any confusion.
The instruction manual, good though it is, is an area
where Ten -Tee really need to make some improvements.
This kit has more components than most of the other kits
in the Ten -The range, and it needs instructions that reflect
this. I found a lot of time was spent actually finding where
on the board a particular component needed to be inserted.

The instruction manual suggested starting

construction with the display board. I would agree
that this is an excellent approach. I found it got me used to
the style of the instructions and some of the techniques
used before starting the main p.c.b. itself.
After constructing the display board. Ten-Tec
recommend that the main p.c.b. is built in eight main
phases, with a test at the end of most of them. I found that
this approach generally worked well.
Not only did this make fault finding somewhat easier,
it was also quite a morale boost when the phase I had been
building for two or three evenings worked first time. It
certainly encouraged me to progress to the next phase,
knowing that the previous one was working.
I found no real difficulties in handling the small
traditional components, although resistor and inductor
leads needed to be bent very close indeed to the component
body to fit the board.
Very careful work is needed if mistakes aren't going to
be made. As I progressed through the construction, I got
used to finding the diagrams which assist in locating the
components. There were also fewer components left to
search through and fewer holes in the p.c.b. left to fill,
which seemed to speed construction towards the end.
In some places the recommended sequence of
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component insertion could be improved. For
example the installation of a small trimmer
capacitor, where the instructions indicate that
the flat side should be facing R21. However.
following the instructions, R21 has already been
installed, thus covering up the screen printed
legend on the board!
The only specific inaccuracy I came across
was that transistor Q9 is shown as Q8 in the
diagram in the instruction book. The board
fortunately correctly labels it as Q9.

Fig. 1: The well packed
kit arrives.

The Display Board
The manual's description of how to orientate the light
emitting diodes n.e.d.sl on the display board refers to small
bumps or 'nibs' giving the impression that it is describing
the I.e.d.s themselves, when in fact it's only referring to the
diagram! The inclusion of an identical component reference
11)61on the same board could easily have
confused me.

Phase 1: The first main phase after the
display board is associated with the display
driver and microprocessor circuits. At the end of
this stage. on applying power. the display lit up
correctly on the right frequency first time! An
oscillator frequency has also to be checked, using
either a frequency counter or an h.f. receiver on
4MHz. I found the frequency to be spot on.
The description of how to install the plugs
1J4 and J5) on the main board which mate with the display
board sockets did not make it clear that these have to be
installed with the short pins through the main board and
the longer pins left to insert in the display board sockets.
Getting the procedure right is critical if the display
board is to connect to the main board. A less experienced
constructor could easily get unstuck here, as correcting
errors is not easy with a through -hole plated board.
Phase 2: This includes the construction of
the VCO. The components are packed in very
tightly, reminding me of the old Pye
Pocketphones. It is one of the areas where the
sequence of construction is absolutely critical, if
an the components are going to fit. Ten -Tee
helpfully put the diagram on the page opposite
the instructions, which makes the assembly of a
more densely -packed part of the board easier
than many less cluttered sections.
Phase 3: This phase comprises the f.m. receiver and
audio section. By the end of this phase I felt that I really was
beginning to get on top of things. White noise burst forth
from the loudspeaker and the volume and squelch controls
were both checked, together with the correct supply to the
Busy I.e.d.
Phase 4: In this phase the receiver r.f. amplifier and
mixer are built. In some parts of the mixer the
recommended sequence of component installation really
does need to be followed to the letter to ensure that certain
components are to be correctly fitted in the
confined space between 10.7MHz. i.f. coils.
Having completed Phase 4, the receiver side
r
,4
of the kit is complete apart from alignment. For
listeners, it's possible to finish the kit here,
resulting in a compact f.m. receiver with some
very nice facilities. I suspect that this will make
the kit quite attractive as a club project, which
s.w.l.s could build as well as Novices and Full
Licence holders.

Fig. 2: Checking

everything ready to
start. Large Oak trees
from little acorns growl
(In this case a kit turns
into a very professional
looking transceiver).

Fig. 3: Above and
below. Illustrating both
sides of the high quality
main printed circuit
board (with through
hole plated
interconnections) and
component overlay
printing.

Receiver Alignment
Despite following the instructions to the letter, my first
attempts at the receiver alignment did not yield any
detectable signal, even with 10W of 50MHz narrow band
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f.m. )n.b.f.m.) from my main rig running into a
dummy load barely two metres from my test set
up.

Fig, 4: Well under way
with mein board
assembly.

Using a more sensitive meter, I managed to
detect a signal and attempted to align the kit
based on that signal. I really had my doubts as to
whether I managed to get the alignment correct
as even after careful adjustments. many of the
tuning cores were at or very close to one extreme
or the other of their adjustment ranges. I suspected that I
may not have hit the right peaks.
Phases 5 to & The remaining phases of the kit,
covering the transmitter, push -to -talk
CTCSS (tone
encoding) and packet circuitry generally
went together well. At the end of Phase 5 I
could hear ultra QRP signals transmitted
from the Ten -Tee on my main rig. (The
grounding of the screen on the signal lead
to the microphone socket was one of the
most difficult soldered joints I have ever
made in terms of accessibility).

Excellent!
Fig. 5: Main front panel
display unit assembled
(see text).

There are five coils to wind using
enamelled copper wire and Ten -Tee's description here was
really excellent, leaving no doubt at all as to what was
required. They even provide a former nn which to wind the
air -spaced coils to help get the correct diameter!
As I came to install what I believed to be the last
components on the board, I found I had
a couple over. Holding the board up to
the light. I soon spotted the holes where
they should have gone.
I then checked back through the
instructions and had ticked the boxes
as having installed them when I hadn't!
Other constructors may also find this a

re -tuning the whole receiver, this time by ear. Transmitting
SSTV into a dummy load from my main rig, I went through
the receive path, trying to get everything better. In the end
I certainly got it a lot better subjectively, to the extent that I
had to turn down the power from the main rig to hear
peaks.

Another evening I arranged a sked with Ian GORPA.
about 3km away over an obstructed path. I am pleased to
say that I was able to receive Ian's signals with no difficulty
whatsoever. Ian was running about 5W into a horizontally
polarised antenna.
Later the same evening, a CQ call on 51.510MHz
brought a reply from Dave GOWTG, a little more than 2km
or so away. Turning the beam brought Dave's vertically
polarised signal up to RS 55 over a path with few
obstructions. However, there remained a significant
amount of smooth noise.
(In the light of my experiences, I would suggest that
anyone building the kit, should try to align the set by a
combination of ear and measurement I.
Tex Swann G1TEK the PW Technical Subseditor,
checked out the receiver's sensitivity and agreed that it was
significantly down on specification. He arranged to have the
rig returned to Adur Communications for a second time.
Adur diagnosed a faulty capacitor in the front end of the
receiver
With the capacitor replaced the rig tuned up and
performed much better, although I still had some
reservations regarding sensitivity. Nevertheless Doug
GOCZG, running IOW some 4km sway was almost fully

useful check.
Testing the output, gave about 4.5W
on my power meter. as per the

Fig. 6: Front panel on,

with main display
mounted.

specification. There is no tuning up to
be done on the transmit side.

Technical & Service Support
The manual makes several references to support from Ten Tee in America. For UK customers. Adur Communications
provide a back-up service, which I was glad to call upon.
when I did not get the expected results with one of the end
of phase tests.
Adur Communications discovered that I had cracked a
core in a variable inductor. While I
had followed the instructions to use a

suitable non-metallic trimmer it
seems that I may have been a little
over zealous.

Fig. 8: Underside view of completed transceiver kit.

quieting on the receiver, while John G7DKE some 10km
away running 100W lover an obstructed path) was also
fully quieting.

On The Air

Fig. 7: Almost there, the
transceiver awaiting
attachment of rear
panel.
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Initial on -air tests gave good reports
on the transmit side, with a RS 54
report being received from Tim
MOBHU, some 5km away. Given that
my 50MHz antenna is horizontally
polarised and Tim's antenna is a
vertical omni, I didn't think this too
bad. Tim's favourable comments on
the audio seemed to make all the construction effort
worthwhile!
On the receive side, things were not good. Tim's signal
was not audible. The next evening I decided to have a go at

Manual & Diagrams
If 'In -Tee could re -design the manual so that the relevant
diagrams could be put in amongst the text to which they
refer, it would make the constructors job so much easier.
Perhaps laying out the manual on A4 pages (the size of this
page in PW instead of A5 r half the size of a PW page)
would help'.
*Editorial comment: The A.5 format adopted by Rm.
Mr appears to he the ..,itantlarri" approach by American kit -

Continued on page 28...
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,4110011.

1111gaaTZi3lEat

GF Gina Feller
QT -S2 GF 144MHz 4.5dB 186")

Q-TEK PENETRATOR

13-1.95

QT -S70 GF 70cm 5dB 1601
TSB -3608 GE 50 144, 70, 2.15/6.2 111.4dBi gain

169.95
112.5.95

TSB -3301 GE 144/70.6.5/9dB 13m1
TSB -3302 GE 144 /70. 4.5/7.2dB 41.7m)
TSB -3303 GF 144, 70. 3 6c111 il.lm)

149.95

£64.95

,r ...... /tit 'till ti

1 50, 00 cleliver,
Ware version now available 3511 long end fed.

1.54.95

DB-770M

144 70 cots, 15 7.6dB) I.5m
144 70 cms, (3 5.5dB) Im

129.99
124.95

DB-1304

144 70 cms, 12.15 3.81181 .4Icms

119.95

DB.EL2E 144MHz. ..ths, 4.5dB 11.8m) _
DB-285

ACCESSORIES
MT -1301

Sete (boom 45" 9dBd)
7ele (boom 60". I I WM)
12ele (boom 126" 13.8dBM
7ele (boom 28", I IdBd)
I2ele (boom 48" I3.8dBd)

2m
2m
2m
70cm
70cm

DELUXE G5RV Multi -stranded plastic
coated heart duty antenna wire. All
parts reusable. Stainless steel and
galvanised finings. Full size 102ft.

°WY £39.95
Half size 51ft. Only

2m

Sete 'boom 63" 9dBc11
Bele (boom 125" 1 IdBdi

2m

Ilelelboom I56" 12.7dBM

2m

Sete crossed (boom 64" 9d9d)
Sale crossed (boom 126" I [did)
3ele (boom 45" 7dBd(
Sete boom 128" 9dBd)
3ele (boom 72" 7dBd(
5ele (boom 142" 9dBd)
13de (boom 76" 12dBd)
..
I3ele crossed (boom 83" 12dBal1 ..

2m
4m
4m
fun
6m

70cm
70cm

STANDARD G5RV
Half size

51ft

149.95

NEW Q-TEK INDUCTORS

Q-TEK YAGIS FOR 2/4/6m + 70cm
2m

£34.95

Carriage 16.100.

£39.95

149.95

139.95
149.95

169.95

169.95
189.95
144.95
159.95
£54.95

£69.95
£39.95

/59.95

Phasing harness for 2 x 2m yagis 'N' types
£25.00 P&P £4.50
(2-TEK UB9-CV

124.00 P&P £6
121.00 P&P 1.6

.

80mtr inductors. Add them to your

size G5RV and

convert it to a full size. £22:95 P&P £2

Enamelled
Hard drawn
Multi -Stranded (Grey PVC)

Extra H dun (Clear coated)
Hems eave IH dun)
Flo:weave H, dun 120 tonal..
Flexweave (PVC mated 20 ours)
Flexweate (PVC coated 50 mtrs)

Wound un ferrite rod and encapsulated into a dipole centre
with an 50239 socket. Brass terminals form the baton
output and stainless steel screw eyes offer an anchor point
for the ends of the antenna. Ratio power rating is 1000

121.95

6.1 Bahm

124.95 P&P E2

£29.95

40 mu,

Traps.

139.95
£69.95

Traps
Traps...

SEND SAE FOR Q-TEk REV11.11

80 mtrs
10 mtrs
15 mtrs

IX the durabiSo of -Tama".

20 min

NEW HF MOBILE WHIPS (PL -259)
F.! to mama HF mobile whips ready to to with PL.259 fitting.
PL -811

P1. 10
PI. -2u

P1.-6to

80in whip (approx I.5m long)
40m whip (approx I.5m long)
20m whip lapprox I.5m long) ..6m whip (appnix I.2m long)

END FED HALF
4m

hut

119.95

119.95

WAVES Grnuad plug free

Length 92" (S02i9i
Length 126" 5023'11

139.95

1.912.P..)J1 1;19A.;.199L1
1".:2 High
f1;;.;

hi: 91:.;1-T.;1 ;/;.;1/2.
;ui ').3tJ-2pm

Pract

121.95

M rch,1999

P&P 13.50
Supplied with two pin molded plug will fit Alinco. Yaesu Standard ADI,
Icom hand heldsl.
Optional leads (P&P 11.50).
F303S
8 pin -Standard" round.
F -303Y
8 pin "Yaesu" round
pin "Kenwood" round
F -303K
F-303YP
F-303KP

F-303IP

.7:

. .........

118.95
118.95
118.95
.118.95

£18.95
118.95

TELESCOPIC MASTS
5 section telescopic mats. Starting at 2,, in diameter
and finishing with a top section of l'." diameter we
offer a 8 metre and a 12 metre tersion. Each mast is
supplied with gut rings and stainless steel pins for
locking the sections when erected. The closed height of
the 8 metre mast is just 5 Feet and the 12 metre tension
at It) feet. All sections are extruded aluminium tube
with a 16 gauge wall thickness.
8

mtrs £79.95 12 mtrs £99.95 1...,,,,, yaw

GUY WIRE KITS

P&P 16

Standard kits (complete with wire)
Heavy duty kits (complete with wire)

,

11 1S f liliAll PULLEY Ea..) to lit pullet with mast
18.95 P&P 1450

SECTIONAL MASTS Carnagr £9.00

£24.95 P&P E2

(a pair) 125.00 P&P 14
(a pain 123.00 P&P C4
(a pair) 125.00 P&P L4
(a pair) 125.00 P&P 14
fa pair) 125.00 P&P £4

£18.95

8 pin "Icom" round
Modular -Yaesu" phone
Modular "Kenwood" phone
Modular "Icom" phone

F-3031

oup to 2")

Traps...
Traps

£9.95

£24.95

watts.

.....

19.95

A high quality headset that will fit most hand portable and
most HF & VHF UHF tiers sia optional interface.

£40.00 P&P E.5

Q-TEK BALUNS & TRAPS

117.95

10mtr

£9.95

112.95 P&P £5
113.95 P&P 15
£9.95 P&P £5
£30.00 P&P E5
130.00 P&P £5
115.95 P&P £5
£18.95 P&P £5

124.95 P&P E2

HS9C%' (boom 12")
HB9CV (boom 20")
HB9C1' (boom 22.51
HB9CV (boom 32.5)
HB9CV (boom 52")

Modular phone "Alinco"
Modular phone "Yacsu"
Modular phone -Icom"

COPPER ANTENNA WIRE' ,40''''"

1.1 Baton
4.1 Balun

70cm
2nur
4mtr
6mtr

AM418

19.95

U-120 headset

102ft

129.95

19.95

15108

Full size

169.95

8 pin "twin' round

ONLY £69.95 P&P LIO

MT -3302

Q-TEK a SPECIALS

1-08

111-08

.Top Quality 124.95

H Dun Hatch Trunk Mnt....Top Quality 124.95
CI.BPP2 2m hand pass filter
149.95
Q-Tek
6m hand pass filter
142.95

8 pin -Alinco" round
8 pin -Kenwood" round

£9.95

K.08

100m roll of RG-213 coax

'VP L2.50 oft the foliating

H. Duty Slag Mot + Coax...

49.95 P&P 15.00

OPTIONAL LEADS (P&P £1.50)
A-08

:** BULK PURCHASE ****

129.95
115.45

144Mliz, tilts. 3.44811.3m)

Yaesu leach
10

41.8-6051Hz) spec as above.

MOBILE ANTENNAS ES. 50 defitel,
TSM-1612 6 2 7012.15 6 8.4dB) 2.IM

Super quality. tSup ied with 8 pin pi wired

* (2" PEP). ONLY

ACCESSORIES

.

DESK MIC 'with up down).

1.8 60MHz HE vertical * 15 foot high
* No Alt or ground radials required

139.95

P&P a so on the following
TSA.6001N Duplexer (+Coax) 2/70 IN 'N2.59)
124.95
1SA.6003 Duplexer (Coax) 2/70 (PL/ 259S)
119.95
CFX-514 Triplexer (6 2,70((Coax)
156.95

iCs & HEADS

OUR BEST SELLING MIC!

D -308B BLACK DELUXE

"We've sold 100s in Europe"

£54.95

TSB -3315 GF 144/70, 83/11015.4m)

DB-7900

81.951 5781/2 * *

i

4 x 5 foot aluminium sections each swaged at one end.
din

122.95

dia

134.95

1%" do

139.95

149.95

MEGA MAG-MOUNT

2" dia

WHY BUY 3 MAC -MOUNTS

WALL BRACKETS + MAST BASE PLATES

WHEN ONE WILL DO?

2"
6"
9"

This amazingly strong mg -mount will
hold most HF antennas (5 fitting). Fitted
for protection with a rubber skirt along with
5m of coax with a PL -259 fitted.
£15.00 P&P 1.3.50

SOMETHING B I Ci
IS HAPPENING IN
JULY THIS YEAR.
WATCH THIS SPACE!

12"

IS"
24"

Mast base plate

Stand off
Stand off
Trick; Bratheb
T&K Brackets
T&K Brackets

-412 P&P 15
....../6.95 P&P 15
£8.95. P&P 15

iri.00) P&P tig

- 118.0u P&P Eti
E20,041 P&p tti

Wa

r heti ity }Jill, W. Midi. Li

'it

::41

;i12 ?igJaW Eignali.; If) !WNW diblilf2

Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

i 5111
**

r-

L ORDER: 0181.951 5781/2 * *
VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS

COMMUNIcATioN RECEIVERS

ICOM IC-Q7E

IkOR14.115000

Miniature dual -band transceiver with wide -hand

ssiaietr HENCE

111

1:1195.011

YAESU IT -847
HF VHF UHF. All mode
transceiver.

£UK's lowest price
LIM 00
Demo model
PHONE FOR UK's LOWEST PRICE

FT -100

ICOM IG746

/ual-band transceiver with optional wide -band
receive. One of the only "51.I.L." spec
Dual -handers with... I. Repealer function
Cross band facility. 3. Die-cast chassis. I Full
size illuminated key -pad. 5. Large "backlit" LCD. b Up to
6W output. 7. Standard ext. mic. connection. S. Optional
extended RX: (110-950MHz with gaps).

SC4S
P1149

IC -756

IC -706W1

To clear

impICOM

IC -706 inn G

T22

2nt hancliwki

I/J-190

2m hand-held
70cm hand-held (I only)
70cm hand-held

:Uinco (1
Hora C-108

Now in stock.

going far a crave price.
ONLY

6m transceiver with
CTCSS CW filter. 1100W all bands)

fmnn A fi

P-2512 'M'
25-30 amp power supply with
satiable volts 0-15). 1Tual meters
(Volts + amps). The UKs best
selling power supply. RRP.is9t95":

Watson W.25

50 amp PSU

Ps -200

Portabk PSU

Air

Superb ATI' will wont with any HF
trausceiver.,041k00.

9.00

111' linear

IDiJDUIJ
132 ithjil

.i.19'.)12r.i 9141
Ed.:Firm?. .0p/re-

1-751

;ut
26

ICOM IC -R2

.1149.00
1129.00

Minattire wideband handheld scanner covers

169.00

0.5-13110MHz )AM, FM .15B1 I.

E69.95

ONLY/Ur:W:0T
One piece only

IC -RIO

1249.00

AR8200

£999.95

The latest all mode innovation in bandies.
There's too many features to list.

£Censored

OUR PRICE
Our price
Soft case for 9200 8000

ARS000

ONLY

Mince, DR -641;

2m 70cm Flt mobile t 50/35W) -4299.00

Alinco DR -I40
Aline* DR -M06
Alhico DR410
Alinco DR -I 50

SI 69. 00

£299.95
119.99

Soft case for MNT-9000,1100

4.299.00

-.(159.00

YAESU00
Award winning SW receiver.

1109.00

r2IS
OUR PRICE

*)45os

BIG

£399.00

ind's PSU

W. MIDIANIV," .;14WROOM

SOMETHING
IS HAPPENING IN
JULY THIS YEAR.

WATCH THIS SPACE!

£199.00

5IVT9000 (5 pieces only)

£12K's lowest price
Fl -2035

117.95

Wide -band hand-held scanner 0.5-1650MHz
tall made).

True dual -band mobile with detachable
head + wide -band lis.

2m all mode
25W linear for above

1.269.00

MVT-7100

YAESU FT -8100R

2m FM mobile (50W)
Sm FM mobile (20W)
70em FM mobile (15W)
!m Flt mobile (50W1

114.95

Soft rase for 1C -R2

£295 . 00

VT -2901211

£879.00

Last few remaining

with detachable head.
(Optional extra RX asail.thle )
OUR PRICE

our price 014.4;
to dear L39 ti;

St1C,231 III bm Sometime
Ranger sl I

ONLY

Our best selling dualband mobile

i89.95

SGC-230

SALE PRICA

AN NV. 110 till' SPECIAL.

KENWOOD
TM-G707E

VI/

1249.00

With free notch filter & noise
blanker & telescopic antenna.

transceiver tall mode). We have
one only brand new sealed hose

DX -70T11

OUR PRICE

airband Rs

£629.00

Desktop scanner

A117030 plus

IT*"Superb 2m 70cm base

ALB CO

NEW MODEL

SALE PRICE
UBC-9000XLT

ICOM IC -821

PHONE FOR UK's LOWEST PRICE

ONLY 040

Wide -band receiver covers
100kHz-2GHz (all mode)

£219.95

ONLYON

WHILST STOCKS LAST

AR3000A

Our best selling new dual -hand hand-held
transceiver with optional wide -band receive.

11495.00

only (799.00

£215.00

£249.00

ALINCO DJ-G5E

£Censored

HE" + 6m transceiver

Computer receiver. 100kHz13005111z (all mode)

ONLY
114.95
Soft case for TFI-G71
High power battery pack for TH-G71 145.95

Looking for one rig to satisfy
all your base station nerds?
Look no further.
ONLY

PCR-1000
1.349.:017:

KENWOOD TH-G71E

OUR BLVT CR 1 FR

£1169.95
Phone for UK's best price

£149.00

£869.00

FT -920

ONE PIECE ONLY
IC -$500

2rn FM hand-held transceiver with airband Rs.
BULK PURCHASE. HENCE:-

New upgraded version to

TS -$70S

£149.95 A's

ICOM IC -22E

replace the popular TS -57015

ONLY
One piece loth

2GHt (all mode).

Our price only 1299.00

IC-TBE

ITS A BARGAIN

KENWOOD
Th-570DG MkII

communication receiver covers 0.1-

Rae 10.1300Miii I no gaps, NE AM WIN.
STOCKTAKING CIIAI4ANCE

Still seen by most to be the
best "IF-DSP" DX transceiver arailable!

ATONINL 149500

VWNext generation wideband

1, Cowl Viow hid. Est. both'
4rierhi NM, W ielid;. DY 3L0
9.11)-Spm. :ut 9.3(3-lopm
ycidAMt KIWIE9

4-

EiliAll:f1E; 1.) 1..791.199:1 ift.f:lifril
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

ONE OF THE ONLY INDEPENDENT COMPANIES
WINGSTILL AROUND TODAY THAT IS STILL

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR MORE INFO.

**** STAR BUY *****

SW PORTABLES

* A 30ft six section 2" dia aircraft

SONY SW -100E
Awarti winning miniature portable SW
receiver. Its performance is hrillbuit for
its NW% The best shun wave receiver for
under £250. RRP 1

SALE PRICE

370:

L 149.95
£235.00

R4161

Short wave portable
Short wave portable
Short vase portable with RDS .....

R-828

Short wave portable + cassette

£199.00

Sony SW55E
ATS4118

.199.00

HAND-HELD

.470:00-

* grade aluminium swagged set.
* A ten lightweight but
ONLY
* extremely strong mast set.

1.35 . 00*

Nissei EP -320

*

P&P £10*

**

ACCESSORIES
Hanging type earphone with

*
*

nom Mk & FIT. Fits Kenwood.
Alinco. Yaesu or Icom.

£24.95 P&PI

*

*******************

Nissei EP -300T
Cher the ear earpiece with lapel mic & PTT.
Fits Krnwood. Armco, Sacsu or !cont.

OPTOELECTRONICS
PRODUCTS

95

19

NEW LOW PRICE
P&P El
the Ear/Mit roan with an 'ono the tar' emitters nt FLP- 349

our price.189.95
TNC-100 Optional antenna our price...16.99
Opto Cub
our price
199.95
our price ......»» £349.95
Opto Scout
R-11 Intercepter
our price
£299.95
Opto Xplorer
our price
E799.95
Opto Lmx computer interface our price
£129.95
09.95
our price
Micro DTMF decoder
our price
1169.00
New Mini Scout
(219.00
our price
Opto Trakker

Tectay, mien) counter

RS -502

1.8-5253111z (200W) £99.95 ...NOW £69.95 p&p £5

RS -102

1.8-150MHz 120011) £59.95

RS -102

125-525MHz (200W) E59.95
1.840MHz 13kW1 E79.95
144 .430MHz Pocket PWR SWR
Slcier 120011'1 1502391

RS -101
RS -40

31F3 -962D

3111-7848

NIFJ4 I8

£ 1 69.0 0

£1 39.00

`elk

£58.00

Mao

X-7

10, 15.20 meters 7 ere sagi
10. 13, 20 meters 9 ere !agi
10. 13. 20 meters 3 de yagi

1449.00
1619.00
1329.00

1319.00

SP -350V

x AAA 5.21

CX-201

2 way (SO -2391

C4-201 Isr

2 way IN -type)

Rectangular snap -fixing ferrite cores
suitable for Radio
coax ITV; maims/ telephone'PC & data

FT -920

IT-900AT

latest '11 %vision complete
with moving map of CA &
Europe.1149:170.

£299.95

Navigator.
Cigar power lead
%dive maginount Antenna
GPti-12

Practical Wireless, March 19911

HOLSTER HHG2
Slaw hes all hand holds. Can be worn on (hr heft
or attached to the quick release body !wirier.

£19.95

£129.95
1.20.00

IC -725

IG706
TS -5700

Mobile holder for handheld%
15 PIECES ONLY

TS71IE

vTS440S

+ Pk P
C.,1,.(4 P&P 1:2

QS -300
A fully adjustable desk top stand for use
with nU handbeltin. Fitted coaxial Ily tFAI)
with BNC k 50239 connectors

D99.95
£299.95
E548.45

As new...
Demo model never used

2m all mode base
%EX

£4.99

%tut bolder

J899.95

VGC
As new

ITIO011tIP
SGC 2000 Power '1Wk Bargain ...Boxed r book
IT -102
Demo model
YX I R

£10,011 p&p E1

MA -339

1699,95

Immaculate condition
As new Inch FM+AM
VGC

+ P&P II

Waterproof case for handheld ..»

QS200

TS-850SAT

P&P £1

POLICE STYLE

(P&P £2.50). HURRY - MUTED STOCK

GARMIN
GPS-III

SALE PRICE

Rechargeable Alkaline. No
memory effects. 1.51' cells. 3 x
capacity of nicads.
NO QUIBBLE. WAIIRANIT

INTERFERENCE - STOP IT!

£34.95
£18.95

£24.95

£22.95

2 for £5

£49.95

High gain 97 070cm
telescopic antenna with
wideband receive.
OUR PRICE

12 '3 5.5cIB) flexible
antenna with wideband
receive 114" long ONO.
OUR PRICE

Plastic teeth prevent it from sliding nn
cable. Simply snap close onto cable and job is dune! (Hill
fit large coml.
BULK PURCHASE hence

COAX SWITCHES (P&P 0.001

P&P 14.00

P&P El

cables.

P&P CI

£49.95

T-2602

unh thr .trtuil trili tun b,
m harted rnrl the rhary,fr

x AA pack 15.99

iGas dischaRe tRel

4 way (60-239)

ONLY

rout.. Owl

Extra cells available (a
8 x AA pack 1111.5°

Be protected this summer: In -line
lightning surge protector.

£ 1uu9

13.99.£ E2 P&P.

251 FM handheld

amplifier 2.3%. input. 30W output tfor
SW ip I. Turn lour handheld into a
mobile for under 150

2m: 70cm: 23cm

ElfiStarter kit includes charger & 4 x AA

£176.00

seii in ow or wino, wins oatitaist.i

NB -30W

gaSSDITY

RECHARGEABLE ALKALINE CELLS

1239.00

£259.00

!PI LW

THE IDEAL SITAR

1115.00

6-20 meters
10-40 meters

04-401 'N' 4 way (N TYPE)

El P&P

ra, 9.95

R6000
R7000

CX-401

£16.95 111'117%

with built-in dummy load.
SPECIAL OFFER cLoU

P&P E5

300W ATU + dummy load
HF + Om ATI'
1.5kW versa tuna
DSP filter
CW tutor

INTRO PRICE

Icom & -Vince.

UK's most popular 300W ATV

CUSHCRAFT SALE

A-35

i34.95 p&p I
139.95 p&p f I

MS -107 Fist microphone to fit Kenwood, Yam.

IVECTRONICS
VC-300DLP

counter resistance meter.

MEI-969

. .

£16.99 P&P El

HF digital Mt analyser . 1.8-170MHz

MFJ-949

1.69.93 p&p £5

DL -60 *Dwrinq load * DCZOONO-lz * 60W max

MFJ-259 MkII
ONLY

(19.95 p&p 13

RS -10N As above with N4ype

* PL -259

MF.J PRODUCTS

,...1.49.95 p&p 13

ONLY

-i649.9;
-.11799.95

sPer'
......... f2TITT 471

U5'1'1.1

......»....1-t 0.91
1399.95

riL

1.9.99 P&P 13
EP -300

Dcluse over the ear earpiece.

100 PIECFS ONLY

£9.99

4 P&P LI

ti

...continued from page 24
nuuinclurs nincaday ,Will piost kits Ire seen in
I,),1,)A1m

I

ji i l 1

I

.

I 1,,

I

built in recent years hare included AS sized
manualx. G3XFD.

0

11111r191
,..1

. wish that the Ten -Tee instructions could have
provided more help on the receiver alignment by
suggesting where to position each variable
component before tuning up. Likewise an indication
of how much to expect to tune each component. the
sharpness of the peaks, and whether you are tuning
for maximum signal or signal to noise, etc.
Placing the limited number of additional test
points and expected voltage and current readings
currently tucked away at the back of the manual)
in with the relevant end of phase tests would also
help.

Use In The UK
There are a number of points which should be
considered by UK purchasers because on transmit,
as the Ten-Tec 1260 covers the 50MHz band from
50.095 to 53.995MHz. The UK amateur allocation only
extends to 51.999 MHz.
The extended coverage probably isn't too much of
problem provided you install a PP3 back-up battery "(you
don't ... the rig will come on at 52.525MHz each time it's
switched on. This could
all too easily lead to
accidental out of hand
Manufacturer's Specifications
transmissions, but to
Receive: 50.095 54.100MHz.
Frequency range:
be fair to Ten-Tec many
Transmit: 50.095 53.995MHz.
manufacturers 50MHz
2.5 or 5kHz steps, microprocessor controlled.
Tuning:
Choice of direct frequency or memory tuning.
equipment also extends
Multiplexed six digit Le.d. display.
Frequency display
above 52MHz.
Selected by Shift key.
Transmit offset:
Perhaps the UK
15 memories for frequency, transceiver off -set.
Memories:
importers could
CTCSS tone.
Non-standard transmit
produce a UK
Total of 5 available, using memory pairs in
Offset:
supplement as the
Memories 6 to 15.
manual is clearly
n.b.f.m.
Mode:
written for the
5 -pin DIN, protocol per ARRL suggested
Data interface:
guidelines_
American market.
13.5V d.c. x10% (negative ground).
Power requirement:
Referring to a quarter
Power consumption: Transmit 1.2A.
inch 04-40 screw. is
Receive, no signal 200mA.
unlikely to mean much
Memory back-up 19V)
Less than 1pA.
battery drain:
to many UK
Antenna impedance: 5011.
constructors, whilst the
PIN
diodes.
TM Switching:
50MHz band plan
Microchip technology Inc. PIC16CS7 OTP.
Microprocessor:
Ten-Tec Inc.
ROM Software:
covering 50 to 54MHz
10 i.c.s plus UEI microprocessor, 21 transistors.
Semiconductors:
is at variance with the
23 diodes.
current UK band plan,
which covers the UK
Transmitter
allocation up to 51.999
4.5W
Output Ir.f.):
MHz.
Maximum frequency
r5kHz.
deviation:
Modulation distortion: Less than 5%.
microprocessor derived from 4MHz
CTCSS tone set:
clock oscillator
with op.
amplifier wave shaping and buffering.

Receiver
Circuit:

Dual conversion superhet: 10.7MHz first
455kHz second 1.f.

Sensitivity -

Dynamic range:
Adjacent channel
rejection:

0.2pV for 12dB SINAD
72d8 I2-tone 3rd order IMD @ 20kHz from
52.49MHzi
70dB I@ 20kHz from 52 .50MHz)

Dimensions

162 x 55 x 148mm (width, height. depth
not including projections)

Weight:

1.1kg

28

Fig. 9: Top view of completed transceiver showing
loudspeaker and 9V battery for memory 'back up'.

In terms of ease -of -use. I really couldn't fault the Ten Tee. It seemed to have all the facilities I needed to hand.
and with no need to resort to a manual to work out how to
use them. The controls are all clearly labelled.
I think the transceiver would be an excellent choice for
the 50MHz mobile operator. The large 1.e.d. display is easily
read in daylight, whilst the CTCSS tones make it ideal for
use with the 50MHz repeaters I it can handle the UK
500kHz offsets using pairs of memories). Once built, the rig
may also appeal to an operator with failing eyesight.
There are a couple of areas where I think the
falls behind most commercial rigs. There are no Up/Down
tuning buttons on the microphone, and there's no S -meter
of any sort. However. I really don't consider either a major
drawback and I would certainly prefer the lbn-Tee's clear
frequency read-out to the virtually useless S -meter that's
provided on many rigs.
None of the sockets on the Ten -Tee are labelled, but no
doubt the microphone and antenna sockets will be obvious
to all. On the rear panel the 5 -pin din socket is for 1200
baud packet radio use (conforming to the ARRL guidelines
of March 1994), while the 3.5mm socket is for an optional
external speaker. This is perhaps a minor quibble, but if the
constructor labels the sockets it might prevent an expensive
mistake one day.

Good Looking Transceiver
Ten -Tee have produced a good looking 50MHz n.b.f.m.

Work Worth It?
Is all the work in
assembling the kit
worth it? In answering.
and in some respects
you could say that it's
bit of a cheat to review
something you have

built yourself! So, Ill
certainly hold my hand
up and admit that I am
probably a bit biased,
rather like a proud
parent showing off
their new born baby!

transceiver that certainly doesn't look home constructed. In
fact I managed to pass it off as a brand-new, full -price
model at the local club, where most members thought it
would retail at around £230 to £300!
Certainly no one suspected the Ten -Tee was a home -

built kit, which I suppose must be the ultimate accolade for
any home construction! It's an ideal mobile or base
dedicated 50MHz transceiver. I can also see it being used
for around the town rag -chews, packet and SSTV activity. If
only all home constructed projects could look like this!

My thanks go to Adur Communications, Belmont
Buildings, The Street, Bramber, West Sussex BN44
3WE, Tel:101903) 879526, FAX:101903) 879527, for

providing the Ten -Tee 1260 kit for construction and
review. The kit is available from Adur
OW
Communications for £189.95 plus £5.88 P&P.
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Ben Nock

It's a Classic

r11)

G.IBXD looks at

another 'classic'

Amateur Radio
mentioned. This connected to the second i.f. stages and
increased the selectivity and sensitivity of the receiver
for use on c.w.
The 'Q' multiplier was connected to a socket on the
KW201's rear panel and provided two extra controls, the

1.8 to 28MHz on s.s.b., a.m. and c.w.
On its own the 201 is a fine receiver. whilst being
'lean' in its functions and gadgets by modern day
standards. It covers the 1.8 to 28MHz amateur bands
excluding the LO. 18 and 24MHz WARC bands/ with a

response at the frequency required by the operator.
Basically, the 'Q' multiplier works in a very simple
but effective way by introducing a controlled amount of
r.f. 'feedback'. This greatly enhances the Q' of the circuit
in the same way as the 'regeneration' used in a
regenerative detector.
A crystal calibrator was also available as an optional
extra. Even in those days the benefits, money -wise. of
offering 'optional extras' was well in hand!
In my KW201, the calibrator is fitted. The unit.
employing a 100kHz crystal, plugs into a socket on the
main receiver printed circuit board. A push-button on the
front panel activates the calibrator, with the dial screws
at either end of the scale being loosened and the whole
scale slid back and forth to align it to the correct
frequency

3.155MHz and a second if. of 455kHz which incorporates
a mechanical filter. It tunes eleven segments of the
spectrum, each 200kHz wide, with two segments for 3.5,
14 and 21MHz and three segments for the 28MHz band.

Circuit Description
The circuit description is as follows: The r.f. amplifier uses
an EF183. automatic gain ia.g.c.i controlled, to provide
the sensitivity for the receiver, this being quoted as better
than luV for 500mW output. The diagram in Fig.1.
details the block diagram for the receiver.
A 613E6 valve operates as the first mixer with a 6AM6
operating as a crystal controlled first oscillator. The
output of this first mixer is a bandpass signal between
2955 and 3155kHz.
The bandpass signal is fed to the second mixer, a
further 68E6 valve, which, along with the variable local
oscillator, a 6U8, results in the second i.f. of 455kHz. A
3.1kHz mechanical filter is fitted after the second mixer
to provide the main selectivity for the receiver.
Two stages of a.g.c. controlled i.f. amplification are
employed, both using a 6BA6 valve. Additionally, there's
provision for an external 'Q' multiplier to he connected if
required.
The product detector consists of a 12AX7, the NEU.
using a 12AT7 and semiconductor diodes being employed
to generate the a.g.c. voltages. A 12AT7 is also driven
from the a.g.c. voltage to provide the 8 -meter option.
An ECL82 triode -pentode is used as audio preamplifier and output stage, driving a built-in act speaker.
The receiver has a quoted audio output of 1.7W. A
headphone jack is provided on the front panel.
Semiconductor diodes are used in the
power supply. again, housed within the
receiver case. The styling of the set is the
familiar 'C' line, used in so many of the KW
range of receivers and transmitters of the
0 131
period.

Selectivity and Tune controls. The former was
advanced until the required selectivity was achieved, the
Tuning control then being advanced to put the peak

The KW201's dial
scale, is a large glass
slide with several
horizontal and
vertical lines
engraved. along with
a sloping line
between the vertical
sections. The
diagram, Fig. 2.
shows the left hand
edge of the dial, the vertical lines being at every 20kHz
across the band, the horizontal lines indicating 2kHz
increments and the sloping line being the calibration

In the example shown in Fig. 2, the dial pointer
crosses the sloping line at the same point as the 12kHz
horizontal line. As the pointer is between the U and
20kHz vertical line the read-out is thus 012. So, if the
receiver is switched to the 14MHz band this gives a
frequency read-out of 14.012MHz_
However, if the set had been on the 3.5MHz band, the
read-out would be 3.512MHz. At first glance, the system

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the
KW201 receiver (see text).
DBEs
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Optional Extra
An optional extra available at the time was
the 'Q' multiplier I previously briefly

m

item of

ne of the many fine products of the KW
Electronics company of Dartford, Kent, was
the KW201 double conversion receiver. The
201, produced from the mid 1960s, was an
excellent amateur bands receiver on its
own, or as a partner for the equally fine KW
Vespa transmitter for instance. Together
they formed a compact station capable of covering

nice, large, easy -to -read scale. provides product detection
for s.s.b. and includes a self contained power supply and
speaker.
The eleven valved receiver uses a first i.1. of 2.955 to

rrn

FCLX2

33 3,43.3

121AT7

Cr.o.t.at

W8

5 metro
.3113331
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feature
pointer to centre of the 1.8MHz segment. Adjust C3
and C10 for peak meter reading, which should be
about 2.5V for a 50pV input.
For 14MHz: Set the receiver and generator to
14.3MHz with the pre -selector pointer to mid
segment. Then inject 50pV. adjusting L3 and L8 for
peak meter reading12.5 V or better).
For 21MHz: Set receiver and generator to
21.4MHz, pre- selector pointer to mid segment and
adjust IA and L9 for peak meter reading12.5 V
approximately for 50pV input).
For 28MHz band ('10 metres): Set receiver and
generator to 28.5MHz, pointer to mid segment.
adjust L5 and LIO for maximum meter reading
(about 2.5V again for 50pV input I.

First If. alignment: The first i.1, 2.955 to

Internal view of the
KW201 (left of picture)
and of the KW 'Vespa*
(right of picture). In the
KW201 note the v.f.o. box
(top centre), power
supply (bottom right),
calibrator (lower left) and
s.s.b. filter below and to
the left of the v.f.o. box. In
the Vespa the p.a.
compartment is on the
lower left, with the v.f.o.
in the lop centre, the
s.s.b. filters are glass
valve -base types mounted on the centre left.

looks complicated. but after a very short time readings of
IkHz are easily interpreted.

Need To Calibrate?
If you need to calibrate the vf.o. on a KW201, you should
tune the receiver to 3.7MHz. This can be done by using either
the internal crystal calibrator or another known source. lithe
dial is off frequency you should adjust the core of L13 for zero
beat.
The tracking of the Ia.°. is also checked using the
calibrator or other source. If however, the of is 'over
tracking'li.e. the readings are getting further apart across
the band) then the trimmer inside the ef.o. should be
adjusted anti -clockwise. And if the ef.o. is 'under tracking'
the trimmer should be adjusted clockwise.
I suggest you make each adjustment a small one and

retune to 3.7MHz and 'zero beat' the vie. by adjusting L13
Repeat the process until the v.1o. tracks accurately across
the band.
lb check the Upper tower sideband switching you

20
18

should 'zero beat' a signal source whilst the receiver is
switched to u.s.b. Then switch to I.s.b. and check for 'zero
beat' again. If it is off frequency, adjust C21 (This is reached
via a hole in the v.Eo. box,.
for 'zero beat'. Recheck by
Reading s 14 012MHr
switching between I.s.b.
WT0631,
and u.s.b. for 'zero beat'.
adjusting as needed.

16

Crystal Oscillator:

14

12
10

4

2
0

20

Fig. 2: Diagram

illustrating tuning scale
interpretation (see text).

30

The first oscillator, the
crystal controlled h.f.
oscillator 6AM6 stage, is
adjusted using an r.f.
voltmeter a high
40
so
impedance voltmeter with
r.f. probe for insuincei.
This is connected to pin 1 of V2. The various settings are
given in Table 1.
Pre -selector alignment: Connect the high impedance
voltmeter, measuring negative voltage, to the AVC 'test
point'. With no signal at the antenna, a voltage of 0.3V
should be obtained.
Ensure the pre -selector pointer is located at the lower
edge of the 3.5MHz segment with the receiver tuned to
3.5MHz. Inject a 50pV signal from a suitable generator. Next,
adjust the cores of T3 and L6 for peak voltage reading (note
that T3 has two cores in it. the bottom one is for T3 and the
upper one is for LI
Then you should adjust the signal generator to 3.155MHz
and increase its output until a signal is heard from the
receiver. Adjust LI for the best reduction in this signal. Next
set generator and receiver to 3.6MHz. adjust pre -selector for
peak in signal, re adjust T3 and L6 for peak meter reading.
For Ibp Band', 1.8MH2: Rine the receiver to 1.9MHz
and then inject a signal at 50pV, adjusting pre -selector

3.155MHz, is aligned using the signal generator
and a special tool, termed a 'swamping tool'. The
tool consists of 0.01pF 400VW capacitor in series with a Hal
0.5W resistor.
Tune the receiver and generator to 3.6MHz, injecting
50pV of signal, with voltmeter connected to AGC test point.
Conned the swamping tool between pin 4 of ivr 1 and earth.
Adjust bottom core of WTI for peak meter reading.

Transfer the swamping tool to pin 6 of wn, adjust top
core of IFT1 for peak meter reading. Now place the swamping
tool to pin 4 on 1171`2, adjust bottom core of IFT2. Then place

Table1 Alignment

Band

Crystal Freq

Adjust C/L

Reading

1.8

4955kHz

L19

2.5V

3.5

6655
6855

C61

1.5V

3.7

C61

1.5V

7

10155

C60

3V

14

8755.5

L16

3.5V

14.2

1,16

3.5V

21

8677.5
12077.5

L15

2.5V

21.3

12227.5

L15

2.5V

28

15577.5

L14

2V

28.4

15777.5

28.6

15877.5

the swamping tool o pin 6 of IFT2 !Note that there's is ILL
on this pin, so take care) and peak top core of IFT2. Repeat
the process. Peak the cores of IFT3 and L12. The meter
should now read 2.5V for 50pV input. You can now remove
swamping tool.

Vespa & KW201
For anyone wishing to operate on the bands, the KW Vespa
transmitter, styled in a similar fashion to the KW201. is an
ideal transmitter to complete a station set-up. Incidentally,
The KW Vespa is basically a cut down version of the KW2000
transceiver.
Again produced around the same period as the KW201,
there are two versions of the Vespa. The Mark I version has a
power output of 901V p.e.p, and the Mark II produces 220W
p.e.p.

Housed in a similar styled case, the frequency coverage
matches the KW -201 and is also limited to the six old bands,
(1.8, 3.5, 7. 14. 21 and 28MHz in 200kHz segments in a total
of 11 ranges.
In use with the KW 201, the Vespa makes a very nice
unit. Into a dummy load, 100W of r.1 power is generated on
single tone ic.w.i. A rear apron socket is used to mute the
receiver and provides the actuation for the change -over relay
in the matching KW 600 or 1000 linear amplifier.

Considering the high price of modern 'Eastern delights',
and that rigs such as the Vespa and 201 can be bought
quite cheaply, then operation on the h.f. bands need not cost
an arm and a leg. You don't even need a second mortgage t,
get on the air!
Arr/
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L Nil 5. PARSONS GREEN ESTATE
BOULTON ROAD, STEVENAGE, HERTS SG1

AUTEK ADVANCED RF
ANTENNA ANALYSTS
AUTEK RF1
The

WAVEMETERS

RF1
adjusts
antennas,
feedlines, and RF networks,

from 1.2 to 35 MHz in

KEEP YOUR STATION CLEAN
WA1
Fhc \,HF Absorption Wavemeter
for the 2 metre band. Range
120MHz to 450MHz. Meets
licensing requirements. Can
also be used as a field strength
meter within its range. Requi es PP3 battery (not supplied,

.

£34 Inc! VAT. Add £1.50 P&P

L (<0.04 to 300uH). It
instantly
reads
out
impedance and SWR.
Feedline loss and phasing,

0, tuned -circuit resonance
can be accurately measured and adjusted. L and C are
measured at the RF frequency of interest, not at 1kHz
or 100 kHz as with other L and C meters. The RF1 fits
in the pocket, and runs on a standard 9v battery
Protective Case £14.95
RF1 (1.2 - 35MHz) £179.95

WA2
The VHF Absorption Wavemeter

tor the 4 & 6 metre bands.
Range 50MHz to 70MHz. Meets
licensing requirements. Can also
be used as a field strength
meter within its range. Requires
PP3 battery (not supplied).

AUTEK VA1

£34 incl VAT. Add £1.50 P&P

The VA1 adds phase detection to

WA3
The HF Absorption Wavemeter
covers the range 1.8MHz to

92MHz. Ideal for the law abiding
operator. Requires PP3 battery
(not supplied).

the popular RF1. It makes
noise bridges obsolete and IpiV

does more than network
It
analysers.
reads:
Frequency, SWR, True
Impedance, Series R,

Series X, Sign of X,

£58.45 incl VAT. Add £2 P&P

BRITISH MADE

TRANSCEIVERS CE approved

£193.74 incl VAT (Add £6 P&P)

2 MTR MODEL 2001
144.500 145.9875

PTT tone burst. Listen on
Input. Facility 12.5kHz.

Spacing 25/5 watts.

Parallel R, Parallel X,
Series Inductance (L),
Series
Capacitance
(C), Conjugate L & C for
Phase
Matching and
Angle (deg.) Only the Autek

VA1 calculates R/X of an
antenna in the
air,
by
measuring at the transmitter end of your feedline, and
is not limited to 50o line - select any common line 25

to 4500. The VA1 fits in the pocket, and runs on a
standard 9v battery.
VA1 (0.5 - 32MHz) £249.95

The RF5 covers 35 to 75 MHz,
and 138 to 500MHz (typically
530MHz) in 3 bands. It
measures RF values of

70.250 70.4875

12/.kHz Spacing.

Power 25/5 watts.

true impedance (0-

6 MTR MODEL 6001
10kHz spacing where

600S2), SWR (1 to
6:1). It has no direct

applicable. 25/5 watts.

L & C as the RF I but

CTCSS tone held in non
volatile memory.

mode which finds

50.500 - 51.990

an INSTANT SWR
the

70 CMS MODEL 7003
432 SOO to 434 975MHz

of

on
command
automatically. The RF5 fits in
the pocket, and runs on a standard 9v battery.
RF5 (35-751138-500MHz) £299.95

leaden
fi4111k

aim

EASTCOMM

Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 ORU

internet details:- Web site: http: Nkww.kbnet .co u k akd
akd(o khriet.co.tik

TEL: 01438 351710
FAX: 01438 357591

Protective Case £14.95

Available only by mail order from our sole distributor:

(18.1A Il F SNOW
E1ZZ33
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frequency

minimum SWR (or Z)

25kHz Steps. Power 3
watts. PIT tone burst.
Listen on input.

OLDER 2001 &
6001 MODELS

Protective Case £14.95

AUTEK RF5

4 MTR MODEL 4001

UPGRADES
AVAILABLE FOR

5

bands. It measures RF
values
of
true
impedance
(0
20000), SWR (1 to
15:1), C (0-9999pf1 and

41

Free UK mainland carriage! For full catalogue send £2 in stamps.

vim

Sales order line

01692 650077

Fax: 01692 650925 Website: www.cqcqcq.com
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SRP TRADING
1686 Bristol Road South, Rednal, Birmingham 845 9TZ

AOR AR8200

SANGEAN ATS-909
@ 029.95

@ E339.95

.r:-,

5611

....

.... v

000.

0000

£599.95
£599.95
£99.95
£199.95

SANGEAN ATS-8 1 8
YUPITERU MVT-7 100
ICOM IC -R2

£777.77

E15.00
£20.00

G5RV Half size deluxe.irge-00
G5RV Full size deluxe 1_442-er

AR-300XL
Max load 60kg
(with support

bearing) 360 deg rotation in
approx 65 sec. (cable not
supplied). Support bearing

::. 77-

000

AOR AR3000A
AOR AR7030

Antenna
Rotator

'8

Syncron
SX-144/430
2m/70cm cross
needle direct
reading
SWR/1000W power meter.

£39.95 inc P&P

SRP Mini-Mag

2/70

2m/70cm dual band
mobile antenna
featuring super strength
mini -magnet (only 30m
diameter) c/w miniature
coax and plug.

£19.95 inc P&P

optional extra.

£49.95 inc P&P

Electronic Barometer/Thermometer
Gold Peak 1300
300rnAH Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH)
AA size
rechargeable

cells. No memory
effect. Over
twice the capacity of Nicads.

£3.00 inc P&P

A unique LCD readout electronic barometer with weather forecast,
barometric pressure (with trend), indoor/outdoor
temperature and clock/calendar displays. Features
selectable 12-24hr clock and °C/°F temperature
formats, audible storm warning and maximum/
minimum temperature memories. Can be free
standing or wall mounted. Supplied with waterproof
external temperature sensor on a 3m cable.

£32.95 Inc P&P

P&P and carriage rates apply to mainland UK only. Please phone for overseas rates.
Opening times: Mon -Sat 9 30am to 5.15pm. We are Kenwood, Yaesu, Icom & Alinco dealers.

Call Rod (G8SUP), Richard (G6ORA) or Mary (MOBMH) on

TEL: 0121-460 1581, 0121-457 7788
32

FAX: 0121-457 9009
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receiver is tuned gets
through to the mixer
and is added to or
subtracted from a
frequency of the local
oscillator, thereby
yielding an
interfering signal
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To meat
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within the
intermediate

m

frequency
pass band.
When equipped
with so-called preselection, or even
fixed hand -pass

tuning, the r.f.
amplifier can attenuate unwanted signals such as
images. etc., while also reducing the interfering
effects of spurious frequency combinations in

40:A

btu

general.
The possibility of the local oscillator signal
being radiated from the antenna is also reduced
when a receiver includes a stage of r.f.

IT
olci.to, 18(1100

Fig. 2: Basic principles of an
insulated -gate f.e.t. r.f.
amplifier circuit with variable
ganged tuning.
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amplification.
A couple of decades or so ago. all

Gordon King

GAR, the
internationally
know n technical
n this series I'll he taking a close look
at all the major circuitry of modern
receivers. It's a 'guided' tour if you like
... and it makes sense to start 'at the

front' with the radio frequency Oaf
amplifier, so off we go!
The radio frequency (r.f.i amplifier lies
between the antenna and the input of the mixer,
Fig. 1. It undertakes the primary tasks of
coupling and amplifying the weak antenna signal
with the least addition of random noise to attain
the hest possible signal-to-noise ratio (Sin and
hence the least background 'hiss' on weak signals
(commonly called 'white noise'L
The need for such an amplifier arises because
the antenna signal is rarely strong enough to
drive the mixer direct for adequate results.
However, some receivers are equipped with a
switch to bypass the r.f. amplifier when a very
strong signal is encountered, which might
otherwise cause overloading.

make life difficult for the transmitting Radio
Amateur whose near neighbour happens to be
scanning receiver buff. as well I know from

The rf. amplifier also provides improved image
rejection. This problem arises where unwanted
signal of frequency other than that to which a
1551001

In fe.t.s. the current is conducted by one type of
carrier only. the carrier i electrons or hotel
depending on the type of semi -conductor material
used in the device. The basic principles of a
variably tuned r.f. amplifier are illustrated in Fig.
2. This shows the active device as a field
effect transistor
which are now

Continued on page 35...
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for his hooks on

television, radio

IF output
signal

Fig. 1: Block diagram showing the r.f.
amplifier between the antenna and
mixer, where 'fa' is the antenna signal.

'to' the oscillator and II the
intermediate frequency signal.

=11

and audio
technology and
engineering,
begins his new

regular series
'Looking At
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Moot

journalist famous

personal experience!

Basics Principles

Improved Image Rejection

V

communications receivers would boast at least
one tuneable r.f. amplifier stage using a multi section tuning capacitor ganged to the local
oscillator tuning. More specialised receivers
might still use a variation of this arrangement
with high -Q tuned circuits.
There are also transceivers employing socalled pre -selection. constituting a form of manual
a tuning. This. in receive mode, provides a
distinct improvement in the rejection of out -of band spurious signals when peaked on the
wanted signal.
With the advent of frequency range scanning
receivers, however, r.f. amplifier stages have
become essentially 'aperiodic, being pretty well
wide open to signals from d.c. to light! This can

taking a close view

of that all

cr,

m

=I
=1

=
rin

important element
of any receiver ...

c-1=1

the radio
frequency

amplifier.
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Unit 1. 161-163 Bispham Rd.. Southport PR9 7BL

ronal 01704 507808
COMPUTERS LTD.

MAINBOARDS

All hard drives are Seagate and

Mitsumi Serial - £3.75

SPEAKERS

TX PRO II - £43.00

come complete with instructions

Mitsumi PS/2 - 33.75

s0 watt PMPO - £6.50

Gigabyte GA5 - £64.00

and 'Disk Wizard' for easy

KEYBOARDS

FLATBED SCANNERS

('haintech Via - £66.00

installation.

Windows95 - £6.50

300x600dpi - £42.00

CPU's

4.3Gb IDE - £102.00

Windows95 PS/2 - £7.50

600x6(X)dpi - £67.00

IBM P300MX - £43.00

6.4Gb IDE -£116.00

Infrared - £29.50

MEDIA

AMD K6-2 333 - £68.00

8.6Gb IDE - £132.00

MONITORS

3.5" disks (box of 10) - £2.00

AMD K6-2 350 - £78.00

VIDEO CARDS

(3yr Warranty)

CDR (single) - £0.85

AMD K6-2 380 - £108.00

4Mb S3 PCI - £19.50

14" - £93.00

CD-RW (single) - £5.50

FAN/HEATSINKS

8Mb AGP - £26.00

15" - £105.00

PRESSIT kit - £18.00

licavy duty BB - £3.50

MODEMS

17" - £199.00

!omega Zip disks - £8.75

\1LNIORY

33.6 External - £30.00

CD-ROM DRIVES

OTHERS

32Mb SDRAM - £34.00

56k Internal - £32.(X)

36 speed - £32.50

Floppy drive lock - £5.60

32Mb PC 100 - £34.00

Diamond 56i PCI £49.00

CD Re -writer - £192.(X)

64Mb SDRAM - £67.00

Diamond 56e - £79.00

SOUNDCARDS

PR300MX systems from £475.

DRIVES

MICE

16 -bit PC1 -£11.00

PHONE FOR DETAILS.

3.5" floppy - £10.50

3 Button Serial - £3.00

Soundblaster 16 - £18.00

F&(ii

All prices include V.A.T. but exclude delivery. This is only a small
selection of our stock, please phone for prices of items 1101 listed.

VISA

1111411Wrriu
ne ax (01964) 550921Igning

Q-

1.7g IP% I
Pitt 1161.711

I

K

r

Leconfield Road
Lecordield,
East Yorkshire III 17 71.t.

E-mail:

peler(rrlinearampuk.u-nelcom

%Vel) site:

Win/A% %t

.1inearampak.u-net.com

r-

Finance available

J

on all models,

small

BIG

y1101.111,, in... IL 011
repayments from 9
month.. art 2 years
lotonimum tleptoat
21F; r (-rctlit subject to
.164_1 infert511ree

_stiMcalrme

cretin' an ,heat-Irrm
agrermentc

MI

-r

Examples:-

CliA1.1.ENGF:It II

SIM

Deptmll f895 Own
%

VSGF:R HI III
Deposit f4-15 then

NC% l redesigned with internal. quiet

Best seller in 1998

fait and many other features

4 x Sveilana NI IA valves. vertically mount

2 x Eimac 3CX1400A7 ceramic triodes

Easy tuning on all hands from Ill - It
IStiOW CW OJP a ith 70W drive

6'

75/1

All the quality features that are in all our range of amplifiers

with seperate positions

for the WARC bands

I

qualiv fur out;

Front panel adjustable ALC

11.7:2,DE;

800W CW 0/1,

A1.1 Lill; fur wily

ith 100W drive

Other tlitnh'15 etvuihtblr
F.XPLORER 1200
2 x 1-500ZG valves
£1595

HUNTER SIX

HUNTER 1000
Single 3-500ZG

2m DISCOVERY
Single 3CX800A7

fim DISCOVERY
Single 3CX800A7

Single 3-500ZG

£1195

£1395

£1395

£895
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regular
...continued from page 33.
commonly used for r.f. front -ends because they have
the advantages of low noise and high input and
output impedance, being more on a par with the

thermionic valve in the latter respect than a bipolar
transistor.
Incidentally, a bipolar transistor is so named
because it exploits both electrons and holes as
current carriers. An fet. uses only one kind of carrier
- electrons or holes, depending on its polarity.

The f.e.t. in Fig. 2 is an insulated gate
(i.g.f.e.t.) device receiving signal via the antenna
coupling transformer. This transformer is used
both for 'matching' the low antenna impedance to
the gate's high impedance and for front-end
tuning in conjunction with Cl section of the
tuning gang.
Coupling to the gate is through C2 from an
optimised tapping on the secondary transformer The
gate is biased from the automatic gain control (a.g.c.)
line through RI and decoupled by C3.
The amplified signals appears across Ll in the
drain circuit and are then fed through C4 to the
mixer. 'lining of Ll is by C5 section of the gang.
In the illustrated circuit, the f.e.t. Source is
loaded by R2 and 'earthed' to r.f. by C6. The gain of
the amplifier is automatically controlled by bias
voltage applied to the gate from the a.g.c. line, but
can be up to around 25dB (18 times voltage),
depending on signal strength.

The circuit of an r.f. amplifier used in a
commercial 144MHz transceiver is given in Fig. 3.
This uses a dual gate f.e.t.. with the control bias
fed to gate one (GI) and the antenna signal to the

...continued from page 19
receiver on my main antennas, and was pleased at the
results. Operating on my 'long wire' la true 'long wire' at
well over a half -wavelength on 3.5MHzithe RC 828 did
not overload and there were no problems with cross modulation even on strong local signals.

Using the built-in extendable antenna (this is by far
the most convenient mode and can bring surprising
results) I can often tune into 7MHz and listen to the
s.s.b. and c.w. transmissions with ease from my

armchair. In fact, just after midnight in the first few
minutes of 26th of January I was listening on
7.009MHz on c.w. when I heard a lonely VK5CW
'Kensington, South Australia( calling 'CQ'. He was
Readability 5 Strength 6 and no-one answered him!
My antenna was the extendable antenna with a short
length of tinned copper wire attached, which then runs
along the top of the bedroom curtain rail - not bad
reception eh?
Higher up the scale - on the '20' metre band - there
awaits a serious challenge for any receiver in the form of
Packet radio transmissions adjacent to 14.1MHz. As
many of you will know. 14.100MHz is where the
International Beacon Project transmissions are.
It's often difficult on 14.1MHz with receivers as good
as the Kenwood TS -870 and my own (very good) Alinco
DX -70. But, the RC 828 did well and mostly the beacons
were readable despite Packet radio interference either
adjacent or sometimes even on 14.100MHz itself.

Opinion & Criticisms
My opinion of the RC 828 you will have realised by now is very high indeed. In fact I wish I'd bought one a long
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positively -biased gate two (G2).
The basic principle of operation is similar to that
of the previous circuit. The difference is that the
antenna coupling transformer is fixed tuned over the
144MHz band, while the amplified signal across LI is
fed to the mixer through a four -stage band-pass
coupling.

NE Series!

Best Noise Figure
Maximum sensitivity results when T1 is tuned by its
dust iron core on a signal at the centre of the pass band. For the best noise figure, the tapping point on
the secondary needs to be carefully chosen.
The choosing of the tapping point is a design job

in itself' However, from first principles and in the
absence of test equipment. an improvement in the
S/N ratio can sometimes be achieved subjectively by
tuning to a very weak carrier and then slightly
adjusting the core of T1 first one way and then the
other for the least 'hiss'.
The r.f. amplifier
[W510151
certainly has an
important role to play in
a receiver and in the next
in the series, I will be
looking at the mixer,
which is the next stage in
line.

PWto

Fig. 3: r.f. amplifier stage
of a 144MHz transceiver
using a dual -gate f.e.t.
with band-pass coupling
to the mixer.

tirl2ZI coupling
lY

15p

- Control bun

while ago! However. I do have some criticisms. albeit
minor in nature.
To start, I really would have liked the clock
numerals to be slightly larger. The tuning
display numerals are of an ideal size.
but the clock display would have
been better slightly larger.
The S -meter l.c.d. display is
optimised for use with the receiver
laid back on it rear or case 'stand'.
However, because of this and the
effect of incident light, the display can
appear darker when the set is operating when fully

upright where I prefer it to be.
For night-time use it's a pity (when the receiver is
running from the mains I that it's not possible to keep the
1.c.d. 'backlight' on rather than having to keep pressing
the (auto -off backlight button control. Perhaps for 'night
owls' (insomniacs) like me Roberts could perhaps provide
a 'night light' modification?
As synthesised receivers of this type are often 'current
hungry' I would have like some facility to fit - and use - rechargeable batteries for extended portable use. However,
even after three months of use I'm still on the original set
of batteries - so perhaps I won't get round to fitting a
rechargeable battery pack after all!
So, in summing up I've got to say 'well done Roberts
Radio - you've got a little winner with the RC 828". I can
thoroughly recommend the receiver to anyone, beginner.
general short wave listener or someone that needs a really
versatile, portable radio.
The Roberts RC 828 has provided me with a great deal
of pleasure and will no doubt provide even greater pleasure
when I'm 'out and about' travelling to and from club visits
in future. We really are an inseparable pair!
PP/

I bought my Roberts
Radio RC 828 from

Waters & Stanton
Electronics PLC of
Hockley in Essex, They

can supply the RC 828

for £219, plus P&P.

" Rob's Review
Score: 10 out of 10"
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UHF Constructional Project!

fit

Tranceir7
he PW 'Panther' is a
synthesised 144MHz narroo
hand f.m. (n.b.f.m.)

Mike Rowe
68JUE, the

designer behind

transceiver covering the
whole hand in 25kHz steps.
It has good sensitivity and
a power output of
approximately 12W and can be
built in a case measuring
approximately 150x100x25mm.
It operates from 12V in its basic
form and is small enough to fit
directly in many vehicles.
The synthesiser block, less the power
amplifier i p.a.) stage, could be used as a

the Hi Panther'

transportable unit (battery powered). In this
form it is capable of running approximately 1.5W

144MHz fn.

on its own, the antenna changeover being on the
receiver board.

transceiver
provides the

first part of the
project by

Six Sections
The Panther may be split into six sections: the synthesiser,
transmit driver. p.a.. modulator and receiver.
The synthesiser, the circuitry of which is shown in
Fig. 1.1, is a dual modulus type is basically the same as
used on the successful PW`Martiet's, but with a reference
frequency of 12.5kHz and different divide ratios in the
MC145152.

The PW Panther
144MHz f.m.
transceiver.

Editorial note: The :)tartlet' was also designed by

describing the
design ideas

behind the rig
and presenting
the synthesiser's

circuitry.
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Mike Rowe G8,117E.

Programming this time is by an EPROM, input data
for which is provided by two BCD coded thumbwheel
switches. The switches are arranged to give the following
(old designation) channels: 00 - 07
RO R7

08.23

S8 - S23

30 - 39
40 - 79

145.800. 145.975
144.000. 144.975

SO - 87

Reverse RU - R7

On receive, the output control voltage from the
synthesiser is fed via a filter around IA to the voltage
controlled oscillator ive.o. only one varicap being used on
this occasion. D8 is the frequency determining varicap, D9
being associated with the modulation, more of which later.
On transmit, the output from the v.c.o. is fed to the
buffer amplifier, the output circuit is diode switched (
to bring the tuned circuit L6/C62 into play. The coupling
link L6h feeding the transmit driver stages.
Transmit positive voltage is also fed to '1).6 and the
EPROM, altering the programming and divide ratios.

On receive, positive voltage is supplied to DIO via
R45/46 causing it to conduct bringing C56 into circuit in
parallel with the oscillator tuned circuit lowering its
frequency The output from the v.c.o. is again fed to Tr8, this
time L7/C67 are switched into circuit by D12. output to the
receiver mixer is by a coupling winding L7b.
The transistor, Tr8 also provides the necessary feedback
input voltage to the pre -scaler 1C8.
Power for the synthesiser at 5V & 8V is by on board
regulators.
On transmit, the output from the synthesiser is fed to a
class A amplifier with its collector tuned. The driver is
matched to the amplifier by the ratio of the tuning
capacitors.
The output circuit of the system is passed to an L/C pi match circuit (not shown on the circuit diagram). It forms a
low pass filter primarily when the Panther is used when the
Panther is used as a transportable rig.

Editorial note: The preceding text dealt mainly with
circuitry.. techniques and components encountered in the
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practical
Fig. 1.1: Circuitry of the
synthesiser used in Mike Rowe
G8JVE's Panther' 144MHz f.m.
transceiver.

gs

J771

g=tt

circuit shown in Fig. 1.1. Because of this the full circuit
references are quoted. However, the following description (Power

amplifier, etc.) will only deal with the circuits mentioned in
general terms and the specific component references will not be
quoted. The full circuit component references will be provided
when the relevant circuits are published. C3XFD.

Power Amplifier

AIL

si
-HT"3A

The power amplifier (which is on a separate board) is a single
class C amplifier following standard practice. The output has a
low pass filter which in practice reduce the third harmonic to a
level of -55dB.
Modulation is achieved by feeding the audio from the
modulator to a diode. The microphone audio is amplified in the
first half of an Lc., and the microphone gain is controlled by a
preset potentiometer.
The amplified audio is passed to an audio clipper and
associated components to prevent the microphone modulating
the v.c.o. on receive, a resistor is supplied from the transmit
i TX, line and an associated diodes only conducts on transmit

0 .6

11-

Tone Burst
The tone burst generator for repeater access is situated on the
receiver due to lack of space on the synthesiser board. It's
configured around a 4060 c.m.o.s. divider i.c.
The required frequency is generated by a 455kHz ceramic
resonator. Once divided down it provides an output of
approximately 1750Hz which is filtered and attenuated before
passing to the modulator.
The duration of the tone is governed by the time constant of
a combination of resistors and capacitors Control of the tone
burst is achieved by switching its supply.

All.
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The Receiver
The receiver has an r.f. amplifier with band-pass filtering
between it and the mixer. The output from the mixer is filtered
by a 15kHz crystal filter before being amplified. Second
conversion and i.f. amplification together with the detector and
squelch functions are served by an integrated circuit amplifier.
Muting of the audio utilises the mute output of the receiver
i.c. This effectively short circuits the audio at the volume
control.
The output of the second filter is also connected to the S meter amplifier. This action not only gives readings of received
signals but is also very helpful in aligning the receiver.
Relays which serve the antennakl.c. changeover functions
and also the power switching are also fitted on the receive
board. together with an 'idiot' Iprotectioni diode. Fusing is by an

AS

§I
0/2

2S91f19Vig
Y 3 aZ 7 5 9
e

P,

in -line fuse.
The loudspeaker is external to the set being connected by a
3.5mm jack socket on the rear panel.

7.t.,n42t7

avasa

22Z2IY2222
a a

In Part 2 I'll be presenting the circuits for the project. See you
then!
AV

ri
nt

3
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Editorial note: A printed circuit board for the Panther
is not being produced by PW. Instead, following the
publication of the circuits, we intend publishing the
constructional stages in photographic form (in a similar
fashion to the GDP -430 u.h.f. hand-held transceiver
published by PW in 1997) so that readers building it can
adopt their own techniques or make their own p.c.b.
from the author's original designs.
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1

Don't miss the LARGEST single (lay show in the U.K.

N

NORBRECK

R

S

Radio, Electronics and Computing Exhibition
by the Northern Amateur Radio Societies Association at the

NORBRECK CASTLE HOTEL EXHIBITION CENTRE
QUEENS PROMENADE, NORTH SHORE, BLACKPOOL

on Sunday, March 21st, 1999

okir.1

car park

Norbreck
Hotel

Doors open at 11 a.m.

St. ale (miles)
Poulton-U.1'y Ide

Club stands
Amateur Computer stands
Construction competition
RSGB stand and book stall
* Free car parking
Organised by over 50 clubs
' Facilities for the disabled (wheelchair access to all stands)
* Overnight accommodation at reduced rates (contact hotel direct)
" Over 100 trade stands
" Bring & Buy stand

RADIO TALK -IN ON S22
Admission £2 (OAP's £1, under 14's free) by exhibition plan
Lthrharon .1hincNer Peter -Demon. ( ;6( lir 0/ 5. /4)30-5790

Special Book Offer!

AIM

MEW

Dere's a

special offer for keen

listeners and
transmitting Radio
Amateurs!
Hurry and you
can buy The
ARRL Operating
Manual
(Mentioned by

Rob Mannion
G3XFD in this
month's free gift The International
Prefix Listing - for
£15.50 including P&P

Listing just how useful the
ARRL Operating Manual is and it also
comes with an
extremely
useful 'Ham
Desktop
Reference'
booklet.
Take Rob's
word for it

- this little

(UK only).

Rob's already mentioned in
the International Prefix

booklet
alone is
very
useful
before
you ev en consider
what's on offer in the main
420 page book!

The ARRL Op rating
Manual is extremely
comprehensive, offering
chapters on: Short wave
listening, the Amateur
Radio Spectrum, Basic
Operating, Antenna
Orientation (headings),
DXing, The Internet,
Contests, Operating Awards,
satellites and a host of other
information too!
-

Beginners to the
radio hobby will
find this book
very helpful
indeed as Rob
considers that

pp

The reference section is
particularly useful and if
you're keen on
working American States
and counties - everything
you need is there. Some
information (particularly on
`traffic handling') doesn't
apply here in the UK but as Rob says in the 'Prefix
Listing' - having this book in
your reference section will
be extremely useful!

And you

# HAM ININTop

the Short
Wave

get the free
Ham
Desktop
Reference
too - what a
bargain!

Listening
section is
particularly
helpful,
being
comprehensive and concisely
written in the friendly
American style.

So don't delay
- send for yours
today! Special
offer price £15.50 (UK only)

open to Wednesday 31st
March only.

To order your copy please use the Order form on page 90 of this issue or
call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote PW 3.
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The

RSGB

Guide

EMC
This brand new edition
of the RSGB EMC

Guide will prove an
invaluable aid to all
RF engineers and

radio amateurs. It
describes the causes

of interference as well as the remedies,

including reference data on suitable filters and braid
breakers. It also incorporates details of the new EU

EMC regulations which came into effect in 1996 - THE essential
'Good Housekeeping Guide' for the electronics enthusiast!

Ve,

A.7.-4.--eTnee411:44111..

See the review in RadCom February 1999, p41

Problem Solve
><

Radio Society of Great Britain, Lambda House. Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE
Cheque I Postal Order payable to Radio Society of Great Britain. E-mail sales@rsgb.org.uk

rir

01707 660888

This month the
Rev, George

a frequency source for a transmitter, or even a receiver,
on a range of amateur bands.

Carrying on the

The VXO Circuit

Dobbs G3RJV

describes a
`universal

variable crystal

oscillator'
project suitable

for a range of
bands immediately
following the

usual

appropriate
quotation of
course!

rovision of a stable variable frequency
source is a common Amateur Radio
requirement. It's also a requirement that's
often thought to be difficult for the home
constructor. Small crystal controlled QRP
transmitters are very easy to build but
being limited to a single frequency can be
frustrating. Fortunately though, there's a simple
way to overcome this by adding a variable
capacitor in series with the crystal to allow a
little frequency adjustment. This is the simplest
form of Variable Crystal Oscillator (VXO).
I recall having a long conversation with the late
Doug DeMaw W1FB, who was an advocate for the use
of the VXO in home built equipment. His contention
was that the VXO is a very
viable option for home built
Amateur Radio equipment
especially for miniature or
portable stations.
Some of the ideas presented
this month come from the
To the Muses
scribblings I made at the time.
What's offered here is a utility
VXO circuit that can be used as

".....on crystal rocks ye roue"
William Blake 1757-1827

The circuit for the VXO is shown in Fig. 1. In essence, it's
a bipolar transistor oscillator followed by a bipolar tuned
buffer stage. My prototype used 2N2222A transistors for
both Trl andlY2 but many similar types would work. I I
used 2N3904 devices in an earlier versions.
The oscillator has a stabilised supply derived from an
8.2V zener diode. I had intended to use a 9.1V zener but
couldn't find one. Other constructors might like to use a
three -pin voltage regulator chip of similar voltage.
Based on the popular Colpitts circuit, the capacitive
feedback is provided via the capacitive divider provided
by C3 and C4. These values vary according to band,
Table 1. Capacitor Cl is used to minimise the effects of
capacitors, C3 and C4.
Without Cl, the upper frequency range of the
oscillator would be restricted. By using an inductor, Ll
and a variable capacitor, C2, the crystal should pull
slightly above its nominal frequency.
The value of CI will depend upon individual crystals.
I found that around 100pF served very well for the 7MHz
band. Try IOOpF as a starter value on other bands and
experiment.
Suggested values for LI and CI are also given in the
band values table. The suggested inductors are standard
moulded inductors.
In an early transmitter circuit in this series,
'Carrying On The Practical Way' (April 1998i, I described
'the Utility Transmitter', In this article I discussed the
use of two inductors to increase the pulling range of a
VXO.

The two inductors were connected in series to add
their total inductance and are physically mounted side by
side to allow interaction between the fields. This idea
came from Ha -Jo Brandt DJ1ZB. in the G QRP Club
journal Sprai.
Values which have worked well for the required
bands are as follows:
3.5MHz : 39pH plus 39;11-1.

7MHz: 39pH plus 33pH.
10.1MHz: 22µH plus 15pH.
14MHz: 15pli plus 15pH.
I think it's worth experimenting with this idea as
many constructors have reported very significant

Fig. 1: Circuit of the G3RJV 'Universal

R6

*---40- +12V

WS1070

R1

R8
22

D1

33k

VXO'

project (see text).

8V2
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Otil
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11Op 1
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see text
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increases in frequency shift.
The oscillator stage is coupled to the buffer via C6,
the value of which is ideally changed to suit the band.
The table shows suitable values for C6. The buffer stage
is tuned for the band in use by using a tuned
transformer. T1. These values for TI and C8 are chosen
to resonate at the frequency of the crystal. The buffer
amplifier operates in Class A to encourage a spectrally
clean output.
The values for TI and C8 can be taken from Table
1. 113 save additional calculations, 1 used the same value
of inductance for all the bands from 7 to 14MHz.
For the 3.5MHz band, LI is a larger inductance
tuned with a larger capacitor. The figures in the table
show the calculated values for CI to hit the
International QRP calling frequencies on the four
hands. These are 3.506. 7.030, 10.116 and 14.060MHz.
These are the places where the QRP operators come out
to play!

Trimmer Capacitors
In practice, the constructor's junk box may not have
trimmer capacitors to suit the requirements of the
circuit. So. it's probably better to make up C8 from fixed
capacitance and a trimmer connected in parallel.
The actual value of C8 will vary from the suggested
value in the table because the inductance of T1 may
very as it's hand wound. The higher frequency version
of T1 (7, 10.1 and 14MHz) can be made using about
600mm of 26s.w.g. enamelled copper wire wound to
occupy about three-quarters of the core. (The version of
T1 for 3.5MHz will need 32s.w.g. enamelled copper
wire).
The transformer is designed to offer a low
impedance output, in the order of 5012 from the buffer.
Roughly speaking, this will need to be a 10:1
impedance ratio.
The table suggests 10 turns for the low frequency
version and 12 turns for the 3.5MHz version. Add this
winding over the 'cold end' of the tuned winding.
(That's the end that goes to the supply).
It can sometimes be tricky to add link windings. In
this case I used a smaller gauge wire, 32s.w.g. for the
higher frequency version of T1 and wound the link
turns between the turns of the tuned winding.
The combination of T1 and C8 should peak the
output of the VXO at the desired frequency This
resonance ought to be fairly flat over the whole range of
the VXO. If this is not so. the bandwidth of the tuned
circuit can be increased by damping it with a resistor.
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This month's project the G3RJV
'Universal VXO'.

Connect a resistor, try 4.7k11 or perhaps as high as 10k11,

across the tuned winding of TI.

Ugly Construction
The heading photograph shows a prototype I built for
7MHz using ugly construction techniques over a piece of
blank circuit board. The variable capacitor, C2, is a three
gang 20pF variable capacitor, with built-in reduction
drive, of the type used in older commercial Band II v.h.f.
f.m. tuners.
The trimmer for C8 is a Murata 5mm ceramic
trimmer type MTC-BLA (black) which has a range of 10
to 120pF. I mounted the core for T1 on a small selfadhesive foot to raise it from the circuit hoard material.
The core and the windings are secured with a few blobs
of bee's wax melted with the soldering iron.
The prototype shown, when using a 7.030MHz
crystal, gave a frequency range of 7.0065 to 7.0305MHz.
The output was a little over 2V peak -to -peak and the
second harmonic was better than 35dB down on the
fundamental output.
It's a useful little circuit for a whole range of projects.
You may even be tempted to build it and join the QRP
'action' on the air - and of course you'd be welcome! PP/

Band I LI

Cl

(MHz) I

all

C2
(pF)

3.5

100

100

7.0

47

60

3

10.1

33

60

3

14.0

16

60

C3/4
(pF1

C6
(pF)

10)

C8
(pF)

220

100

10.3

200

100

47

5.2

100

68

39

5.2

48

47

33

5.2

T1

25
VIT1073'

Table 1:
Notes: T1 for 7/10.1/14MHz is 5.2pH (36 turns on
a T50-6 core, link winding is 10 turns.
T1 for 3.5MHz: 10.3pH (45 turns on T50-2 core,
link winding 12 turns.
The capacitor C8 is a trimmer capacitor. The
value given is the theoretical capacitance to
resonate T1 on the QRP calling frequencies for
the band in question. The main tuning capacitor,
C2, can be a mix of fixed and variable
capacitance (see text).
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sheathed wire, heavy duty I kW traps

and totals only 20 metres in length. It s
very easy to install, takes minutes to
tC

I on spot frequencies throughout

the entire S bands A far better
alternative to the old G5RV antenna

Impedance: 52 Ohm Overall length:
20m. Power Handling: I kW Max
SWR. 1.5: I. Weight 2.5Kg. Input

socket: 50239.
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and Sunday the 14th of March 1999. Radiosport a
to.They tell us that it's the Tenth Anniversary of the L
Along with many of the regular London Show attendees
Wave Magazine will be there in our usual place - by the re
and say hello. It's always nice for us to meet our readers am
special offers available over the weekend (see page 48 of th
On these pages you will find some information which 1l and what you can expect to find on their stands.
years and he also supplies the synthetic resin bonded paper board
(SRPB) p.c.b. material which Rob Mannion uses a lot in 'Radio Basics'.
So. if you are a big fan of the 'Radio Basics' series and enjoy building the projects along with Rob. then why not visit Roy's stand and
see what goodies you can pick-up in order to help you with them.

Robin Sykes G3NFV was very excited to
be telling me about the goodies which he'll
have on his stand at the London Show this
year. You might remember the review we
did in last July's Practical Wireless of the

Funktechnik portable G.R.P. mast and
loop antenna. Well. this system from
Germany will be on show at his stand and
there will be demonstrations on how it
works.

Nevada will have their
own stand again this year.

Mike Devereux G3SED

The loop antennas. Syon tells PW, are
very effective DX antennas due. they say, to
their low radiation angle which is achieved
at relatively low heights. Syon also say that
this antenna offers good signal levels on all
bands (7-28MHz).

So, if you would like to get a closer look at this Funktechnik
portable mast and loop antenna then why not visit Syon Trading's
stand at the show.You will find Robin in the Red Hall on Stand B.

David Hayward GI LBE told Practical Wireless that Radioworld will
be at the show again this year.You may remember them from last
year's 'London Show News'. They were fairly new to Amateur Radio
then, but now they are regular advertisers in PW - you can find their
advert on pages 20 and 21 of this issue this month.
Coming all the way from the West Midlands (they are situated.
they tell us. just five minutes away from Junction
of the M6).
Radioworld are official dealers for Alinco. Icom, Kenwood and Yaesu.
They also have a large selection of special second-hand equipment so
if you're interested in finding out more about Radioworld, why not
visit their stand at the show.
I

I
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has told PW that they will
Millarads
have a number of interesting things on show.
Firstly, you could get a closer look at the Palstar PS5O p.s.u.
which, according to Nevada, delivers 40A continuous output (50A
peak) with high stability. It features both short circuit and overload
protection and has a thermostatically controlled fan cooling system.
As the newly appointed distributor for the Holland -based
Ropex. Nevada will also have on show Ropex's "The First", I 36kHz
transmitter, available from the end of January 1999.This crystal controlled transmitter has a power output of 30 or 130W switchable,
Nevada say. operates in Class D and has built-in current protection
for the antenna circuit, the
power requirements are 13.5V
13.5A.

Finally, you will also be able
to see the TRX 100LT scanner
and the Daiwa miniature
antenna for the VX1.1f you
would like to see these products on show then a visit to
the Nevada stand is a must!

Val Wagstaff has informed PW that taking pride of place on their
stand this year will be the latest Target receiver: the HF3S.This
receiver supersedes the HF3 and comes with a supplied long-wire
All of us here at PW know how fond you all are of the 'Radio Basics'
series written by Rob Mannion G3XFD.You may remember that in the
October 1998 issue of Practical Wireless, Rob G3XFD explained how he
used a 'Delco' car radio as a "tuneable intermediate frequency".
Well, it just so happens that Rob
actually discovered these radios
and their supplier
at the London
Show last year. Roy

Barrett has supplied these radios
for a number of

antenna, p.s.u.. data lead and fVFAX 7:1 and HAMCOMM 3:1 software.
It has ten memories, she says but, even with all these changes. the
price hasn't changed ''... making the HF3S even better value ...".

Val goes on to say that they will also have their AKD transceivers: the 2001. I44MHz transceiver with 12.5kHz spacing: the
6001.50MHz transceiver now with CTCSS tones for repeater
access: the 4001 70MHz and the 7003 430MHz transceivers.
A kit will be available if you want CO upgrade your old AKD 6001
for the CTCSS tones and also an offer to upgrade older I44MHz
transceivers (model 2001) for the 12.5kHz spacing which will have to
be carried out at the factory. However, some models can't be upgraded - please state the serial number when enquiring after this service
at the AKD stand.
Finally, Val says that they will also have their popular range of TVI

>414 >999
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till be taking place at Picketts Lock again this year on Saturday the 13th
e organising quite a jam-packed schedule this year with a lot to look forward
indon Show this year so I think that quite a gathering can be expected.
there will be the lectures to look forward to. Practical Wireless and Short
st area in the Red Hall on Stand T. So please make sure that you come
deal with any comments which you may have. We will have a number of
issue) so it will definitely be CO your advantage CO come and see us.

we managed to draw out of some of the dealers who will be at the show

filters, toroid rings, clamp -on chokes and filter kits on display. John will be on hand to
give advice on the correct filter for your rig over the weekend. Sounds like you can't
afford to miss a look around this stand! They can be found in the Blue Hall on stand K

Mike Haydon of Haydon Communications have sent PW a lot of information concerning the London Show and it seems like a visit to this stand will be almost unavoidable for most of you! Firstly.They have a few Q-7Es left to sell and there will be a special price of E149.95 at the show.The same size as the IC -R2, the Q -7E comes with a
built-in scanner and covers 25-1300MHz with switchable a.m./f.m./w.f.m.The 144 and
430MHz transmit includes CTCSS.
Also on offer at the London Show
will be a small quantity of ICPCR1000s, they will be selling these

for the reduced price of £249 - whilst
stocks last! Amongst all this, they will
also have their Q-Tek Yagis on sale.
Haydon say that the reviews have been

good and they will have copies of the
reviews to hand on their stand, so why
not take a look for yourself?
Haydon's "aircraft grade" aluminium mast sets will also be on

show/sale.These 9m masts will be available for half their retail price at OSA large
quantity of 100m rolls of RG-2I3 and RG-S0 at "very silly" prices to clear. Apparently
it's "first come, first served"! An offer you might not be able to refuse!

Martin Lynch has been in touch with PW to tell
us what can be expected from their stand at the
London Show this year. He states that on their
stand they will have the "full range" of replace-

ment filters which International Radio
(INRAD) have produced - including the 400Hz
c.w. filter for Yaesu. !tom and Kenwood.
Also on their agenda, he says, will be the
Icom IC -2800 base/mobile dual -band transceiver "... with a difference". Apparently, the front
panel of the IC -2800 carries a big TFT colour
screen and incorporates slow scan
transceive/receive system. Martin says that this
will be on demonstration throughout the weekend.

The Yaesu VX-SR hand-held will also feature. With three bands I44/50/430MHz) in "...
one tiny package" . it can produce SW of transceive power. Martin says:"Add h.f. receive to
I 6MHz. air band and even a barometric pressure
and altitude read-out and you really have a true
'out door' radio!" Also on display will be their
"monster array" of used equipment and accessories.You will find Martin Lynch in the Red Hall

on Stand Rill.

Waters & Stanton
Jeff Stanton of Waters &
Stanton has told PW that.
as usual, they will manning
their enlarged stand in the

Elio &Beyond

Blue Hall on Stand W
at Picketts Lock and they
hope to display a lot of
the many items which
they stock.
Their new catalogue
NIMC
will be on sale along with
ass
the latest products from
ADI, Cushcraft. Diamond, MFJ, Optoelectronics and
Watson. Especially the new Watson WMM-2
multi -mode modem with filters and the

111111iip,

Optoelectronics Opto Corn wide band receiver
Linear Amp UK will have a couple of interesting
items on show on their stand this year. Firstly,

they will be taking their Challenger II which
they say is ''... a real DX machine!" The nine
position band switch covers all the h.f. bands

from I.8-28MHz.
They say that there are a couple of
improvements from the original Challenger.
One is the Papst blower which is mounted internally. just under the transformer, so
while forcing air through the valves it is also cooling the transformer.Tuning for the
higher bands has been improved so that 28MHz is as good as the lower bands and finally, the new toroid is designed specifically for the Challenger which does not 'sag' on
load.

The Hunter Six will be the other main attraction on the Linear Amp UK stand.This
linear amplifier is the latest addition to their
range of v.h.f. amplifiers, they tell us.An output of
800W can be achieved with approximately 80W
of drive. Soft -start is fitted as standard and the 3500ZG doesn't require the three minute warmup time of ceramic valves hence you will be up
and running almost instantly.You will find Linear
Amp in the Blue Hall on Stand V.

and multimode decoder which will be on display.
The Opto Corn is a PC controlled receiver and
data decoder and W&S say that it now comes
complete with software.There's a whip antenna
included in the package and comes complete with
Motorola and LTR Trunk Tracking. built-in speaker,
power supply and Cl -5 PC interface/Scout and
super searcher.

If you fancy getting a closer look at what W&S
have on offer, then why not visit their stand - they
say that the products on show will all be at the
best possible prices.

SYON TRADING 16 THE RIDGEWAY
FETCHAM, LEATHERHEAD, SURREY KT22 9AZ
Tel: 01372 372587 Fax: 01372 361421 Callers by appointment only.

DON'T FORGET
TO VISIT US AT
STAND B RED HALL
LONDON SHOW

e

AMATEUR MN &

SPRING WILL SOON BE
HERE SO BLOW THE DUST
OFF THE PORTABLE RIG AND
THINK ANTENNAS

COMPUTER SHOW

FIBREGLASS TELESCOPIC' NI 1S'I.
length of 33tt 101111 is designed to
The Fibreglass Telescopic Mast with all
construct antennas for portable purposes. such as field day events. dunng
and weekends away.
Cnassembled it is compost and light and only .tfi 'dins 11.5in i in iciagiti
weighing 1331bis./1.5Kg.t. The telescopic segments need only to he pulled out. No
tools are required
The I-Miry:lass Telescopic Mast has been specially developed or antennas. All III
segments are reinforced three tones The intensive black pigment of the touter
material males it t IV -resistant and the segments arc indis dually ground to guard
tee the Ncnical kind hearing capacity
PRICE 07.95
I

ABS Trade Technology
Agile Tools

Air Training Corps
AJP Communications
AKD
Alsco Trading
APAC
Arcade Shop
ATM
Audio Exchange

VERTICAL LOOP ANTENNA 110-40 METRE)
Loop antennas are say effective DX -antennas due to their loss radiation angle
which is awhicvcd at relatively low heights. They even surpass comparable short
wave beams
They are very simple to assemble. The halun-lousing is fitted over the mast which
is automatically held in place by the right conical segment. Additional horiminial
filwegliess segments can then he slid through the housing. The antenna wire is fised
to the mast and horiiontal elements. which font a cross. The Kite is equipped with
eyes which simply fit riser the outer fibreglass segments
As opposed to long wire antennas this solution otters good signal keels on all the
classical short %ascii hands I 10-2MNIHri. The senical polariration is achiesed

two feeding points at the side via symmetric wires The IA halun with S0.2t9
., 50 ohm coaxial cable
t
PRICE £56.95
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CHESHUN

Aarnott.
HOTEL
Preferred accommodation rates are once again
available at the Cheshunt Marriott Hotel for
exhibitors and visitors to the London Amateur
Radio Show at the Lea Valley Leisure Centre on:

FRIDAY 12th MARCH &
SATURDAY 13th MARCH,

1999
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Kenwood Electronics UK
LCE Len Cooke
Enterprises
LDC

Bakewell Computers
Barrett R
BARTG
Bear 7 Video
Bill MacDonald Ltd
BMI UK
Bring & Buy
British Citizen Band
Capital Products
Carrs Electronics
CD Imports
CD Plus Distribution Ltd
Clifton ARC
Comms PMR
Cornpelec
Computer Junk Shop
Confidential
Continua Systems
DCB Electronics
Display Electronics

ir;

U

'RI

Gadgets

Garex Electronics
Gemini Electronics
Granite Computers Ltd
Green Disk Ltd
Greg Little
Guide Dogs For The Blind

A

1.1

N

Ham Radio Today

and jacuzzi.

HALFHIDE LANE, TURNFORD, BROXBOURNE

TEL: (01992) 451245

I

(01992) 440120

O

FAX:

JM Goods

First Aid Computers
Fisher Products
Fleetwood communication

Inclusive of full English breakfast and VAT and
complimentary use of our swimming pool. gym

EN10 6NG

J & M Computers
Jesters Computing

Dosher J

* £68.00 per Twin: Double per night
* £60.00 per Single per night

HERTS

IT Competitor
J & J Associates

Harp Shareware
Havanhand B
Haydon Communications
Hoddesdon ARC
Icom UK Ltd
Icon Compters
Impact PCs
Infoland Ltd
Inktec Midlands

11
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RED HAl I

Linear Amp UK
Loutronics
Mailtech
Martin Lynch & Sons
Mikay Distributors
Military WARS

PW & SWM Magazine
(Red Hall Stand T)
Sandpiper

Satellite Surplus
SGS

SMA (UK) Ltd
Southern Aerial Services
Strikalite
Sudbury Electronics

Mirage Designs

Moonraker UK Ltd
Multicomrn 2000
Nevada

No Nuts
PC Powerhouse

Phil Nolle
Pivot Computer Systems
Powerahead Cbmputers Ltd
Proline
Quality Inks
R & D Instru-Met Ltd
Radio Active Magazine

Radioworld West Midlands
RAIBC
Rigs Of Distinction
RNARS

Ronal Computers
RSARS
RSGB

SW Shareware
Sweet Box
Syon Trading
Tango Echo DX Group
Tanson Computers
Taurus
Telecom Trading Company
Three R Cardware
Three R Global Enterprises
Timestep Electronics
TK Electronics

TLX Electrical Ltd
Vortex
Waters & Stanton
Westlake W H Ltd
Yaesu UK Ltd
(Provisional hit based on last year's show)

BLUE HALL

If you are interested in travelling up (or down) to
The London Show this year, you may be interested
to hear something about the lectures which will be
taking place in one of the side rooms. Steve

White G3ZVW, Editor of RadCom, has kindly
sent Practical Wireless some information about

some of the lectures taking place. (Correct at time
of publication).

Saturday 13 March: 12pm. 'PC Workshop for
Radio Amateurs' by Bob Fuller G6PWS.
Do you have a problem running DOS applications under
Windows 95? Are you considering upgrading your PC. but

don't want to spend too much money on the lob? If the
L.

N

answer to these questions is "Yes-!, then here is YOUR
opportunity to discuss these and other PC -related matters.
O

J

There will be plenty of time for questions and answers and
you can help the expert to help you by bringing along copies
of your autoexec.bat and config.sys files.

Saturday 13 March: 2pm 'Planning Permission
- Are You 5/9 With The Council" by Geoff
Bond G4GJB
Chairman of RSGB Planning Advisory Committee,
Geoff Bond. will provide details of what kind of antennas and
satellite dishes you do and don't need planning permission for.
plus Planning Appeals, the 'Four Year' rule and how to deal

with Enforcement Orders and Breach of Condition notices.

Lee Valley
Leisure
Centre

Sunday 14 March: 12pm 'From Top Band to
lOGHz - ATV in Focus' by John Douglas
G4DVG
Come and hear the Secretary of the North London ATV
Repeater Group detail the history of ATV. describe present
day amateur TV practice and present an update on the proposed London ATV repeater GB3EN.

Sunday 14 March: 2pm 'QRP - Past, Present
and Future' by Dick Pascoe GOBPS
Well-known QRPer Dick Pascoe will provide a potted history
of low power operation, which will include a few surprises and
revelations, then take a look at how and why QRP operation
has become so popular. Thirdly, he will look at what develop-

ments might shape the future.The talk will conclude with a
discussion entitled 'Where do we go from here'?

4
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Subscription
Offer

AMATEUR UA010

COMPUTER SHOW

All subscriptions taken at the
London Show (and only at the
show) will qualify for a special

The PW London Show Book Store

price of I 2, i.e. you pay for one
year but get two extra issues.

Don't forget Practical Wireless when you visit the London Show
over the weekend of 13th/14th March.We can be found on Stand
T in the Red Hall.The following six books are all going to be at a

OR 42 issues for the price of

offer of 14 issues for the

36, i.e. a three year subscription
will get you six extra issues!

special price for our readers. Practical Wireless would like to stress

0

that the following book titles at these prices will ONLY be avail-

UK Subscription Rates:

able at Picketts Lock over the weekend.They must, therefore, be
paid for (and collected from) the PW/SWM stand.

Practical Wireless
En for a one year subscription

z

z
4

World Radio TV Handbook 1999.
The World Radio TV Handbook is packed full of all

the information you need on radio and television
anywhere in the world! Completely updated. it is
one of the most extensive handbooks around.
One of the main attractions of this book. is that
it has more than 350 pages of international radio
station listings with a graphical guide to English
programmes. along with world-wide TV station
contacts and addresses. Usually C 19.50, we will

be selling the book at the London Show for a
special price of L16.

0
cg

The ARRL UHF/Microwave
Experimenter's Manual.

0

The ARRL UNPAlicrawave
Experimenter's Manual has a theo-

II -

z
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Crystal Radio: History,
Fundamentals And Design

£65 for a three year subscription

This book claims to chronicle the "fascinating
history and development of the crystal detector,
including the reasons for its brief dominance of
the radio market after the turn of the century-.
R A. Kinzie, the author of the book. states that
"Radio fundamentals such as antennas, ground
lightning protection. tuned circuits and detection
are covered for the beginner.The unending compromise between selectivity and sensitivity is discussed for the crystal set designer. Advanced
topics such as the use of multi -tuned circuits and

wave traps follow for the more experi
LON1/%1 RADIO

01001.
rtNHltM 1INTAI%
AND Itfs

enced experimenter". Basically. the author
claims that there is something in this
everyone.
PW original

techniques.
propagation,
antennas and
feed lines and
transmission
media, this book
truly is an
*Experimenter's
Manual'.

(6

price CE1,

London
Show special price:

Receiving

signs: Useful addresses, Usual PW price
/8.99. London Show special price: Lio.

Ferrell's Confidential Frequency

Manual

Listing: 11th Edition

This popular re -print. put togeth-

This I th Edition of the Ferrell's Confidential
Frequency Listing is a comprehensive list of all

well -presented paperback format
and is essentially a designer's
handbook. Prepared. it claims, in

black and white
photographs and is
a fairly accessible
volume. Our usual
price is £15.50,
special London
Show price: L12.

been fully updated to take account of all the latest developments. It provides comprehensive
data on the subject of air traffic control including:Airspace structure:Aviation language: Charts
and publications:The North Atlantic:
Weather: Future developments:Airline call -

CONTROL

er by the Radio Corporation
of America (RCA). comes in a

cir-

Not only this, but it covers application notes,
theory. practical circuits, base pin -outs, internal
circuitry and much, much more. Normally costs
/10.50, London Show special price: £8.

AIR
TRAFFIC

Tube

cues, drawings and

£75 for a three year subscription

This seventh edition Air Traffic Control book has

RCA

RECEIVING
TUBE
MANUAL

RCA

Illustrated with

£30 for a one year subscription

Air Traffic Control : 7th Edition

book for

retical and practical approach to
microwave devices and you will find
information on both equipment and
antennas between the covers of this
book. With information on design
and fabrication

Short Wave Magazine

order to assist "... those who work or
experiment with electron tubes and circuits. It will be found valuable by engineers, service technicians. experimenters. students. Radio Amateurs and
all others technically interested in
tubes". It comes complete with 'thumbnail' design data for the RCA's receiving
'tubes' (the American term for 'valves')

I

identifiable utility stations and is now produced in a new format with the aim of
improving clarity and transmission modes details:There's a
marine section which includes
details of all the world's commercial, government and naval
coast stations. whether they use
c.w.. u.s.b. or digital modes, aviation channels (civil and military)
are fully covered and much, much
more. PW usual price: £19.95. special London Show price- L16.

=I

`True' Dual -Band Radio!"

iMJ

tHlerii1711itir3
he Alinco DJ -G5 is a dual -band,

hand-held transceiver. It covers
the 144MHz and 433MHz Amateur
Radio hands on two separate
band displays. A 'true' dual -band
radio, the Alinco DJ -G5 is not to
be confused with the twin hand
radio that can only operate on one band at a time.
It's supplied with a sturdy helical antenna. drop in slow charger, a 4.1W d.c., 700mAH battery
pack and an easy -to -read manual.
The transceiver itself is a good size for a handheld and my first impressions of this well
finished, robust radio are good. The rase is
made of the familiar, high impact plastic and
metal heat sink and, when you hold it, all the
controls seem to fall at your fingertips
whether you're right or left-handed. As you
pick the radio up it is reassuringly
weighty: "It feels like a real radio", Terry
2EIEJC commented when I showed it
to him.

'rocking push buttons with 'up' and
'down' all in the one control. They are
unusual in design and are situated on
the side panel of the radio. This seemed a
little weird to begin with, but I soon found
this configuration to be very user friendly.
The side panel is well laid out, the
i function) key. p.t.t. tone burst and squelch
defeat buttons are all on the side panel. This.
along with the squelch and volume control
makes for an excellent configuration. The
thoughtful positioning of the 'F' key on the top of
the side panel made using the secondary functions
of other controls very easy indeed.
Ease of use must have been at the top of the
designer's list for the Alinco DJ -G5. It offers some
interesting functions as well as having all the
standard features that everyone has come to expect of
a modern hand-held. All the functions that I would
have expected to see as touch buttons were provided as

just that!
One little point that I was
impressed about was that the
Lamp control is on a key of its

The Controls

Newton GOSRN

takes his turn at

squelch
buttons
are
both

made operating in poor light so
easy. I once owned a hand-held
which had a two key press for
the back light and the worst I've
ever seen is a transceiver Ion the
market at the moment I which only
allows you to control the light from
the menu settings! Not so with
the DJ -G5!

C-J

m
C-rD

er's

desk this time

around and
re\ eals his

thoughts and
feelings for the

own. I liked this facility a lot, it

The controls on the
Alinco DJ -G5 are all
well labelled. The
buttons are large and
those on the front
keypad of the
radio can be
backlit. The
volume and

m
Cry

Richard

the res
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Minco IV -G5

hand-held
transceiver.
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The Bands
The Alinco 111-G5 has two

bands which are normally
configured as 144MHz and
433MHz - although you can have

The Alinco DJ -G5 v.h.f/u.h.f.

them both as v.h.f., or both as u.h.f.
should you wish. Both bands are
displayed at once and receive audio is
heard from both simultaneously. The
volume control can be independently set
for both hands.
Switching between the bands is very
simple - there's a button above each
frequency display, just press these once to
move from one band to another. If you press this
same button again it will give you access to the
second v.f.o. on the selected band.
If you are happy to do without the 1750Hz tone
burst which is assigned to a small button within the
p.t.t. configuration, then you can reassign this button to
sub band transmit. This gives you instant transmit
access to both hands. Anyone who has operated a dual -

twin band f.m. receiver
"A 'true' dual -band radio"

Continued on page 51...
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Saturday MARCH 13th
Sunday MARCH 14th

Lee Valley Leisure Centre
Pickens Lock Lane, Edmonton

London N9 OAS

Adults: £3.00
Concessions: £2.50
'Coach Party' rate: £2.50
tickets)
(2o or m

By Car ort the A1055.
5 miles from 'unction 25
of the M25.

For the latest detailed
how to get there etc,
directions on

visit our website

By public transport:
train to Edmonton Green, then
W8 bus to Lee Valley Leisure Centre

www.radiosport.co.uk

For the family:
Leisure activities (not

included in admission), 18 hole golf course, kiddies
playground, cinema, health
spa, gymnasium

Talk -in:

145.550MHz & 433.550MHz
Internet:
For detailed directions, floor pions,
booking forms, etc, visit
www radiosport.co.uk
Parking:
FREE - and plenty of it

Rf%'11
;11, 011P

Spring is almost
and with it
your oppor runity to visit the TENTH

ANNIVERSARY LONDON
AMATEUR RADIO & COMPUTER

SHOW. See over 100 exhibitors in
clean, well -lit exhibition halls, with
spacious aisles between the stands.
There'll be traders in all kinds of
omoteur radio and computing
equipment, from one-man surpl
component sellers to commer
suppliers to manufacturers, plus
Special Interest Groups, local clubs,
lectures, Morse tests, a Bring & Buy,
catering and bars.

Bricket

93929 F

.

01923 678770

at"11 `True' uisPIIRaidgi
...continued from page 49
hand hand-held to the full will like this little touch - well I

then monitoring

hope you will because I certainly did!
I have never used a hand-held with dual vf.o. before.
and I found it to he very useful. Both hands have an 'X and
'.f.o. range. I used this in several ways: one was to put
the calling frequency in vro. 'A' and a simplex channel in
ern. 'B'. When you make a contact. you just hit the hand
button and QSY.
The other way in which I used it. was to put the local
repeater on one vfo. and my local 'chat' frequency on the
other. You may think that you could do this using memories
and you can. but I found toggling between the vi.o. ranges
extremely easy when using the DJ -G5.

increases to six
frequencies either side
of the centre. This
feature can also be
used in memory mode.

Memories On The DJ -G5
The memory allocation and configuration on the DJ -05 is
very generous. It has 80 memories. one 'call* memory and no

less than three programmed scan limits on each band.
As if that wasn't enough. if you're happy to do away with
some auto dial memories you can increase your memory
I wonder
allocation to 100 memories on each band. Hmm
which is best? I know which one I would choose!
Another really good feature on this Alinco DJ -G5 is its

Channel Scope Search facility. where the radio will
monitor signal reception levels on frequencies up and down
from the centre frequency while still outputting audio on
the centre frequency. This can he on either, or both. hands
at the same time.
The frequencies monitored depend
on the frequency step you are using.
This feature displays over the top of the
frequency read-out and. when enabled,
replaces the relative output display on
transmit and the horizontal 'S' meter
on receive. You do. however, get a
vertical representation of signal
strength instead.
In dual -hand operation. the
transceiver will monitor the centre
frequency as well as two frequencies
either side. In the case of centre
frequency being 145.500MHz. the
DJ -G5 will display signal strength

Fig. 2: The Alinco DJ -G5 together

with its "drop -in" slow battery
charger.

Very useful for
keeping an eye on
band usage and what
repeaters are active. As

with all the other
interesting features on
the DJ -G5, Band Scope
can be toggled on and off
with the single touch of a
button.
Another feature of
the DJ -G5 that impressed
me was the

Programmed Scan PS,

AMP

SELL NIP CALL PO

111/ 41100
E5

KAP TS

raw

PS2 111f PS3 WO

4110

41110
At T NOM

411.

liP Mw

411110

PlitTO APO

OUP ?SOL ROT LOTT

41110

EMT MP
There are three
programmable band
Scans per hand. This is
where you set two edge
DJ -G5
frequencies for the DJ -G5
to scan between. Most
hand-held radios I have
either owned or reviewed only
ever have one or maybe two. To have the luxury of three
Fig. 1: The Alinco DJ -G5
per band is very useful indeed.
v.h.f,/u.h.f. twin band Cm.
I set up programme scan edges for the 144/14551Hz
receiver with its "...sturdy
band. One PS hand for the repeaters. one for the simplex
helical antenna...".
Lm. portion of the band and the other I set up to cover
from the end of the side hand
up to the end of the repeater
inputs. I can't commend this
radio enough for ease of use.
To scan a PS limit you have
one button to press,
wonderful! The Alinco has all
the normal features such as
DTMF, CTCSS and DSQ

M41110 41.

v.Artimtri

"If you want a good, solid and

sturdy, 'do the business' handheld radio, I recommend that

code squelch. It has a
1750Hz tone burst and
various scan types.
Having established that
it's very simple and

you consider, and take a good

look at, the Mina' DJ -65".

easy to operate the D -1-

G5 and having easily programmed in the
memories I wanted, I decided to give it an 'on -air'

trial.

'On -Air'
I started by getting a report from Terry G7VJJ.
Terry is my father-in-law and we use a frequency
on the 145MHz band to keep in
contact from house to house, a
distance of only a few hundred
metres as the radio wave flies.
set the DJ -G5 to low
power - it has three settings -

"..a when you hold it, all

the controls seem to fall at

High, Medium and Low. 'High'
power is approximately 1.5W

ri

1r

of received signals on
145.450. 145.475,
145.5/5 and
145.550MHz. if the
tuning steps are set to
25kHz.
However, if you
then configure the DJ G5 to be mono band.
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on 145MHz with the
supplied battery pack 15W
with external 13.8V d.c. See
Fig. 1). I am not sure what
Low' power is. as the user

manual does not seem to
specify the level. In any case. Terry heard me loud and
clear and I used the DJ -G5 for a good few days
chatting to him - we did take the occasional
break! Terry was very complimentary about the
transmitted audio and the little transceiver
seemed to receive well and the received audio
was pleasing to the ear.
Steve G1YNY was next via the local repeater.
The DJ -G5 got into the repeater without a
problem and I was receiving the repeater
reasonably well, with a little background noise. I did.
however, have to put the power up to 'High' to get a
workable signal in - I was still just using the DJ G5 with the battery pack and supplied helical
whip (See Figs. 2 & 3).
The next contact was interesting. My wife,
Diane, had decided we were to go Christmas
shopping in London. So, we decided to stay for
the weekend and Terry and his wife Barbara
also came along. We were talking car to car
keeping in touch on 145MHz and low and behold
another voice came on. It was Dennis GOOSE
(what a super callsign! Very seasonal!).
Dennis was situated about 26km from me. I
was mobile using the
Alinco DJ -G5 on 1.5W
on the helical antenna
inside the car. Dennis

"Ease of use must have

been at the top of the

designer's list for the
Blinco DJ -65".

Specifications
General
Receiver Range
Transmitter Range

144.000

145.995

430.000 439.995

as above

Modulation type
Antenna impedance
Operating temperature range
Supply voltage external

F3E

Snooty voltage. NiCad

4.5 to 16.0V d.c. 14.8V d.c.t

Current consumption

v.h.f.

50

10 C to .60'C
4.5 to 16.0V d.c. 113.8V d.c.1

Transceiver high on 13.8 external approx. 1.4A

Transceiver high on 4.8 NiCad
Receiver Squelched twin band
Receiver Squelched mono band
Receiver Battery save ON
Ground
Microphone Impedance
Dimensions without projections
Weight

approx. IA

uJLf.
Approx. 1.5A
Approx. 1 2A

mystery I am Chmm
Steve GIYNY talked

25mA
Negative

me into a day trip to
France. The purpose of
our journey was one of
cultural exchange. We
sailed from Poole and I
couldn't resist the
temptation and took the

21d1

W57 x H138 x D27.5mm
approx. 350g

Transmitter

DJ -G5.
Approx. 5W
Approx. 1.5W

uhf
Approx. 5W
Approx. 1W

Variable Reactance

t 5kHz
not more than -60dB

Receiver
System

Double conversion superheterodyne
v.h.f.

First i. I.

Second if.
Sensitivity
Sensitivity Wands reversed)
Squelch sensitivity
Selectivity 16cla,-60dB1
Audio output i@ 10% distortion)
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1

tri-band vertical.
Following that, me
being the international
traveller and man of

85mA
50mA

(Antenna belt clip strap and NiCad included)

Output power
High 13.8 external
High 4.8 NiCad
Modulation
Max. Deviation
Spurious emissions

gave me a good report
and said that he and
some of his local net had
heard Terry and [ on
our journey sometime
before. Dennis was
using a 14'2000 Hi -Gain

38.9MHz
455kHr

better than 16dB
Better than 12 dB

u.h.f.
45.1MHz

455kHr

better than 16d8

better than -20 dB 10.1V)

more than 12kHz Less than 30kHz
100rnW 81/ load).

When sufficiently
out of Poole an our
journey of discovery, I
put out a CQ call on
both 145 and 433MHz.
"CQ CQ CQ this is
GORSN Maritime
Mobile and listening ..."
and I listened and
listened and resorted to
G133SC, the repeater in
Bournemouth. I called
through and got a reply
from Sheila GOVNI.
Sheila was just crossing
Junction Two of the
M27. She reported that
the DJ -G5 had a 'nice

Fig. 3: The Alinco DJ -G5 with its "4.8V d.c. 700rnAH
battery pack".
clear tone" and we had a very enjoyable chat before she lost
the repeater.
Robin GSZVS in Weymouth then called me. Robin told
me that he could hear me on the input so we moved to
145.525MHz and held a very enjoyable simplex contact.
Robin told me that I was "4 and 3, up and down but good
clear audio".
My good friend Terry 2EIEJC, helped me out with the
test on 433MHz. Terry pops down to see me now and then
from his home near Blandford Forum. He normally calls me
on a 433MHz simplex frequency so that his NATO standard
cup of tea can be ready when he arrives, He was delighted
with the DJ -G5 because when I was using it for this
important contact, he was able to make contact with me
much sooner than normal. This meant his tea was made by
the time he'd arrived! Now if that's not a good report what is?

Performance
The DJ -G5 performed very well indeed, it seems to have a
fair receiver, the transmitted audio was always reported as
being of good quality. When I connected it to the WX1, it
rejected the local pager nest well and sat next to my v.d.u.
whilst I typed this with only the occasional break through of
noise.

The DJ -G5 is a very impressive looking radio. It has the
feel of a well -made and robust unit that would do its job. It's
wonderfully easy to use, all the major functions and features
can be selected with ease and normally a one -button press.
It has an easy to read display and good back light. Some
readers may find the characters a little small. however I
have seen smaller. The controls are lovely and large and
well labelled.
Its good to see a true dual -band radio come back on the
market. If you want a good, solid and sturdy, 'do the
business' hand-held radio, I recommend that you consider,
and take a good look at. the Alinco DJ -G5.

My thanks go to Mike Devereux of' Nevada,

189 London Road, North End, Portsmouth P02
9AE. Tel: 101705) 662145 for the loan of the
Alinco DJ -G5. The price of the Alinco DJ -G5 is
£269 including VAT.
PW

The Ellinco 111-65 hand-held

transceiver gets "seven out of
ten"! from Richard Newton GORSN
Practical Wireless, March 1999

here isn't a simple answer to the question
"what's the most useful piece of test
equipment for every shack"? But I suppose
that of the many differing pieces of test
equipment that might be in the shack, a
frequency counter must rank very highly
on any list.

Knowing where the interfering
transmitters were located, I wandered
out with the Super Searcher to find out
what frequency they were on. I attracted
a few inquisitive looks as I 'lurked' near
the sites waiting for a burst of activity from the
stations. but now I know the interfering frequencies!
Frequency counters come in a variety of shapes, sizes
Although the counter can be used to tune and accuracies. I have an
control a receiver such as the AOR
AR8000 to match the
Italian -made counter at
home that counts up to
counters displayed
at least 1.3GHz and it
frequency, I didn't take the
receiver with me on the
has a very good reading
stability in terms of
clandestine 'wander'. I only
wanted to know what
temperature, hut it's
frequencies I had to deal
sensitive to voltage
with, not what was carried.
changes. Frequency
This unit can also tune readings may vary by
almost 4kHz at 145MHz
control other receivers that
conform to either the Icom or
Not very good at all!
the CI -V interface standard.
However, the Watson
The Super Searcher has
Super Searcher hand-held
Taking off the case, reveals a single
different 'gate times,
digital counter runs on its
own internal four -cell NiCad uncomplicated looking board and a large display. controlled by the Function
key. The various gates allow
rechargeable batteries. And,
although it also runs from an external n nominal) 9V
ter speed of response or a mare accurate display of the
supply, it doesn't seem to suffer a reading change like my
frequency. Another function for this key also the ability
own counter.
to display the time period of the incoming signal.
The easily read digital display shows a reading that
remains stable over a range of temperatures when tried on
Opened Up
professional quality test equipment. 'lb prove this I found
that from cold switch on to being in use for
Curious to have a look inside. I
Manufacturer's Specification
opened up the solidly constructed
almost an hour the display changed only
amoral
in the last digit.
metal case of the
Size
80(hl x 6134w1.. 311d)mm
Super Searcher
However, all oscillators also
leadudng antenna)
expecting to see a
change frequency over time and
210g 'including 4 -cell
Weight
NiCad battery)
this applies to the internal crystal
complex unit
Electrical
similar to other
reference oscillator controlling the
Frequency range
10MHz to 3Gliz
counter. So, for calibration
hand-held counters
Sensitivity
)2mV (100MHz 1.2Gflz)
I've seen. But what
purposes (with a known accurate
Maximum ir pin
15dBm (800mV apgroxl
Input Impedance
I found, as the
50U IBNC socket
signal) a variable trimmer
Typical accuracy
<tp.p.m itt coon at 20'C
photographs show,
capacitor, sitting behind a small
Interface
AOR. CV -I and UM receivers
is clean and simple.
hole in the front panel, adjusts the
The easily read
internal crystal oscillator.
Signal MOW
Numerical ctsplay
Seven digit teal.
display is large
16 -Segment bargraph display
Signal strength
compared to the
5.200mV (frequency dependent)
Specification Range
whole unit. A very
nicely and well
With a specification range of
constructed unit.
10MHz to 3GHz.1 wasn't able to
Even with the advent of
check the whole range, but I did
digitally controlled fancy
check the sensitivity with the test
I i II 1.11,,inAly clarity may be
equipment I had available. The
graphical display enhanced
appreciated in this shot.
modern rigs, your licence
supplied unit produced a stable
conditions requires you to
reading with under 2mV of r.f. input
up to over 1GHz, which is far better than my own counter.
show that you are transmitting within the
designated amateur bands. An independent
With the supplied telescopic antenna. 'sniffing a signal
from a nearby transmitter is very easy. An inbuilt 16 counter is a suitable method of verifying the
accuracy of the dial reading. Can you afford to
segment bargraph signal strength display allows the user
to gauge the level of signals arriving at the unit. Although
be without one?
Coupled
My thanks go to Waters & Stanton for the loan of the
the displayed level is frequency dependent, anywhere in
up to tune -control an
Watson Super Searcher frequency counter land the AOR
the 'middle' gives a rock solid display of frequency.
AR8000 scanning
AR8000 receiver). The Super Searcher costs 09.95
I have a problem with strong local p.m.r. transmitters at
receiver.
inclusive of VAT.
Pite
home, and they can occasionally cause breakthrough.

G1TEX

takes time out to
review the

Watson Super

Searcher (RF

Finder) handheld digital

frequency
counter.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

* FINANCE AVAILABLE *
LARGE SHOWROOM * BEST PRICES

YAESU

YAESU

Choice of the top Dxer.

YAESU

NO DEPOSIT FINANCING AVAILABLE NO DEPOSIT FINANCING AVAILABLE NO DEPOSIT FINANCING AVAILABLE

YAESU FT -847

YAESU FT-1000MP AC
11.1g0111) I i
I

the most temaikahlrIIF 1111 I HF transceiver
available today Remarkable
performance. Fabulous price

:10N11 it

#1 INV All 1111 AV. FI)SP raki, ill#11

All

filters. The ultimate

(

I IF transceiver.

CALL NOW FOR
OUR "BEST" PRICE

OUR PRICE £2199.00 or
I

:h nuli

t.79.49

No DEPosrr. 36 milts it

t. 17.911

YAESU FT -8100

YAESU FT -920

This great value for mot ict. .11131
band mobile transceiver features
detachable front panel. 50W on
2m, 35W on 70cms. wide hand
receive & easy to read display.

Despite timpention hoot Irons &
Kellwood. the 920 cle.ii Iv remains
our most popular transceiver ever
sold. Full IIF 6m coverage. Now
supplied with
& FM.

OUR PRICE £375.00 or
NO DEposm 36 mitts tit E13.56

CALL FOR "BEST" PRICE
or NO DEM P4T. !Ili /11111S # E-10.67

YAESU FT -840

YAESU VX-5R

N'aesu's entry model HF
transceiver. General coverage
receive. Full ItIOW output. Great
171111C for money and fabulous

511'
Amazing tri-band
output. CT(SS, ultra-6ideband
receive, dual watch. 25o memories,
alpha numeric display and

spectrum analyser.

performance for its price.

OUR PRICE £299.00

or
NO DFPOSII. 36 milts Zi £10.81

OUR "SPECIAL" PRICE £599.00
or NC / wrosrr. 36 nulls to 1.21.65

ICOM ICOM ICOM ICOM
1COM 1C-746
latest 11F + Ii + 2mtr transceiver.
Extremely high spec and great
Valli(' for money at
£1199.00 or NO DEPOSIT,
36 mths
£48.77

ICOM IC -R8500

ICOM IC -207H
Dual band transceiver. Detachable front
panel. SOW on 2nttrs & 3511' on 70cms.
Super wide hand receive with AM airband.

OUR PRICE £289.00

Aar- FINANCED -111h
ARRANGED AV

al quality all mode
receiver. 0.1-2(a It.

Profess'

ICOM IC-706MMI
How much more can they "CRAM"
into such a small transceiver?
(Includes DSP) HF 6 + 2m

OUR PRICE £1199.00
or NO DEPOSIT. 36mths OUR PRICE £699.00 or NO
e £43.34
DEPOSIT, 36mths £25.27

ARP
19.50%

ICOM IGT8E
Tri-band hand-held. Great
performance for it's size.

ICOM IC PW-1
NEW I kW HF + tint linear.
Remote control head. Auto Art...

PHONE FOR OUR
PRICE

Financing can hr arranged!

54

:NW

OUR PRICE
£299.00

ICOM IC -756
Still a kw available.

l

.

---1

1t.t.. tone,

,sp....iket

.

£299.00
£249.00
£36.00

SP-

SM-8
SM-20

Desk tie
Desk inic

fit

OUR SPECIAL PRICE
£1469.00
Financing can be arranged!
NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED
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SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770

JIM

4

* USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED *
* GUARANTEED TOP PRICES PAID *

* 12 MONTH GUARANTEE *

XIZ//V.00
DR-M06T (H)
DR -150
DR -605

ALINCO DX -70T (H)
+ 6. 100W CUSS & CW liner.

OUR PRICE £629.00 or NO
DEPOSIT. 36mths @ £22.74

20W 6m
2nau. 50W

Dual band

£210.00
£249.00
£329.00
£215.00
£149.00
£269.00

R-140
EDX-1
EDX-2

2m 50W

DJ -191

2mtr hand-held 1149.00

DR -430

ilk-tris. 35W

URI

JRC NRD-545 DSP

A rernat kable receiver at a remarkable price.

HF ATL1

Auto HF ATV

ALINCO DJ -G5 EY
Brilliant %Atm for monev..,
Dual band transceiver. Wide
band Rx.

owpiuu,

£225.00

£219.00

JRC

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £1199.00
or NO DEPOSIT, 36mtlis

JRC JST-245
HP Gni te.itmcener, 15(1W. Remarkable reviews.

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £1795.00
or NO DEPOSIT. 36ttiths 7! )64.89

1.11

KENWOOD KENWOOD KENWOOD
KENWOOD
TH-D7

leo

£315.00

TM -G707

TM-570DG

£289.00

£799.00

or NO DEPOSIT,
36 mths @ £10.45

or NO DEPOSIT, 36 mths @ £28.88

IiiBenCHeksinc
BENCHER
IAMBIC KEYERS
BY -I

B1-2
11V-3 Gold

Original de -luxe
Nibro keyer de -luxe

£69.00
178.00
£175.00

Iambic dr-luxe

1149.00
£139.00
£139.00

s

:111..11.1111.111:

V ECTRONICS VC-300DLP

VECTRONICS HFT-I500

VECTRONICS PM-30HF

1.8 to 30111H7 3110W An.

1.8 to 30MH/ I kW povvet. DELUXE ATU

1.8 to 60MHz. 300 to 3kW

OUR PRICE £119.00

OUR PRICE £329.00

OUR PRICE £59.95

SGC POWER
CLEAR DSP

SGG230

PRICE £269.00

PRICE £269.00

Juno kl t

SGG2020
HF Q121' trans( (-krt.

OUR PRICE
£569.00

UNITS 5-7, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMS PE191PJ
E-ntail:
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Broaden Your Amateur Horizons
iIiii2!1711.111D '0
Tony Fishpool

G4WIF and his

friend, Graham

Ni()11( 1 )111

My family, along with that of Graham G3MFJ.
decided that we were going to take a holiday on
the Norfolk Broads in July 1997, We decided
that a week was a long time to go without
having access to any Amateur Radio, so I
supplied the antennas and Graham provided the
radios.

G3MFJ took
their families on

holiday to the
Norfolk Broads.
However, they

had absolutely no

intentions of

Which Antenna?
Previously, I'd consulted the collective wisdom of the C2-QRP

Internet Conference regarding suitable antennas for use on a
boat to answer the question 'Which Antenna?". Many of the
suggestions, involving verticals. required loading up against the
hull, or dropping a wire overboard. This idea was not as
practical as it may have seemed. as the boats are mainly nonmetallic_ Dangling a wire anywhere near propellers made us

think that perhaps a horiumtal antenna was a better idea. If we
were to achieve an effective antenna on 3.5MHz, we needed to
get a reasonable amount of wire as high as possible.
I went to the Dayton HamVention in 1997 and bought
myself a telescopic fishing pole which extends to nearly five
metres in length. It was decided that this would support an

taking a breal-.

inverted' doublet.

themselves - at

the pole would have to support, so myself and Graham G3MFJ
used a method advocated by LB. Cebnik W4RNL in his
lecture at Dayton in 1996 on 'Linear Loading'. Fig. I shows the

least not from
Amateur Rad._

Tony G4WIF
describes how

they had to
overcome a

antenna

The rig built by Graham G4MFJ for use on the boat
on the Norfolk Broads.
resonated at 4.2MHz. At 3.6MHz it presented tat the end of the
twin feeder' an impedance of 6711. which was not hard to match
with the antenna matching unit that Graham G3MFJ was to
build for the trip.
The antenna was temporarily set-up in my garden in Kent
and I was able to have a two-way QRP QS° with GOWAY in
Wolverhampton. It apparently radiated, but how efficiently. we
would see later

The idea of loading coils was dismissed due to the weight

Preferred Mode

general idea_

We had decided that even though c.w. was the preferred QRP
mode, we should also take some s.s.b. equipment. To combine the

Plastic Rod

Fig. 1: The 'Linear Loading' method as advocated
by L 8. Cebnik W4RNL

A drilled plastic rod ijust like on volume controls) was used to
Slotted feeder is attached to the wee going
keep the wire spaced approximately 51mm apart and liberal
to the end supports
application from a hot glue gun kept it all together. The
antenna wasn't cut to resonate on
any particular frequency as it was
thought that it would he hound
Wire to end support point
Win, to end suppon paint
to change when installed on
the boat. Having worked out
the trigonometry - from the
Slotted ribbon cable
length of the boat and the
.1V1-106.8
height of the pole the antenna
Feedpoint
was made as long as possible 'approximately 8.5m'
An MFJ antenna analyser reported that the antenna

31J

High

edance output

Balanced

input

O

minimise feeder and
a.t.u. losses, then most of
the power generated
should go where intended,
hut could we make QS0s?

Ut

Did It Work?
wSlo6e

Wound on T130.2 to

ut

Fig. 2: Circuit of the antenna tuner unit Note that
the two variable capacitors shown side -by -side are
actually a twin ganged (double 500pF) single unit

two, Graham G3MFJ had been working on the idea of
converting his home-brew 'Epiphyte'ias seen in the July 1997
liadef"13.5MHz s.s.b. transceiver fur c.w. as well.
The 'Epiphyte' is an amazing little rig. 5W peak envelope
s.s.b. front a p.c.b. only a few inches square, but
power
it was a shame that it was s.s.b. only and this got Graham
thinking. Firstly, it needed to be converted in order to cover
the c.w. end of the band as well as the s.s.b. section. This

turned out to be easy, as he just paralleled the two halves of
the tuning varicap. Then it covered 3.5 to 3.8MHz - exactly
what we wanted.
The next part was to generate the c.w. The way this is
usually done, in an s.s.b. transmitter, is to unbalance the
balanced modulator. Unfortunately, the design of the
'Epiphyte doesn't allow this.
During the 1997 Dayton HamVention. we'd both

Fr,

So. you may ask, did it
work? In answer. during
daylight. reports from
stations all over the
country verified that the
5W of s.s.b, was acquitting
4f well. We had

=2
Grp

ens all the way to
nd. During the
eveni s, our families seemed
to wan s to take them nut to dinner, even so,
theQso
ffecive c.w. mode made a few night time European
Scot

if you have a postage stamp sized garden, linear
elp provide a general purpose antenna. On some
loading ceul
hands, the s.
on the feeder may be a little high, but
remember that is doesn't necessarily equate to high losses
Perha

where open w.

der is used The same cannot be said for

coaxial fed syste

Amateur Radt was also very handy for maintaining

purchased some TICK 'Tiny Integrated Cmos Keyeri chips
from Gary and Brad of Embedded Research. A TiCK chip

contact between ou
'o boats. Our 144MHz hand-helds proved
very effective while $.v were several kilometres apart.
Radio and boatin 'roved to be a great combination. Of
course, you need to hat
nderstanding XYLs. or perhaps our

is an 8 -pin PIC chip programmed to be a complete iambickeyer with sidetone and costing only US$5:

wives and families are si
radio addicts

Graham G3MFJ decided to incorporate a TiCK into
the rig and use its square wave audio output (filtered with
a low pass filter using a single 741( to produce a near'
sine wave and then inject this into the microphone input.
The result? Instant c.w.! See photograph of extra board
perfboard in Fig. 3.
The tam. needed to be compact and was made to
complement the 'Epiphyte'. Graham already had a Kanga
Oner s.w.r. bridge and he decided to incorporate this with the
a.t.u. in one box. An a.t.u. with 'switched taps' nn the coil is
the conventional way of doing things, but an idea based on an
article in the G-QRP journal SPRAT 4 Issue 841 suggested a
simpler solution. A previous project yielded a couple of 500pF
twin gang variable capacitors, so all that was needed, was to
wind a toroid and then box it all in a Maplin's box. (See circuit
in Fig. 21.

You can tell from the photograph Fig. 4i how the
antenna looked when mounted on the boat. Out of curiosity. it
was checked again with the antenna analyser and we were
surprised to find that not much had changed.
The antenna was still not resonant on 3.5MHz and the
feed impedance was much the same as before. It wasn't
considered a problem though, as resonance is no qualification
of a good antenna and vice -versa. The important thing was to

O

tarts with
st

rT,
Fig. 3: Internal

CI

view of the
home-brew rig
built by Graham
G4MFJ, based on
the 'Epiphyte'
design
Introduced in
RadCom (July

=I
C"J

1997).

dal

lv resigned to living with a couple of

PW

CJ
rIn

111Mm.

Overhead Power Lin Safety Warning: When
using any form of teles pic antenna, pole or wire
please be aware of the
antenna in the countrysi
danger from power lines.
rural areas - especially
'cross country' (particular) when crossing open
high voltage power
fields) as pole routes carryi
lines can be mounted relati ly close to the
ground and within reach of rtable1elescopic

mast. Please remember th a Radio Amateur
was killed in the UK during 1998 when a
portable mast touched an o rhead line.
When using canals (particularly ecause of the
low clearances required for the n ow boats power lines passing over the wat
ay can be
lower than usual. So take care an e safe and
enjoy your hobby afloat!
Editor.

.5

O
=a
rin

Fig. 4:

(Background
photo) This
photograph
Illustrates how the
antenna looked
once fixed to the
roof of the boat.
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Welcome to my first column of 1999! I've lots
to get through so straight on to business...
The other day I came across a commentary
published in the February 1961 issue of 73
magazine - by Edwin K. Cole W7IDF. Good
grief! Another E. K. Cole - and yes, there

was land still is) an Amateur Radio
magazine simply called 73.
Edwin mentioned the fact that fora time, back in the
1940s, many valves had their type numbers clearly marked
on the base as well as on the glass envelope. 'We're talking
'0' and 'CT °dab; here). Anyone who has found a new looking valve which has had its type number erased from
the envelope will agree that marking the base was a very
good idea. Pity it wasn't continued.
There must be innumerable valves, many in good
condition, which have no visible type -markings on them.
Fortunately. most rare and/or valuable valves have
sufficient distinguishing features for valve aficionados to be
able to identify them blindfold in a darkened room. This is
fine, but what if you're just a beginner, what then? My only
answer is wait and ask. In time, either you'll be able to
identify the valve yourself - by sight or by measuring its
characteristics - or you'll find someone who can.

Identification Marks
Paranoid types might suspect a conspiracy here as certain
identification marks - like batch numbers - can be found on
most valves either etched or otherwise permanently
imprinted into the glass envelope. Now, I wonder why
manufacturers seldom etched the type number into the
glass too?
Was it because the glass envelope could be used for

different valve types? Or was it because a missing type
number meant that the perplexed owner wouldn't be
tempted to keep it as a spare? Then maybe he'd have to buy
a new valve? Hmm
I wonder?

Classes Of Operation
In a later issue of 73, there was a discussion about valve.implifier stages and classes of operation. Considering the
somewhat confusing descriptions I've read recently in the

HI.

The class of operation is all to do with anode current
and whether it flows during the whole of the cycle of the
driving waveform or for just part of that cycle. Where a
complete amplifier is given a class designation, it's assumed
to Ix. that of the output stage.
The various classes are as following: Class A. Here,
anode current flows throughout the whole of the cycle )360' I.
The valve will he biased so that its operating point lies near
the centre of its linear operating region and the output from
the stage for amplifier) will be a reasonably accurate copy of
the input. Small signal and linear driver stages usually
operate in class A as this class offers minimum distortion
and high power gain.
Class B: The strict definition of class B is that anode
current flows for exactly one half cycle of the driving
waveform )180'). For this to happen, the valve is biased
precisely at cut -oft lithe input signal makes the gnd more
negative, nothing happens to the anode current. Only when
the input signal goes positive will anode current begin to
flow, Class B operation is much more efficient than class A
operation. Unfortunately, the output from such a stage looks
like a somewhat
distorted. half -wave
HT.
rectified version of the
input. Yet class 13 audio

If

power amplifiers are

Output

common.

The distortion

The numerous
copies of 1950s

vintage PW

magazines on

the counter
provides a clue

to who's in
charge of the
vintage 'wireless

shop' this
month - it's Phil

caused by a class B
IF

Valve

IF

Input
270

min0.1tt

-.NAN--- A. G C
IM

Fig. 1: A typical 'gain controlled' i.f. stage
and Smeter circuit (see text).
hi-fi press, it suggested to me that a brief review of the
various classes might be useful.
By the way, the classes of operation apply to all

amplifiers. but I'm going to talk about them purely with
regard to valve amplifiers. I should just define one term:
'cut-off bias'. This is the value of control grid bias I negative
voltage with respect to the cathode' that reduces the valve's
anode current to sonic very small value.
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stage is almost
eliminated by a pushpull arrangement.
Here, one half of the
output stage handles
gmk0.05in
positive -going
excursions of the input
waveform while the
other half handles
negative -going
excursions. Of course.
this second half does
need a phase inverter to drive it. Fortunately, push-pull
operation is not essential for r.f. power amplifiers due to the
'flywheel' effect of the output tuned circuit.
lit

Class C: When anode current flows for less than one
half cycle of the driving waveform less than 180't the
stage is operating in class C. Typically, the angle of
conduction 'current flow is arranged to he 140 or
thereabouts. The valve is biased way beyond cut-off and
driven hard so that only the positive peaks of the
driving waveform cause appreciable anode current to
flow. The output looks like a sequence of pulses which

Cadman
G4JCP. Phil has

some interesting

information on
valve markings
and advice on

signal strength
meters to offer

his 'customers'.
59

vintage
bear little resemblance to the input.

very careful where you tap into the h.t. supply, you

Class C operation can achieve very high efficiencies
but is only suitable for r.f. amplifiers (and similar) where
the flywheel effect of the output tuned circuit Tills in' the

only want to monitor the current to one stage. By the way.
the i lki.11 resistor in series with the if transformer might
not be present; that's no problem. However, the (50nF)
decoupling capacitor certainly should be there. If it isn't, add
one yourself.
While receiving no signal, adjust RI for zero on the
meter. Resistor R4 sets the meter's sensitivity; I'd either use
a calibrated signal generator to set the '59' point. or else
compare readings with another receiver. Take great care
when making these adjustments as both resistors are at full
h.t. potential.
In case you're wondering, you can't simply put the meter
in series with the anode to save all the twiddling.
Unfortunately, current through the gain controlled stage

missing hits of the waveform. Please note that linear r.f.
amplifiers Ifor 8.8.b.1 cannot operate in class C!
Class AB: As you might guess. class AB denotes a
stage operating somewhere between class A and class B.
The bile: typically resting closer to cut-off than to the class

A bias point. The output waveform will still be highly
distorted so push-pull operation is again required for audio
applications. The advantage over pure
class B is that the region of severe non 470

56k

1w

To A G.C.
Line

linearity near cut-off is avoided without
unduly sacrificing efficiency.
Subscripts. Applying only to valves,
the subscripts '1' and 2' are sometimes
added to the class designation. The
subscript 'I' signifies that no grid current
flows during any part of the grid -voltage
cycle. While the subscript 2' denotes that
grid current does flow over at least part of
the cycle
In reality. class A stages are assumed

to operate in class Al ino grid current and
R2

5k

Fig. 2: An S -

meter circuit
using a general
purpose triode
(see text).

almost all class C stages operate in class
C2 dots of grid current'. However, large
audio triodes might well work best in class
A2 while c.w. transmitters that use
television receiver. line output valves
(sweep tubes), can operate very effectively in class Cl.
Subscripts are used mainly in relation to class AB
amplifiers. Sometimes it's not obvious as to whether an
output stage is designed to draw grid current or not.
Adding the subscript avoids any ambiguity.

decreases with increasing signal strength and so you'd
end up with an S -meter that read backwards.
There are ways around the 'backwards' problem: You
could use a meter with a right-hand zero (expensive' or turn
an ordinary meter upside down. You have to redo the scale
upside down too but that's a relatively cheap option. (Now
you know why some receivers have inverted S -meters).
A somewhat better way to add an S -meter is shown in
Fig. 2. Here. a general purpose triode is connected to the
receiver's a.g.c. line specifically to drive the meter. Adjust RI
so that the meter is fully deflected when the triode is
removed. Then. with the triode back in circuit, short the
a.g.c. line to ground and adjust R2 for zero deflection. This
arrangement is supposed to give a linear 'S' scale.
Another amplified S -meter circuit is shown in Fig. 3.
The bridge is made up from the two halves of a 12AU7
(ECC82' and this time it's the cathode voltage of the gain
controlled stage which is used as an indicator of signal
strength. Adjust R2 for zero deflection with no signal and RI
for full scale deflection when the anode of Vla is temporarily
disconnected.

Signal Strength Meters
Following on from the topic of my previous column - magic
eye tubes - it occurred to me that some valved
communications receivers were never fitted with any kind
of signal strength meter. Even when magic eye tubes
became popular, most broadcast receivers never
incorporated them.
Fortunately, adding an S -meter to a receiver isn't all
that difficult. However, please don't mutilate a receiver
just to add an S -meter, put it in a small external box.
For those of you who
might like to add an S meter to an old valved
receiver, I thought I'd republish some circuits
originally featured in the
May 1961 issue of PW.
Before I describe them,
let me make it clear that

they are only suitable
for superhet receivers
with gain controlled

Fig. 3: An
example of a

bridge circuit
form of S meter using a

double triode
(see text).

stages.
So, no t.r.f. sets and no 'funny' superhets with only
manual i.f. gain control. (See 'Carrying on the Practical
Way' in the January 1999 issue of PW for an audio S -meter
that's suitable for these types of receiver).

The Circuit
The circuit shown in Fig. 1 shows a typical gain controlled
if. stage. The additional components required for the 8 meter are enclosed within the dashed lines. These
components form a bridge circuit which becomes
unbalanced when the current taken by the a. valve
decreases.

The only bit of surgery required is the breaking of the
h.t. feed to the gain controlled if. valve. But please do be

Easiest To Add
Out of the three circuits. Fig. I is clearly the easiest to add
to an existing receiver. The other two circuits, although
giving better results, are more complex and need bath heater
and h.t. power.
If you're contemplating adding an S -meter to an a.c./d.c.
set then go for Fig. 1. However, take note of this Safety
Warning: Remember to take appropriate precautions when
working on a set which doesn't have a double -wound h.t.
transformer.

While on the subject of a.cJd.c. sets, or any piece
of valved equipment which does not use a double wound h.t. transformer, I would strongly recommend

that you use it with a mains isolating transformer.
When such sets were commonplace it was easy to remember

that they could 'bite' and were 'hopefully' treated
accordingly. These days. the habits of the past are largely
forgotten and it's all too easy to receive a nasty shock in an
unguarded moment.
Having said that, there is a bit of a paradox here. We
are told to fit earth leakage trips in our workshops to
protect against the more serious effects of electric shock.
But clearly, such trips cannot protect us while working on
the secondary side of high voltage equipment that has a
double wound h.t. transformer. Indeed, do earth leakage
trips give a false sense of security when such equipment
is being serviced?
Ironically, an earth leakage trip would seem to (lifer
some protection when working on an a.c./d.c. set providing
an isolating transformer is not used. I wonder what the
experts think?
On that rather serious note, I'll say cheerio until it's my
turn 'in the shop' again. Please send your comments and
letters to me either via the PW offices, via E-mail to

philBoldpark.demon.co.uk or direct to: 21, Scotts
Green Close, Scotts Green, Dudley, West Midlands
DYI 2DX.
PW
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band

CTCSS
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Battery saving
technology
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Iconn 2m 70cms all -mode base
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HF Transceivers
Multiband
Kenwood TS -570D HF DSP
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Kenwood TR-751E M/mode mobile
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Yaesu FT -57R
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£199.00
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antennas
inaction
NEWS & PRODUCTS . QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ANTENNA WORKSHOP REVIEWS

welcome to AiA!
Due to space limitations in this issue,
Antennas -in -Action is somewhat
shorter this month. So, I'll get on with
it! In this issue you'll find some books
for your library, an antenna for you to
build for the 430MHz band, a dual -band
Yagi antenna and one answer to a plea
for help in a previous AiA. But let's start
with the books that are on offer.

Vertical antenn 'boom'

Vertical vit./. or
u.h.f. antenna

Fig. 1. a cross.

action of
Wire antenna 'boom'

The tube is bent to
uccomodate the
bulge of the
capping stone

Screwed dent

Wire antenna for ti

'06

k ior house)

One Answer

electronics - old medical books
are, I find, particularly
fascinating). A good library is a
wonderful source of ideas when
the dull dark days of winter are
(still) upon us. One series of
books that should be found in
everyone's library is the Antenna
Compendium Volumes I - 5.
Published by the ARRL, I feel that
they represent a splendid
cornucopia of ideas for your next
antenna, whether for h.f or
v.h.fh.h.f. no matter what space
you have available
Our book department now has
complete series

back in stock. As a special offer,
we are offering them with free
P&P inside the UK or Europe. The
books in the series are:

Antenna Compendium Volume

at f10.50
Antenna Compendium Volume 2
at f 10.50
Antenna Compendium Volume 3
at £11.50
Antenna compendium Volume 4
at £16.50
Antenna Compendium Volume 5
at £16.50
If you have an IBM PC (or clone)
computer, then Volumes 4 and 5
have a disk of computer software and
antenna modek with them in
addition. You can make a further
saving of 1.5.50 on top of the postage
charge by taking all five for £60.
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answer to
roof mounted

Manna. Soo

p7EZ
As many of you may be
aware. I love books (and
not just on radio and

Adrian's

I'vt hail .1 letter from Adrian
MOABY, in answer to a plea for
help in finding a roof mounted

Stay bar made from
10mm solid round)
Insetted Into the end
of the down -tube

mast by Christophe Pierre F61VT
back in the November 1998 issue
of A-i-A. Adrian says in his letter,
that the subject of his sketches,
and the 'rather poor photograph

Vertical boom'
The stay made

Wire 'boom'
a

from 16mm dia
thin -walled tube

./.7"
Staggered 'anti -roll' bars
to reilure the weld fatigue
Fig. 2: The two "anti -roll'
bars give lateral stability

to the support.

lielegilring their

ummindeg waft Om
greater strength to there.
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BOOKS FOR YOUR LIBRARY, AN ANTENNA TO BUILD, ONE ON REVIEW AND

Attachment Won
tor the stay het
needed tnto otocet

'1' pane made front
der so,p welded
together and
crewed to dot wail

Fig 3: The 'T' shaped stabilising plate,
is mode from plates welded together, is
screwed to the wall of the building

has now been on our root tor
nearly three years and has
remained stable in spite of some
strong winds".
Adrian tells me that his solution to
the roof mounting support "... was
conceived by my wife Mavis
GOXBC as a way to avoid getting
up on the roof, as I have no head
for heights. The whole
contraption was pushed up from
the top of a ladder at gutter
height". Adrian also mentions that
the actual support was made from
16mm metal conduit for electrical
wiring, which is welded together.
The whole assembly, shown in
the illustrations of Fig.s 1, 2 and
3, was given three coats of anticorrosion paint and had Waxoyl
sprayed over and inside it before
it was put on the roof, where, in
use, the coaxial cable for the
v.h.f. antenna runs down the
other side of the roof and
combined with the h.f. wire
antenna they both serve to give
stability and to hold the unit in
place.

Fig 4: The full-sized 'Halo' for 430MHz
was first described over 30 years ago
by Eric GdAC

I would imagine that if your
location is, unlike Adrian's
sheltered spot, especially windy,
then an additional polypropylene
rope running in parallel with the
coaxial cable would give
additional stability. Adrian went
on to say that if Christophe is
looking for support for a larger
mast, then stronger tubing would
be needed as well as a steel guy
rope to help pull the unit up onto
the ridge of the roof and as a
stabilising method).
Finally. Adrian said in his letter "If
he IChristophe) lived near here, I
could probably make something
for him". Well with that offer on

WT 101S

10 - 2mm Brass or Copper

Adjust for best
matching
Bolt or screw the ring shaped
'halo' through the boom or stub
mast as show here
Solder here
Coaxial inner connects here
Stub 2.Srnm dia rod

hand - I wonder if Christophe will
consider moving over here, to
take up Adrian's offer?

Fig. 5- The VUH1 dual -band antenna at

the top of the mast.

G3TU X of the QRP Component
Company. The Vt.11-1 I antenna

Higher Halo
I've had a letter, with a design of a
'Halo' antenna for the 430MHz
band, from John G41311/. In his
letter John says that the design is
one that came from Eric G4AC
(sadly now a 'silent key't some 30
years ago! Eric's design uses a
305mm length lone toot in Eric's
days) of brass curtain rail strip
bent into the shape shown full
size in Fig. 4.
John says in his letter 'the brass
strip he (Eric) used was a curtain
rail in those days, I think copper
water pipe used for oil heating
would be OK. Eric ran the coaxial
cable down the mast centre,
bringing the inner conductor out
to connect to the matching stub".
As to how it works, john mentions
that in his first CQ call, whilst on
his way to the Ipswich rally, he
was answered by a PAO station
who was using an IC -402 rig
running only 3W. The report that
John received was '5&9' in spite
of the simplicity of the antenna.

Although dual -band has only one
driven element. The folded driven
element is resonant on 144MHz
band, but can cover the 430MHz
band too, as parasitic elements
are interleaved with those (or
v.h.f.

For the 144MHz band, the
antenna acts as a five -element

Yagi with a folded driven element.
The spacing for the reflector is
very short, whilst the spacing for
the directors is very open as you
will be able to see in the
photograph of Fig. 5. I've shown
the feedpoint in a little more
detail in the photograph of Fig. 6,
where (counting from the support
mast) you see the simple director
and the driven element.

Thanks for the simple idea john! I
know at least one of my radio
club's members who will want to
have a go at that one.

In between the driven element
and the first (144MHz1 director
are two parasitic elements
forming part of the 430MHz
beam. For the 430MHz band
there's no short reflector, this
function being taken oven by the
two 144MHz elements. I wouldn't
like to quote how many elements
it has for the 430MHz band. let
me just say there are six short
elements - and five long ones!

Unusual Antenna

Italian Made

I've had the opportunity to play
with an unusual dual hand Yagi
antenna available from Chris Rees

When I came to assembling the
Italian -made antenna, I had to do
quite a bit of pre -planning as the

Mast

Coaxial outer connects here
and to the mast or boom
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A SOLUTION TO A PROBLEM ALL FEATURE THIS MONTH
original assembly instructions are
somewhat spartan. In fact they're
more diagrammatic than written.
However, since importing the
antennas Chris 'TUX, says that
he's had time to prepare a rather
more understandable set of
instructions.
To assemble the antenna from the
supplied items and the original
instructions, needed a great deal

of care on my behalf. Unlike the
instructions however, the supplied
components are good quality.
Each of the actual elements
themselves are made from solid
aluminium rod with a 'pop -mark'
showing the centre of each

Each mounting saddle is a well
made two-part plastic component
with a 'moulded -in' screw with
wing nuts that made assembly
onto the pre -drilled square section
boom easier. There were only two
element mountings that required
the use of a spanner and these
were the very closely mounted
driven element support and the
saddle for the 430MHz parasitic
element. They really are mounted
tightly spaced!

by the rearward
fixing point
could be
minimised by
adding a
mounting section
underneath the
middle of the antenna. I
think I shall try to make
one something along the
lines of the one shown
on Fig. 7. The
photograph of Fig. 7
shows the secondary

antennas
'"action
071074
21

boom from a 1./GHz

One Niggle
have only one niggle with the
whole antenna. The mast

antenna that also acts as
a strengthener for the
two -section boom. But
such an addition should

144 0

145 0

146 0

430

435 0

440 0

21

allow a much
better central
support position to
he achieved, with
a reduced chance
of bending my

Frequency (MHz)

mast.

In Use
A combination of workload
and a lowered mast due to
high winds, has meant that
I've not had much chance
to do much operating with
the antenna, but overall my
impressions of its operation
are favourable. The

Fig. 6: More details of the feed point
and mounting arrangements for the
VUH1 antenna_

element. The driven elements has
a moulded on N -type socket,
rather that the more usual SO -239

type, which combined with the
solid metal elements, gives a
feeling of quality to the whole
antenna,
Fig 7: An alternative support and

bracer bar idea to be tried out on the
VUHI antenna, allowing a more central
mounting point to be achieved.

mounting is behind the reflector
element. Again this should be
more visible in Fig. b and this
position does make the antenna
rather difficult to mount onto my
telescopic mast. As the antenna's
boom a just little under two
metres long, my mast swayed
somewhat alarmingly in the
recent winds with quite a high
torsional strain too when the
antenna was sideways to the
wind.
I've decided that one answer to
the high torsional stress imparted

a
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antenna has a reasonable
gain and (air front to back
ratio on both bands. I
checked the matching of
the antenna on both v.h.f.
and u.h.f. when I first put
the antenna up and found them as
shown in the two curves of Fig. 8.
After being out in the wind, rain
and storms of the past couple of
months, I thought I'd carry out the
same tests again, to see how the
s.w.r. had changed after
'weathering' for this time. To carry
out these tests. I removed the
antenna from the mast and

mounted it about 2m above ground
pointing straight up. I wanted to get
the same conditions as I had when I
made the original tests.

My initial tests gave the
same readings on the
144MHz hands so, no
change there. but on trying
the 430MHz band the
matching seemed to be
very much worse. But the
antenna was not at fault! In
my haste to carry out the
tests whilst it was still
sunny (or at least
reasonably dry), I'd picked
up a different lead.

Fig, 8: The s.w r. curves for both the
144 and 030MHz bands for the VUH1
antenna tested by GITEX.

Take Note
Now, please take note of my
mistake! I'd assumed that a lead
that I'd used before many times
was still in good condition - and
on 144MHz it was! But on the
430MHz bands one of the
connectors was no longer in good
electrical condition. It was
causing a mismatch - which gave
a very poor result overall. So, be
warned - don't assume that leads
are in good condition just
because they look right. The
connectors themselves may let
you down!
But after changing to another
lead, I carried out the u.h.f. s.w.r.
tests again and they were as
before - a little on the high side
for purists, but still capable of
good results even in 'flat'
conditions. My thanks go to Chris
Rees G3TUX at the QRP
Component Company, who
supply the VUH1 dual -band
antenna for £59.95. They may be
contacted at: PO Box 88,
Haslemere, Surrey GU27 2RF. or
Tel: (01428) 661501, FAX:
(01428) 661794.

Well, space has run out once
more this month. I'll see you all
again in the May 1999 issue of
'Antennas -in -Action'

Tex
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radio basics

This month Rob
Mannion GDIFD

describes the use of
the 'Tinny Dipper'

dip meter to help
modify the 'Radio
Basics' 3.5MHz

conuerter to 7MHz.

But to start off

...

he takes time to
answer some

reader's queries.
t's always good to receive
'feedback' when we publish
projects in PK' and I was
pleased to get some
letters and telephone
calls from readers
regarding the 'Tinny
Dipper' dip meter project.
However, it seems that the
majority of the enquiries
result front a little

others who
needed help. So,
here we go!
I adopted the
centre tap coils to
ensure the
oscillator was as
free running as
possible, one that
would give plenty
of current flowing
through the
indicating meter
at lower
frequencies. This meant that a
centre tap earthing point had to be
provided, by extending a fixing
bolt !the bolt which the crocodile
clip is attached to in the heading
photograph in January's issue).
The bolt was then 'grounded' to
the p.c.b. 'chassis' by soldering it.
This will take a little heat but if
you carefully clean (using a file or
fine sandpaper) the bolt it will
take the solder providing of course
it's brass ipreferablel or steel.
In use, the centre tap 'flying
lead' complete with crocodile dip
attaches to the bolt. The centre tap
connection is soldered to the end of
the flying lead and the joint is
then held down and attached to
one right-angled corner of the
cruciform coil former by the rapid
setting epoxy resin adhesive. ( I
used 'Rapid' Araldite).

Coil Formers
Several readers also asked me
about the second shorter section
of synthetic resin paper board
(SRPB) material used on the
cruciform coil formers. They were

wondering whether or not all the
copper cladding had to be etched
away. In short the answer is yes!
All the copper is removed on
the shorter section. The only
copper remaining should be that
on the longer section which forms
the coil connection p.c.b. 'tracks.
Incidentally, one reader said
that he'd used the copper cladding
on the shorter section to etch
reference letters for his coils. He
also added very short p.c.b. 'tracks'
to anchor the centre tap flying
lead. i I did the same myself but in

V

=4

everybody, and I hope I've cleared
up any problems. Thanks also for
the photographs of your own
completed projects - including one

that arrived at my home in the
shape of a QSL card!

Calibrating The Dipper
Before we get busy using the
'Tinny Dipper' in earnest. I should
perhaps give some further
guidance on roughly calibrating
your version of the project. And
although a digital frequency

Ii-'

ant it%

A-

Fig. 1: Circuit of the original 3.5MHz to medium converter unit. For
use on 7MHz the oscillator crystal has to be replaced (see text) and
LI and L28 have to be retuned. See text for detailed instructions.
the long run thought it could make
the coil fabrication more
complicated than necessary, but
you can see my soldered 'track'
points in use on several of the
coilsi.

So. thanks for all your letters

counter will he very useful ... a
modem 'all wave' general coverage
receiver will do nicely!
Before you start 'calibrating'
fit's only a 'rough & ready'
technique hut perfectly suitable
for our purposes) you must be

Fig. 2: Annotated photograph of original converter unit. The coils, LI and L2A and 8 can be replaced with

smaller inductors (to advantage) with the help of the 'Tinny Dipper dip meter project (see text). The crystal
(4.43MHz) to be replaced by the recommended 8MHz crystal is located between C13 and RFC3 (see text)

misunderstanding regarding
firstly the coil units for the
*dip' meter and secondly the
method of providing the

earthing centre tap point for
some of the coils.
So. without further ado, I'll do
my best to sort out any
misunderstandings.

Centre Tap Coils
Several readers called me to ask
about the centre tap connection
and earthing point immediately
after the February issue of PW
had been published. However.
following their calls I realised ...
that if these people had been
confused it meant there were
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radio basics
aware of several drawbacks using
receiver technique. The most
important is that it's all too easy to
calibrate on the wrong signal
that's received on your radio as
you tune the dipper and the
receiver across the bands. So, be
warned - youll save a lot of trouble
if you are aware of the
possibilities!
lb avoid problems try and use
a modern general coverage

receiver with the highest

intermediate frequency
possible. By doing so you'll reduce
the ever present problem of 'image
frequencies' and plain old
fashioned 'breakthrough'.
lb see what I mean, I suggest
you place your ninny Dipper' f or
any dip -meter for that matter'
alongside an ordinary medium
wave receiver, leave the set tuned
to a fairly strong station in the
middle of the medium wave hand
(try 300 metres or around
1MHz/I000kHz1. Now tune your
dipper' with the medium wave coil
in place (Coil No. 4 if you followed
my detailed instructions) over its
complete tuning range.
What did you notice? Not just
one 'swish' and beat note
l'heterodyne' I as you tuned over
the frequency - but many. In fact,
you're likely to hear so many the
receiver will seem to really 'pop'
with signals. Ti' it and see!
If you're forced to 'calibrate'
your dipper using a simpler
receiver (the problem outlined
virtually disappears with modern
receivers using i.f.s of 40MHz and
over and this includes sets like
Roberts, Sangean. Grundig, etc.)
there's only one way to do it - and
that's by carefully starting at the

lowest frequency of each
dipper coil's range and working
your way up in frequency. In this
way you're very unlikely to
suddenly lose track of the 'wanted'
signal from your dipper and
discover an 'image or other
problem.
Start with long wave, tune the
receiver to BBC Radio 4 and tune
the dipper across the frequency
(198kHz). When you're satisfied
you have got the right signal land
not an image) mark your
calibration dial/notebook (a good
idea this, as you can record the
frequencyituning reference
number on the dipper dial for each
coil). Then continue the process for
all your coils. If you take care and
listen for the strongest signal you
should be okay and you will
eventually learn to differentiate
between the really strong 'true
signal and unwanted 'image' and
breakthrough signals.
It will take time - I spent
nearly 40 hours calibrating coils
on the *finny Dipper' using a
simple receiver (plus my Aline()
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DX -70, with its 69MHz first i.f.
and a frequency meter to double
check) to ensure readers could
duplicate my results. But it is
worth it in the end!
So, when you've completed the
calibration of the full range of coils
or the selection you've opted for

No. 7 in my series) well aim to get
the best and 'deepest' dip possible
on 7MHz.

'although again I very strongly
recommend you make the

the instrument) the better the 9'
(approximating to 'Quality) the

complete range) you're ready to
modify the 'Radio Basics' 3.5MHz
to medium converter to work on
7MHz.

coil will be. To enable the coil and
the dip meter's coil to be 'coupled'
to best advantage you should
experiment by placing them
almost side -by -side 'but not
touching if' you can avoid it and

Changing Frequency
Changing the frequency of the
converter we built last year ( Full
details, including circuit.
component lay -out, fe.t. pin -out
and p.c.b. design were presented
on pages 14 and 15 in the
November 1998 PW) to work on
7MHz ''Forty Metres') is very
simple and the same tuning
system is used.
The only difference is that
instead of using a 4.43MHz crystal
to generate a 'difference' signal
between it and the incoming
3.5MHz signals, we're going to
'mix' the incoming 7MHz signals
with a 'local oscillator' signal of
8MHz - thus producing a
'difference' signal of 1MHz which
we can then tune into on a
medium wave receiver (preferably
a shielded input receiver such as a
car radio'.
The output signal we're to tune
is very conveniently slap bang in
the middle of the medium wave
again, as in the original project.
However, to modify the project
we've got to make the changes but
fortunately they're not at all

difficult.

The Changes
The changes involve the new
oscillator frequency (the 8MHz
crystal as already mentioned) plus

altering the tuned circuits so that
they resonate where we need them
So. the first job is to get the local
oscillator on frequency.
The diagram, Fig. 1, shows the

circuit for the original project, the
only difference is that you have to
change the original crystal (visible
to the left of RFC31 for the 8MHz
version I see end panel for supplier

information) and that the r.f.
amplifier coil, LI, and the 1.2A coil
have to be wound for the new
frequency. Nothing else has to be
changed because the converter's
output is basically on the same
frequencies.

Using the standard paper mil
former and 100pF fixed capacitor
suggest that you wind 30 turns of
around 28s.w.g. enamelled copper
wire to form the coil. Then, with
the appropriate coil in place (Coil

Best Results
Generally speaking, the deeper the
'dip ' (as indicated on the meter on

adjust the tuning until you get the
deepest 'dip' on the meter. This
indicates when the circuit under
investigation is absorbing
oscillatory Ir.f.0energy from the
dip -meter.

Next, you should check where
the dip -meter is actually tuned to
by either listening for the signal
on an accompanying receiver, or by
checking your calibration notes. If
it's too low (let's say 6.5MHziyou
should remove one or two turns. If
too high (let's says 7.5MHz) just
add one or two turns.
The r.f. stage coupling winding
(L2B) can stay at the same ration
as described in the November PW .
but you can if you wish

experiment with LI 'in the

cored coils.

It's a truly fascinating area and
backed up by practical experience
you will II have no doubt' then be
encouraged to work with the host
of published mathematics on the
subject to achieve the best results
possible. You can have fun and
learn at the same time!

Local Oscillator Choice
Although I've recommended an
8MHz crystal to provide the
necessary IN1Hz i.f. output, there
are other choices. But by choosing
the 8MHz local oscillator
frequency the output orthe

converter will be tuned down in
frequency from 1141Hz in the
same fashion as the original
required when it was working on
3.5MHz.
However, as many surplus
6MHz crystal are around in junk
boxes and at rallies you may end
up using one instead of the
suggested (8MHz) crystals. If you
do. there's no need to alter
anything in the modification
process already mentioned, but
you must remember that because
the 6MHz local oscillator is below

the 7MHz input, the final output
on medium wave has to be
tuned upwards in frequency

original I suggested a centre tap
antenna coupling) by providing a
suitable antenna coupling similar
in fashion to L2B. The choice is
yours!
Another choice, now that you
have a method of finding where
your home wound coils tune to, is
to replace the fixed value 100pF
tuning capacitors across LI and
1.2A with variable 'trimmer'
capacitors. In fact I've prepared
the way here because in the

from !MHz on the car radio. In
other words the tuning is reversed
compared to the original project.
In rounding off this month's
'Radio Basics', transmitting
amateurs who read the column
may be interested to know that
I'm incorporating the 7MHz
converter idea into a transmitter receiver project for portable/mobile
use. The project is being built into
an older car radio by removing a

original circuit drawing both Cl

for the converter unit and the
necessary transmitter ( around
5W) is v.f.o. controlled from the
front panel, h.f a. style. The v.f.o.

and C5 are shown as trimmer
types and marked with an asterisk
and referred to in the text as
either fixed or variable,
If you do opt for trying a
variable capacitors for C1 and C5
be prepared to use your dipper to
locate where they resonate. You
might be surprised how far off
frequency they can be! However,
it's very useful experience indeed
and you'll have the advantage of

cassette player. This leaves room

also acts as the b.f.o.!

Hopefully Ill end up with a
useful transmitter -receiver that
looks like a car radio. Portable,
easy to use and to replace and

useless to any opportunistic
villain! I'll keep you posted on
how it progresses.
Cheerio Mr now'

knowing that the circuit will be
'peaked and tweaked' on frequency
to your satisfaction and best
results.
Incidentally, now that you have
access to a dip meter you will be
able to experiment with different
forms of coils and farmers. Now
that it's relatively easy to find just
where a coil and capacitor
combination tune to, it's also
possible to experiment to find the
best possible combinations of coil
farmer, former sizes, wire gauge
size and using adjustable dust -

Component Source
A suitable 8MHz crystal for the
modified converter project is
available for 90p plus 25p p&p from

Robin Sykes G3NFV of Sycom
Components at 16 The Ridgeway,
Fetcham, Leatherhead, Surrey
KT22 9AZ. Tel: (01372) 372587,
FAX (01372) 381421 (callers by
appointment only) Robin can also
Provide selections of coil formers and
inductor cores suitable for
experiments and welcomes enquiries
(office hours please, answering
machine at other timesl.
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Jo oidef dou of the titles meohooed on these pages please use the Ofd

This month, the
Practical Wireless

editorial team have
arranged a gathering

Book

PROFILES

of Crystal Set Society

Books for you to cast
your enthusiastic eyes

over. We have it on

good authority,

Crystal sets and their
simplicity fascinate a lot
of Radio enthusiasts and in our quest to satisfy
every single one of you, we
have bought together some of
the best books on the subject
which are all available from
the PW Book Store. From these
books you will discover that
there is a lot to be said about
the simplest receiver!

Sets', The Universal Crystal Set'.
The Electrolytic Detector', 'The
Miller 595 'Amer Revisited' and 'A
Galena Detector From Italy'.
This spiral -bound, photocopied
style collection is in a very
approachable style and its clear
explanations and diagrams make
this a helpful reference source.

Recommended.

'crystal' addicts, that

The Crystal Set

Handbook (Volume

these books will be a

vital addition to your
shack or bookshelf.

The Xtal
Set Society

Three of the Xtal Set
Society Newsletter)

'1

Newsletter
(Volumes

Phil Anderson WOXI
'1

This book claims to be
dedicated to the
thousands of crystal
set enthusiasts who
have built and
experimented since
Marconi's time".
The author of this

One & Two)

There's also the

Phil Anderson
WOXI

added bonus for this

month only, that if

The Crystal Set
Society was
founded in
1991 and

Phil

you order three or

more, we will pay lb.
postage (UK only).

Now there's an offer
you can't refuse!

TELEPHONE, FAX,
E-MAIL OR USE THE
ORDER FORM ON
PAGE 90

Anderson,
author of this
newsletter, states in the beginning
that they are dedicated to "... once
again building and experimenting
with radio electronics. often with
the crystal set, the basis for much
radio apparatus".
In the preface to this edition,

book. Phil
Anderson, says "When you

statement really lies at the heart of
this book, claiming to be written
for crystal set enthusiasts, firsttime radio experimenters,
electronics students and Radio
Amateurs it covers design,
building and experimentation.
With chapters covering
subjects such as 'Who Invented

Crystal Radio", The Simplest
Crystal Set', 'A Simple Shortwave
Crystal Set'. 'Coil Q and Coil
Capacitance', 'Detector Loading.
'Matching Antennas And Detector'
plus many more, this volume of the
Crystal Set Society Newsletter
carries on in the same format as

the first, with the exception that
this volume is in book form and is
fully bound unlike the first which
was only spiral -bound.
A good reference source and
history lesson this book, at a mere
£8, comes Recommended.

The Xtal Set Society

Newsletter (Volume Four)
Phil Anderson
This book follows the same formula
as the other two previous volumes.
It contains six issues of the Crystal
Set Society Newsletters. In this
case, topics cover "... hints on
measuring coil capacitance, two
building projects using Quaker
oats boxes, information on homebrew headphones and curve
tracers, a discussion on how crystal
earphones work and a description
and review of ten
basic

crystal

grasp the rules -of -thumb and
concepts that the crystal set can
teach, you obtain a good

sets".

foundation in modern radio
electronics". This

volume is
properly
bound with
clear
diagrams and
good further

The %tat Set

Again,

this

SocietY

references.

Slightly
smaller than
the last two, it

Rebecca Hewes f the Editor) claims

that this newsletter is "packed" full
of projects and information about
crystal radios and other "simple"
radio circuits. Being a collection of
six of the society's newsletters
dating from July 1992 to May

nevertheless has
a lot of

information
packed in. At only
£7. this book is also

1993, you can imagine the
diversity of the content. The
various newsletters cover topics
such as the 'Lead Pencil Detector',
'Double -tuned Circuit Crystal

-kk.

News``

Recommended.

00
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fills issue

Of [01001000 MIChOBI or ShOldOil

number of varying topics. Some of
them follow the same sort of line
as Rob Mannion G3XFD's
beginners series 'Radio Basics', for
example. 'A Crystal Headphone
From A Cat Food Can'. In this

newsletter, William E. Simes
states: 'The instructions that
follow are intended to demonstrate
just how simple building a
functional high -impedance crystal
headphone can be ...". He goes on
to describe how he uses a cat food

can for this project.
Once again, another
interesting honk from the Crystal
Set Society with the emphasis this
time on the building of crystal sets.

Crystal Sots: Tie Ital Sit

!fru are interested in building a

Sodoty Nowsiottor (Volans

crystal set yourself, this book
would be a useful starting point.

Fivo)

Recommended.

Phil Asthma sad members
Although they seem to get smaller
as the volumes go along, there is
no doubt still a lot of information
in this little 88 page book. In this
case, the newsletters included are
dated from January to November
1995. They cover various crystal
set topics such as: The Design Of
Unpowered AM Receivers (Parts 13)': 'Radio Outfit In A Headset';
'Marconi Type 107 - A Tuner' and a
'Grounded Loopstick
Strangely, the chapter headed:
'Radio Outfit In A Headset' was an

t

Crystal Radio: History,

Fissiamontals Aid Design
P. A. Kinzie

011

(0102) 659330

Now that Christmas and the
New Year are well and truly
over and we are getting
closer to the ever present Year
2000, let the Editorial Team at
Practical Wireless take your mind
off those New Year blues by giving
you something else to think about CRYSTAL SETS!

discussed for the crystal set
designer. Advanced topics such as
the use of multi -tuned circuits and
wave traps follow for the more
experienced experimenter".
Basically., the author claims that
there is something in this book for

Beginning with 'The History of

comes Highly Recommended.

Grid Sot holed': 15 Radio

Prolitts Yea Cal hilt

Moos Mien
This book is a collection of radio
projects designed by members of
the Crystal Set Society. With such
projects as: 'Low Budget Xtal Set':
'A Loop Antenna Crystal Set';
'Benjamin and David
Goldenberg's Very -Fine Old -Time
Crystal Radio'; 'Build A Matchbox
Crystal Radio'; 'A Krystal Kludge'
and many more.
The book came about because
members of the Crystal Set Society
were looking for more crystal set
designs and the Editor set them a
challenge to design some of their
own. The result was, apparently,
more designs than they could use.
An interesting piece of reading.

hi

Oro
(Volum. Six and
Sevin)
Various Authors
With various
contributions from
different authors, this
volume of the
Crystal Set Society
Newsletter has a
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rtql with mail

the Crystal Set', the hook moves
through the 'Fundamentals of
Receiver Systems' to 'Crystal Set
Design' and 'Crystals for
Detectors'. With an informal style
and clear diagrams, this book

discovered whilst digging through
the periodical guide at his local
library dated October 1925. It
turned out to be a crystal set which
perches neatly on the head definitely worth a read!
Although small, if you are
interested in crystal sets, this
would make a fascinating addition
to a growing crystal set library.

Crystal Sot Ifni*

Plonral nom Cash not

everyone.

article which Phil Anderson

Recommended.

TELEPHONE, FAX,
E-MAIL OR USE THE
ORDER FORM ON
PAGE 90

Phis book

claims to chronicle the 'fascinating
history and development of the
crystal detector, including the
reasons for its brief dominance of
the radio market after the turn of
the century'.
P. A. Kinzie
states that "Radio
fundamentals such
as antennas, ground
lightning protection,
tuned circuits and
detection are
covered for the
beginner. The
unending
compromise
between
selectivity and

O

Recommended

O

sensitivity is
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send in
phootoonpls tot sour component Ill FORati
Rally tontrtowll
...tompaoro !tout isoiocol l'ICAM: none

that all photos will uw M puhiished
at nor diserellom Anil arc nonreturnzbk.
When *ending lei .,rue wisot, plcac
11IC deed) m 111.r el: t'41.1Tal.5
up lu 4 1111.111111111 iI to woaJ.. plus
cal e yaw- mnioad details flea,. use
nw coda limn lotto nIcol

PK-232 Packet radio )plus
morel TNC, hardly used. includes
all instructions, packaging. one
piece of software and loads. £145
o.n.o. Tel 0115-956 1327

PRR9 receiver and PRT4
transceiver, helmet radio, c w..
manual and accessories, E65.
Pair of brass Watson keys, one
pump, one paddle, E25 for pair.
Bathtub key, new, E15. All items
in mint condition. Tel: 1017751
766398. after 7pm.

Advertisements from traders or for equipment that is illegal to possess. use or which Cannot he licensed in the UK.

will not be accepted. No responsibility will be taken for errors.
You should state clearly in your adven whether the equipment is professionally built. home -brewed or modified.
The Publishers of Practical Wireless also wish to point out that it is the responsihilty of the buyer to ascertain the suitability
of goods offered for purchase.

For Sale
144MHz horns base all mode
transceiver, includes internal
p.s.u.. also 144MHz p.a., all
mode. lOW in, 80W out. offers
for either item. Tel Alan GOHBC
0121.745 1000.

500V Meaner leather case, 110.
BT multimeter leather case, £10.
Hansen RMS p.e.pis.w.r. meter.
115 New h.f. Balun, a Amateur
Radio Operating Manual (Fourth
Edition), 0. Tranzmatch h.f.
a.t.u., C30. Want: 50Hz frequency

RCA AR 88D and Hallicraher
Superskyrider SX-280 with
manuals, both in fast class
condition, offers. Tel: 1012341
266087 'pm,.

CusItcraft R8000 vertical.

1430N1Hz1 multi -mode, 5-25W,

106312 1035@compuserve corn

054008 elevation azimuth
rotator. used twice, L200 Boxes
of gear, El° per box Leads,
plugs, connectors, KW -2000E not
working, £60 including p.s.0 Tel:

brand new and boxed, sale
because of neighbour problems.
1210 o.n.o., plus carriage Tel:

1016231478985.

Robin on Swansea 1017921
234836.

mast. BO. Yaesu FTV-107

Head unit for Altron lattice
transverter. fitted with 26m
1144/50MHtl modules, £150.

microphone, manual, as new,
boxed, £300 o.en.o. Lowe HF
225 receiver, good condition,
keypad, main unit, manual.
£195 o.v.n.o. MFJ-748 d.s.p.
filter, good condition, manual,
E125 o.v.n.o. Tel' 1019031
766418.

Kenwood TS -180 18,30MHz
solid state h.f. rig with matching
a.t.u. and SP -180 speaker and
v.f.o. 180, P5-30 p.s.u., all

Marine E9400 solid stale mi.
transceiver, 410-512kHz, 400W
output with diagrams, £50. Tel:
Pete on Bristol (01454) 854348

Active antenna, model: Palstar

stereo, v.h.f.A.vvim.w./s.w. twin
speakers built-in, teak cabinet.
54in long. 33i78r.p.m., g.w.o.,
prototype, £60 or v.n,o., buyer
inspects arid collects. Tel: G7TDL

Heattikit 1401422A antenna

500Hz c.w. filter, a.a.t.0 , as new,

AA30, C35 Trio R1000, good

on East Sussex 1018921 664926.

noise bridge with manual, as

with box and manuals. 0300

new, C40. 4EX1000A valve. £90.
5-ele Tri-band Yagi, E220.
Microset 2m 144MHz1 100W
amplifier, used twice, C120, all
plus P&P Tel. 1019741 251420.

o.n.o. Tel: Norfolk 1014851
518797

Icom limekiln, model 271

1725. Ten-Tec a.t.u. 228. v.g.c.,
C50, Tel: G3NKS on Cheltenham
(012421 241099, between 9am
9pm.

7684.

condition, communications
receiver, C130. Tel: (016081
662488

AOR AR -1500 hand-held
scanner covers 500kHz-1300MHz
no gaps, a.m
n.b.f.mlw.b.f.m. and s.s.b.
immaculate, boxed, with case,
charger, instructions. etc., C150
Tel: 0181-391 1145.

Eddystone 840A receiver
1956, 480kHz-30MHz,

a.mJc.w.- s.s.b.. fully working,
£140. Marconi Marine 2232A
a.m. receiver 1AKA Eddystone
670A). 1960. 150kHz-30MHz, fully
working, f 100. Tel: Essex 1016211
858043.

Eddystone 840A. £80. 5640,

100kHz.2GHz. excellent

condition. little used, £500. May
exchange for FT -790R Mkll if in
good condition. Tel: George on

matching and in lovely condition,
1425 Tel: Mr W Winters (014921
623672.

Kenwood TS -850 SAT with

At, 144MHz, all mode
transceiver, f.m./u.s.b.its.b.it.w.
25W, output 12V, v.g.c., manuals,
etc., £275. Tel: Peter Lee GORDD
on Co. Durham 0191-518 2552

410521

Eddystone model 770 v h.f.

kom IC -708 mint condition.

receiver, £50 with circuit.
Hallicrahers 0.30MHz receiver,
E50. Hosts of microwave gear,
5GHt. Lowe 12 channel, 2m
114/MHz1 crystal control with
crystals. Farnell oscilloscope
DT12, £20. Want: inductance

never used, mobile, E515 o.n.o.

Lowe HF-225, 30kHz-30MHz,
complete with instruction book,
listeners guide, power pack,
headphones, keypad and
external speaker. (200 cash. no
cheques. Tel: Lawrence on
Somerset (014581 832100

for 2m170cm 1144:430MhzI p.s.u.,

mail: mlbtp@aol.com

meter. Tel: Tumor*. Staffs

£95. TCS-12 receiver, £75.
Reception set R-1034 MkII, £75.
EC -10 p.s.u. Mkl, C75. Canadian
52 set receiver, E75. FAX receiver,
324MHz. £25 WS -62 battery
lead and antenna mount. £10
each. TeUFAX: A. J Reynolds
1013421836079. 5 Headland Way.
Lingfield, Surrey RH7 6DH
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Tel: Mike GOKAS 1013721810612.

kom R-70 h.f. receiver, UK
AOR AR 2800 base scanner,
100kHz-1300MHz,
with b.f.o., £150. Yaesu FRV7700A. 118-150MHz receive
converter, 15-30MHz. if new. C30.

All in good condition, may
roller feed, set for PC. working
order, E10. AP W621 headphones
in g.w.o., (10. ZA3238 DLR, No. 2
headphones. g.w.o, no cable
binding or plug, £10. Tel: Peter
G4LEG 101293) 437814 after

Collins TCS-10 transceiver.

BigMobile@g4zow.freeserve.co.0

the lot. Tel:1012461 236496.

Epson L0400 dot matrix.

824816.

or Email:

swap for MFJ h.i, 6m150MHz1
tau, or antenna rotator. Tel:
Brian MI BTP 108501 631038 or E-

(fist price C159.95). C85 o.n.o.

manuals, offers. R1155E plus
p.s.uc and book, E120. No. 19 set,
complete kit, £185 Bendix
aircraft receiver HAIR plus p.s.u.,
185. Hornby Zero -one and slave
unit with two train chips, new,
E25 Tel- West Yorkshire 1012741

Anritsu WJ receivers, HP and
Advantest Spectrum Analysers,
Yaesu and Icom h.f. transceivers.
TeUFAX: 1019081365726 for list,

buyer collects, E155. Tel: Noel
G3ZLN on Ipswich 1014731

as new. boxed with accessory kit

Collins 75A2 plus speaker and

Racal RA -17 receiver, RA -121
independent side -band adapter.
RA -137 I.f. converter unit. RA -98
independent side -band adapter.
0130, each with manuals
Kenwood 1F -232C interface
adapter for R-5000, E35 - Or swap
for HS -5, SP -430. Tel: Chris on
Windsor 1017531774894.

6-8k as new and boxed. 0200,

komIC-229E, 2m 1144MHz1.
25W and Watson W-30 antenna

Airtek r.f. Analyst model RF1,

G2HKU on Kent 1017951 873100.

RA -17 Mkll, 1150. Redifon R 551N, E95. R.109. 1125.
Command transceiver 1-21/ARC
5, 5.37MHt. C35. Receiver for
WS -68, C50. Pye 100339 receiver.
(65. RA -17'117 film strip dial.
10. Spares for AR-88D1F.
Tel/FAX: A J Reynolds (01342)
836079. 5 Headland Way,
Linglield. Surrey RH7 6D1-1

Radio Shack DX -493 h.f.
receiver, only three months old.
boxed, unwanted gift E75. Or

R551 h.f, receiver with ARU18
antenna adapter and manuals,
£200. Armstrong 227 valved
stereo receiver. C70. All g.w.o.
Tel Rod t01502) 560869.

101827165641.

Valves available. s.a.e. with
wanted types required. Tel:

437814, after 6pm.

Racal. Rhode and three Swam
Kenwood TS -850S 500Hz. c.w.
filter, microplboee, PS31 power
supply, manual, boxes, v.g.c.,

Chesire 1016061 44670.

AOR AR -3030 30kHz to 30MHz.
a.m.il m.,
Collins filter, twin v.I.o.s, 100
memories, superb performer,
new in 1997, as new, boxed with
manual. £340 lincluding
carriage). Tel: Mike on Durham
0191389 2822.

six -eight copies believed
missing. fair to good condition,
unbound, in years, all readable,
much good information, £50, the

KW -20000 transceiver p.s.u..
handbook, microphone. excellent
condition, little used, boxed,

C70. Racal RA -171_, C90. Redifon

AOR AR -3000A receiver, range

CIST 1932.1979, approximately

lot. Tel: Peter G4LEG 1012931

Communications receivers

Dacca radio - Gramophone

meter. Tel: John G4UBB 0181-868

Pahrtar KH-8 6m (50MHz) 1.m.
hand-held transceiver, as new,
£75. Microwave modules, r.f.
switched, preamplifier. £25. CTE-

deliver locally. Tel: David G8PPR
on Bradford 1012741651486.
anytime.

MFJ-908, 6rn150MHz1a.t.u.,
new condition, with instructions.
MFJ 300W dummy load, new
condition, with instructions. both
items £50 plus P&P. or will split,
bargain. Tel: Vince (01487)
823879.

JRC NRD-525 multi -mode
receiver

MFJ-945E a.t u., one month old.
C60. Datong 070 Morse tutor.

m, RS 232C port, manual,
boxed, slight mark on front, 1500
o.n.o. Tel: 0181-658 2440

E25, f.m. board for Yaesu
901,902, unused, C25. Wanted:
Yaesu YP-150 dummy load. Tel:
Fred on Merthyr Tydfil (01685)

Radcom 1984-1998 - complete.
Also Viking Princess, 12

Kenwood 5700 S -mounts, old,
only used for two months due to

384826.

channels, v.h.f marine
transceiverreceiver. C50 o.n.o.

illness. £675 or von o, Tear -drop

Morse key by ITT Marine, type

Tel: GOIEE OTHR 1013031873619,

microphone, new, cost £48 - will
sell for 125. Tel: John 1012831

after 5:30pm

221870

TK76. C80. Valve 4CX15008 and
base . 150. KW receiver model
KW77, valve design, E65. Tel.
Pete on Bristol 1014541 854348.

FT -707 h.f. transceiver with

Millwood R5000 late model,

811111

Free to a good home: FIN
1984-1998 some missing and

p.s

£350. TS-520SE

transceiver, 0165. multi -mode
30W 2m 1144MHz1 linear
amplifier, E30. No 19 set,
working, £150. Swap any of
above for military sets. etc..
WHY? Tel: Ben 1015621 743253 or

mint condition, fitted, all
Kenwood filters and v.h.f., £575.

Shack clear -out, everything
must go, three h.f. transceivers,
FT -790, 70cm 1130MHz1 rig plus

30W amplifier. TR-2300 plus 30W
amplifier.
a.t.u.sp.s.u.lcomputers. 800W.
2m 1144MHz) amplifier, all in
g.w.o.. reasonable prices, 'phone
for details. Tel- 1014221 251520.

Silent Key: 19 Mkll set.
receivers: 52 set, Hallicrafters S
364, RA -17L, NOR -525, Yupaeru
MVT-8000, Collins R0391. KW 202. NEMs Clarkes, HRO. AR.
880. Eddystone 840C, Trio 1000.
a.t.u.. Morse key, USAF
headphones. test equipment. Tel:
Bob 1019421 255948, anytime. 247
Sandy Land Hindley, Wigan
WN2 4ER.

SJC variable inductor, still in
original box, C35. Accerptor unit,
2-27MHz, ZA54916, C25. Ameco
pre -amplifier PT -3, 1.8-32MHz.

tuning -up required, instructions
included. £25. SEM. a.t.u. with
load, Easi-Tune. £60. Tel: Bill
0141-562 4571.

Olivetti PC with printer,

Consider exchange IC -725 plus
p s.u.. must be mint condition
please Tel 1019031859712.

workstation, Pentium, 32Mb. 1.2.
Gb. modem, CDROM.
microphone. Windows 95. Pro Pilot, Encyclopedia, magazines,
books, only £360. Tel 1016081

Kenwood TR-851E 70cm

662488.

Sony CRF-320 digital world
zone classic radio, £350. HF-225
Europa. new, E.250. Sony PRO.80
Kt. u.h.l., complete a.m..S.s.b..
1150 Grundig 3000 digital
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mint condition. £250.
Sony 2001, v.g.c.. a.m.'s.s.b., £50
AOR-7030, excellent radio, mint
condition, boxed, C450. Racal 17
Mkll, first class condition. £100
Tel: West London 0181813 9193.

Also have one radial kit for either
antenna, £25. All in good order,
no time wasters. Tel: Mr Barry

TRA-931X Syncal 30. 1 6.30MHz,

Mawn GOBKO QTHR 0181-646
3422 or 109731 687712

etc.. v.g.c., 0355. TA -940B, 100W
h.1 amplifier, 0175.101202)
668446.

520W, u.s.bil.s.b., am, voice
c w., c.wOmicrophones antenna.

Two ZX Spectrums. small raft
Sony ICF PRO -80, carrying
case, mains adapter, frequency
converter, (80. Code master
c w..,RTTY decoder, C20. Realistic
PRO 18 scanner, boxed plus
scanner books, 050. York JCB
863 plus CB equipment. E80. Tel
Roderick 1012821693573.

Tektronix 'scope

type 524. with
manual, big and beautiful, C25.
Marconi test equipment. v.v.m
and p.s.u. all in good condition,
offers Tel 1012741 824816

Ten -Tee Corsair WI with
1 8kHz and 500Hz filters plus

matching power supply,
excellent condition with boxes
and manual. £350 Tel-

of software, E20, the pair
Spectrum Plus two, Wafadrive
with spare wafers, manuals,
p.s.u.. software, clean , good
condition, computer functionally
tested. E40. Buzzer, signal
training. g.w.o.. clean with data
plate, believed 40's, unwired,
£20. All monies to local Nautical
Training Corps Unit youth
charity, Tel Peter G4LEG 1012931
437814. after 6pm

types: audio: vintage. etc., all
tested and at reasonable prices,
swaps available and new, boxed
valves wanted. Tel. Dave 1079571
935907, FAX:1016061 871082.

W91NN 80.10m (3.5-28MHz/

250578, evenings or weekends

dipole with all instructions, only
used four months, £90 o.n.o.
MFJ artificial ground, C35. MFJ-

transceiver, p.s.u. and

microphone. working but
requires attention, offers Mydel
trap dipole as new. £50 Tel:
0181-444 5923.

Toko 50MHz linear amplifier
with built-in pre -amplifier. 1.15W
input. 8-65W output. 12V. s.s.b.
and f.m. excellent condition.
boxed. C60, plus P&P Type
HL366V. Tel: Brian GWOGHF,
OTHR 1012221 703-429

h.1 1.8130MHz

with 1018.24MHz. Yaesu FT.902
h.f. 1 8-30MHz. Yaesu FT 48OR

144-1 46MHz multi -mode, the lot
for C575 Tel: 1013021859451.

12848 d.s.p.. as new. £130.
Wanted: 3kW a.t.u. Tel: Dave
1012261 792421.

WARC fan, speaker, boxed,
manuals, all cables, very good
order, C200. Tel: John G3LNK on
Stoke-on-Trent 1017821618410.

multi -mode, boxed, manual,
v.g.c., £195. Kenwood TK-340.
70cm 1430MHz) hand-held, C95.
Bands 6m 150MHz1 16100W
amplifier, £95. TH6DXX 6-ele Tn
bander. £225. Wanted: 40 20r 15m
(7/14121MHz1 mono Yogis. 6m

Discovery or Henry power
amplifier. Tel: Steve GWOGEI

duty. 23m, four section. till over
telescopic mast with rule,
electronic winch rotator, three
band. h.f., 4-ele JEMOUAD77
plus 2m 1144MHz) array, good
condition, buyer collects, £950
Tel: Mike (01285i 841221.
evenings only.

WS No.19 ps,u., rt. amplifier.

receiver, a.m., u.s.b.l.s.boc.w.,
two clocks noise blanker,
attenuator, with manuals, box.
good condition, only £140. Tel:
Frank 1016081662488.

variometer and all connecting
leads, headphones. etc.. switch
missing from r it, amplifier. £200
o.n.o. Also. Polyskop 400MHz
with manual and leads. C150
o.n.o. Tel 0181-384 9199.
evenings only

1017761 702876

Trio TS -520 with AT -230 tuner
ior a.t.u.??i, MC -50
microphone, SP -520 speaker.
key, G5RV. £450 Lowe SRX30
receiver with 28'144MHz
converter. D30. 0M70 Scorpion.
28:144MHz transverter for FT
101, £40. Tel Burton 1012831
559331

Trio TS -780 144432MHz multi mode base station, C380 Trio TR900 144MHz, 10VV multi -mode,
mobile.base, C180. Icom R-70 h.f
receiver, C280. All good
condition, original packing, may
deliver locally. Tel: David G8PPR
on Bradford 1012741 651486,
airvrime

Yaesu FL/FR 0X400 transceiver
and receiver, fitted 144MHz and
50MHz receive converter, also
Yaesu speaker, need space so
£200. o.n.o., could possibly
deliver 150 mile radius). Tel: John
G6YDN on Buxton (01298)

233M14z, 1Go hard

drive CDROM, 64Mb RAM, 17in
Taxan

h.t

monitor,

SVGA

wide

Yaesu FT -847 h.f./v.h.f./u.h.l.

excellent condition. boxed with
manuals Tel: John 1015921 203279.
anytime - no time wasters.

multi -mode plus satellite
transceiver, as new, in box,
bargain, C1450 Tel (01291)

band receiver still under warranty
for AOR AR5000, must be in

607232.

Exchange Packard Bell Exec.

Yaesu FT -900 with built-in a.t.u..

486-SX50, 16Mb RAM, 840Mb hard
drive.
double speed CDROM.

G3YRB QTHR 0181.684 3974.

Yupiteru MVT-7100,
scanmaster SP55, SW2 indoor
wire antenna. scanner desk stand
and grill, three scanner books, all
items less than six months old.
offers around C270 o.n.o. (or will
split). Contact: Richard Wild at
Rothbury Flatlets, Flat 5, West
Cliff Gardens, Bournemouth BH2

sound blaster required. 70cm and
6m 1430 arid 50MHzi modules for
transceiver
or
6m
multi:s.s.b. transceiver computer
has N'indows 95. Tel: Tom Burke on
Cleethorpes1011721602335
FT -901R

Faimuits HP -2000 identical

to

100 channel hand held
scanner with NiCads charger.
manual. v.g.c., will exchange for
Alinco DJ -X1 hand-held scanner.
AR -20001

Tel: Alan 10120715U342, after 6pm

Have Yaesu 757GX which is all.
mode and I would like to swap this

for a good receiver for decoding,
am riot licensed soraesu is wasted

SHL.

on me.
821966

Tel:

Dunstable

1015821

Icom IC-R71E communications

Hitachi 8mm video camcorder

wired for FT -726, C65. Tel: 101202)
578427.

receiver, v.g.c., bargain at £350.
FT -290R 2m (144MHz) portable
transceiver, £190 ATU, £30. Tel:

VM-EISE.

Yaesu FT -736R transceiver,

1012491653735.

in exchange ter a quality SbOrl
wave radio or hi. set. Tel: Bob

Yaesu FT -1000 Delux version,

Taylor on Lines (01205)480042.

144)430MHz, mint condition, little
use, matching 767 filter speaker,
all boxed with manuals, price to
sell, £800 o.n.o., buyer to collect.
Tel: Craig GOWVVO on Derbyshire
1012461 252913 or (03851228335

Imobilel.

Yaesu microphone. manuals,
boxed and brand new,
insurance replacement cost
£3995. will accept £2000. Tel:
Southampton 1017031 276272.

812172.

mint
remote control,

condition,
spare

with

batteries.

recording tapes arid carrying case

Kenwood

TS -430,
Kenwood
9130, 2m 1144MHt) Kenwood dual bend, TH-75E c,w. stand in charger,

ell boxed, all excellent condition.
swap all for full loaded FT -767. Tel:

Yaesu FRG -7700 g.c receiver.
excellent condition. 1160. Racal

Wanted
A Goseut

C10

offered,

Tel:

101548) 812878

Yaesu FT -757 transceiver.

Derbyshire 0115-930 MX

boxed, E350. Kenwood TS 520
transceiver, boxed. (700

Kenwood TS -711E 2m (144MHz)

Unser. 100W, either Trio or Yaesu

Tied or scrap tow FT -9020M

for

for spares.
most times.

120V, fair price paid, also
25A p.s.u.. TS -120 manual inot

Tel:

1019011

794680,

service manual) and vox unit for

Bolcom

LS -102L, non -worker,
scrap wanted. 9000 case and front
panel needed, also front panel for

TS -700. Tel: John 1012981 812172,
after 8pm,

Trio amateur band receiver
R820. in g.w.o, and condition. will

TS -430S. Tel: Nottingham 0115-930
8096

Mains transfomser

pay
reasonable
price,
carriage, by cheque Tel

good

transformer.

MS -4 speaker

TS -850S, v.g.c.. manual, boxed,

Eddystone

0650. mufti-mode transverter, 102m 128 144MHz), £40. Tel: Barry
GOONH on Halesowen, West
Midlands 0121-559 9734.

6001cHr receiver Tel: Essex 101621/
858043

receivers wanted,

models 8802 g.c. and 8562

or

7 -ale 2m beams exchange for hi
transceiver receiver
with
g.c
receiver, Yaesu FT 810 or Icom IC
751 preferred but WHY? Tel: Bob
G1WEX 0961 974431 Onohilel
anytime_

Tony

semi
McElroy
Mac
key
automatic bogl aria mid 1930s.
clean and g.w 0., collectors item,
swap for Vibroplex iambic twin

ViS46, any condition, MCR1
headphones and coils 2. 3 and 4

ARM paddle. Tel

other Drake

1012651

51146,

5

speakers. Tel: Bill 0161662 4571.

type B2 Mklll, p.s.u., any condition
any help please. Tel: Andre'.

Power supply

Humphnss1019261 423120

for Collins TC-S12

Ken G3RFH on

Blackpool 101253) 407952

Sony CRF160 Lm am.
df.a. 13 band world -zone receiver,
v.g.c.., will exchange for Zenith

WW2 transceiver, 220 plus 400V,
1A, home-brew. WHY7 OK, willing

Yaesu digital voice recorder

to pay good price plus P&P Tel:

DVS2 Tel: John on Cokliesier

Peter G4VUN 1012871 634397. 95prn (works 0TH). will ring back.

1012061210700.

CF 9505, or sell if price is right. Tel:
Franco Amoroso on Salford 0161.
743 1570, 60 Highfield Rd, Salford

Yaesu FRG -7700 memory unit,

M6 5LA,

Instruction manual for Trio 91459DS receiver, also original knobs

RAF

for rf , a f. and b.f.o. controls. Tel:

T1083 plus information on Adler

Les G8AHE, OTHR 0121-458 2406.

electric typewriters.

transmitters

T1151
Tel:

and

926 2962

Yaesu transverte, modules for 6

567665.

Spy sets wanted.

transverter77, TV -502S.

Mkl. Mkll, MkIII. 21:1. 51:1, 531,
MCR1, Al, A2, BP3, BPS, BP6,

3MId, 3M1d1, a

any cables ardor accessories for
KenwoodTrio TS -820S, pay well
for good working units. Tel: Glen

MR3, AP4. APS. OP3, AT1, AR11,
Whaddon Mk15, MkV8, Mk119 or

on Hitchin1014621811353.

WHY7 Tel: Bill 0181.505 0838.

7000-Y Sorry CRF-5090. ICF-4900W.

also a.t.u. Tel: Nottingham 0115-

1019831

KeimrooeVirlo 13M-2.20 WBS-8
Spectrum pan display monitor,
TV -5065,

plus
Cliff

multi -mode. 240V together with 6m
150MHzi transverter, 3 ele 6m arid

Hill
Laurel
Coleraine, Co. Deny 8T51 34Y,

Tel:

PR3OX. Coder CR45K trf receiver
with coils. Tel: Gordon 101142)
842584.
evenings or answer
phone.

for Gould

0S300. c ro or scrap 'scope with

TS -430S transceiver R.I. and
itiidiva, Mansur u.s u., EP -925,
25 30A, all as new and boxed,
£450 the lot Tel- (012461 236496.

7Wo Cusheraft vertical
antennas, one APA eight band,

Dell Pentium

Exchange Icons IC -8600

Yeasts FT -290

mode transceiver. receiver with
144)430MHz, h.1 and satellite
modules, microphone. manual,
packaging, in good condition,
C475 Also 50MHz transverter

Mike on Croydon 101689/ 842016_

bargain at E1450. Tel:1012941
607232.

handbook and workshop
manual, plus FT -2100 linear Amp
IKTT, mint, up to spec, seen
working at QTH, £675. Tel: Arthur

£50. Tel: Nick MOBCI 0115-911
8130.

adapter, radio shack. DX394, both
as new, boxed with manuals, offer
for good Yaesu FRG 100. prefer
f.m. and updated filters fined. Tel.

Tel:

1144MHz) transceiver, boxed with
charger and battery pack, £100.
Tel: Greg 0171.336 0622

multi -mode, including case, dash
mount. NiCads, charger, manual.
f120. Also Watson W30AM 35A.
12V. p.s.u., meters. fan cooled.

Bearcat 9000XLT. cw. mains

114430MHz base station.
G1I8W 1011281717316

multimode plus satellite
transceiver, as new, in box,

WPM FT-902DM with

G4LLW 0121 682 1972

hardly used, boxed, as new,
C1350. FT -8500 2m70cm
1144:430MHz1 transceiver, never
used, mobile, £210 kom T-76
hand-held, 2m.70cm speaker,
microphone and case. £140. All
v.g.c. Tel: Terry 640XE/1014621
435248, after 6pm.

Yaesu FT -846 h f./v.h.fJu.h.f.

Yaesu FT -23R hand-held. 2m

2m 114.1MHz1

Exchange

equipment with at u or dual band

also separation kit, good
condition, 0620. Tel: Eddie on
Stoke-on-Trent (017821868404

Coder preesleetor PR30 or

TS -870 h.f. d.s.p. transceiver,

Ted GOWYU on Cornwall 1012091
2117689.

1012481 750615.

Westower free-standing heavy

Trio R1000 communications

g w.o , microphone and power
lead, buyer to collect or pay
carriage. £250 or v.n.o. Tel: G.
Maxwell GM4BAE on Stranraer

transceiver multi -mode, wide
receive, FC-757 matching a.t.u.
with remote antenna switching.
all in good condition, boxed with
manuals. E525 or may split. Tel:

Yaesu FT -101Z transceiver,

Yaesu FT -726R Tri-band. all

Trio TS -120V QRP h.f, rig.

Yaesu FT-757GX1 h.f.

View FT -221R 2m 1144MHzi

Valves for sale, many different

Upmi nster, Essex 1017081

Ten -Tee Corsair two

Yam FT-101EE

Kenwood R-5000 receiver. £400.
kom IC -232E dual -bander, new
NiCads charger w.c. lead, boxed.
£150. Tel: G4XYY (01937) 844197.

Yaesu FT -290 MkI 2m 1144MHzi
multi -mode transceiver, in good

andor Air i50 and -or 7040-111, for

condition, exchange for ERA micro
reader or similar decoder. Tel Dave

use in my Yaesu FTV-707 main
frame unit, modules for FTV-901

MM1AWL on Aberdeen 1012241
642308.

unit also OK, must be in g.w.o Tel.
Peter G3TZV. OTHR Stockport
0161-442 5901

£125. One HV5 fve band, [100

Please use the Form from a previous issue to send your advert in or write it neatly on a postcard.
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WATERS &
STANTON

Yaesu Fr-990AC Base Transceiver with Gen.Cov

VHF/UHF BASE/MOBILE TRANSCEIVER

01702 206835
WATERS AND STANTON PLC SECONDHAND
STOCK LIST AS AT 251h JANUARY 1999.
PLEASE NOTE SECONDHAND ITEMS COME
I% 1TH FULL 3 MONTH PARTS & LABOUR
GUARANTEE
FOR MORE INFORMATION PHONE STEVE
DAL 1F -S ON 01702.206835 OR FAX 01702.205843

HF TRANSCEIVERS
!cam 1C.706 x2 HE6m.2m All Mode MobildBase with
Gcn. Cov.
Icom IC -735 x3 Base Transceiver with Gen.Cov.

£595

12V

£525

£699
kom 1C-737 Base Transceiver with Gen.Cov. I2V
Icom IC -738 Base Transceiver with Gen.Cov. and
ATU 12V..
£749
kom IC -746 HF.6nt2m All Mode Base with ,
Gen. Cov.
11,115
Icom IC -75 IA Base Transceiver with Gen.Cov. I 2V .1549
Kenwood TS440S x2 Base Transceiver with Gen.
Cos. 12V
£499
Kenwood TS-850SAT x2 Base Transceiver with Gen Cov.
and ATU 12V
£899
Kenwood TS -9505D Base Transceiver with Gen.Cov ATU
and DSP
11.425
MFJ MFJ-9020 x2 20m CW QRP Transceiver
1125
Yaesu Fr -747 Base Transceiver with Gen.Cov. I2V _1425
Y3MI FT-757GX Base Transceiver with Gen.Cov.
I2V
1449
Yacsu FT -920 HE6m All Made Base with Gen.

(159

t Remoie Head)

£245

£599
1499
£995
£699

KENWOOD TS -850 HF 1(10W TX
KENWOOD TS -930S HF 100W TX
KENWOOD TS -680S 100W HF + lOW 6M 099

TRIO TS 1205 100W HF MOBILE/BASE. 1250
YAESU FT-757GX HF lOW TX/RX
£395
YAESU Fr -7570X + FP757HD
TRANSCEIVER & POWER SUPPLY
£625
YAESU FT -707 CIW MATCHING PSU., 100W
HF
£399
YAESU FT -77 HF 100W TX
£375
£525
YAESU FT -840 HE 100W TX/RX

TRANSCEIVERS N'HF/UHF
ALINCO DR -610E M/7OCM MOBILE
£299
DENPA M-22 2MTR MOBILE TX
£129
ICOM 1C -228H 2M 45W MOBILE
£185
ICOM IC -2350H DUAL BAND MOBILE -039
KENWOOD TM -201 2MTR MOBILE
£169
KENWOOD TM -732E DUAL BAND
MOBILE TRANSCEIVER
£329
PALSTAR KH6 + ACCS 6MTR HANDIE £85

el nusumeure

Grundie Y13 -21x, Portable Receiver with FM
Grundig YB-500 Portable Receiver with SSB
Icom IC -R70 100k111-30MHz AM.SSB.CW Mains
Icom 1C -R72 x2 Base Station Receiver

169
14211
11

£449

Kenwood R-5000 100kHz-30MHz All Mode
Receiver Mains
Lowe HF-150 x330kliz-30MHz Receiver 12V PC

£549

Kenwood TM-V7E 2m.70cm FM Mobik 50W35W

Comparable

£399

Remote Head

Realistic DX -394 I 50kHz-30MHz AMSSB Receiver

Yacsu FT -3000M 2m FM Mobik 70WYawn FT -736R 2m.70cni and 6rn All Mode Base
Transceiver

£275
£899

VHF/UHF HAND HELD TRANSCEIVER
Alinco DJ -560 2nif7Ocm FM H/Held
Alinco DJ -580 2m/7(km FM H/Held
Alinco DJ-F4E 70cm FM Mini H/Held
Alinco DI -G5 x2 2m/70cm FM with wide RX.....
Icom 1C-2iE 2m FM Mini H/Held
Icom 1C-2SE 2m FM Mini H/Held with Battery box

£169
£175
£125
El 69

f125

Mai n sil 2V

£115
Roberts R-617 Portable 153kHz-30MHz AM.
£99
FM stereo
Roberts R-827 Ponable (1-30MHz with BFO....----- £115
Roberts R-861 Portable 150kHz-30MHz
FM stereo RDS
Sangean ATS-818 Portable Receiver with FM stereo 1149

and SSB.............£115
Sangean PR -DI Portable LW.MW.FM stereo RDS

£49

27111

Sony KT-SW7600G Portable Receiver with FM

(109
Icom IC-2SET 2m FM H/Held
CI49
Icom IC-24ET x2 2m/7Ckm FM H/Held...._..
£179
kom IC-P4E 70cm FM H/Held
£169
Icom IC-W2E 2m/70cm FM H/Held (with sp. Brio._ £199
Icom IC-W32E 2m/7(km FM H/Held with Nicads.
Case

stereo and SSB

£135

Sony ICF-SW77 x2 Portable Receiver with FM
£249
stereo and SSB
Trio R-600 I 50k11z-30MHz AM,SS13.CW Receiver
Mains
.1195
Trio R-2000 I 50kHz-30MID All Mode Mains
£299

Case

Kenwood TH-22E 2m FM H/Held
Kenwood TH-28E 2m FM H/Held
Kenwood TH417IE 2m.70cm FM Palm Held with
Wide RX
Standard C-558 2millkm FM Handheld
Yaesu FT -116 2m FM Hand Held with 12V Nicad
Yaesu Fr -811 70cm FM H/Held with DC adapter

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
AKD HF-3 Target 0-30MHr I2V Receiver

#125

1199
£219
£299

f125
£189

SCANNERS MOBILFA1ASE
AOR AR -50011 10kHz-2.66H1 All Mode Receiver
1(100Clt 12V

1925

Realistic Pro -2039 68-960MHz (with saps) MIRO
20001
1125
Realistic Pro -2042 25-533.760-1300MHz AM.FM.WFM
£199
1000(1.
Uniden UBC-9000XLT 25-550,760-1300MHz AM, FM.
1223
WFM 50001. I2V

£109

AOR AR -7030 x2 0-32MHz All Mode Receiver I 2V 1449

TX

01705 662145
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Alhrecht AE -550 2m FM Mobile 25W 10Ch
Icom IC -207H 2m.70cm FM Mobile 50W.3511

SHAKESPEAR SE2500S 25W MARINE

NEVADA

TRANSCEIVERS HF
DRAKE TR-7 COMPLETE LINE UP REALLY NICE
ICOM IC725 HF 100W TX

11,000
1799

g. J. Irlertd. Lac

1229

STANDARD C-78 70CMS PORT. + IOW
AMP
£199
STANDARD C-5200 TWINBAND 50W
MOBILE
£299
STANDARD C-8900 2M MOBILE
£185
TRIO TR-22(X) 2MTR MOBILE TX
£75
TRIO 1R-22(10 GX 2MTR MOBILE TX
£75
YAESU FT -290R 2MTR M/MODE TX. ..... ..£199
YAESU FT -290 RI 1 2MTR M/MODE... ...... £275
YAESU FT -290 RI I + 1-1.2025 AMP 2MTR

M/MODE

...... £139

£99
£99
£299

129

£375

HANDHEI.DS
ADI AT 2MTR H/HELD TX
ALAN CT -145 2MTR H/HELD TX
ALINCO ALM-203E 2M H/HELD TX ...
ALINCO DJ- 180E6 2M HANDIE - EX
DEMO
ALINCO DJ -180 2MTR H/HELD +
FAST CHARGER

£129

£375

ALINCO C5 DUAL BAND MICRO - EX

YAESU FT -690R 1 I + FL6020 AMP 6MTR

MULTIMODE & AMP

REALISTIC DX -394 HF RECEIVER
SANGEAN ATS-803A S/WAVE RX
SONY SW -IS S/WAVE RX KIT
YAESU FRG -9600 SCANNING
RECEIVER

£59
£59

£129

RECEIVERS
AKD TARGET HF3 RECEIVER
£115
AKD TARGET HF3S HF RECEIVER + DATA
LEAD
£129
AOR AR -3000 WNW* RECEIVER
£459
DRAKE - R8E HF RECEIVER
£599

1149
DEMO
ALINCO 131-S41C 70CM HANDIE - EX
DEMO
£79
1155
1COM IC -41E 70CMS - EX DEMO
£39
KENPRO 202 2MTR H/HELD TX
KENPRO KT -44 70CMS H/HELD TX
£85
KENWOOD TH-215E 2MTR H/HELD TX .489
KENWOOD TH-28E 2MTR H/H TX+70CM
RX
1149
KENWOOD TH-45E 70CMS H/HELD TX .1 39
£69
REXON RL- 102 2MTR H/HELD TX
STANDARD C-500 2M/70CMS H/HELD

ICOM IC -R7000 VHF/UHF RECEIVER
£599
ICOM R-72 HF RX + ACC
£499
KENWOOD R2000 + VHF/HF RECEIVER &
CONVERTER
£325
LOWE 225 FM/AM + NICAD PACK
£399

YAESU FT -23R 2M HANDIE
YAESU FT -50R 2M/70CMS HANDIE
YAESU FT -530 2MF7OCMS H/H TX
YAESU FT -708 70CM HANDIE

YAESU FT -790R + FL701 0 AMP 70CMS

MULTIMODE & AMP

£249

YAESU FT -726R HF/2M/70CMS BASE
TX

£599

YAESU FT -5100 DUAL BAND MOBILE 1289

£139
£99
...£199
£199
£89
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regular
handful of 144MHz band
reports that I've recently
received. First up is Peter Blair
G31.TF 11091) who may be

more well known to you for his
pioneering moon bounce
te.m.e.i work.

VHF REPORT
REPORTS & INFORMATION BY
THE LAST SATURDAY OF EACH

MONTH.
DAVID BUTLER G4ASR
YEW TREE COTTAGE
LOWER MAESCOED
HEREFORDSHIRE
HR2 OHP

TEL: (01873) 860679

E-MAIL: david.j.butlertcbt.com

Packet Radiod GB7MAD
UK DX Cluster PR GB7OXC

The ionisation produced by
the Leonid meteor trails was
very intense. covering all of
Europe (and other parts of the
world of course). Last time I
said it was possible to work
stations via lorward scatter,
back -scatter and side -scatter.

However, on reflection 011
realise I didn't give a full
explanation of this.
Normally, if you want to
contact a station via meteor
scatter (m.s.1 you beam towards
that station, (Theoretically both
stations should beam slightly
one side or the other from the
great -circle heading, perhaps up
to 15'. However, the
beamwidth of most small Yagis
probably makes this

THIS MONTH DAVID BUTLER
G4ASR CONTINUES WITH THE

mechanism for both of these is
exactly the same).
Back -scatter is also

observed during other
propagation modes. The most
common of these is auroral
back -scatter but it may also be
detected during other periods of
high ionisation such as 5p -E or
12 -layer openings. As I've just
explained, stations were being
worked during the Leonids
meteor shower via all sorts of
scatter paths on the 144MHz
band, Operators in the UK
reported, for example, working
into North Africa (EA% whilst
beaming towards Scandinavia
and others working Into
Portugal (CT) whilst beaming
towards eastern Europe.

Ionised meteor trail

SECOND PART OF HIS REPORT
ABOUT THE RECENT LEONIDS
METEOR SHOWER.
Station A

activity on the 144MHz
band during the Leonids meteor
shower which took place
between 2300UTC on
November 16 to 1200UTC on
November 17 1998, Regretfully
there wasn't enough space in
the column to include the
multitude of reports received
from stations in 20 countries
outside of the UK. So, this time
I'm going to take a brief look at
what happened in the rest of
Europe. South Africa, North
America and also provide
details of what occurred on the
50MHz and 430MHz bands.
But first a very quick re -cap
of what I had previously
reported. In a nut -shell, the
144MHz band experienced
intermittent conditions very
similar to Sporadic -I (Sp -El. Sp E propagation, though, is very
geographically selective.

Normally, on the I 44MHz
band, the path may be restricted
to one or two countries or
perhaps just one locator square
in a particular region.
Then, you hope that the Sp -E

cloud will move or form
elsewhere to give propagation
into different areas.

Earth's surface
W11071

Fig. 1: Diagram illustrating one station
transmitting towards the station being
contacted via m.s. - forward scatter. (See text),
Ionised meteor trail

the cottage. I've never seen a
meteor casting shadows before.
I just wonder what I would have
seen if I had been outside all
night instead of playing radio. It
was really amazing!
Between 0010-035OUTC,
Tom worked 20 stations,
spending much time looking for
new squares or stations not
contacted previously. His tally
included C71FAK, LY2WR,
S5IAT, 9A1CAL, 9A1CCY,
9A3PA and other stations in DL,
EA, F, H119, I. OK and SP. After

Station A

-_,

stations

Earth's surface
11.7.14.1TIO7Z

Fig. 2: Diagram illustrating a contact being
made by both stations beaming in a northerly
direction via m.s. (See text).
unnecessary). When beaming
and transmitting towards the
other station you are contacting
them via forward -scatter as
shown in Fig. 1. However, it is
possible on m.s. to contact the
same station on completely
different beam -headings, as
shown in Fig. 2. This example
depicts a contact being made
by both stations beaming in a
northerly direction_ (In my
opinion there is no real
distinction between side -scatter
and back -scatter as the
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fireball which lit up the side of
Station El

Last time around, I reported
about the tremendous

Peter mentions, however,
that he first started his meteor
scatter work well over 10 years
ago in 1961. He carried out
m.s. tests with the stations of
SM3AKW and ZS6AXT (then
living in Czechoslovakia) and
used the mode regularly until
1987. Peter reports that
conditions during the Leonids
shower was like nothing he has
ever experienced before, more
like 5p -E than meteor scatter.
Peter typified this. for example,
by contacting four stations
during one meteor horst.
Another station to liken the
opening to that of Sp -E was Tom
Astbury GMOGMD 110861. He
started listening to the 144MHz
band from midnight and
alternated between working the
DX and going outside to see the
visual display. Described by
Tom as 'shooting stars every
minute and larger fireballs
trailing right across the sky".
Incidentally, at my QTH 11081)
around 0425UTC I saw a

O

Of course, if you beamed in
the correct direction then
signals were very strong and
because of this, most traffic was
carried out using s.s.b. rather
than c.w. Signal reports of 59
were being exchanged with
stations up to 2000km away
and many UK stations worked
over 20 countries that night.

REPORTS RECEIVED
Before taking a look at results
outside of the UK, there are a

a few hours sleep Tom came
hack unto the band al 070OUTC
for another session. A total of
15 stations were worked during
the morning of November 17

including HAI DLZ, HABUG,
OK2DL, 9A2RD and further
stations in DL, EA, F, HA, I, OK,
S5 and 9A.
Later that night, Tom stayed
up looking for more action but
nothing was worked apart from
the station of 5571W at
(1104UTC on November 18. He
mentions that he is looking
forward to the repeat event in
November when m.s.
conditions may be just as good.
(Or better, or worse - who can
tell?i.
David Anderson GM4JJI
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tI086) is also looking forward
to the shower and has already
planned to take two days off
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regular
51,115)0 01

work. He reports that the
Leonids shower last November
was the most amazing meteor
activity that he had ever heard.
Everyone was 59 and although
he was only active for about
one hour he made 15 s.s.b.
contacts in ten countries, EA,
EVV, HA, HB9, I. LY. OK, SP.
S51 and 9A.
The meteor shower was so
good that some stations just

stumbled across the opening
and didn't even realise what
was going on. This is one side
of a conversation that 1 heard
between two operators in the

West Midlands: "Cyril I just
opened the bedroom curtains,
saw it was foggy and thought
that Two Metres would be good
today and blow me down, the
tropo lift was so good I've lust
worked a station in Croatia".
lim Smith GOOFE (K)901
reports that he discovered the
shower when he got up at
06 SOUTC on November 17.
Despite the early morning light
he saw half a dozen bright
visual meteors in less than a
minute and then realised that
he should really he on the
radio!
Running an Itom IC -746,
100W and a 12 -element ZL
Special beam, he worked
12MOV, LY2WR, SP2FAX,

SP4MPB, 5571W. 9A1CAL and
9A3PA. Gotaways included
HA8UG and LY1DQ.
Unfortunately, Jim could only
he active for one hour (he
couldn't get leave that day) and
wished he had the foresight to
get up earlier. Never mind Jim just remember to hook
Wednesday 17 November off
later this year.
"Where are all the reports
for the 50MHz band"? I hear
you ask. Strangely, I only
received one report for the socalled 'Magic Band'. Perhaps
it's not so magic atter all. The
station of Gary Hyde G7LXK
(10931 was active on the
50MHz band from 083OUTC
on November 17 so he may
have missed the hest of the
event. However, he did make
70 contacts with stations in DL,
ES, F, G, GM, GU. GW, HB9, I,
LA, OE, OK, ON. OZ, PA, SM,
SP, S5 and 9A so obviously
there was a lair bit of activity on
the band. During the morning
he briefly moved up to the
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144MHz hand making s.s.b.
contacts with stations in DL. I,
OH, SP and S5.

EUROPEAN ACTIVITY
I received details from 53
stations regarding activity on
the 144MHz hand in the rest of
Europe and here are a few
snippets of the more interesting
observations. At the station of
DDOVF (10611 some very long
bursts of signals were received.
Steffen heard OH7P1 with
signals ranging between 559 to
599 for ten minutes and
HAHUG at a steady 55 for a 15
minute period. Best of all,
though, was the station of
SV 10E who Steffen copied for
30 minutes with signals ranging
between 51 to 39.
Georges F8OP itN261
mentions that in 25 years of
m.s. work he has never heard
such long and very strong bursts
on the 144MHz hand. It was
really 'fanlastique'! Running
500W into a 17 -element
Cushcraft Yagi, he often found it
difficult to pull callsigns out of
the pile-up after calling CQ.
Georges was active
between 0400- 110OUTC and
worked 52 stations in 22
countries. His best contacts
included EA9MH. OH5LK,

9HICG and UT8ALIK061) for
his best DX at 2163km. This
contact. incidentally, being
made on slow speed c.w. He
observed that the shower
stopped very quickly after
113OUTC and that nothing was
heard in the afternoon or
evening.
During the following night,
November 18 between 03000800UTC, nothing was heard al
all and only five short bursts
were received the following
morning between 08301100UTC. During one of these
bursts. at 0831UTC. when
Georges was in a local QS0
with F6BSI and F6DO. the
station of YU7MS IKNO51 broke
in. At the time, F8OP was using
a bare -foot Yaesu FT-225RD

running only 20W. The s.s.b.
contact was quickly completed,
S9 both ways before the
stations of F6BSI and F6DO
also completed with the
Yugoslav station.
Also getting good results
from using low power was the

Alejandro Pitarch

EASEZI 1lM981. He was running
IOW from an Icom IC -706
transceiver into a 17 -element
Yagi. He made 21 s.s.b.
contacts with stations in DL, F,
HB9, 1, (SE. ON. SP, S5 and 9A.
His best DX contacts included
9A1CAL at 1581km, 9A1CCY at
1605km and an excellent
contact with SP2OFW 00931

controversial I would suggest
that real v.h.f. DXers use c.w.
and that's why the majority of
operators are A -class licensees.
Any comments?).
Mate 9A3PA (IN851 also

worked many UK operators
during the Leonids shower. In
total, he contacted 30 G stations, GMOGMD, GM4CXM,
CM4111. GMBLFB. GU3E1L,

over a path of 2100km.
The station of RV3AH
IKO85i just pipped this distance

GU7DH1 and GW4VEQ. Mate
was running a Yaesu FT736R
transceiver, a 600W amplifier

working HB9FAP (JN471 for a
2150km contact. Eduard was
running SOW from a Yaesu FT 847 transceiver into a 17 element F9FT Yagi.
Wolfgang DLSMAE (INS8)

using a surplus Russian G53113
valve and a group of four 13 -

is normally to be found running
e.m.e. tests with a large antenna
array. During the Leonids
shower, this system was not
available and he had to use a
small station running only 30W
into a single 17 -element F9FT
Yagi. In a one hour period from
053OUTC, he contacted a total
of 14 s.s.b. stations. But the best
was yet to come.

Driving in to work, with a
Yaesu FT -290R transceiver, a

20W amplifier and a simple
vertical mobile whip. Wolfgang
listened to the activity on
144.200MHz. Many reflections
were heard from European
stations especially from

element Yagis. A total of 183
contacts in 28 countries
confirms it works.
Absolutely brilliant! If my
arithmetic is correct then Tom
ES2121 iK0291 may have

accomplished even better
results. Running a Kenwood TS 790E transceiver, Tokyo HI350VDX amplifier and a single
9 -element Vargarda Tag' he
made a total of 204 contacts
with stations in 21 countries.
Tom said his list of contacts tor
this one event looked just like
all his m.s. logs from the past
25 years put together.
Many contacts around the
2000km mark were made
during the Leonids. The top
three distances reported in
Europe were G4ASR (1081) to
RWIAW IKP501 at 2231km,
EA7CTF (1M87) to SP2FAX
110831 at 2372km and FSOWN
0125) to LA3FL 1KP191 at

F/G8MBI (8s404) who was
putting in some very strong
bursts of signal. Wolfgang
answered one of his CQ calls

and was rewarded with his first
mobile m.s. contact! Signals 59
both ways! He asks if anyone
else has made a genuine mobile
contact (not from a parked can
via meteor scatter on the
I 44MHz band.
Interestingly, the station of
Zoli HG1DLZIIN871 reported
working F5MGD/M at
1216UTC on November 17 but
I don't have any details of the
French mobile station. Zoli was
running 200W into an antenna
array of eight 13 -element
DL6WU Yagis. Obviously with
this system he had a great deal
of success and between 0610I243UTC he contacted 91
stations in 20 countries.
One of the more interesting
QSOs was a back -scatter

contact with 9HICG (Malta)
whilst he was beaming towards
England, Many UK contacts
were made including 27 G stations, GMOGMD,
GMOHUO, GM4AFF,
GM4CXM, GM4LBV, GWSNF
and GW8A5A, (An interesting
observation is that only seven
were B -class v.h.f. licensees.
Why? If I was going to he

2871km.
In Europe, the levels of m.s.
activity on the 144MHz band
are very high but spare a
thought for those living in areas
where there are relatively few
v.h.i. DX operators. I note,
therefore, with interest that Paul
ZS6P1S (KG461 made the first

ever 144MHz m.s. contact in
South Africa when he contacted
ZS2FM1KF261 at 0112UTC on
November 17 over an 1178km
path. Later that morning, the
station of ZR1EV11F961
completed m.s. QSOs with the
stations of ZR5ADQ, ZS6HS.
ZS6LC and ZS6PT.
Congratulations to everyone
concerned.

ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCIES

It's relatively difficult, but not
impossible, to achieve
ionospheric contacts on the
430MHz hand, but m.s.
propagation does provide a
method of making long distam
u.h.f. contacts.
There are two major
problems when trying to make
QSOs on this band, though.
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The first is that a burst of signal
that might last ten seconds on
the 144MHz band may only
exist for one second on the
430MH7 hand.
The second problem is that
antenna beamwidths on the
430MHz hand are generally
much narrower than at lower
frequencies. As a consequence
you don't 'illuminate' for see) as
much sky where the meteor
trails exist and it's very likely

that you won't be pointing your
antenna in exactly the right
direction for the other station.
But. with bursts of over two
minutes in duration being heard
on the 144MHz band and with
Inc teased activity levels, there
was always a chance that a
contact might be made on the
4 triMHz band.
Alex DL1KDA was one
such lucky station. Surprisingly.
it was during an m.s. contact on
the 144MHz band with LY2WR,
that Alex made a sked for the
430MHz band. The 30 minute
test commenced at 022OUTC
during which time he received
three bursts of signal, the best
being at 57 and lasting for 20
seconds. Alex. using a
Kenwood FT-100(IMP
transceiver, an LT5705
transverter, 3CX800 power
amplifier and a pair of 39 element Yagis, sent an m.s.
report of 26 and was very
pleased to receive a confirmed
R49 report back.
At the club station. LY2WR
operated by Rytis LY2BIL), five
bursts of signal were heard from
I /LIKDA, the best being S9+ for
25 seconds. Later that night,
Rytis arranged a sked for the
4 10MHz band with the station
ni ISWBE.
Right al the end of one
receive period, LY2WR received
a 59+ burst of signal lasting for
over 40 seconds. Rytis
immediately send on slow c.w.:
-15WBE de LY2WR 599 bk".
Nothing was heard from 15WBE
so another slow c.w. message
was sent before resuming on
high speed Morse at 400 words
per minute_ Unfortunately, the
contact was not completed
although Enrico ISWBE did
later report that both slow speed
c.w. messages were received at
his QTH.
Rytis LY2BIL mentions that
the Leonids shower in
November 1999 may he the last
chance for many to make these
extraordinary contacts on the
430MHz hands. (You could
wait for the next 33 year peak
in 2031 though!). lie suggests
you listen for periods when
frequent two to three minute

bursts are heard on the
144MHz band. You should then
switch immediately to
432.200MHz and attempt to
make some very quick s.s.b.
contacts. An excellent idea!

DEADLINES

Why don't you try it?
Over in North America, the
meteor conditions were just as

some far -eastern delights during

impressive. Arliss Thomson
W7XU/0 (EN' t - South Dakota)
not only made his first 430MHz
m.s. contact but he also created
a possible world record for this
band. He had just completed a
222MHz schedule with N6RMJ

(DM14 California) when it was
suggested, on the Internet, to
make an attempt on the next
hand up.
Arliss was so surprised to
hear N6RMJ booming in at 59
on 430MHz that he
immediately became tonguetied. Fortunately the single burst
lasted for 15 seconds arid the
2036km contact was
successfully completed. The
station of N6RMJ was very
similar to that used by

DI I KDA: an 800W amplifier

That's my lot this month and I
promise no more meteor scatter
reports for at least six months!
The 50Mliz band may provide
the spring equinox period so
keep your beams pointing on a
heading of 70'. Please forward
any news, views, comments
and especially photographs to
the address and by the date
given at the top of the column.
Alternatively, you may find it
more convenient to make a
simple telephone call.
THANKS FOR YOUR LETTERS

AND GOOD LUCK WITH THE
DX. SEE YOU AGAIN NEXT

MONTH.

73 °arm./ 074(Cie.

[if FAR & WIDE

and a pair of 39 -element Yagis.

LEIGHTON SMART GWOLBI
33 NANT GWYN

At W7XU/0, the main amplifier

TRELEWIS

was unusable so the contact
was carried out using 100W
and an array of four 30 -element

MID GLAMORGAN
CF46 608

Yagis.

TEL: 101443) 411459

The month of December
has brought some
excellent conditions on
the h.f. bands and in particular
the higher frequency bands,
although unfortunately it also
brought some appalling weather

conditions too. Hopefully PW
readers have escaped the worst
of the storms and the antennas
are still in place!
Our reporters mention
again that conditions on the 21.
24, and 28MHz bands have
been especially exciting. Good
distances have been covered by
reporters with both high and
low output powers.
Personally, it's been a real
pleasure to hear so many
Novice stations working the DX

=I
CCP

CIM

on 28MHz; I've literally lost
count of the number of DX
stations I've heard on s.s.b.
working these 3W stations and
it's my guess that the Novices
must he having a great time
now that 28MHz has opened
up!
On the subject of the
Novice licence, isn't it about
time that the 'powers that he'
'loosened up' a little on the
restrictions faced by Novice
licensees? The tiny band
segments that these committed
and enthusiastic amateurs are
allocated really is rather limited

PW LISTENING & OPERATING WATCH LIST
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(All times UTC)
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Charlie Blake MOAII listens and operates:
0500 - 0700 on 7.061MHz s.s.b. with an NRD-525 receiver & sloping wire antenna and is also busy
with his mobile rig.

fT

George Woods G3LPT (Suffolk) operates:
an open net on 29.630MHz n.b.f.m. every weekday morning except Monday at 0930 local time.

Don McLean G3NOF operates:
1030 Saturdays on 3.685MHz on the ISWL Net or 1030 Sundays on the Yeovil ARC Net on
3.665MHz s.s.b. using a Kenwood TS -950 & trapped dipole antenna.
John Wheeler GOIUE monitors:
28.500 s.s.b. every evening between 1700 and 2200 regardless of conditions using an [corn IC -706
and a 2 -element TET triband beam antenna.
Leighton Smart GWOLBI operates:
a Sunday evening net on 28.500MHz s.s.b at 1900 local time and some weekday evenings at around
2100 - 2330 on 1.949MHz s.s.b/1.820MHz c.w. using a Yaesu FT -747 QRP transceiver at SW
maximum and a long wire Marconi antenna.

Rob Mannion G3XFD listens and operates:
(weekdays & weekends( 1800 - 1830 on 3.7MHz 100W s.s.b., & 3.530 or 3.560MHz and
18.105MHz QRP c.w. using an Alinco DX -70 transceiver and a long wire antenna. Also at 2300 on
either 3.560, 7.025MHz tc.w.) or 3.7MHz s.s.b. (All operation dependent on PW workload!). Now
also operating /P during weekend late mornings and afternoons on 7 and 14MHz s.s.b. and c.w. using
the Alinco DX -70 and Pro -AM mobile antennas at 5 and 25W power levels.
Sean Gilbert G4UCJ operates:
around 0700 to 1100 and 2100 to 0000 seven days a week on 14MHz and 7MHz using an FT307 and
Alinco DX -70 transceivers at 3/30W output and a GSRV dipole antenna in the loft space.
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south America heard during the
late afternoons. The band
usually closed around
1800U TC".

YOUR REPORTS

1-a-1
to say the least and this together

with the 3W power level
doesn't really provide much
incentive at all for Interested
people to take up the hobby.
I'm sure that access to all
hands (according to the class of
Novice licence held), plus a
power limit of perhaps 5 or
even 10W would help to attract
more people into the amateur

radio hubby and provide it with
a reasonable level of 'new
(Amid'. What do our readers

and New Zealand on the
14MHz hand was open most
days between 0800 and 1000,
while Asia came through on the
long path around 10(X) and
later via the short path between
1500 and 1700. The hand
usually closed at around 1800,
but on a few days it was open
until 2000UTC.

Starting this month with 1.8 and
3.5MHz. the log from Ted
Trowel! G2HKU on the Isle of
Sheppey in Kent shows that hes
finally 'Worked All Continents'
on the 1.8MHz band, after
hooking up with VK6HD
(Australia) at 2100UTC, using
70W of c.w. Ted says "After all
these years, I've finally worked

BRITISH SHORT WAVE-RF-CEIVING STATION

UP, UP AND AWA)
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rig.
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Pal has been flying kites for
radio work since 1959 and this
wealth of experience shows on
the film, with the entire station
(antenna as well) being up and
running within minutes. With
this set-up, he was soon
working all over the British Isles
with just 5W of s.s.b. and even
at one point, with a mere
500mW!
The film certainly made me
think about stir h an endeavour,
so much so that a couple of
local amateurs who also saw
the film have decided that they
are going to do the same thing
in the spring. Pat is a keen
exponent of this facet of radio
operation, and anyone
interested in the subject can
coma( t him at 15 Turnpike
Road, Newbury, Berkshire
RG14 2ND, England.

PROPAGATION REPORT

C=
C.07
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Ntnv over to the regular
propagation report from Don
McLean G3NOF of Yeovil in
Somerset. Don says "On
3.5MHz, north American
stations were heard from 2100
onwards, with west coast US
stations sometimes coming
through at 1600. On the 7MHz
band, south American signals
were often good from around
2300UTC until the early hours.
"The long path to Australia

020OUTC.
Yours truly, GWOLBI has

been 'milliwatting' this month
on the I .8MHz band, hooking
up with DL1R01 (Germany),
GD4UOL (Isle of Man) and
FSNQL (France) with I 00mW,
OKI RP (Czech Republic.) with
300mW, HB9HFR
(Switzerland), IR4T (Italy) and
LX413 (Luxembourg) with 0.5W,
while a whole 1W gave a
contact with RK3AWL (Russia),
all contacts taking place
between 2300 and 0100UTC.
using a 60m end fed wire strung
over my neighbour's gardens.

think?

I received a video this month
from the kite antenna expert,
Pat Painting G3OUC. The tape.
made by Steve Painting GOLTX,
shows Pat on one of his
3.5MHz outings on Walbury
Hill in Berkshire. using a kite to
raise an antenna, which Pat
uses in conjunction with his
5W home -nude Skyliner s.s.b.

looks as if he'll be a busy man
in 1999!
Sean's log shows a single
QRP c.w. contact on 1.8MHz
with DFOHQ (Germany) at
0133, while his exploits on
3.5MHz brought him contacts
with VP5/N4TO (Turks & Caicos
Islands), UK8OM (Uzbekistan),
BP9HT (Barbados), VP2VF
(British Virgin Islands) and
EA9EA (Spanish North Africa),
all between 010(1 and

THE 7MHZ BAND

Fig. 1: Short wave
listener Gordon Hurrell
BRS 91705 reports from
his well equipped station
at Wooton Bridge on the
Isle of Wight.

"The 18MHz band was
open on the long path to
Australia and New Zealand
most days between 0830 and
1000, and there were a few
long path openings to Asia
around 100(1. changing to short
path up to 1600. This hand
usually closed by 1700UTC.
'On 21MHz, the path to
Asia varied between the long
and short path around 0900
and 1500. while north America
was heard between 1200 and
1800, with strong west coast
USA signals heard around 1600
to 18000TC.
"The long path to Asia on
24MHz was open most days
around 09(10 and 1100, with
African stations heard during
the afternoons. North America
came in between 1300 and
1700UTC. when the band
closed.
"Finally, on 28MHz the
short path to Asia was open
most days around 0900 and
1100, while Africa was heard
both morning and afternoons.
North America came in
between 1300 and 1700, with

WAC. I really never expected to
work Australia on 1.8MHz with
a GSRV antenna - and I don't
have a linear either! Well done
Ted! As they say, everything
comes to he who waits!
Next comes Eric Masters
GOKRT from Worcester Park in
Surrey, who's been running
higher power than usual, with a
Kenwood TS-570DG
transceiver at 100W and a
W3EDP antenna along with a
28MHz sloping dipole. Using
c.w. on 1.8MHz, Eric hooked
up with GM41EI at 2138, while
DL4KBS (Germany) was worked
at 2200UTC.
Also upping the power for a
change this month was Carl
Mason GWOVSW of Skewen in
West Glamorgan. Using 70W
from an Icon IC -737A
transceiver and a Sandpiper
vertical antenna on 1.8MHz,
Carl worked VA) A (Canada) on
c.w. at 0600, while using s.s.b.
at 1834UTC brought him a
contact with EA6IB (Balearic
Islands,.

Congratulations are in order
this month for Sean Gilbert
G4UCI of Milton Keynes, on
being elected Chairman of the
QRP section of his local
amateur radio club! Sean tells
me that the QRP group will
encourage anything to do with
QRP, including operating,
building, antennas, and
whatever else! Already he has
set up an awards scheme, so it

The 7MHz hand log from Don
McLean G3NOF in Yeovil
shows that his s.s.b. has
reached out to PT7BZ (Brazil),
TI2CC (Costa Rica) and YVSGD
'Venezuela) all after 2300,
while Ted G2HKU mentions

c.w. contacts on 7MHz with
(3A 'Grenada Island), TIIC
(Costa Rica) and 6Y2A
ftamaicar at around 220()UTC.
Also 'on the key' was Ere
GOKRT, who lists his 10(1W
contacts with K3LR (USA). and
IKOMHR (Italy), at around 2130,
while on s.s.b. he lists a contact
with EA6LP (Balearic Islands), at
183OUTC

THE 14MHZ BAND
I'm starting the 14MHz band
report with a very warm 'HF Far
& Wide' welcome now to short
wave listener Gordon Hurrell
BRS-91705 on the Isle of Wight,
see Fig. 1. Gordon's station
comprises of an NRD 545 DSP
receiver in conjunction with an
RF Systems Magnetic Long Wire
and a Datong AD270 Active
Indoor Dipole.
With his set-up, Gordon
reports s.s.b. reception of
VK6NZ (Australia) at 1600.
VE9AMZ (Canada) working
GMORRK at 1557, 5N8LRG
(Nigeria) in contact with
RW4PS in Russia at 1400, and
EA9AU (Ceuta and Melilla)
working UT5DF in Ukraine at
0805UTC.
Don G3NOF was busy on
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Ihe 14MHz hand this month,
his log showing s.s.b. contacts
with AT2PA (India). FR5HA

(Nigeria) with lY8Y13 (Jordan) at
around 0930, BV7FC (Taiwan)

SIGNING OFF

al 1030. D68WU (Comoros

'Reunion Island), 1321W (East
Kiribati), VE7DXQ (Canada),
VK9LX (Lord Howe Island),

Islands' and CP6/1.U9AY
(Bolivia' at around 1.330 and
finally CX3SN (Uruguay) at

V7MAD (Montana. USA),

155511TC.

That just about rounds things up
for this month. II seems like
conditions are reasonably
favourable on most, if not all of
the h.t. hands at the moment
and long may it continue! My
grateful thanks to all reporters
for their time and effort in
making the column a success.

XU1A (Cambodia), ZD7VC (St.
Helena Island) QSL via K1VVY
and 6W6/N3NS (Senegal).

THE 18 & 21MHZ BANDS
Now it's up in frequency to the
18 and 21MHz bands where I
read that Eric' GOKRT was as

pleased as punch this month.
This was because he's worked
his best DX ever, contacting
ZL4DI (New Zealand) on c.w. at
0921 on the 18MHz band.
Switching to s.s.b. he worked
UA2FO (Kaliningrad) at 1231.

W4UWC IUSA) at 1100lnd

Ted G211KU mentions just

two c.w. contacts on the
24MHz band in the shape of
7Q7LA (Malawi) and KP2AD
IUS Virgin Islands) at around
1600. Changing hands to
28MHz at 1100 gave him
contacts with ZWSB
9110A (Malta), and P3A
(Cyprus). Operating later at
1600UTC gave Ted contacts
with CE3FIP (Chile), LU1APG
(Argentina), HC5AllEcuadori.
and CO8ZZ (Cuba).
The 28MHz log of Gordon

09 3OUTC.

Meanwhile, Sean G4UCJ
again 'on the key' on 18MHz
shows low power contacts with
KP2AD (US Virgin Islands) at
1652, 8Q7DV (Maldive Islands)
at 1100, XZIN(Burina) at 12(X),

G3OLY at 1130. WP41LU
(Puerto Rico) working Cyprus at
1436, and WZ8D (USA) in
contact with GOWSB at
1311UTC.
The narrow band frequency

and 11,811-1 )St. Lucia Island) at

modulation (n.b.l.m.i mode was
'the mode' for Eric GOKRT this
month and he worked
WA4BKM (Atlanta, USA) and
UAJAEW in Moscow al
130OUTC. while c.w. gave him
a contact with K8MP (USA) at
1500. Meanwhile, Don G3NOF
lists s.s.b. contacts on 24MHz
with AT2CC (India), BD4ED
(Chinal. Next came TI1HP
(Cameroon) QSL via F6FNU.
VR98LC (Hong Kong) and
4S7BRG (Sri Lanka), while
28MHz provided him with
contacts with BV5BG (Taiwan).

414UTC.
On the 21MHz band, short
wave listener Gordon BRS91705 reports his s.s.b.
reception of BY4ZZB IChinal
working G4AZN at 0800 and
DS5BBL (Korea) in contact with
DRIRC in Germany at 0850.
Also heard were VK2KM
(Australia) working G011Y at
1216, 7Z1TS (Saudi Arabia)
working UU511313 in Ukraine at
1141. Then came VKSKYL
(Australia) in contact with
G3SNN at 1250 and A62ND
(United Arab Emirates) working
UROVV in Ukraine at
0722UTC.
For my own operations
with GWOLBI I used milliwatts

of c.w. into a wire dipole on the
I8MHz band to hook up with
0M6CH (Slovakia) using
200mW at 1300, while 500mW
gave contacts with SM41S/QRP
(Sweden) a 1450 and DHEF
(Germany) at 1505. A switch to
1W of s.s.b. brought a contact
with IZ2ACZ (Italy) at 1204 and
SMOOWX (Sweden) at
I) 3OUTC.

THE 24 & 28MHZ BANDS

K7CO/6Y5 (Jamaica), 5211
(Bangladesh), XZ1 N IBurmal
and 3B8FG (Mauritius).
Again. operating GWOLBI,

used 1W of s.s.b. on the
28MHz hand to hook up with
SVICQN (Greece) at 1500.
Z3IFK (Macedonia) at 1340
and URSEP (Ukraine) at 1030.
Using 5W of s.s.b. bought in
contacts with 9K212 (Kuwait) al
1200. 3V8BB 'Tunisia) at 1254.
ER4OT (Moldova) at 1120,
5A1A (Libya) al 1532. D44BC
(Cape Verde Islands) at 1123,
and AA2KD (USA( at 1705UTC.
Finally, to tie up the ribbons
for this month, Sean G4UCI
using QRP c.w. on the 28MHz

The 24MHz hand is 'where it
was at' for Carl GINOVSW and
is where he spent a great deal of
time. His log includes s.s.b.
contacts with 3E1DX (Panama)

band hooked up with ZFlA

at 1146 and ET3f3N )Ethiopia) at

(Senegal, at 1144, HFOPOL
(South Shetland Islands) at
1506, and XE3AIM (Mexico) at
150OUTC.

1355, while switching to c.w.
brought contacts with VR3GY
(Hong Kong) and SN3CPR

AND GOOD DXING! AS USUAL,
REPORTS AND INFORMATION
TO ME (AND PHOTOS AS I'M
STILL LOOKING FOR PHOTOGRAPHS OF OUR
REPORTERS!) BY THE 15TH OF
EACH MONTH. SO, LET'S BE
HEARING FROM YOU!

BRS.91705 shows his s.s.h.

reception of 4X6U0 (Israel)
working the USA at 1414,
YL8ORQ (Lithuania) working

SMOOWX (Sweden) at

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK

AUSSIE OkACIE
LETTERS AND REQUESTS FOR

TOPICS YOU'D LIKE COVERED
TO ME PLEASE.

CHRIS EDMONDSON VK3CE
BOX 1 YARRA ROAD
WONGA PARK
VICTORIA 3115
AUSTRALIA
E-MAIL:

radioevic.bigpond.net.au
THIS MONTH, CHRIS EDMONDSON VK3CE CELEBRATES A WIN
OVER ENGLAND IN THE CRICKET ON AUSTRALIA DAY AND
TAKES A LOOK AT THE WEATHER, SPACE AND A FEW PIECES

OF EQUIPMENT WHICH HE
FINDS HE (UST WOULDN'T BE
WITHOUT!

GDay - and welcome
once again from the
bloke from Downunder!
I tore is the cricket news from
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perhaps we should talk about
radio instead ...
I have to start out my report
from sunny Australia 134'C here
today!) with another word of
surprised and grateful thanks to
the wonderful letter writers
among you. You folk are
actually putting my readers in
Oz to shame! I rather fear I
almost get as many reader
letters and E -mails from having
one little occasional column in
a UK magazine as I do from
running a national magazine

c_rD

in this country! Make wnse of

m
O

that
In fact, I've received such a

lot of mail that I went into a
book store to find a large scale
map of the UK the 1999 AA
large scale directory of the UK and I'm now marking in it
where the letters come from.
One day I'll find the time to get
there and I would love to visit
all of you!
However, please understand
that I put together a magazine
which is not all that dissimilar
to PW. but Ida it on my own.
Sadly, I am the staff and that
restricts my time somewhat! It's
sometimes simply not possible
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to write individual replies to all
your letters, but I do most
certainly appreciate receiving
them, even though the lack of

m

time for replies gives me pangs
of guilt! I can generally find a
moment or two to reply to the
odd E-mail - certainly a lot less
fuss! - so. if you have access to
that medium you should
certainly expect a reply.
Okay, enough embarrassed
excuses. On with the fun ...

-4

WEATHER WATCHING
I have the suspicion that a very
good place not to be just after
Christmas was at the eastern
end of Bass Strait,

which divides
mainland Australia
from Tasmania. You
may be accustomed to
some nasty weather in

the North Atlantic, hut
it's simply not what
we would expect
here!
The Sydney -Hobart
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Yacht Race fleet also

dearly had no idea of
what would develop
only 24 hours after

(Cayman Islands) at 1600.

HI3/D1.16KG (Dominican
Republic) at 1630. VPSM (Turks
& Caicos Islands), 6V6V

Australia -What' Oh, then

Fig. 1: Image of Australia
as seen from the NOAA
/4 satellite at 1614
hours on December 27
(see text).

they lett Sydney on
Boxing Day at 1300
hours local on their annual run
for honour, but within that time
the gruesome details would
emerge: five dead and more
than 50 injured by mountainous

79
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seas and 80 knot gales.
Emergency flares were the
order of the day as yacht after
yacht called on the emergency
services for assistance. so it
wouldn't take an Einstein to

G0-3

work out that radio buffs in this
part of the world remained
rooted to the spot (or many
hours as the extent of the
disaster became clear,
You may he interested to see

O
O
L.

sentence definition of the main
differences is population. In this
country we have one third of
the operators spread over say
twenty times the area?
In fact, the vastness of this
country is reinforced simply by
considering how far I drove last
week alone to visit Adelaide,
the capital city of South
Australia. I left at 4am on
Wednesday morning and
arrived back
home at 6am
on Sunday. In
that time I had
driven some
2500km,
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Adelaide during late January- I
had been fortunate enough to
work Andy on numerous
occasions, usually at two or
three in the morning and had
actually enjoyed literally hours

driving from
Portsmouth in
the south of
England to
Edinburgh ..,
three times!

full six pages In the February
issue of my magazine. Radio
and Communications.

CJ.

EXPANSIVE

EQUIPMENT FOR
AN EXPANSIVE
JOURNEY

Fig. 2: The Barrett 550
h.f. box es used by Chris
VK3CE (see text)

the most unusual weather
which hit the region. This
photograph was received from
NOAA 14 at 1614 hours on
December 27 (see Fig. 1). It
shows the eastern edge of
Australia. At the far left is South
Australia, and Queensland's
Fraser Island is clearly visible
on the far right. But south of
that is a huge storm which
simply blew up out of nothing
over a period of about 18 hours.
By this time it was so large that
most of Victoria and all of
Tasmania had completely
disappeared under the cloud
mass, which extended right
across the Tasman to cover
New Zealand as well!

BACK DOWN TO EARTH?
In the months since I started
penning this column tRoh
Mannion CSXFD, Editor of Pit'
has one in my magazine tool
we've had a briet look at what
makes the Amateur Radio scene
in Australia so different to that
in the UK. I guess the one

So, here I was,

invited to a video
presentation of
Andy's stay in Mir. Of
course I went! But
what sort of radio
huff would I be If my
car wasn't bristling
with antennas for the
trip, so I kept myself
busy by working hi.,
plotting my course
using GPS and

Fig. 3: The Barrett 510
mounted on the back of
Chris VK3CE's Suburu
WRX (see text).
The largest town I drove
through in all that distance was
Ballarat, which has a
population of about 100 000 and the road actually bypasses
Ballarat these days!
So why all the driving?
Simple. I've made a big fuss in
the magazine here about Dr

chasing a few satellite
QSOs on the way!
My poor car
always seems to bear
the brunt of my
radioactive job.
Radio gear is forever being
jammed in, then ripped out bit's
usually held in place with sticky
tape!) and the hi. box for this
trip - apart from my own radio,
which is permanently mounted
- was one I doubt you'd have
heard of. It's a Barrett 550 (see
Fig. 2i and for the trip it was

hooked into a Barrett 510 auto
tune h.f. antenna.
The trip was actually quite
interesting and fun. Not only
was I able to wander at will

over all our hi. bands land
worked a couple of G stations

on I4MHz during the trip). but I
could also dial up any of the
hundreds of h.l. channels used
by ordinary people across
Australia for normal
communications. You see, as
well as having access to two
bands of CB frequencies
(27MHz a.m. and s.s.b. plus
477MHz f.m.i, Australians may
also own and operate an
Outpost Station.

While I am WW1 on the

on Mir to meet with him in

of QSO time with him. What an
incredible privilege, an average
sort of fellow like me being able
to talk to an astronaut in orbit!
In fact, this recent trip to
VK5 wasn't the first time I met
Andy. During a flying business
trip to Australia last October.1
met with Andy in Melbourne
during a fleeting one hour stopover. I recorded the entire
interview and have run it over a

about as far as

GI

Andrew Thomas, who spent
some 20 weeks in Earth orbit
this time last year aboard the
Russian space station Mir.
Andy, as he prefers to he
known, may be a US astronaut
and the last to serve on Mir, hut
he is also an Australian who
was born and bred in Adelaide.
Andy issued an invitation to
all Radio Amateurs who had
spoken to him during that time

amateur bands. I am also VIV33
on such oddball frequencies as
2.020MHz, ranging up all the
way to about 2SMHz. The
services offered here include
telephone patches (direct dial if
you want!) on Telstra's
Radphone service tor Seaphone
for the yachties), direct access
to the Royal Flying Doctor
Service, or special interest
groups such as the VKS-737
five -channel cross-country
weather and advice service for

4W0 owners wanting to
explore this vast continent.
On the VK5-737 service I
have the callsign Victor 115. It's
quite interesting what one does
with this service. I can mute the
transceiver in scan mode, and it
will scan selected frequencies
waiting for a SelCall. Even from
the UK. you should have no
trouble hearing people driving
around the most remote parts of
Australia, simply by tuning to
one of the higher channels and
waiting for a SelCall. The
highest channel we use is
14.977MHz, while others are
11.612MHz and 8.022MHz.
The other channels would be
too low In frequency to be good
copy to you ...
The review Barrett
transceiver has SOO memory
channels, which means a lot of
room to play with. During the
programming stage, some
thoughtful soul had also keyed
in a lot of BBC, VOA and Radio
Australia frequencies, so I was
always able to receive
broadcast stations. By the way,
can you even imagine driving in
a place so remote that you can
put the car radio into scan
mode and have it slop on
nothing? There were a few
places where I could hear no
stations at all on either the a.m.
broadcast band or f.m. Iwe
don't have I.w. here), although I
must admit to not having taken
exactly the most direct roads
between Melbourne and
Adelaide!
Radios like the Barrett aren't
really designed with Amateur
Radio operators in mind. Fur
starters, there's no v.t.o. knob,
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regular
so tuning is by entering a
frequency on the front panel
tremote control it you want),
but the performance is excellent
and every report I received on
the amateur hands was of very
good. punchy audio, with not
too much processing. As an
aside, the radio actually runs
I SOW out.

semi to recall seeing a
review of the excellent SGC SG 2000 radio in these pages.
Australian radios like the
Barretts and Codans are very
similar in design and execution.
but they have one very strong
advantage - price! Our dollar is
very weak compared to both
the USS and the LIKE and
something like the SG -2000, if
offered here, would probably
cost around 53500, where the
Barrett. complete with antenna,
is offered here for only S2500!
Compare that to amateur
transceivers like the Yaesu FT 900 km about 51900 or the IC 706 MkIIG for about 52 t 00.
Our dollar buys only about 38p
these days. so I guess the

AGAIN THIS MONTH WITH
MORE INTERNET AND COMPUTER GOODIES. THIS TIME HE
INTRODUCES YOU TO THE
NEW WINPEXPLORER SOFTWARE AND TAKES YOU
THROUGH THE INTERNET
FROM MODEMS TO REGISTER.
ING YOUR VERY OWN WEB

E-MAIL:
rcooke@g3Idi.freeserve.co.uk
PACKET:

G3LDI f GB7LD1.#35.GBR.EU
ROGER COOKE G3LDI IS BACK
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has passed and here I

am again with more
news and views for you. To
begin with this month, I want to
introduce you toWinpExplorer.
This is a browser specifically
designed for use with WinPack.
To get the best out of
WinpExplorer. you must run
WinPack V6.41 or later. This
version iand subsequent
versions) knows about
WinpExplorer. It supports DDE
links to WinpExplorer, both for
using it as a viewer and for
using It in 'On-line' mode,
WinpExplorer uses the

Fig. 1: Saving your pennies? The
FINIWARE Web site can be found at
http://www.xs4all.n1/-finiware

Before WinoExplorer became
available, support for this
special protocol was only
available via Netscape.
WinpExplorer has an
intelligent tile open feature. If a
file Is opened with an extension
of .TX1, but it appears to
contain embedded HTML, then
WinnExplorer will extract the
HTML into a temporary file and
open that rather than the
original text file.
WinpExplorer can operate
in Online Mode. In this mode it
links to WinPack via DUE and
will automatically display any
1-ITML pages that are

mode has been designed for
connecting to PMS' or BBS' that
have WinPark compatible
HTML pages set up.
In Online mode.
tVinpExpforer supports several
special protocols that allow
graphics and files to be
automatically fetched from the
remote PMS or BBS. (Online
Mode is the WinpExplorer
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another month

messages that support
automatic message creation,
automatic REQFIL requests. etc.

ROGER I COOKE G3LDI

2

A

UFO .0.110
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WHOOPS, THE AUSTRALIA DAY
CRICKET IS OVER AND WE'VE
KNOCKED ENGLAND OFF, WINNING BY 14 RUNS. SORRY
ABOUT THAT ... LIKE HECK I
AM!! BUT MY SPACE IS UP AND
SO IS MY TIME, SO I LOOK
FORWARD TO ANOTHER CHAT
VERY SOON. YOU REALLY ARE
VERY WELCOME TO WRITE TO

DATA SCAPE

3

11.01m. Imo

in order to be able to use
WinoFvotorer, you must have
Internet Explorer V3 or later
installed on your PC.
WinpExplorer supports the
WinPack special ax25mail
HTML protocol This protocol is
described in AX2SMAIL.TXT
which comes with WinPack.
The protocol allows links to he
put into AX25 HTML Packet

TOP OF THIS COLUMN.
"VY 73 ES GUD LUCK" AND I
LOOK FORWARD TO CATCHING YOU ALL AGAIN SOON!

3
he.

SITE.

equipment is pretty cheap when
you consider that.
Given enough room, there's
another photo for you to look at
now. Fig. 3 shows the Barrett
S to auto tune antenna attached
to the hark of my Subaru WRX.
ilt you're wondering, the blue
car behind it is the latest SRX
STI. Icouldn't resist WI.

ME AT THE ADDRESSES AT THE

THE MODEM
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Fig
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2 The title page of the

In the last
couple of years,
the prices of
modems have,
just like the
computer prices,
tumbled. Buying
a modern is like
buying a fridge.
The advice I got
when buying
my first fridge
was -Buy the
biggest you can
afford and get
into your
kitchen". That
was sound
advice,
although I didn't
realise it at that
time, until I
actually had the
fridge.
The same
advice applies
to modems. Buy
the fastest and
most versatile
you can find

Warehouse Web site which can be

and afford. 11

warehouse.co

will pay
dividends in

found at www.software

saving time on
the Internet.

equivalent of using WinpScape
with Netscape).

KEEP IT DOWN!
If you are like me and are trying
to keep the telephone costs
down as low as possible, you
might be interested in a
program to let you know
exactly how much you are
spending as you spend an
evening on the Internet, This
program Is available from the
Internet and my attention was
drawn to it by s.w.l. Gerald
Bramwell. It is called
INTERCENT 98 and can he
obtained at the following Web
site:

http://www.xs4all.n1/-finiware
You can set the appropriate
rate at the time you are using
the Internet. Obviously this has
to be clone to obtain a correct
reading. It starts when the ISP
answers and stops when you
disconnect. Thus you can keep
an exact account of how much
you are spending. The
FINIWARE introduction is
shown in Fig. 1. The text is
available in Dutch but you can
opt for English, French or
Spanish. This program will
certainly make you aware of the
pennies ticking away!

with cost of
telephone calls. If, of course.
you are also still paying for an
ISP, that cost is high! Nearly all
modems now come with builtin FAX and voice modems,
together with the support
software to run them. Make sure
that the modem has BABT
(British Approvals Board for
Telecommunications) approval.
It should have a little green
circle on it somewhere. If you
use one on a BT line without
the BART approval, you will be
breaking the law.
External modems are easier
to set up arid have status lights
to let you know what the
modem is doing and is easier to
get at should it develop a fault
The first modem I bought was
Pace. selling for £165. It was .3
14 400bps device and was
zapped within two months by a
thunderstorm. I replaced it with
a US Robotics Sportster Flash..
33 600bps device and it was
priced at £120. I think they are
even cheaper now! (There
certainly is a good range to
choose from and prices do
vary'.

II

THE E-MAIL ADDRESS
At the risk of teaching grandnia
to suck eggs, here is an
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connection, you can send a
message in the form: document by -name ricxxx to

more so if you are
contemplating conducting any
form of business transaction.
Personally, I avoid this like the

mailservitds.intemic.net

plague albeit it is probably
safe. I prefer to follow

I -1-J

1==
explanation of that lengthy
address that has to be used to
send E-mail.
Consider my E-mail address
as an example:
rcookeliNg3Idi.freeserve.co.uk
The part after the et is called the

'domain name'. 'uk' means the
domain is on a computer in the
United Kingdom.
Every country has a two -

LIa

I
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letter code, known as the 'toplevel domain code'. However,
you won't see the 'us' code for
the USA used very often for the
following reasons: 'co' means
the domain belongs to a
company. Alternatives are 'at'
for academic institutions (such
as a university), 'gm" for
gowrnmental domains and
'org' for organisations (such as
charities - Greenpeace es at
greenpeace.org for example'.
lust to make things even
more confusing, companies in
the US lust use 'corn' instead of
'co.us' and Universities use

'edu' instead of 'ac.us'.
Freeserve is the domain name
that Dixons have registered with
the Internet Society. the body
that approves of names and
hands out Internet protocol
numbers to go with them. Every
computer on the Net has an
Internet Protocol ON number
and the domain name is
mapped to this. Your service
provider will have its own
domain name which will form
part of your E-mail address
rcooke is the user name at g3ldi
. The freeserve.co.uk computer

will deliver all my mail to

LIJ

CJ

O
a.
O
1=
I-1-/

a.
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rcooke@g3ldi.
Composing your E-mail offline is eminently sensible, as it
costs money to do it when
connected. Besides, you have

the normal amount of thinking
time and are not pressured by
the thought of increasing HT's
profits again!
You can also have several
different E-mail signatures.
These can he set up in a file
and recalled as required,
depending upon the
correspondent. DO NOT.
hosvever, have endless rows of
family history, pet cat's name
and pictures of Aunt Nellys' cat.
These are NOT appreciated and
tend to proliferate on the Packet
network. I can forgive the

sending of Christmas greetings
In this way, but normal mail
during the year should be to the
point. (Sometimes the tag at the
end is longer than the message).

SHAREWARE SOFTWARE
An interesting Web site to look
at if you are after programs is
www.softwarewarehousc.co.uk I was after an
HTML editing program and a
friend suggested I try this site. II
really is quite comprehensive. I
found lots of programs relating
to HTML and downloaded one I
thought might be suitable. I
have not had a chance to look
al the program itself as yet, but
looking around the site, this is
one worth putting in the
bookmark file! Fig. 2 shows the
title page.
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Fig. 3: Goddard Space Centre Web site for up-todate information regarding any space topic can be
found at:
http://shuttle.nasa.govirealdata/index.html
including Annal. It you want
up-to-date information
regarding any space topic then
try this one:
http://shuttic.nasa.govircaldata
Andechtml Fig. 3 shows the
title page of this site.
SECURITY ON THE INTERNET
For users on the Internet,
security can be a problem -

deeply technical or specialised
subjects, hut others, such as
RFC 1594, 'Answers to
Commonly Asked New Internet
User Questions', are aimed at
beginners. Some are even
entertaining, such as RFC 1607.
'A View From the 2Ist Century'.
You can obtain RFCs in several
ways. You can FTP from the

directory; ds.intemic.nelitha
Or, if you have only an E-mail

There are quite a few adverts
now from Web page designers.

all waiting for the 'flies to he
attracted to their Web offers.
The spider then eats them up
and banks the fat profits! It has
to be said, that knowledge is
required lo design a Web site,
but that is all part of the fun not to mention self -education.
I suppose, for a busy
business, the time can be spent
more profitably. However, for

the individual, it is well worth
it. I recently won a competition,
the prize for which was a 'free'

useless.

L0 Go...4o no
Wm*

REGISTERING A WEB SITE

Internet 'police' to enforce the
rules, if you wish to connect
and exchange mail with other
users. you have to follow the
rules, otherwise your
connection is effectively

The Goddard Space Centre is a
space related Wel) sue with
links lo other sites as well,

.'

On the technical side, machines
become faster and faster. For
example, Intel have revealed
that the company plans to
market the 1000MHz
processors in the year 2000.
They have also said that by
1999. chips with clock speeds
of 500MHz to 700MHz should
be available.

RFC1244. RFCs (Request For
Comments) are a series of some
1700 documents that largely
define how the Internet works.
They have no prescriptive force,
but by asking for comments,
can turn into accepted practice.
indeed sometimes even rules for
particular aspects of the
Internet.
Although there is no

SPACE INFORMATION

ei

QRO PC

alternative safer routes.
However, the openness of the
Internet c ould he seen as a
problem, leading to a lack of
confidentiality and the thought
that intruders might see this
field as 'fair game' is something
to hear in mind.
There are, however, some
well -established solutions now
to all the main threats. For a
general introduction to the
security problem. there is a
consultative document

Web page. When the details
arrived, it was a two page Web
site. an Internet address, six
Internet search engines and free
changes to the site for the first
to days. The 'only' cost was
125 per month to host the site
and 16 per extra page! I have
since seen adverts offering Web
pages for as much as £700. I
certainly wish I were about 35
years younger ... making money
couldn't be easier!
Nominet is the non-profit
registration authority for Internet
domain names ending in .uk
and has cut charges to agents
from £80 to L20 a name over
the past two years. But some
agencies still charge £80 on top
of so-called set-up fees. With
firms keen to get onto the
Internet, UK domain name
registrations run at 10 000 a
month. The software needed to
become an agent is freely
available on the Internet. With
Freeserve. you now get 15Mb of
Web page, all free! That'll do
me nicely!
Talking Web pages will
soon be accessible to everyone
with a phone. Speech
recognition specialist Vocalis
has adapted software to allow
callers to contact a Web page
and have a computerised voice
read out its contents to them.
An Internet page will first be
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assigned a phone number.
When a caller contacts the

page. the electronic voice will
lead out information and
respond to the callers'
commands.
THAT'S ALL AGAIN FOR THIS
MONTH. I HOPE THAT YOU
ARE ENJOYING THE COLUMN
AND LET ME KNOW IF YOU
WOULD LIKE TO SEE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR COVERED ON THESE PAGES.

BROADCAST
REPORTS AND INFORMATION

_ .411111181=

particularly if you receive a QSL
card! The address is PO Box
4677, Tripoli, Libya.
Still no developments on
the United Nations short wave
transmission front which I
reported on in last month's
column, except to note that the
UN has established a
transmitter in the Central
African Republic. Since
November, Radio Minorca has
been on the an at 9.90MHz
with programmes in English including relays of BBC World
Service output - and French.
Tune in from around 0600UTC.
The station has announced a
postal acklress in PO Box 2732,
Bangui, Central African
Republic.

7.405, 9. i.. )1.74iMHZ
1900-2000UTC on 6.955, 9.44.
9.60MHz
20(()-210OUTC on 5.22, 6.95,
9.44. 9.92, 11.975, 15.50MHz
2100-213OUTC on 5.22, 6.95,
9.92, 11.975, 15.50MHz
2200- 2100UTC on 7.17MHz
If you have a large satellite dish
and a digital satellite receiver,
you can now receive China
Radio on PanAmSat 4 al 68.5'
east. The frequency is
1716MHz and the signal is in
MPEG2 format.
Radio France
Internationale still has a minor
English -language service via
short wave. Tune in at:

1200-1300UIC on 9.805,

TO ME PLEASE.
PETER SHORE

CIO PW EDITORIAL OFFICES
ARROWSMITH COURT
STATION APPROACH
BROADSTONE

E-MAIL:
petersboretgpwpublishing.ltd.uk
PETER SHORE TAKES A LOOK AT
SOME INTERESTING DEVELOP-

Fig. 1: WorldSpace's company logo as taken (tom
their Web Site which you can contact at:
http://www.woridspace.com

LATEST FREQUENCY NEWS.

once again coming from
Brussels (albeit relayed
nom German short wave
transmitters of course!) and the
RTBF is on the air at 06000700UTC on 15.715MHz,
1100-120OUTC on 21.54MHz
and 1700-180OUTC on
15.715MHz. All transmissions
are directed to Central Africa for
French-speaking Belgian
expatriates and aid workers in
the region.
In Africa, the Libya -based
Voice of Africa is on the air
with English and French on
115, 15.415 and
I ").415MHz at various times.
Voice of Africa seems to he the
new name for Libya's external
service which until last autumn
referred to itself as the Voice of
the Greater Arab Homeland,
Some reports suggest that

the Voice Of Africa may add
African languages this year.
including Swahili for Kenya and
Uganda and Hausa for Nigeria.
If you hear this re -named
station, please let me know -

rrn

of this month or the beginning
of April (no one is quite sure
when!).
In December, WorldSpace
unveiled the receivers for its
satellite service which
incorporate the sophisticated
digital audio processing system
that WorldSpace uses, together
with some short wave bands.
The receivers will cost around
USS.150; despite this high price
tag, WorldSpace believes that it
will sell 5(0 (XX) sets by the
year end.
WorldSpace has developed
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its own proprietary digital radio

BH18 8PW

Broadcasts in French are

O

Washington -based satellite
radio service, starts
broadcasting from its AfriStar
satellite (see Fig. 21 to Africa
and the Middle East at the end

system and uses processing on-

DORSET

MENTS WHICH HAVE TAKEN
PLACE IN THE SPHERE OF
BROADCAST BANDS OVER THE
LAST MONTH. ALONG WITH
HIS REGULAR UPDATE ON THE

=I
cJ

wwhsradio6aol.com
A revolution in
international radio is just days
away now. WorldSpace, the

NOW A ROUND -UP OF
FREQUENCY NEWS
China Radio International
continues to use some
interesting out -of -band
frequencies for its broadcasts,
including those in English. The
current transmission schedule
is:

0300-0400UTC on 9.69MHz
0400-050OUTC on
9.73MHz
0900-1100UTC on
15.21, 17.755MHz
12(X)-130OUTC cm 6.95,

6.955. 7.385, 9.565,
9.715, 11.66.

11.600, 15.155, 15.195,
15.540. 17.575MHz
1400-150OUTC on 11.910,
12.030, 17.560MHz
1600-17000TC on 11.615,
11.995. 12.015. 15.210,
15.530MHz
1700-173OUTC on 11.615.
15.210MHz
Radio Vilnius has English at
0030U IC for 30 minutes
on 6.12MHz via
Germany and again at
103OUTC on

9.71MHz direct from
Lithuania.
A new religious station

started up in
Fig. 2: WorldSpace's
11.675,
December.
11.98MHz
AfriStar satellite also
The WWBS
1300-1400U TC
taken from their Web
station is
on 11.66.
Site.
based in
11.675. 11.715,
Macon.
11.98, 15.18MHz
Georgia and operates on
1400-150OUTC on 7.405,
Sunday and Monday between
9.535, 9.70. 11.825.
0000 and 0200UTC un
15.125MHz
11.90MHz. The programming is
1500- I 60OUTC on 7.16, 7.405,
evangelical in content. You can
9.785MHz
reach the station at PO Box
16(X)- I 70OUTC on 9.565MHz
18174, Macon, Georgia 31209,
1700-18(X)UTC on 5.22. 7.15.
USA. or via E-mail:
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board the satellite to do much
of the 'multiplexing' work. As
this edition of Practical Wireless
goes to press, only a relatively
small number of content
providers have signed up - the
latest additions are Medi-1 and
CNN Radio. None of the big
international services have yet
announced their intention to
join WorldSpace's programme
line-up.
Analysts are still
unconvinced by the
WorldSpace proposition. No
new technology has ever been
rolled out in the developing
world, and the broadcasters
who have committed to the
system are not big names and
so are unlikely to drive large
volumes of receiver sales. So
where is the money coming
from to sustain this multimillion dollar operation? It's
from the Middle East, probably
Saudi Arabia and more is
needed to keep WorldSpace
afloat for orbiting) in the
coming months. Watch this
column for the latest news
about WorldSpace as it goes
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liar,
THAT'S ALL FOR THIS TIME
AROUND. KEEP IN TOUCH
WITH THE BROADCAST BANDS
AND LET ME KNOW ABOUT
ANYTHING INTERESTING YOU
HEAR. UNTIL NEXT MONTH,
73!
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f you're an avid reader of
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For the NEXT

THREE
MONTHS
ONLY, you can
subscribe to

the UK's only independent
Amateur Radio magazine,
you might like to consider
taking out a subscription.

As you may
have noticed, the
cover price has
had to go up
with this issue.
Because of this.
subscription

your favourite
Amateur Radio
Magazine for the prices will also
OLD
have to go up
subscription
eventually. In
order to make it
prices.

a bit easier on
the hobbyist's

pocket. we're
offering you. the
reader, a chance
to subscribe to

Practical
Wireless at the
old subscription

three months
you can take out
a subscription
and save the
money which
you would have
spent due to the
increased cover
charge.

So, why miss
this opportunity.
we know that
increases in
price are never
welcome, so

let's hope that
this makes it that
little bit easier!

prices.
For the next

Don't forget, you would also get the extra benefits of
Seeing your copy before it gets to the Newsagents!

Ensuring that you're right up-to-date with all the latest news
and reviews!
Making sure that you don't miss out on the best Amateur
Radio features in print!
Having PW delivered 3irect to your door every month!
pm:

Wireless

Protecting yourself ziaainst cover price rises for the
duration of your subscription period!

,
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So, what are you waiting for?
Don't delay, make sure you
don't miss out on your radio
reading -Order your
subscription today!
Subscriorson Rates

ilor the nest three months only)
1 Year

t.
jrpyquiPROJECIS
.

E25

UN

Ell

Europe Air Mall
Rest of World Airsaver
Rest 01 World Airmail

£32
£37

To order your subscription please use the Order form on page 90 of this
issue or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote Subs 3.
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HATELY ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY
1 KENFIELD PLACE, ABERDEEN AB15 7UW

T

TEL/FAX:(01224) 316004

MOSLEY H.F. ANTENNAS

GM3HAT

ARE YOU ON HF? THE BANDS ARE SUPER NOW.
Orny not eni0v your iicence tins Spring, now mat conditions are so good> Was it tne hassle ct
small garden space. or planaerS plague trial drove you oft HP You should see this plot. Two
telephone wires over it to a pole in the corner ryes, they are in the back gardens in Scotland
but at least our front streets are more Idyl with IDOut sixteen trims going to it Perhaps that s
what led me to develop antennas which are compact and ye! efficient and inconspicuous

Wilt a Crossed Field Antenna you need riot be held back The MONOBAND CROSSED
FIELD LOOPS are so small they can be held up at the roof peak or gutters looking lire a fancy
TV aerial the ELECTROMAGNETIC DELAYLINE RADIATORS can lie concealed in a plastic
gutter, or go over the peak of the roof like a TV down lead There is a short one for bungalows
and tall houses with the shack upstairs, and a longer one for the two or three storey villa. These
work on any band so whether you are a night owl on eighty, or a noon -day DX man. you ca
ENT:A
always gel someone Somewhere Nth

Telephono or write fora couple of Leaflets. There are prices to tempt all COMO'S_
Sc FEE liceneed since 1950 now Gell3NAT

Maurice C Matey.

Prop, letor

J. BIRKETT

25 The Strait
Lincoln 1N2141

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Tel 01522 52(1)61

*FPO/in TRANSISTORS

Partners J H BARU

E22si

J L Bakst

EISA 0 0 R t MULTIMETERS TYPE C1471C .T3reeDISNI WAN WAS, RE PPM!

,,

t

lakes 30 type St ores Said at a Sd eeth taro -able Irbil ¢ f20 IP1.1'

assembly quick and

PHILIPS CONCENTRIC TRIMMERS 2003 2 359
T

lor fl. Pe titular Innen'

have pre -drilled and colour coded
element pieces which makes

raw URI R F ROWER TRANSISTORS ripe TP1571 Pre6r4 No aloatilliOn both CI II each

PIRER UP/AK TRIMMERS I--

Unlike other makes, Mosley Antennas

26e, 10.10oF arltelentul antacid name-

easy.

Unlike

VITRARION !ICED TRANSMITTING CAPACII040 AlOpr 2Kv.6160 20 4509 sect
.,
.13:14 325p. 4209 0 509,3310 0 tOp IAPF102 *40 NOWA,: 10a

other makes,

SUB MINIATURE BEAD LIDS Red 010 lot Ll. ems** IIC111 0 It for CI.

SIR SPACED VARIABLE cmatouis.1spr 050.164040PF 0(250 1144440F C.4.2004X4uf s 05;
t
3 a 30. 3!6-40;1012.93, 36616.366pf *L4 S. MI types RoF. 2SpF. 500 All

all

x.BAND GUNN DIODES 0 fT>a I( -Band Mani* Codas 114 IVA 0 At 31612 *93a. 1501 tt 0 60, J

diodes 4 0 74 NO weir WPM 0 ES. 24GMt gam *odes 0 L2110 %At liming eon 0 50o IN4I6C 2SHr.d2d,.
75p.%-biod dale west 4111S0.gem2 0 II SO

Ire OWSTALRITE114 rot RIC le MHz BMW. 024130 214kr1c. OWTSkYli Baer itt 0 etch
ArCFSS Swirl a 3ARCLAYCARO 6 AASERCAPi EXPRESS cards &stated

11 Oyer Free ordeal °Mamie steed

C.M. HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.

Hardware

is

of

Stainless Steel, and tubing is
aircraft grade, drawn, aluminium. This
means that the telescopic tubing can be of
closer tolerance. There is no need therefore for
unsitely hose clamps.

Unlike other makes, Mosely's unique design has
two traps in each trap assembly. A Mosley 3
element, tri-bander has only 6 trap assemblies,
whilst other makes have twelve
!

Consider the difference that makes to wind
loading and structural stability.
Now look at Mosley's special low prices..
unlike other makes!
.

Norbreck Radio Rally
Weekend 21 March 1999

MORRITT
HOTEL

.

RV -4-C

RV-6-C-WARC
RV-7-C-WARC

BLACKPOOL

10/15/20m
TA-33-JR-N-WARC 10/12/15/17/20m

G6XBH G1 RAS G8UUS
ti

VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

C
O

2

WE SPECIALIZE

1,1

BeI ALL TYPES Or PLUGS. ADP, ETC

ERA Microreader E. BPS4 Filter. SEM Products *
* Full range of Scanning Receivers *

FMB, Tonna. Maspro, plus full range of base/mobile anterv,

O

*r.

4 CLOAD liroday-friddry 9.00.Rn to
f!..! trm,korbAll 44h
'woo

INTERNET:

G6XBH GI RAS

.

smell.:

£589
£649
£179

3 EL
6 EL

£549
£679

WARC BANDS
TW-33

12/17/30m

3 EL

£299

Available only by mail order from our sole distributor:

EASTCOMM

Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 ORU
Al

3

Gsuus Tel: 0115-928 0267
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£319
£439

10/15/20m
10/15/20m

JUST GIVE US A RING

3 Parndon Green. Wollaton Park. Nottingham NG8 IOU
OH Ring Rd., between A52 (Derby Roadl 6 A609 iitkotron Road,

£249
£329
£349

CL -33-M
CL -36-M

BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

Radio Amateur Supplies
sc

3 EL
4 EL

HEAVY DUTY
TA-33-M-WARC 10/12/15/17/20m 4 EL
HEAVY DUTY COMPACT
TA-53-M-WARC 10/12/15/17/20m 4 EL
TA -40 -KR
Add 40m to 33M/53M
HEAVY DUTY CLASSIC

Telephone: (01253) 351016

Urge selection or Nt-A. /Used EcliaiDMiot or', Snow
AGENTS FOR: YAESU ICOM KEN WOOD ALINCO
Accessories. ReVex/Diamond range of SWR/PWR, Adonis Mics
Mutek products, Barenco equipment, MFJ products.

10/15/20/40m
10/12/15/17/20/40m
10/12/15/17/20/30/40m

STANDARD
TA-33-JR-N

BOOK US FOR YOUR RADIO RALLY %%TEMA l)
200 yard,: tram e\hibition centre .Arnple parkin:4

E

.

VERTICALS

Free UK mainland carriage' For full catalogue send £2 in stamps.

Sales order line
VISA

01692 650077

Fax: 01692 650925 Website: www.cqcqcq.com
85
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Valves

For Sale

Wanted

VALVES GALORE Most valves available
from stock. Otherwise obtained quickly.
Please send SAE stating requirements or
telephone. VALVE & ELECTRONIC
SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157 Dickson

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 4kH-300MHz FM
TTL
£1.50.
Ceramic, SAW filters.

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state
communication
receivers
Pre -1980.
Preferably working and in good condition.
Non working sets considered also domestic
valve radios. Items of Government surplus

Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: (01253) 751858 or Fax: (012531 302979.

VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED
Ham, Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for
FREE list to: Wilson Valves, (Jim Fish
G4MHI,
28
Banks
Ave.,
Goleer,
Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4LZ.
Tel: 01484 654650. Fax: 01484 655699.
E-mail: wilsonvalves@surflink.co.uk
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.

CASH FOR

VALVES.

£10.
ECC33.35 £6 ECC83/EF86 £3.50. KT66 £35.
ECC32

KT88 £55. EL34 £20. EL37 E18. PX4 £70.

PX25 £130. GZ34 £8. GZ32 C8. DA100
£150. 4212E £150. PT15 £10.

oscillators FM £2.50. New 16 page list.
Q Electronic Design.
Tel: 0181-391 0545. Fax: 0181-391 5258
TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88. CR100,
R210, HRO. £5 each. Circuits C1.50.
Hundreds available. SAE list. Bentley, 27
De Vere Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3EB.
Tel: 0181-554 6631.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for
Vintage Service data, circuits and manuals
from 1900 to the 1970s. Free brochure

from Tudor Gwilliam-Rees, Savoy Hill

wireless equipment and obsolete test
equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and audio
components and accessories. Pre -1975
wireless and TV books and magazines.
Also, most valves wanted for cash. Must be
unused and boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson Road,
Blackpool, FY1 2EU. Tel: (01253) 751858 or
Fax: (012531302979.

Publications, 50 Meddon St, Bideford, The

Little White Town, North Devon, EX39
2E0. Tel: 01237 424280.

E-mail: tudor.gwilliam-rees@virgin.net
Visa & Mastercard accepted.
WE BUY & SELL HAM GEAR New and

used amateur equipment bought and

Miscellaneous
VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and
other parts at attractive prices! Ring for
free list. Geoff Davies (Radio). Tel: (01788)

VALVES FOR SALE, swap, wanted.
Thompson. 83 School Lane, Hartford,

sold, PX welcome. Ring Dave G3RCO the
gentleman dealer on: showroom (01708)
374043 or office 0956 854947.
Open 7 days 9am-10pm. 9 Troopers Drive,
Harold Hill, Romford, Essex RM3 9DE.
THE RF-KIT CATALOGUE. send 2x 2nd
class stamps or browse www.rfkits,demon.co.uk
Hands Electronics, Tegryn, Llanfyrnach,
Pembs SA35 OBL. Tel 01239 698427.

Cheshire. Tel/Fax: 01606 871082.

ICOM COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

Ask for free wanted list.
Colomor (Electronics) Ltd, Unit 5,
Huffwood Trading Estate, Bookers Road,
Billinghurst,
W.
Sussex
RH14 9RZ.

Tel: 01403 786559. Fax: 01403 786560.

E mail: giacomelli@colomor.clemon.co.uk

574774.

HEATHKIT UK DISTRIBUTOR Heathkit
spare, service and educational products.
Cedar Electronics, 12 Isbourne Way,
Broadway
Road.
Winchcombe.
Cheltenham, Glos GL54 5NS Tel: (01242)
602402.

TOP PRICES PAID

portable 2m transceiver £195.00. ATU

SHORT WAVE BROADCASTERS you
can monitor reception in the target area:
Government agencies you can control

£30.00. Tel: 01249 653735.

MF/HF

for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.
Langrex Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon

GLS COMPONENTS in stock now. Amiga
500/600/1200 spares. We can source
almost any component. Call for details

worldwide from your tone phone using
Radphone 200DX from www.pca.cc

IC R71E VGC. Bargain at £350.00. FT -290R

Surrey CR0 2QP.
1.7

0181 684 1166 F

0181.684 3056.

comps, PCB, inst booklet supplied. £8.95

Free brochure from ORP, 27 Amberley
Street, Bradford West. Yorkshire 803 80Z

or

transceivers

Tel: +61-2-98889777 Fax: +61-2-98050253.

01623 641122.

E-mail: gls12@hotmail.com 4 Worsbrough
Close. Mansfield, Notts NG18 5GR.

Computer Software
& Hardware

Holidays

Crystal sets/QRP kits
BUILD A CRYSTAL SET and other
projects. No soldering required. Ful

receivers

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan
bunkhouse camping. Elevated rural site,
two miles from beach, use of shack and
antennas, open all year. Tynrhos. Mynytho,
Pwllheli. Tel: 01758 740712. Packet
address: GW4VAG@GB7BAY#55.GBR.EU

PC-AMIGA

SSTV-PACKET
Tx'Rx
interfaces from 028.50. SAE leaflets,
demodisk £1. Peter Lockwood G8SLB, 36
Davington Road, Dagenham, RM8 2LR.
Tel: 0181-595 0823
http://www. ange I fi re. com/ok/g8s1b

Please photocopy this form il you prefer

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra Semi -display setting E13.90 per single column
centimetre (minimum 3cm)
Please add 17.5% VAT to the total
All cheques, postal orders. etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept. Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court.
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (01202) 659920, Fax: (01202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the
available issue of PW) for
insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for

issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next
(42p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Name -

Address'

Telephone No
Box Number t 70p: Tick if appropriate
Category heading:
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AERIAL ROTATOR FOR ONLY £49.95!
AR300XL

A

CVC CHELMER VALVE COMPANY

New Channel
Master

Light Duty Rotator
Rotor unit type AR300XL and control console

Continuous indication of beam heading
Clamps to 2'152mml max mast and

Medium
Duty
Rotator

If you need Vabw.s./Tubes or other
electronic components

Itakes 1x."138mml max_ stub. mast

'Offset type mounting. Vertical load

carrying 45kg. Specal offer MI5

.

2 main mast
AR1211Alignmes113earing
Altx.,s greater, Signer head loads Fitted

Vertical load carrying 113kg
Colorotor

118.95

Besting f1135.
YEN'!!? C171LCVJE kYAILABLE If RETURN 4 1151

Tel: 01202 738232
Fax: 01202 716951

AERIALTECHN1QUES

ISO 9002 0533906

We supply

E-mail sales@chelmervalve.com

Capacitors
Resistors
Thermistors
EMC filters
Inductors
Suppressors
Varistors
Potentiometers
Knobs
Ferrites
Fuses

Spark gaps
Batteries
Terminals

Diodes & rectifiers
Transistors
Integrated Circuits
Semiconductors
Lamps & LEDs
Power supplies
Regulators

Thyristors

Sensors
Crystals
Panel meters
Test gear
Valves
Flash tubes

Electrovalue Ltd.

AERI4 L

Member

Siemens franchised rliilo I.tor

Books
Boxes & Cases
Breadboards
Connectors
Cable

l

Switches

I BUY & SELL AMATEUR RADIOS

Relays

Transformers
Hardware
Headphones
Soldering equipt
PCB materials
Service aids

1962

www.g3rcq.co.uk

1999

Tel: (01708) 374043/0956 854947
or send S.A.E. for long list of used gear to: -

Fax: 0151-432 4127

Troopers Drive, Romford, Esse,y

880 Burnage Lane, Burnam.. Manchester M19 1NA
e mail r.alesaelectrovalue.demon.co.uk

ilk

1.

RIGS OF DISTINCTION

Fans

Tel: 0161-432 4945

then try its!

Tel: 44-01245 355296/265865 Fax: 44-01245 490064

_10/a.lue Mix

B 5I Bowl stockist

.

Dept PW, 130 New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 ORG. England

FA irm

E ma.l voctrald,rcon co.uk

11 Skit Road, Parkstone. Poole. Dorset B14122111

.

We have vast stocks, widespread sources and
37 years specialist experience in meeting
our customers requirements.

th stub mast

web site www elecirovalue corn

Nothing compares with the satisfaction of
making that rare DX contact. taking part in
your weekly net, chasing those awards or
settling down with the latest copy of
RadCom. It's also reassuring to know that
your equipment is fully covered with discounted
insurance, and that specialist advice is only a call
away.

We are here working on your behalf so that you can go on enjoying your
hobby.

RSGB Membership and RadCom delivered to your door, plus more, for just
£36 annually or £9 quarterly Direct Debit (c27 over 65 years of age: £22 students: £12 under 18).

Radio Society of Great Britain, Lambda House. Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE.
Cheque / Postal Order payable to Radio Society of Great Britain

IR 01707 659015 for a free copy of RadCom. or join today and receive a free gift. Plus ...

when you complete a Direct Debit mandate - offer expires .10.6.99
Please enrol me as a member of the RSGB and send me my free gift

Exp Date I
Name t -.4o

r

i

I

Switch Issue Nol

i

I

Callsign

744

Address
Town

Postcode

Signature

Date
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its °Z-4.11
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Direct Debit torn,

1
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The books listed have been
selected as being of

special interest to our
readers They are supplied
direct to your door. Many

titles are overseas in

engin

Book Store
More Out Of Thin Air
or The Month' this month is one that mast of you will he familiar with More Out Of Thin
Our
Air crimpnses of a collection of antenna theory, design and construction article- and is a follow in 1,, ol,t
Of Thin Air which was published way buck in 19111.
Containing nrticles on antenna theory and construction for h.f.. vh.f. and u.h.f. aniennus. as well
as reviews and articles on associated equipment. More Out Of Thin Air Is an essential additinn to any
Radio Amateur's book shelf. Although it is a revised and updated version. it still contains some of the Old
favourites including some of the now *famous' Fred Judd G2IICX antenna designs.
The usual price of More Out Of Thin Air is £6.95 plus if P&P. However. our special price this month is a mere E5 includingP&P

In( and Overseas postagel Order your ropy today!
So. don't waste another second - offer eloseK 3 I sl March 1999:

To order please either use the form on page 90 or call the Credit Card Hotline on 101202) 659930 and quote PW3.
Pages

SATELLITE PROJECTS HANDBOOK I...lance Harris
SATELLITE TELEVISION. A Inman'. yude Poe, Pearson
SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION; GUIDE 5th E damn John Breed,
WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK Sth Edition Dr Raton E lagoon WELBOOT

LISTEVIVG GUIDES
Airband
AIR RAND RADIO HANDBOOK 8th Edition David./ Smith

.192
96
.112
134
156
160
.192

AIRCRAFT RADIO FREQUENCIES & GUIDE BOOK Ind Edition
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TM Union Graham Dolor
AIRWAVES 99
[ALLSTON 98
FLIGHT ROUTINGS 9999. %Whams
INTERNATIONAL AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK. David ./ Smith
NORTH ATLANTIC FLIGHT COMMUNICATIONS Ind 1440"
UNDERSTANDING ACARS

E9119

C699

90
309

VHF. UHF AIR BAND FREQUENCY & CALLSIGN GUIDE. July 1998 Edition
WORLDAIRLINE FLEET & SELCAL DIRECTORY
WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
Evans
111,1E et bon Robert

AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING IBP311
SCANNER BUSTERS 2 D C Poole

ES 96

SCANNERS 7 INTERNATIONAL Pew Rouse GUIDKD

[695

SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE

(9.99

Ith Reunion. Pater Rouse
SCANNING SECRETS Marl Francis
UK SCANNING DIRECTORY 6th Edition

I

0 Poi tie

590
436
32
766

.

SLOW SCAN TELEVISION EXPLAINED M.L. WIX14111110 GEICIM

156
156

(5 00
(5 00

(11 50
L3000

THE AMATEUR TV COMPENDIUM Mike Woodang GISIOM

104

(350

(23.00
(7 50

93
50
63

C1 96

(4 95

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125 E M Noll
25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS 8P136 E M Nna
25 SIMPLE SNORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS 8P132 E M Noll
Nom
75 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW RAND AERIALS BP145 E
ANTENNA EXPERIMENTERS GUIDE iRSGBi Porr Dodd 03(00
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING IARRLI. Wilked N. CA/011
ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301 ID Poote
ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BANG DOING i ARK
ANTENNA TOOLKIT Inc CD-ROMi JosepA J Carr.

CA 95

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 16911 Edition

E4 96

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Thle., Edited 9.y Jerry Hull KITD
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM 57iline Foul
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Fiv
BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK. W I Oro WITSAI b S D Cowan 11/7LX
BUILDING & USING SALONS Jerry StlYiel.
CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3.0 Eddlon Welloem On WBSAI end Squad Cowan W2LX
EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BA116 H C Wool
G ORP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK.
Compiled and edned by P Linsey G3P131. A t Nicholson KA9WRI GWOL NO
HT ANTENNA COLLECTION IRSGBI Edited by Erwin David GALCII
HE ANTENNAS fOR ALL LOCATIONS iFTSGB1 Les Moon CAXN

119 95

130 00

C3 95

60
36
38
60

C495

0396

564

n

23 00
123 00

450

C1995

32

395
(15 50

1213

117
176

(495
(895

192

(12 95
C1295

640

[1950

General
BUYING A USED SHORT WAVE RECEIVER 3rd Ediltian lBWnISII F Osternien
GETTING ON TRACK WITH APRS Stan Flocrepa WA1LOU
POP WENT THE PIRATES. Moth Stows.
RADIO SCIENCE OBSERVATION Volume 1 Here CD-RomI Joe Can
SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS. Pater Rouse GUT13410
SHORT WAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS
SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT INEW 3rd Edition,
SHORTWAVE LISTENERS GUIDE_ Ian Poole
THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK New Sin Ednron
Andrew Yoder

23
165
..566

111-1TEIR 8.4110

Amateur Television
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR TELEVISION

et 93
[11 50
01695

Antennas & Transmission Lines

.

.

118

Satellite
AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS 6P326 F A W.ison
ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY Oh Edition
NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV. Derek Stephenson
SATELLITE HANDBOOK (ARRL, New Ed Om,
Mutton Davidoff K7UBC

230
150

(5 9S

371

C1895

370

015 50

(9.50

1895

125

Clan

110
70

16.96

C350

165

CT 25

233
322

C1099
C14.65

(6 95
(6.30

150

1:499
C1499

150
76

Clive Smith G4I tH and Geo.ge Bonbon G3HB

RAE MANUAL iRSGBI New Revised Edition G L Benbow 03119

(6.95

C16 SO

BASIC RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS. Ray Pen GOOAT.
AN RAE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK Bob Gtiffiths G7NHEI
HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION 1R509

C13.50

C11.95

(1650

26121

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO New Edition Ian Poole G3VWX.....
BASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES & TECHNOLOGY Ian Poole G3VWX

(1095

(1650
(599

96
64
96

(11 SO

[B95

NOW WE RE TALKING IARRLI
PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS 155491 John Case GW4i4W111
THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION HANDBOOK 411E376/
tin P00111 G31641
THE RADIO AMATEURS QUESTION A. ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL
Fifth Edition. Rey Pero. GOOAT
RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION -END OF COURSE TEST PAPERS Ray Patti GOOAT

195

[1050

£1090

68 95

ss

(1196

209
236
204
200

197
173

730
92
96

011.95

174 00

186

Beginners lint RAE)

se
96

(7500

732
175

[8 50

(1995

C7 95

214

C17 E.C.

410

19
91

(4 95
[16 50

159

L14 49

n 1 ss
(1195

384

186

.

DARK OF A MARITIME RADIO OFFICER Ross Bradshaw
ELECTRONICS AFLOAT THri
GMDSS EDITIONS MARINE 558 OPERATION Michael Gale
GMDSS EDITIONS MARINE VHF OPERATION Michael Gala
GMDSS FOR SMALL CRAFT Alan Clenonetsesi
RADAR & SMALL CRAFT Tim Balton
RADAR FOR SMALL CRAFT Tim Barnett
SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS B E Reharitsue
SHIP 70 SHARE RADIO FREQUENCIES Ken Davies
SIMPLE ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION 2nd Edition. Mile [hominy
SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION MA Chinery.
WATCHERS Of THE WAVES. Brun Faulkner

(1550

112

[13 95
(25.95

Marine

LI /5
115 00

52
580
100

192

[7695
(450

(196

EL
160
195
104

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES John linys 03800
PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 3ri1 Edition, lint su/twarei 200311 J Ca..
PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS REDS Alin Hays 039.00
RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK W I Orr wr6SAI & S 0 Cowan W2LX

450

187
174

(1 75

MORE OUT OF THIN AIR OWNA
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0
ICOM
If you've got a 0 -Spot...
the IC-706MKIIG will find it!
IC-7o6mic11q heralds the arrival of the successor to the'706' throne.
The new 1C-706mx11q... q, it's great!
The

ir Now includes 430MHz (70cm)!
lir 144MHz output power increased to 50 watts!
lir Major function keys are illuminated!
dr Plus all the usual fantastic benefits of owning a (706'.1
Improve() operation for local and DX use, as a base or mobile.

Same compact body as IC -706 and IC -706M KU for flexible installation.
UT -106 PSP unit supplied as standard, providing noise reduction and auto -notch functions.
Narrow FM is available on ALL bands.

Separate call channels for 2m and 70cm.
More scan edge channel pairs.

and much, much more...

O

V

AMATEUR

COMPUTERRAN06)
86
SHOW
Telephone: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.
URL: http://www.icomuk.co.uk e-mail: info@icomuk.co.uk

Icom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD.

Count on tis!

EARTH' STATION FT -847

HF/50/144'430 Mi-iz All Mode Transceiver

.

Comprt
great for our
next rover
operation.

_

And the DSP
wiped me
hear my first
moonbounce
signal.ever'

The FT -847 changes base station operation
forever. Now, three radios in one--HF,
VHF/UHF, satellite: technology in its finest
application, from the world leader in amateur
communication.
W'th its unequaled combination of fea-

tures. like DSP filters-notch. NR and BPF,
built-in 6 -meter. voice monitor. separate sub band dial, Shuttle Jog dial. Smart Search.
and digital meter, the FT -847 is the only radio

HF VHF UHI
and satellite
all in °Imo'

of its kind! Exclusively for satellite work, 19
memories exceed any other radio. For performance, power -up with 100W for HF.S-meter,
and 50W for 2 -meter and 430 MHz.
Additional 'must -haves" include cross -band
full duplex. normal/reverse tracking, CTCSS
and DCS encode/decode. and direct keypad
frequency entry. Plus. the FT -847 is
1200/9600 bps packet -ready.
Take the next step in all -band performance
and take home the FT -847 today!

Only one transceiver gives you
II mode operations on HF/50/144/430 MHz
with full Satellite capability.

ATA S-1 00

Active Tuning Antenna System
Designed for the FT -847. Works on 7/14/21/28/50/144/430 MHz
Amateur Bands for mobile operation.

Spec'',canonshied to champ: %intim! notice Spec'!stations guaranteed only within amateur bands
S01114, accessories andlor orilion.. are standard u1 certarnareas Check with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details

YA_E SU
Choice (.4' the World's top DX'ers
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ICOM
Callsign

Allocated to

Map Loc.

Callsign

Allocated to

Map Loc.

Callsign

Allocated to

Map Loc.

Callsign

Allocated to

Map Loc.

2AA-212

UK and Northern Ireland

10

8SA4SZ

Sweden

ETA-ETZ

Ethiopia

KK

lilAMLZ

South Korea

PM

3AA-3AZ

Monaco

JN

81A-8YZ

India

JOT
MIDI

EUAIWZ Belarus

KO

HMAMMZ North Korea

PWN

3Bk38Z

Mauntus

LG

8ZA-8ZZ

Saudi Arabia

U.

EXA-EXZ

Kyrgyzstan

MN

HNA-HNZ Iraq

LM

3CA-3CZ

Equatorial Guinea

JJ

9AMAZ

Croatia

JN

EYAEYZ

Talikistan

MM

HOAHPZ

Panama

EIFJ

3DA-30M

Swaziland

KG

96A -90Z

Iran

ILIM

EZA-EZZ

Turkmenistan

IN / IAM

HOA-HRZ

Honduras

EK

30N -30Z

Rji

RH

9EA-9FZ

Ethiopia

KK

FAA.421

France

tIJN1+1

HSA-HSZ

Thailand

OK

3Ek3EZ

Panama

9GA-9GZ

Ghana

liJJ

6AA-GZZ

UK and Nonhem Ireland 10141

HTAMTZ

Nicaragua

EK

3GA-3GZ

Chile

FE/G

9HA4HZ

Maha

JM

H2A-H2Z

Cyprus

KM

HUAHUZ

El Salvador

EK

3HA-3UZ

China

NM / OM

91A4J2

Zambia

KH

H3A-H3Z

Panama

EEJ

HVAMVZ

Vatican City

JN

3VA3VZ

Tunisia

JM

91(k9KZ

Kuwait

U.

144k114Z

Solomon Islands

0/RI

WM1+1

01UL

IJ

H6A-H7Z

Nicaragua

EK

HWAMYZ France
HZA-HE Saudi Arabia

OJ

H8A-H9Z

Panama

EIFJ

IAA -IV

Italy

JN

JiKN

J2A-J21

Dabout

LL

LL

3X1V3)2

Guinea

IJIK

Sierra Leone
9lA411
9MA-9MZ Malaysia

3Yk3YZ

Norway Monet Island)

10

9NA-9NZ

Nepal

NI.

HAAMAZ Hungary

3ZA-3ZZ

Poland

KO

%MATZ

Zaire

KI/J

HBA-HBZ

Switzerland

JN

J3AJ3Z

Grenada

FK

4AA4C2

Mexico

DL

9UA-9UZ

Burundi

KI

HCA-HDZ

Ecuador

FJ/1

J4A-J4Z

Greece

KMIN

40A412

Philippines

PJ/K

9VA-9VZ

Singapore

OJ

HEAMEZ

Switzerland

JN

J5AU2Z

Guinea-Bissau

IK

4JA4KZ

Azerbaijan

LM1N

9WA-9WZ Malaysia

01

HFA-HFZ

Poland

KO

J6A-J6Z

Saint Lucia

FK

Georgia
4lA-4t1
IIMA4MZ Venezuela

UN

9XA-9X1

Rwanda

KI

J,XN

J1AJ7Z

Dominica I Island)

FK

FJ

9YZ9ZZ

Trinidad and Tobago

FK

HGAHGZ Hungary
HHA-HHZ Ham

FK

J8k..18Z

St Vincent &

IX

4NA-40Z

Yugoslavia

JKM

AZA-A2Z

Botswana

KG/H

HIA-HIZ

Dominican Repubbc

FK

4PA-4SZ

Sri Lanka

NJ

A3A-A3Z

Tonga

Al

HJA-HKZ

Colombia

FJ

4TA-4TZ

Peru

FHA

A4A-AAZ

Oman

LUX

4U/I4UZ
4VA4VZ

United Nations

A5A-A5Z

Bhutan

NL

Ham

FK

United Arab Emirates

U.

4XA.4XZ

Israel

KM

ABA -All
A7AA1Z

Qatar

LL

4YA-4YZ

International Civil

ABA-A8Z

Libena

IJ

Aviation Organisation

A9A-A9Z

Bahrain

a

AAA-ALZ

USA

EM14i

3Wk3WZ Viet Nam

4ZA4ZZ

Israel

KM

The Grenadines

JAA-JSZ

Libya

J/KL

AMA -A02 Spain

5BA-5132

Cyprus

KM

Pakistan

MUM

Morocco

la

APA-ASZ

5CA-5GZ

ATAAWZ

India

MKA

5HA-51Z

Tanzania

KI

AXAAXZ

Australia

Po

5JA4KZ

Colombia

FJ

AYA-AZZ

Argentina

FEF

51.A-5MI

Liberia

Ll

BAA-BU

China

NM OM

5NA-50Z

Nigeria

1.11K

C2A-C2Z

Nauru

RI

5PA-50Z

Denmark

JO

C3k123Z

Andorra

JN

5RA4SZ

Madagascar

LGAI

CAA-C4Z

Cyprus

KM

51A-5TZ

Mauritania

IKIL

CSA-05Z

Gambia (Thal

IK

5UA-5UZ

Niger

JKA.

C6A-C6Z

Bahamas

Fl

5VA-5VZ

Togo

JJ

CIA-L7Z

World Meteorological

5WA5WZ Western Samoa

Al

-er

M

Organisation

5KA-5XZ

Uganda

KJ

C8A-C9Z

Mozambique

KGM

5YA5Z2

Kenya

KVJ

CAA-CEZ

Chile

FET

6AA-613Z

Egypt

KL

CFA-CKZ

Canada

00 i FO

6CA-6CZ

Syria

KM

CLA-CMZ

Cuba

EF/L

60A-6JZ

Mexico

DL

CNA-CNZ Morocco

6KA-6NZ

South Korea

PM

COA-COZ

Cuba

EF/L

60A40Z

Somalia

Bolivia

FH

6PA6SZ

Pakistan

U/K
MUM

CPA-CPZ

COA-CUZ

Portugal

MIN

6TA-6UZ

Sudan

KK

CVA-CXZ

Uruguay

GF

6VA-6WZ

Senegal

IK

CYA-CZZ

Canada

00 /FO

61(A-6XZ

Madagascar

I.G/H

02A -03Z

Angola

J11/1

6YA-6YZ

Jamaica

FK

134A -04Z

Cape Verde

HK

6ZA4ZZ

Libena

05A-051

Liberia

IJ

7AA-712

Indonesia

01PI

06A -06Z

Comoros

LH

7JA-7NZ

Japan

PM

07A-D9Z

South Korea

PM

70k702

Yemen

LK

DAA-DRZ

Germany

JN/0

7PA-7PZ

Lesotho

KF/G

OSAIITZ

South Korea

PM

70k702

Malawi

KH

DUA-DZZ

Philippines

PJ11(

7RA-7U

Algena

JUM

E2A-E2Z

Thailand

OK

7SA-7S2

Sweden

JOM

E3A-E3Z

Envea

ll

7TA-7YZ

Algeria

JIIM

EAA-EHZ

Spain

1101

7ZA-7ZZ

Saudi Arabia

LL

EIAEJZ

Ireland

10

BAA-81Z

Indonesia

0/PI

EKA-EKZ

Armenia

LWN

8JA-8NZ

Japan

PM

BA-EIZ

Liberia

U

80A -80Z

Botswana

KG/H

EMA-EOZ

Ukraine

KN/0

8PA4PZ

Barbados

6K

EPA-EOZ

Iran

LL/M

80A40Z

Maldives

MJ

ERA-ERZ

Moldova

KN

BRA8RZ

Guyana

GJ

ESAISZ

Estonia

KO

IUM

L

K
J

H

G

C
B

A

PM

-i744k1-

R

MN

5AA-5AZ

Japan

drisipal map 0 App. kri-Minui
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CaIlsign

Allocated to

Map Loc

Cal[sign

Allocated to

Map Loc.

CaDila

Allocated to

Map Loc

Callsign

Allocated to

Map Loc.

JTA,IVZ

Mongolia

NON

P2A-P72

Papua New Guinea

al

SVA-SZ2

Greece

KMN

TOA-TOZ

France

WNW

JO? P

P3A-P3Z

Cyprus

KM

T2A-T2Z

Tuvalu

RI

TRA-TRZ

Gabon

JVJ

JWA-JXZ Norway
JYA-JYZ

Jordan

KM

P4AP4Z

Aruba

FK

T3A-T3Z

Kiribati

AI

TSA-TSZ

Tunisia

JM

JZAJZZ

Indonesia

OfPl

P5A-P9Z

North Korea

PM/N

T4A-TAZ

Cuba

EF1L

TTA-TTZ

Chad

JK/K

KAA-KZZ

USA

PAA-PIZ

Netherlands

JO

T5A.T51

Somalia

LA

TUMUZ

Ivory Coast

IJ

12A4.9Z

Argentina

EMI,I
RIF

PJA-PJZ

Netherlands Antilles

FK

T5A-T6Z

Afghanistan

MM

TVATXZ

France

l/JNI41

LAA-LNZ

Norway

JorP

PKA.POZ

Indonesia

01PI

T7A-T1Z

San Marino

JN

TYATYZ

Benin

JJ/K

LOA-LWZ

Argentina

FE/F

PPA-PYZ

Brazil

GHAT

TRATFIZ

Palau

PJ

TZATZZ

Mali

LXA-UCZ

Luxembourg

JO

PZA-PZZ

Sunname

GJ

T911491

Bosnia and Herzegovina

JN

LYA.LYZ

Lithuania

KO

RAA-RZZ

Russian Federation

101+1

TAA-TCZ

Turkey

KM/N

LZA-1ZZ

Bulgaria

KN

S2A-S22

Bangladesh

NI

TDATOZ

Guatemala

EK

UM-UIZ Russian Federation
WAUMZ Uzbekistan
UNAVOZ Kazakhstan

MAA-MZZ UK and Northern Ireland

10

S5A-S2

Slovenia

JN

TEA-TEZ

Costa Rica

EJ/K

URA-UTZ

Ukraine

UMN
KN/0

NAII-Nt/ USA

EMI.)

S6A.S6Z

Singapore

0.1

TFA-TFZ

Iceland

HAP

UUAUZZ

Ukraine

KN/O

FHA

STA-SU

Seychelles

U

TGA-TGZ

Guatemala

EK

V2/11,12Z

Antigua and Barbuda

R

KM

S8A-S8Z

South Africa

KF(G

THA-THZ

France

[LINN

V3A-V3Z

Belize

EK

Sao Tome and Principe

JJ

T1A11Z

Costa Rica

EJ/K

V4AV4Z

Saint Kitts and Nevis

F1(

OAA-OCZ

Peru

ODA-00Z Lebanon

IK

LO(t)

MN

0EA-CEZ

Austria

JN

S9A-S91

OFA-OJZ

Finland

KP

SAASMI Sweden

JO/P

TJA-TJZ

Cameroon

JJ

V5A-V51

Namibia

JD

OKA-OIZ

Czech Republic

JN/O

SNA-SRZ

KO

TKA-TKZ

France

VJN1+1

V6A-V5Z

Micronesia

OJ

OMA-OMZ Slovak Republic

J1KN

SSASSM Egypt

KL

T1A-T11

Central Africa Republic

J11(

V7A-V1Z

Marshall Islands

RJ

Poland

ONA-012

Belgium

JO

SSN-STZ

Sudan

KK

TMA-TMZ France

11J61(.1

V8A-V8Z

Brunei

OJ

OUAOZZ

Denmark

JO

SUASUZ

Egypt

K1

TNA-TNZ

JIM

VAA-VGZ

Canada

00/F0

VHAVNZ

Australia

PG

VOA-VOZ

Canada

DO / FO

VPAVSZ

UK and Northern Ireland 101.1

VTA-VWZ

India

MK/L

VXA-VYZ

Canada

001 FO

VZA-VII

Australia

PG

Congo

R

Q
P

,-,

N

M

WAA-WZZ USA

E641+1

XAA-XIZ

Mexico

OL

XJA-XOZ

Canada

DO / FO

XPA-XPZ

Denmark

JO

X13A-XRZ

Chile

FE4

XSA-XSZ

China

NM/ OM

XTA-XTZ

Burkina Faso

11.1K

XUA1(UZ

Cambodia

Dk

XVAXVZ

Viet Nam

Ok _

XWA-XWZ Laos

OKA.

XXA-XXZ

Portugal

IM/N

XYA.X72

Myanmar (Burma)

NM.

Y2A-Y9Z

Germany

JNIO

YAA-YAZ

Afghanistan

MM

MAW Indonesia

0/PI

YIA.Y12

Iraq

LM

K

YJA-YJZ

Vanuatu

RH

YKA-YKI

Syria

KM

J

YLA-111

Latvia

KO

L

1

H

G
F

YMA-YMZ Turkey

KM

YNA-YNZ

Nicaragua

a

YOA-YRZ

Romania

KM

YSA-YSZ

El Salvador

EK

YTA-YUZ

Yugoslavia

J/KN

YVA-YYZ

Venezuela

FJ

YZA-YZZ

Yugoslavia

J/KN

22A-122

Zimbabwe

KG/H

23A-Z3Z

Macedonia

KN

(Ex Yugoslav Republic)

ZAA-ZAZ

Albania

KN

ZBAZJZ UK and Northern Ireland 101+1
REIF
ZKA-ZMZ New Zealand

C
B

ZNA-ZOZ

UK and Northern Ireland

101+1

ZPAZPZ

Paraguay

GG

ZOA-ZOZ

UK and Northern Ireland 101+1

ZRA-ZUZ

South Africa

KF/G

ZVIVIZZ

Brazil

GHA

A

Count on us!
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How To Use The Prefix Listing
Rob Mannion G3XFD describes how to use the
International Prefix Listing to best advantage.
rice you've got your copy of
the PW International Prefix
Listing you'll have the most
up-to-date prefix information
which we've been able to
research, on behalf of readers,
from the International Amateur
Radio Union (IARU) public
domain sources.
The list is also in a most
convenient form for instant
reference and does away with
the need to clutter up your desk
with heavy reference books and
manuals. All the basic
information you need along
with a map and reference
system - is there waiting to be
used. So. get busy listening,
transmitting and chasing that DX
station!

Using The Listings
Using the listing is simple indeed
- and the Editorial team have
provided all the necessary map
cross references so that you'll
be able to find what you need
very quickly. Additionally, to
speed the process up even more
there's also a 'reverse' listing
'More about that shortly!).
The listing is presented in
alphabetic order - first by
callsign, then by country. This
means that (for example' if you
wish to find out what callsigns
are allocated to Afghanistan you
will find this particular country at
the very beginning of the
'Alphabetical' list. Following the
country's name, you will then see
the complete up-todate
callsigns allocated (but not
necessarily in use) for that
country. Finally, this is
accompanied with a map
location reference for that
country. In the case of
Afghanistan it's 'MM'. If you hear

an unknown Ito you) callsign you look it up in the 'by prefix'
list. It's that simple!
To use the map locator
reference all you have to do is
identify the letter indicated at the
top and bottom of the map first
(in this case the letter 'M') and
then locate the other letter either
on the left or right hand -side
second (in this case it's the
letter 'M' once

work on this listing. It turns out
that it's the newly adopted name
for Burma and to help readers
we've identified it along with the
previous name against the
reference NK/L. (I never stop
learning doing this job!).

Explaining The References

You'll notice that some
references (Myanmar
is one example) have
more than two
1.1
letters. This is
ttNOptH
TU
because the
country itself
occupies more
than one 'square'
on the map we've
presented with
coo
the listing and to
SS wars.
draw attention
VA
orvt
Ft P.3
to the fact that the
OS S19.4 II
atmo.Sto.5.
country in question does cover
more than one square - it will
have the reference followed by a
This is from one station who
'+' sign.
cannot be offended when told
Another country that
they're 'drifting'!
obviously occupies much more
again) to find the square where
than one square is the United
the country is located. If you're
States of America. In this case
not familiar with the country you
you'll find the reference letters
for the USA followed by the '+'
can then use a full size Atlas to
learn more about the country in
signs resulting in a reference of
question.
EM+.
Incidentally, I must mention at
However, complications set in
when 'external' political
this stage that I'm a confirmed
'Mapaholic'. love reading maps
possessions have to be taken
and learning as much as I can
into account and the system runs
into problems here because in
about my own country and those
abroad. However, despite my
effect such possessions are
often 'hidden'. Good examples of
keen interest (I have a huge
this are the American political
collection of maps at home) I get
caught out occasionally and
possessions such as the
sometimes rather
Hawaiian Island group, the
Caribbean Island of Puerto Rico
embarrassingly. For example, I
have to freely land shamefully)
(and other American owned
admit that I did not know who or
Islands in the Caribbean) and
what the country called
Alaska. Because they are
politically counted as part of the
'Myanmar' was until we had to

NOR I " pOLE

-

410D

I

Confirming a
c.w. QS0 on

so OF pistro

1.8MHz

between G3BDQ
and ZL1AH! The
Bay of Plenty in
New Zealand can
be located on the
North Island of
New Zealand
within map
reference square RE.

2

USA they are not listed
separately. (This of course also
applies to many other countries).
The Hawaiian group have
AH6, NH6 KH6 and WH6
callsigns allocated and 'nearby'
'relatively speaking) Midway
Island has KH4 allocated. Puerto
Rico has KP4 allocated. followed
by KP2 for the (almost next
indoor neighbour) American
Virgin Islands. Alaska and
associated territories have AU,

KU, Nil, WL7 allocated.
My advice for any keen 'USA
DX hunter' is that they get the
fully comprehensive and up-todate information on the USA
callsign listings and call areas by
obtaining a copy of The ARRL
Operating Manual. All
new
editions
of this
very
useful
book
Caine

complete
with an
extremely
useful 'Ham
Desktop
Reference'

Christmas Island (VK9)
can be found in square
reference OH. Another
(lesser known)
Christmas Island can
be found in
Polynesia (map ref
BJ) in call area 132,

list is not exhaustive and
other special calls may be
allocated).
Obviously, there are bound
to he some other anomalies
when it comes to callsign
allocations and although it's
extremely difficult for any book
to be always up-to-date for very
long in this respect, I find The

Radio Amateur's World Atlas to
be very useful. This slim atlas
provides all the information I
need for call areas and it's easy
to use and although you don't gel
a lot of book for the price you
pay - the information and ease of
use can be considered being
'above' valuation in purely
financial terms. In other words if
you're a keen DX chaser or
listener you'll buy it anyway!

booklet It's highly recommended
by G3XFD and has proved
extremely useful indeed. (The

manual is available from the PW
Book Store).

One specific area for
confusion is Antarctica and this
comes about because no one
country has exclusive rights to
the whole continent. This has
been the case since 1959 when
an international treaty was
signed and although it's difficult
to generalise, the callsigns
(which aren't mentioned in the
IARU general listings) that can
be used by the various nations
with a presence in Antarctica
included: CE9AA-MM, PT/Y, KC4,
LU, OR4, VKO, VP8, ZL5, ZS7, 3Y,

R1 and 8J (This

New Countries
'New countries' can also provide
difficulties when it comes to
identification and location!
However, many 'new' countries
of course aren't in fact 'new' at
all - instead they are often the
result of the fragmentation of
nations that have been in
existence for a long time.
Obvious examples are the
various 'new' countries formed
following the fragmentation of
the former Yugoslavia (Slovenia,
Croatia, BosniaHercegovina and
Macedonia) and the division of
the former Czechoslovakia into
The Czech Republic and the now
entirely separate Slovak
Republic, all of which are
included in the most up-to-date
form possible.
Occasonally, what appear to
be oddities 'surface' and several
readers have contacted me in
recent years to query 'The
Gambia' whenever this country
is mentioned in the 'DX worked'
listings. However, in this case
there's a very simple answer
indeed! 'The Gambia' is in fact a
small country (very popular

nowadays
as a holiday venue and
providing superb opportunities
for the determined Radio
Amateur) literally set on either
side of the River Gambia - hence
'The Gambia' which can be
located in square reference
IK, with the
callsigns CSA-- to

C5Z- allocated.

The Revillagigedo Archipelago is
located in OK square on the
Prefix Listing map. The QSL card
confirms a c.w. QS0 between
G3BDQ and XF4T on 23rd
November 1989.
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(On a large scale
3010
atlas you'll find The
O z
Gambia surrounded
on three sides by
3
" 32
Senegal).
C3 ape'
omAtoS
Some 'new'
MD"' aun"
countries have also
TrO,
come about because of
'grouping' of scattered
Asuncion in Paraguay, South
Islands. So. don't be caught out
America, can be located within
by coming across Cape Verde it
map locator square GG.
is in fact the new name of the
beautiful Cape Verde Islands.
extensive collection. My thanks
The same applies to many other
go to John for providing the
'groupings' and for anyone
interesting illustrations, which
whose education dates back to
are good examples for
the days when we were often
referencing and also provide
studying 'the pink bits on the
encouragement to get on the air
atlas' it can be quite confusing
to chase that DX!
but the PW team has worked
So, good luck with your
hard to make the whole
operating and if you're not quite
identification process as simple
sure where the specific
and enjoyable as possible!
countries mentioned on the
Card Examples
cards are - you can find out with
the references provided. The
To round off the guide on how to
next stage is to start adding to
get the best from the prefix
your own collection of 'countries
listing, regular PW author and
worked', learning about our
'DXchaser' John Heys G3800
beautiful world at the same time!
has kindly provided some
examples of QSL cards from his
G3XFD
Co

°

Radio Amateurs in the State of Yap! The QSL card confirms a c.w. QS0 between G3BDQ and V630M from
Yap during August 1995. Yap is located within the large group of Islands collectively known as 'Micronesia'
(Map ref. DJ).

Count on us!

Icom
If you've got a G -Spot...
the IC-706MKIIG will find it!
The IC-706MKllq heralds the arrival of the successor to
the'706' throne. The fabulous IC-706MKllq... gee it's great!

dr Now includes 430MHz (70cm)!
lir 144MHz output power increasea to 50 watts!
dr Major function keys are illuminated!

ar Plus all the usual fantastic benefits of owning a '706'!
Improved operation for local and DX use, as a base or mobile.

Same compact body as IC -706 and IC-706MKIl for flexible installation.
UT -106 PSP unit supplied as standard, providing noise reduction and auto -notch functions.

Narrow FM is available on ALL bands.

Separate call channels for 1m 00 70cm.
More scan edge channel pairs.

and much, much more...

kom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD
Telephone: 01227 741741
Fax. 01227 741742.
URL- http://www.icomuk.co.uk e-mail: info@icomuk.co.uk

Count on us!

